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ABSTRACT 
There are now research findings which highlight the fact that child 
mistreatment is not a rare occurrence but part of an established and 
ingrained child-rearing philosophy in most societies. This philosophy 
(ii) 
is one which sanctions, and even encourages, the use of moderate physical 
and verbal force to discipline children. Most countries continue to 
emphasise severe child mistreatment as a problem of individual children 
and their parents. Severe child mistreatment however is known to occur 
among all groups in the population; these groups include parents with 
no economic or social reasons to mistreat their children, in contrast 
to parents living in deprived circumstances who, for a variety of 
economic and social reasons, are more likely to subject their children 
to abusive acts. Most adults have been victims of some kind of 
childhood mistreatment but this is not perceived as such because it is 
so universal. As the adults are not aware that they have been 
mistreated in their childhood they use the habits of child-rearing they 
experienced in their own childhood to bring up children in their care 
and thus the cycle is repeated. The stories of savage acts of cruelty 
and neglect which make the media headlines are the tip of the iceberg 
of child mistreatment and lead many people to believe that these acts 
are the only type of child mistreatment. The day-to-day reality 
is more subtle and does not appear to be doing the same kind of damage 
but it is only different in degree of severity and not in kind of 
mistreatment. In cases of extreme mistreatment of children where 
parents become aware of what is happening in the family they are 
usually afraid to go for help to the preventive services in case their 
children are removed from the family home. 
(iii) 
Abstract (continued) 
Tzeng et al (1991) in their evaluation of theories of child mistreatment 
conclude that most studies in the area tend to focus on treatment and 
intervention issues. These studies usually employ a small number of 
clinical subjects and rarely address the complex nature of all aspects 
of theoretical issues. The authors found that in recent years, however, 
a growing number of notable exceptions have simultaneously considered 
theoretical issues of quality, solid empirical research, and overall 
integration. These researchers include Gil (1987); Hart et al (1987); 
Garbarino et al (1986); Finkelhor (1984); and Gelles (1983). Professor 
Tzeng et al conclude that all the contemporary literature in this area 
reflects a desperate need to develop a comprehensive integrated theory 
that will address the etiology and dynamics of child mistreatment and 
will also simultaneously address different societal service functions. 
This ideal theory should emphasise the importance of multiple factors 
and their interactions in both subjective and objective terms. To 
overcome some of the difficulties the authors conclude that an 
integrated theory is required to link seemingly diverse and conflicting 
disciplines. They anticipate that through both process and product 
evaluations, etiological factors that cause child mistreatment may be 
halted and eliminated, while factors that oppose child mistreatment may 
be promoted and maintained. 
To address some of the above issues the main aim of this thesis was to 
examine the values of different groups of adults towards child 
mistreatment. Data for the thesis were gathered from three separate 
studies: The First Study was an investigation of thirty families 
registered on a Central Child Abuse Register in order to obtain 
(iv) 
Abstract (continued) 
preliminary informatiom for the blueprint of The Second Study. The 
method of analysis was Content Analysis. The Second Study examined the 
values and underlying attitudes of different groups of adults who were 
either professional carers (or not), towards various aspects of child 
mistreatment. The research instrument was a survey questionnaire. The 
findings of The Second Study indicated differences in values between 
males and females; and the subsequent literature research revealed 
many theoretical assertions that all forms of child mistreatment 
include psychological mistreatment. Thus The Third Study examined the 
values and underlying attitudes of individual male and female parents 
towards moderate psychological mistreatment. The research instrument 
was a survey questionnaire. 
The present thesis found that: 
(1) significant differences of attitudes tended to exist between 
groups who were professional carers and those who were not professional 
carers, and also between males and females; in particular in the areas 
of "physical punishment of children", and "childhood sexuality" and 
that these differences may be greater than is currently recognised or 
accepted, and 
(2) significant differences of attitudes tended to exist between male 
and female parents regarding the "psychological terrorising" and 
"psychological corrupting" of children. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL MISTREATMENT: DEFINITIONS AND EFFECTS 
Hart et al (1987) define psychological mistreatment as the denial of a 
person's developmental needs: 
V€ believe that the existing state of krKMledge supports the following positioo: 
PsycholO]ical mistreatment consists of acts which deny or frustrate efforts on the 
part of an individual to satisfy his/her basic psychological needs to the degree 
that the individual's functiooing becOll:S maladaptively deviant ••• The \\Qrk of 
Mlslow (1968, 1970) provides the theoretical frurriatioos and most well-developed 
conceptualization of needs/rootivational theory relevant to this position (ppS & 9). 
Gil (1990) speaks of the violence which results from the blocking of a 
person's developmental needs: 
When developnental constructive energy - spontanerus grotlth e1ergy - is blocked it 
does not disappear. Energy never disappears in the universe. V€ learned this in 
Physics. All rur universe is based on many principles and that is one. Energy 
cannot disappear, it can ooly be transfonne:i. Growth energy which is blocked moves 
into destructive channels and becanes destructive behavirur. Self-destructive as 
suicide, me1tal ills, other destructiveness as crirre, or darestic violence and many 
other variatioos. But the underlying process is blocked human creative productive 
energy that cannot actual ise itsel f, that cannot be expressed and as a result finds 
other rutlets which are not so nice. 
Straus (1990) defines psychological mistreatment as verbal and non-verbal 
aggressive acts: 
Verbal/symbolic aggressioo which is a camunicatioo intended to cause psychological 
pain to another persoo, or a camunication perceived as having that intBlt ••• The 
carp:x.lndterm verbal/s)mbolic is used on the assllI¢ioo that noo-verbal 
camunicatioo is extranely important for all human interactioos, inclooing 
aggressive camunicatioos (p7). 
Hauck (1977) gives the ego-destroying effects of using psychological 
mistreatment as a means of disciplining a child: 
There's nothing wrong with being consistent in yrur discipline ••• and teaching a 
child self-discipline. lhfortunately, this aspect of child-rearing is often 
flavored in many families with a strong dose of urkindness ••• Past generatioos 
have been raised largely by this pattem ••• Unquestionable obedience towards 
authority crupled with a kick in the ego has given the w:>rld sane of its finest 
neurotics (p415). 
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1.1 Historical Overview 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Prevailing norms in many cultures have considered for centuries that 
severe physical punishment was necessary for maintaining discipline in 
order to transmit educational, cultural, moral and religious ideas, to 
please the gods, and expel evil spirits. Throughout history, children 
worldwide have been subjected to a litany of serious mistreatment such 
as abandonment, mutilation and infanticide. For centuries the Bible 
has been used as one rationale and justification for the harsh 
punishment of children. The basic belief was that aggression is 
necessary for proper training. Two major themes appear to be 
consistent in the relationship between parents and children: (1) the 
concept of obeying and honouring one's parents and (2) the use of 
strong disciplinary measures. Only recently has the victimisation of 
children been internationally recognised as a significant social 
problem that requires direct and immediate attention from society. 
1 
Child abuse and neglect is a widespread social problem that affects all 
types of family structure and all segments of the population, regardless 
of individual differences in cultural background, geographic location, 
or economic status. Reports of child mistreatment have increased 
considerably in the last decade and some researchers believe the 
increase may not be indicative of actual increases but may simply 
reflect improved reporting procedures. Whether or not the incident rate 
is actually rising, the prevalence of child abuse and neglect remains 
excessive and the impact is severe. 
" I 
2 
Tzeng et al (1991) identify the "devastating" (p6) impact of child 
maltreatment - particularly psychological - on individuals, families, and 
society at large and its documentation in empirical and clinical studies: 
MarrY serirus long-term effects have been lirked to child maltreatlTalt, including 
ITaltal retardati01, intell ectual and intell igence handicaps, irrpai red aggressive 
irrpulse control, diminished ego canpetency, reduce:! reality testing, and poor 
interpersonal relationships ••• Significant behavioral effects have also been traced 
to child maltreatlTalt. These include uncontrollable severe tanper tantrums, extreme 
withdrawal, rebe11irusness, hostility and overt violence ••• While the overt effects 
of abuse such as scarring, broken bones, mutilati01, and loss of sensory functi01, 
are extrerely seri rus, the IIDst intense and enduri ng damage i s usually 
psychological (Garbarino, Guttman & Seel~, 1986; Hart, Brassard & Genmain, 1987). 
Since psycholcgical maltreatment is the IIDst difficult type of abuse to define and 
study, it is also very difficult to assess its effects. Ole CCJTll1()1 measure of 
psycholcgical maltreatment is parental rej ecti 01. A 40"1ear longitudinal stLdy by 
McCord (1983) has indicated that of 232 "abused," "neglected," "rejected," and 
"love:l," males, rejected children had the highest rates cf juvenile delinquency, 
and were more 1 ike ly to ranemer thei r parents as harsh. However, these 
ooservati01s do not reveal whether the children were "rejected" because of thei r 
high rate of delinquency or if the high rate of delinquency led to the rejecti01 by 
or harshness of the parents (p6). 
The above authors add that child abuse and neglect has a serious impact 
on the structure and dynamics of society. The McCord (1983) study 
quoted above also showed that neglected and abused children had later 
become criminal, alcoholic, and/or mentally ill, or had died prior to 
the age of 35, possibly as a consequence of the abuse. Another study 
of nearly 7,000 children found a positive relationship between child 
abuse and juvenile delinquency (Alfara, 1981). Thus it would appear 
that the effects of severe child mistreatment are increased personal 
and societal violence. In addition, mistreated children have more 
serious personal problems in that they engage in more violent behaviour 
towards themselves and others. Tzeng et al continue that it is evident 
that child abuse and neglect is a problem that affects not only the 
individuals and families directly involved but all sectors of society. 
They advocate that what is required is for all profeSSions to begin to 
solve the problem of the mistreatment of children: 
Therefore, in order to deal with this problan, it is necessary for all 
professionals fran all aspects of hLmm ecology (individual, fCiTlily, camunity, 
society, w:>rld) to becane involved. Hence, sane basic issues such as definitions, 
etiolOjical dynamics, and theories abrut child abuse and neglect shruld be well 
del ineated and understexxl by all professionals (pp6 & 7). 
1.2 Research Background 
In 1962 the work of Henry Kempe and his colleagues on "The Battered 
Child Syndrome" (Kempe, 1962) was published and marked the point at 
which the study of child abuse and neglect became an academic subject. 
This was the beginning of a reluctant professional awareness and 
acceptance of the subject. Since then the extent of child mistreatment 
has become increasingly recognised as a significant and serious social 
problem. Efforts to understand, treat, and prevent child mistreatment 
are progressing at many levels. 
3 
Estimates of the prevalence and effects of child mistreatment vary acroSs 
different professions and social services agencies. The major reason 
for such discrepancies is that different professions have used different 
definitions of child abuse and neglect. Some researchers have defined 
mistreatment by acts of commission (abuse) and omission (neglect). 
Under this approach child mistreatemnt is usually defined in terms of 
four broad types: physical abuse, physical neglect, sexual abuse, amd 
emotional abuse. Even within each type of mistreatment, many 
definitions are still debatable concepts across different professions. 
Problems of definition are linked to individual and professional 
assumptions and have lead to problems in cross-study analyses and the 
integration of empirical findings with theoretical considerations. 
Tzeng et al (1991) consider the definitional problems surrounding 
psychological mistreatment as even more complicated than the above 
definitional difficulties: 
Problens are eV61 more severe in defining other forms of rraltreatrrent such as 
psychological rraltreatrrent and neglect ••• Garbarino, Ciltman, and Seeley (1986) 
define psychological rralteatrrent as a concerted attack by an adult on a child's 
develo[lTl61t of self and social cOJl)etence ... They consider rraltreatme1t as a pattern 
of psychologically destructive I::ehaviors in five fonns: the rejecting, isolating, 
terrorizing, ignoring, and corrupting of a child. At least one of the five fonns, 
corrupting of a child, cannot be defined withrut reference to cultural nonns. The 
other forms rray, in sane instances, also reflect cultural norms (e.g. no intent to 
hann the child) (p8). 
4 
The above authors present their evaluation of the current position 
regarding research into child mistreatment. Their summary is that since 
its initial recognition in the early 1960's child mistreatment has been 
analysed from many perspectives including feminist, medical, nursing, 
psychiatric, psychological, sociological and social work viewpoints. 
To-date however there remains a lack of agreement not only among these 
various disciplines but also fractions within these disciplines. As a 
result, different theoretical perspectives and empirical strategies have 
been created among professionals concerning the definition, etiology, 
and development of child abuse and neglect, as well as the different 
methods to prevent, intervene, and treat the problem. To remedy these 
problems an inter-disciplinary approach to child mistreatment has been 
emphasised since the 1980's. Tzeng et al conclude that unfortunately 
under this approach professionals still maintain their own theoretical 
disciplinary orientations, working routines, and evaluation criteria; also 
the various disciplines are interested in their own missions and roles. 
Therefore within a framework of co-ordination, different disciplines 
remain separate and independent with conflicting goals and conflicting 
interests. Thus there is a clear need for a new effort to address child 
mistreatment problems in terms of a comprehensive re-evaluation of all 
re 1 ated issues. 
Garbarino et al (1986) summarise the development of child mistreatment 
research. Broadly speaking, approaches to child mistreatment in 
developed countries can be identified through the areas of physical 
abuse in the 1960's, sexual abuse in the 1970's to the new 1990's fbcus 
on psychological mistreatment which accompanies most other forms of 
abuse. They hope that the last decade of the 20th century will be the 
time for research into psychological mistreatment and that operational 
definitions will be developed: 
In the 1960's, the physician C. Hen~ Kempe created the social space for a 
rredical ized approach to child maltreat:ma1t eTphasizing physical abuse (via the 
IIbattered chil d syndranell ). In the 1970's a fern ni st-inspi red movenent extended 
the rights of children to the sexual danain (through capturing the issue of IIchild 
sexual abusell ). OJr hope ••• is that the 1900's and 1990's will be a tirre for 
carving rut a cultural and political space for psycholOjical rmltreatrrent as a 
concept 1 irKed to acti01 on behalf of children ••• Rejecting, terrorizing, ignoring, 
i sol at i ng, and corrupti ng can now cane into the 1 anguage of pub 1 i c and professi ona 1 
disCOJrse. This is essential if efforts to deal with psychological maltreatrrent 
are to becane an active force in the lives of children (pp232 & 233). 
1.3 Aims of the Thesis 
The principal aim of this thesis was to examine the extent to which 
different groups of adults tend to have different values of child 
mistreatment. The research was conducted through three separate 
studies. 
The First Study presents an investigative analysis of thirty families 
who had been officially registered on a state Central Child Abuse 
Register. Fifteen families were registered in connection with Physical 
Abuse and fifteen families were registered in connection with Physical 
5 
Neglect. The research technique of content analysis was used for the 
collection of such sensitive data. The design included a detailed 
conceptual analysis of five problem areas related to the families in 
order to examine some of the causes which had brought the families to a 
crisis situation. 
The Second Study involves an examination of values of seven different 
groups in order to discover underlying attitudes towards various aspects 
of child mistreatment. The research instrument was ~ 120-item 
inventory describing various aspects of child mistreatment over eight 
content areas. The respondents were a sample of adults from different 
occupational groups (N=121). The occupations included housewives, 
physicians, police officers, psychologists, social workers, teachers, 
and commercial workers. The respondents were asked to rate the 
seriousness of each item. 
The Third Study consists of a survey of values 100 male and 100 female 
parents in order to discover underlying attitudes. The research 
instrument used was a set of 120 vignettes describing specific 
incidents of moderate psychological mistreatment of children. The 
vignettes were constructed to represent five categories of moderate 
psychological mistreatment within four developmental groups. The 
respondents were asked to rate the seriousness of each vignette. 
The research questions for The Second and Third Studies examine levels 
of agreement and disagreement in values of child mistreatment between 
different groups, and male and female parents. The research questions 
were as follows: 
6 
1 Do the respondents see various categories as having underlying 
common factors? 
2 Are there any significant differences between the categories? 
3 Are there any significant differences between individual incidents? 
1.4 Outline of Thesis 
The fact that this thesis had to examine areas of interest to many 
disciplines made the task of elucidating the ideas involved quite 
complicated. Thus because of its inter-disciplinary nature the thesis 
makes extensive use of quotations in order to set the scene and 
smoothly merge the various concepts. 
The thesis has four parts. Part A consists of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 which 
present the research literature and the reports of The First and Second 
Studies of this thesis. Part B consists of Chapters 5 and 6 which 
present the theoretical underpinning of The Third Study. Part C 
consists of Chapters 7 and 8 which report The Third Study. Part 0 
consists of Chapter 9 which presents a discussion and implications in 
the light of the three parts of the thesis. A brief outline of the 
chapter contents now follows: 
Chapter 2 presents definitions of child mistreatment together with some 
current perspectives on the confusion surrounding clear definitions, 
plus the historical context in which research issues have developed, 
through to the most current research areas. 
Chapter 3 reports The First Study which is an investigative analysis 
of thirty families who had come to the attention of the prevention 
services of a Central Child Abuse Register in the U.K. 
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Chapter 4 reports The Second Study which is an examination of the 
values and underlying attitudes of 121 respondents - professional 
carers and non-professional carers - towards child mistreatment issues. 
Chapter 5 examines issues regarding conflict in the family which arose 
from the findings of The Second Study. 
Chapter 6 concentrates on theories of psychological mistreatment which 
arose from the examination of family conflict research - in particular 
developmental needs theory and the effects of needs deprivation. 
Chapter 7 details the methodology of The Third Study. This study arose 
from the findings of The Second Study and the subsequent research into 
psychological mistreatment of children and is an examination of the 
values and underlying attitudes of 200 parents - 100 fathers and 100 
mothers towards moderate psychological mistreatment and presents a 
practical implementation of developmental needs theory. 
Chapter 8 reports The Third Study and presents results of the values 
and underlying attitudes of the male and female parents towards moderate 
psychological mistreatment. 
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and is a discussion of the main results 
of the three studies plus the implications which offer suggestions for 
future work in the field. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CHILD MISTREATMENT: LITERATURE 
The current interest in the mistreatment of children is reflected in the 
literature of education, law, medicine, psychology and social welfare. 
In addition to the above disciplines there is also the mass media 
addressed to the general public. 
2.1 Definitions of Mistreatment and Research Models 
The actual events of child mistreatment are obviously rarely observed 
by anyone other than the immediate family members. This is an aspect 
of family life that occurs behind closed doors. In extreme cases most 
often the only indicators are injuries seen on the body of a child. 
The children in these cases usually remain silent either believing the 
punishment to be justified or know that to complain would only result 
in further abuse. 
2.1.1 Definitions of Mistreatment 
Child mistreatment refers to any non-accidental injury sustained by a 
child under the age of 17 years resulting from acts of commmission, or 
omission, by any person who is responsible for caring for the child. 
Such acts range from impulsive physical abuse, to non-impulsive cruelty, 
to deliberate psychological deprivation. 
It is extremely important for those working in the area of child abuse 
and neglect to have very clear definitions. A clear vocabulary has to 
be established for people working in different disciplines who are 
directly involved such as doctors, health visitors, police, social 
workers, and to a lesser degree at the moment - teachers. When a crisis 
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arises the exchange of communications must be as unambiguous as 
possible. 
Bexley London Borough (1982) define five categories of abuse. The five 
categories are Physical Abuse, Physical Neglect, Sexual Abuse, Failure 
to Thrive, and Emotional Abuse. The criteria below define the 
categories of abuse and neglect to be used in considering registration 
and apply to children under the age of 17 years who are abused by any 
person having permanent or temporary custody, charge, or care of a 
child or where the person has knowingly colluded with the abuse of a 
child. A summary of the five categories follows: 
Physical Abuse 
Physical Abuse means the inflicting of, or failure to prevent, an 
actual injury to a child by the parent or carer. This includes 
striking, shaking, swinging, throwing, burning, biting, poisoning or 
any injury where there is no consistent account of how it occurred. 
Offences include cruelty, common assault, grievous bodily harm, 
attempted murder, and infanticide. 
Physical Neglect 
Physical Neglect means failure on the part of a parent or carer to 
provide adequate food, shelter, clothing, physical protection or 
medical care to sustain life or health of the child and promote proper 
development. This includes starvation or grossly unhygienic conditions. 
Offences include cruelty, and wilful neglect. 
Sexual Abuse 
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Sexual abuse means the involvement of, or collusion by, the parents or 
carer with children in sexual activities. This includes fondling, mutual 
masturbation, intercourse, and involving children in pornographic 
activity. Offences include incest, buggery, indecent assault, exposure 
to moral danger, exploitation for pornographic or voyeuristic purpose, 
rape, and unlawful sexual intercourse. 
Failure to Thrive 
Failure to thrive means the medical condition of impaired development 
that has no organic cause and is the result of rejection or neglect by 
the parent or carer. This can include a child1s failure to reach 
milestones such as height, weight, mobility, speech, and comprehension. 
Offences include wilful neglect. 
Emotional Abuse 
Emotional abuse means a medically and socially assessed rejection of 
the child by the parent or carer to the extent that the child1s 
behaviour and development are severely impaired. This includes 
persistent and repeated episodes of crying, a look of frozen 
watchfulness, withdrawal from family or community, or risk of suicide 
by the child or young person. 
Finally Bexley London Borough adds that degrees of abuse to be 
considered are actual abuse as defined above - or potential abuse where 
there is strong reason to believe that the child is in danger of being 
abused. 
Krugman (1985) argues that the line between physical abuse and harsh 
parental discipline is difficult to determine and that abuse and neglect 
are defined differently in different neighbourhoods and by different 
people. Discussions on trying to define a line between abuse and 
discipline, neglect and ignorance, inevitably draw no conclusions. 
Krugman warns that the focus should be on areas of agreement not 
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disagreement: 
The task for those working in child abuse and neglect is to concentrate on those 
areas in which no one disagrees. Burns, fractures, starvatirn, death, sexual 
exp 1 oitat i rn, incest, rape - aryy of these shw 1 d be concentrated on instead of 
trying to spend our 1 ives (and mon~) defining a grey area. Otherwise, the public 
can rightly ask, IIWhy do they \'l)rry abrut sparkings when they don't even koow how 
rrany children are beaten or shaken to death every year? (pl20). 
According to Helfer (1982) abuse or neglect is any interaction, or lack 
of interaction, which affects physical and/or psychological needs: 
My interactirn or lack of interacti01 between a child and ,qis or her caregiver 
which results in non-accidental hann to the child's physical and/or developmental 
state (pp251 &252). 
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Helfer critically comments on his own above definition of abuse and neglect 
and stresses that the keywords are interaction or lack of interaction 
which show a two-way interchange occurring between the child and the adult. 
He stresses the importance of the term IInon-accidental ll since it does 
not imply motivation but rather the lack of accident. Furthermore IIharm 
to the child's physical and/or developmental statell is to be taken very 
literally to signify harm not only to the physical body but also 
the expected development and is classified as abuse or neglect. The 
above definition also encompasses the importance of duration. For 
example, a single event may physically injure more than developmentally 
injure but prolonged incidents could seriously harm both the physical 
and psychological states of the child. 
Psychological Mistreatment 
Hart et al (1987) claim that experts generally agree that psychological 
mistreatment almost always accompanies other forms of abuse and neglect, 
is the most prevalent form of mistreatment, and is often more 
destructive in its impact on the lives of young people than other forms 
of mistreatment. Yet very little effort has been devoted to research 
and intervention focused on psychological mistreatment primarily because 
available definitions and standards for determining its existence and 
impact are inadequate. Hart et al conclude their discussion on 
definitions of psychological mistreatment with the following statement: 
The true incidence of psychological maltreatrrent may never be krlCJrVl1; hov.ever, we 
are 1 ikely to develop rrore accurate estimates when we have a clearer understanding 
of what we mean by the tenn (p8). 
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Straus (1990, personal communication) critically compares terms which are 
frequently used to define psychological mistreatment and quotes the 
statement of Hart et a 1 (1987) that "There does not seem to be a 
standard definition or standard usage for concepts such as psychological 
abuse or maltreatment" (p7). Straus adds that frequently used terms 
include "verbal abuse", and "emotional abuse", but "emotional 
maltreatment" and psychological abuse" tend to predominate. Although 
each of these concepts overlaps with others there are differences 
between them. And since the similarities and differences have not been 
theoretically explicated it is difficult to know what term to use: 
Some authors respond to this confusion by lamenting the absence of clear 
definitions and rreasures, but then proceed withrut providing the definition that 
guided the work ••• Garbarino, Guttman, and ~el~ (1986) reviB'led the definitions of 
psycholCX]ical maltreatmalt and attenpted to capture its many facets by defining 
psychological abuse as a concerted attack by an adult on a child's development of 
self and social carpetence, a pattern of psychiatrically destructive behavirur that 
takes five fonns: (1) rejecting, (2) isolating, (3) terrorizing, (4) ignoring, 
and (5) corrupting (p7). 
Straus offers his definition of psychological mistreatment which he 
states needs to be supplemented by a consideration of whether the 
aggressive act is "instrumental" (for example, as a means to an end 
such as attempting to end some objectionable behaviour as in "Stop it, 
you dummyll) or lIexpressive ll (for example, as an end in itself to release 
anger as in IIYou're stupid ll ). Thus psychological mistreatment is: 
Verbal/syrrbolic aggressi01 which is a coommicati01 intended to cause 
psycholo:]ical pain to another pers01, or a camunication perceived as having that 
intent. This definiti01 ••• need(s) to be supplemented by considerati01 of such 
factors as the mode of camunication and whether the aggressive act is 
lIinstrtIlEntal ll or lIexpressive. 1I In respect to mode of camunicati01, the 
alternatives include verbal versus non-verbal, and active versus passive. 
Examples of these variati01S include narre calling or nasty renari<s (active, 
verba 1), s 1 amni ng a door or srrashi ng saTEthi ng (act i ve non-verbal), and story 
silence or sul king (passive, non-verbal). The CCJllXl.lnd term verbal/syrrbol ic is 
used on the assumpti on that non-verbal camuni cati on is extremely ifTllortant for all 
human interacti01s, including aggressive camunicati01s (p7). 
Brassard, Germain, and Hart (1987) is described by Gil (1990, personal 
communication) as a volume which contains some of the latest collective 
thinking on psychological mistreatment of children in the U.S. 
According to Hart et al (1987) psychological mistreatment is the IIcore ll 
issue in child mistreatment and they add that this position was 
stated most emphatically by a representative of The American Medical 
Association. The authors believe that the nature of psychological 
mistreatment is the denial of a person's developmental needs and that 
lilt is doubtful that any of us escape being victims or perpetrators of 
psychological maltreatment ll (p8): 
~ believe the existing state of kl'lONledge supports the follCMing positi01: 
psycholo:]ical maltreatlTl91t consists of acts which dery or frustrate efforts on the 
part of the individual to satisfy his/her basic psychological needs to the degree 
that the individual's functioning becaTES maladaptively deviant. 
It is logically supportable to hypothesize that psychological maltreatrrent is a 
direct attack on psycholo:]ical need fulfilllTl91t, and this is what produces its 
destructive power. The w::>ri< of MaslON (1968, 1970) provides the theoretical 
foundations and most well-developed conceptualisation of needs/motivational theo~ 
relevant to this positi01 (pp8 & 9). 
Chapter 6 of this thesis examines in detail Maslow's Theory of Human 
Needs (1968, 1970 ) and Kellmer Pringle's Theory of Psychological Needs 
of Children (1978) and the effects of failure to meet these needs. 
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of Children (1978) and the effects of failure to meet the needs of 
children. 
2.1.2 Research Models 
Caffey (1946), a specialist in paediatric radiology, was probably the 
first among medical authors to draw attention to certain unexplained 
injuries he observed in young children. These injuries consisted of 
multiple fractures of the long bones in various stages of healing and 
Caffey suspected that these were caused by injuries and not disease. 
The injuries were often found in conjunction with swelling or bleeding 
under the skull (haematomas). Caffey did not however attempt to 
publicly identify the sources of these conditions at that time although 
he did think they were traumatic in origin. Studies in the 1950 ' s 
developed from attributing these injuries in babies and small children 
to parental carelessness but not intentionally abusive to deliberate 
'acts inflicted by their parents or caregivers. Kempe (1962) coined a new 
and emotive term lithe battered child syndrome" and initially defined 
abuse in terms of the characteristics of the abuser. The evidence which 
was becoming increasingly available was forcing paediatricians to accept 
that despite general assumptions to the contrary the injuries were 
often inflicted by the children's own parents. Thus subsequent 
research was based on a medical model and involved clinical studies in 
children's hospitals. These studies confirmed that the injuries were 
often inflicted by children's own parents or caretakers. Opinions 
varied widely with respect to the etiology and dynamics of the 
phenomena and characteristics of individuals and families involved. Many 
studies concluded that only a parent with a severe personality disorder 
could abuse a child. This conclusion looked within the individual for 
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a mental disorder in order to correct the pathology. Acceptance of this 
original premise led to attempts to identify character disorders in 
parents which would predict a family at high risk of abuse. Whilst 
this approach was valuable it was soon acknowledged however that it did 
not take into account other factors which could affect the risk of 
abuse such as family dynamics and societal variables. 
The next stage was a sociological model which examined some of the 
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social conditions of abusive families to discover the likelihood of abuse 
Factors such as income level, educational level, type of employment and 
social class were examined. However both the above clinical and social 
models were limited to a one way parent-to-child effect. 
Bell (1968) claims that the basic model of research which indicated a 
one-way effect of parent-to-child was too limited. He stressed that 
most of the research presented correlations which merely showed that 
two variables were associated to a statistically significant degree but 
nothing about which had caused what. He emphasised that a correlation 
does not indicate a direction of effect and that the effect of 
children-on-parents could no longer be dismissed as an implausible 
explanation of a correlation. Furthermore he added that the model of a 
uni-directional effect from parent-to-child was a fiction of 
convenience rather than belief: 
The model was adopted in order to proceed with research, leaving the validity of 
the approach to be jud~ by the results (p~). 
Kadushin and Martin (1981) cite Bell as the initial advocate of the 
bi-directional effects in a parent-child relationship. They comment that 
all the child-development ~esea~ch has p~esumed ~athe~ than empi~ically 
established a uni-di~ectional influence f~om the pa~ent to the child. 
Rosenbe~g et al (1986) wa~n that an emphasis on identifying pa~ental 
facto~s has become an almost unive~sal cha~acte~istic of ~esea~ch. Even 
though it is now ~ecognised that infants with thei~ ~elatively limited 
behaviou~al ~epe~toi~es exe~t conside~able influence on thei~ pa~ents 
and affect the quality of the infant-pa~ent inte~action. The also a~e 
in ag~eement with the wo~k of Bell: 
The mutual influence of parents and children was a revolutimary concEpt when 
Bellis article on the direction of effects in studies in socialization appeared in 
1968 (p41). 
Acco~ding to Kadushin and Ma~tin (1981) child abuse is the outcome of a 
se~ies of ave~sive inte~actions between pa~ent and child which may not 
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~esult in abuse until the fifth o~ sixth incident. As in any c~isis the 
inability to solve the p~oblem leads to feelings of ange~ which intensify 
into the highe~ level of ~age. In such a vulne~able situation the 
seemingly defiant behaviou~ of the child is likely to cause a state of 
active c~isis. 
Schaffe~ (1985) also asse~ts that pa~ental effectiveness depends eve~y bit 
as much on the child as on the pa~ent. It is now widely ~ecognised that 
bringing up a child is a two-way process to which both the child as well 
as the pa~ent cont~ibutes. 
Bell (1968) offers a set of propositions on the effects of congenital 
facto~s (acqui~ed at o~ befo~e bi~th but not he~editary) in children and 
p~esents an explanation of how these factors affect the behaviour of pa~ents. 
, I 
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2.2 Innate Characteristics of Children 
Bell (1968) argues that it is often overlooked that even John Locke 
placed great emphasis on early observation of congenital factors and that 
his "tabula rasa" concept questioned the existence of innate ideas and 
not innate characteristics. According to Bell, research on parents and 
children is still influenced by the philosophy that parents and 
educational institutions are the main determinants of human development. 
That this is because it is plausible to envisage the human parent as 
the active agent for the transmission of culture and the infant as an 
organism to be taught and modified. 
Bell claims that in the parent-effect model it is easy to explain 
differences in the behaviour of two adults with the same child but it 
is not so easy to explain differences in behaviour of one adult to two 
children. The difficulty here is the adult-effect model assumes a 
fixed repertoire in the adult. Bell cites how the usual method of 
explaining these differences is to postulate effects associated with 
the ordinal position or sex of the children. However, he continues 
that reports on children in foster homes cannot be explained this way; 
different children can produce different reactions in the same foster 
mother and other members of the family. Bell further asserts -that 
adults do not have a fixed repertoire for socialising children. The 
behaviour of the adult changes as a result of the behaviour of the 
child. That there are two types of control behaviour which parents use: 
1 Upper limit is a reaction to high assertiveness (excessive crying, 
hyper activity, unpredictability) which exceeds parental standards. 
2 Lower limit is a reaction to low assertiveness (lethargy, lack of 
competence, too-inhibited behaviour) which is below parental standards. 
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Bell claims that it is usual to rate parental behaviour without reference 
to the child's behaviour. When this is done a parent using extreme upper-
limit control is likely to be labelled "restrictive" whilst one showing I I 
extreme lower-limit control as "de~nding". Theories which support the 
view that parental punishment produces conflict, or provides a model of 
aggression may have an alternative interpretation. If the child is 
congenitally over-assertive this will activate upper-limit control in 
the parent. Also, support has been provided for the hypothesis that 
children have high or low person-orientation which is a congenital 
factor. High-level appears to correspond with high sociability, 
affectionate relationships, high verbal ability and moral orientation 
with the corresponding opposites for low-level orientation. To predict 
interaction in particular parent-child pairs it is necessary to know: 
1 the behavioural characteristics of the child 
2 the cultural demands on the parents 
3 the expectations of the parents for the child. 
Bell offers an interactional view. He maintains that parent and child 
behaviour can be separately identified and this will remove reliance on 
correlation studies which do not ascertain the direction of effects. 
Martin (1976) refers to the work of Kempe and Helfer who in 1972 moved on 
from both psychiatric profiles of parents and sociological approaches to 
propose that three factors are needed for abuse to occur: 
1 a certain type of adult 
2 a crisis 
3 a special child. 
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2.3 Abusive Parents and Professional Carers 
Kempe and Kempe (1978) point out that whilst it is possible to describe 
many characteristics that abusive parents have in common there is no 
stereotype. Psychiatric diagnoses which attribute violence to a drunken 
father or an incompetent mother are mere labels which provide little 
insight into the problem. They claim that families involved in abuse come 
from all strata of society - rich and poor, well educated and uneducated, 
and from all races and religious backgrounds. 
Henry Kempe (1978) is credited with being able to predict abusive parents 
with 76% accuracy from simple observations made within twenty-four hours 
of the birth. The indicators are negative behaviour such as the mother 
responding passively (not touching, holding or examining) or not 
talking in an affectionate tone to the baby. Also when either parent 
acts with hostility (in speech, looks, or remarks about the appearance 
of the baby) or do not look the baby in the eye, or are disappointed 
over the sex of the baby or do not seem affectionate to each other. 
Rather than look at extreme cases Kempe and Kempe (1978) offer a 
perspective of abuse and neglect across the whole range of parenting; 
that if a graph of all parents is drawn and ranged according to their 
parenting ability what would probably emerge would be the familiar bell-
shaped distribution curve. According to the authors the distribution 
is as follows: 
At one end would be a single dot, representing the only possible claimant to 
perf ecti on as a rrother, the Mcrlonna, but 1 et us not forget that Miry also had the 
perfect child. Most of us WJUld fit into the large ramded part of the rurve 
~ res81t i ng those who offer thei r chi 1 dren exce ll81t, gocx:l, or good-81ough 
parenting. At the other end of the spectrun, the rurve wruld not desc81d steeply: 
rather it wruld slope very gradually and might cover sore 20 to 30 per C81t of 
parents, all of whan have sore diffirulty in caring for their children adequately. 
Thi sis the perc81tage reveal ed by rur own fonra 1 studi es, and it agrees with sore 
infonral surveys rmde in hospital clinics and by private paediatricians (pp22 & 23). 
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Kempe and Kempe (1978) stress that the above figure shows potential 
difficulty and not all of these parents would be particularly abusive. What 
are the deciding factors? Four factors are given for child abuse to occur: 
the parents must have a background of physical or emotional deprivation 
and perhaps abuse as well; a child must be seen as disappointing or 
unlovable; there must be a crisis; and fourthly that no effective help, 
or knowledge of where to get effective help, is available: 
Clearly, one cannot easily change parents' erotiooal backgrrunds or twenty year 
histories of d~rivati01, nor can one help th8T1 to see their children as loveable; 
but one can provide for reSQJe and the beginning of crisis rrana~nt (W37 & 38). 
Lynch (1985), a paediatrician, quotes from Waugh who wrote for the 
publication of the London Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children (founded 1884). Waugh describes examples of child abuse 
throughout all the social classes, including medical men. Lynch 
comments that the following advice given to the courts by Waugh is a 
truth which still needs to be emphasised today: 
It shoold no roore OCQJr to the Coort that baby girls clinging to a ITDther is proof 
that the mother loves the child than it now occurs to it that a lirrpet clirging to 
a rock is proof that the rock loves the 1 impet (plO). 
Frommer (1978), a hospital psychiatrist, reports evidence emerging of the 
potential effectiveness of practical short-term crisis work with families 
referred for children "at risk". That an apparently simple programme for 
helping evolved which seemed to meet the needs of many families where 
relationships are "awry". The programme includes effective help with 
household tasks, child development information and creative activities. 
Frommer acknowledges however that the fundamental problem in the 
programme stems from the parents' learning experiences as they grew up: 
Into their very bones thE¥ have absorbed the habits of thinking and behavioor, the 
erotional d~rivati01, punitive and careless attitudes, rejection and spiritual 
poverty of their family (p83). 
According to Dale et al (1986) what is still lacking in child abuse 
research is a more systematic way of indicating within the very large 
high-risk groups the families which pose an immediate and serious 
threat to the life and safety of the child. The unpleasant reality 
is that the vast proportion of children who are seriously physically 
assaulted or are sexually abused are victims within their family 
environment. Of the seventy-eight children recorded as victims of 
homicide in England and Wales in 1983, sixty-nine (88%) were killed by 
a parent, or other family member, or a friend, or acquaintance. Only 
three of the seventy-eight children were killed by strangers. The six 
remaining killings are unsolved. 
In the experience and research of the above authors, incidents of 
serious child abuse invariably involve a triangular relationship 
between the abuser, the victim, and a partner who adopts the role of 
IIfailure to protect ll the child. It is this IIfailure to protect ll role 
which is so misleading for many professional carers attempting to work 
with such families: 
Agencies are often unwittingly led into a collusive singular focus on the 
behaviour of the aggressor, and fail to appreciate the deep pathology within the 
partner WlO chooses not to act on warning signs, or WlO actively supports an 
escalating process of child cruelty until the point of no return is reached, and 
the fatal rutcare becares inevitable (p32). 
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Dale et al (1986) continue that in 1985 Britain witnessed a succession of 
horrendous child abuse fatalities which jolted the public into awareness 
of how some parents can be systematically and sadistically cruel to the 
children in their care: Both Tyra Henry (i) who died from severe brain 
injuries and whose body showed fifty-seven human bite marks inflicted by 
her father, and Jasmine Beckford (ii) who had previously suffered serious 
(i) Tyra Henry died aged 1 year and 10 months 
(ii) Jasmine Beckford di ed aged 4 years 
abuse and was returned home from her foster parents to be persistently 
neglected and then fatally injured, were both killed whilst living with 
their parents and still subject to care orders. Heidi Koseda (i) was 
locked in a darkened room and literally starved to death; she tried to 
keep herself alive by eating wallpaper. She lay in the room for two 
months whilst her parents continued their so-called normal life because 
a child preventive agency had not taken the appropriate action 
following reports of acute concern from a neighbour. 
Dale et al (1986) emphasise that it is important to recognise that 
abusive families exist within a network of professionals and agencies 
which provide their own contribution to the dynamics of risk. Public 
inquiries have repeatedly shown that inadequate procedures, or failure 
to comply with satisfactory procedures, are often major features of the 
professional carer's role where fatal abuse has occurred. In addition 
to the procedural issues is the equally important question of how the 
emotional resources of the individual professional workers affect 
their performance. The level of such emotional resources of the 
professionals is crucial to their perceptions. The authors report 
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that in a confidential survey of a large number of professional carers 
taking part in their training courses - twenty per cent of participants 
reported having been sexually abused during childhood, and fifteen per 
cent reported a personal history of being physically abused in childhood. 
The authors claim that the motivation for many professionals to "help" 
abusive families involves meeting their own personal needs. 
Dale et al (1986) argue that certain types of professional carers are 
"dangerous". They describe a dangerous professional carer as a worker, 
(i) Heidi Koseda died aged 4 years 
operating alone and in isolation, attempting to make contact with an 
unenthusiastic or hostile family in respect of some expressed concern 
that a child may be at risk. The approach here may be to focus on some 
mutually acceptable problem area such as housing as neither the worker 
or the family feel comfortable with an open statement of the real 
concern. The next phase occurs when, for example, the worker is 
informed that the child regularly appears at nursery school with 
increasingly suspicious minor bruising, perhaps to the cheeks, upper 
arms, or chest. The authors maintain that the dangerous professional 
carer will then reluctantly visit the parents to enquire about the 
bruising and will be eager to accept rather implausible explanations 
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and take no action. They add that one of the regularly observed catch-
phrases of the dangerous professi onal carer is lIit will damage my 
relationship with the familyll and that this phrase should alert immediate 
alarm and prompt active review of the management of the case. For a 
professional relationship which can be IIdamaged ll in such a way is one 
of collusion and such a relationship which avoids the discussion of 
real concerns is not a relationship at all but an avoidance of conflict. 
Dale et al (1986) claim that in such situations the dangerous carer is 
operating without any consistent theoretical base from which to 
understand the dynamics of child abuse and adopts what has been described 
as the II ru l e of optimism ll • Such a situation barely conceals the carer's 
own need to be cared for. Essentially, the unmet needs of such carers 
are so great that they have become IIhelpaholics ll • Helping and caring for 
others can be a very effective way of concealing desperate personal needs 
and a seeking to feel adequate in the face of the inadequacy of others. 
Almost always IIhelpers ll are actually helping themselves by helping others. 
2.4 Abused Children 
Martin (1976) asserts that for the abused child as the abusive adult 
there is unfortunately no convenient stereotype and no one typical 
personality profile for abused childen. However he presents certain 
characteristics which are repeatedly seen such as hyper-vigilance, 
anxiety and low self-esteem. Polar opposites however are also shown in 
that some children are apathetic whilst others are hyper-active; some 
are co-operative whilst others are oppositional; and some are quite 
charming whilst others are quite unpleasant. The ta5k of research is 
to identify the characteristics which are over-represented in abused 
children. Those characteristics which are particularly resistant to 
good development are so deeply ingrained in the child that they restrict 
proper growth and development. 
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Martin continues that the statement of Kempe and Helfer (1972) that only 
"special" children are abused led to an orthodoxy of research 
interpretations of "special" to mean mental retardation or birth defects. 
He argues that the important element however is not whether the child is 
abnormal but that the parent perceives the child as abnormal. That itis 
this perception of the parent that plays a part in making some children 
more likely to be abused than others with identical parents. 
Martin (1976) perceives the part of the child around six different 
facets of the child abuse syndrome. A summary of the six facets follows: 
1 Pre-natal and post-natal anger of mother. 
When a mother experiences events which cause feelings of anger or 
resentment (either pre-natally or post-natally) these feeling appear to 
be transferred to the child. Why such events are more often found in 
the history of abused children is unclear and open to conjecture. 
2 Disruptions of very early attachment. 
The immediate physical contact between mother and newborn significantly 
affects the behaviour of the mother over many years. The duration 
of time spent also affects the growth of the child, the mother-to-child 
relationship when the child is one-year of age, and the mother-to-child 
speech patterns when the child is two-years of age. 
3 The slightly-difficult to care for child. 
The child who is different from other children but not in such an 
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obvious way as to warrant support from family or social services may well 
be at high risk. The child who is fretful, or a "picky" eater or is a 
poor sleeper at night. 
4 Capacity of child to meet expectations of parents. 
Most potentially abusive parents have intense feelings and ideas of 
what the child will be like and what the child will do. Disappointment 
may be a critical factor in abuse. 
5 The level of development of child. 
Some parents can cope better with certain stages of development in the 
child such as babyhood or pre-school age or adolescence. 
6 The provoking behaviour of child 
A large number of children do provoke their parents which creates a 
conflict situation. 
Finally, Martin (1976) insists on clarifying one further point 
regarding the part played by a child in the abuse syndrome; from 
his experience children do not invite abuse: 
Children do not congenitally invite abuse. Abuse does not grow rut of sane 
biologically inherent masochism of babies (p28). 
i I 
2.5 The Meaning and Significance of Research 
According to Helfer (1985), in a first year memorial tribute to Henry 
Kempe, the chosen theme had to be IIresearchll for the constant demand of 
Kempe was for research pronounced as reSEARCH with the emphasis on the 
second syllable. Helfer asks why there is so little research in the 
field of child abuse. He cautions that overdependence on correlations 
has occurred all to often without adequate comparisons. Also that 
assumptions have been too readily made that IIIf this occurs then this 
must follow ll or IIIf this occurs in these families then it must occur in 
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all of themll. He also warns that although the case method is valuable in 
studying a given problem there must not be too much dependence placed on 
it. Helfer also cautions that when intervention of any kind is decided 
on for these families the final questions must be IIDid it do any good?1I 
Were behaviours changed for the better?1I Finally, one large issue looms 
above all the others - that of generalisability. Isolated IIturf-
guarding ll systems often require the wheel to be re-invented over and 
over again and cannot be allowed to go on. The reSEARCH must continue. 
2.6 International Perspectives on Child Abuse and Neglect 
The 8th International Congress on Child Abuse and Neglect (1990) in 
Hamburg contributed important perspectives to the issues involved in 
the mistreatment of children. The focus of interest of the congress 
was on the problems of child protection in both modern industrial 
societies and in the developing countries. The aim of the congress was 
a general improvement of child protection internationally. Child 
protection professionals from all parts of the world were given the 
opportunity to present their own work and to share in the latest 
research findings. Four major contributions were in the following areas: 
, I 
I 
1 Professional Recognition: A Historical Perspective. 
2 A Brief History Of Family Violence Research. 
3 Understanding Mistreatment: An Ecological Perspective. 
4 New Protection Work: Multidisciplinary Co-operation. 
The above presentations from four major international figures in the 
field of child mistreatment give an overall and up to date perspective 
of research in the whole area. The following information has been 
transcribed from audio tapes; excerpts from the transcripts now follow: 
2.6.1 Professional Recognition: A Historical Perspective 
Lynch (1990) a paediatrician at St. Thomas' Hospital, London, gave a 
brief history of child abuse and neglect and the ways in which 
professionals came to recognise this mistreatment. Dr Lynch 
acknowledged that as this was an account from the point of view of a 
paediatrician there would be some professional biases. A summary of the 
presentation follows: 
It is helpful to look at the histo~ of child abuse and neglect and then go back 
and look at the way professionals primarily came to recognise the problen. We will 
find that often the lay carrrunity was way ahead of the professiOlals but we are 
looking at the way in which professionals have overcome their reluctance to 
recognise abuse and neglect. Before we do that it is useful to ranerber that 
through histo~ there has been an evolution of child-rearing modes and this has 
clearly influenced the definitioo of child abuse and neglect that might be used at 
anyone given tilTE. One of the problens is that it is actually ve~ difficult to 
provide a universal definitioo of child abuse and neglect and that this applies in 
a historical coot ext or indeed in a cross-cultural cootext tcx:lay. So we have to 
recognise that this definitioo changes over time and is influenced by what society 
at that time considers child abuse and neglect to te. Also it is left to 
professiOlals - maybe it shruld not be - to interpret society's perspective into 
their definitions of child abuse and neglect which obvirusly influences their 
actiOls, their interventiOls, and indeed the laws. 
If we go right back to antiquity we rrust realise that infanticide was an accepted 
practice. That people would not have seen it as child abuse, which we clearly do 
tcx:lay, but as the way of overcaning yrur anxiety abrut a child you did not want was 
actually to lido away" with it. We then come into an era when abandooing the child 
was acceptable and at this time children were very much treated as objects. Then 
follows an era when parents were beginning to form more erotiOlal ties with their 
children and were interested in moulding then to become perfect adults. Th~ were 
using quite harsh methods but at the same time becaning closer to their children. 
This intrusive mode was designed for the child's gocx:l but at the same time there 
was a lot of tight control and punishnent with the need to conquer the child's 
will. We then come to more recent methods in histo~ where it is teginning to tum 
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itself aram::! - where tre child has a vis'l of its Ml. IE seek to serve tre child 
and re 1 p tre chil d's needs ina noo-intrusi ve manner. 
Therefore one has to have at the back of one's mind hnat yru rrean by child abuse 
and neglect thrwgh tre ages. Also it is useful to look at factors w,ich influence 
child abuse and neglect in any culture and yru can look at this historically. (he 
has to thirk \-kJat tre cultural value of the child \'as at tre time and \..ny. Why 
were th€¥ value:!? Was it so th€¥ cruld \',Or!<, or th€¥ cruld carry on tre fanily 
narre, or \\ere they enjoye:! for themselves? Also the belief of cate~ries of 
children where it WClJld be acceptable to "do a\'aY" with handicapped children. Or 
trere is less value on fanale children, for exarrple. kid beliefs abrut 
developraltal stages - of the age when children shruld be doing certain things 
\\hich influence:! how people tried to control or discipline children. kid also how 
strong camunity net\>.Qri<.s were at the tirre. Wretrer child rearing was a 
collective responsibil ity or \\hetrer it was delegated just to the parents. kid 
this does not just have a historical cootext but also a cross-cultural cootext. IE 
will now look at the professional recognitioo of child abuse against this 
backgraJT)j. 
The person w,o was given credit for the first description of child abuse was a 
Persian in Bagdad v.OO in 900 AD described hot.r children cruld be struck 
intentionally. v€ find that in scr.e of their early writings physicians were quite 
open abrut abused and neglected children. Th€¥ were acknowledging that it occurred 
- sexual abuse as well as physical abuse. Then we cane to saneone called Serarus 
who was a Greek \>.Qr!<ing in Ephesus. He clearly did not see infanticide as a form 
of child abuse. He in fact pro:iuced the first checkl ist of the infant w,o was 
\>.Qrth rearing and this is fascinating because his checklist actually bears quite a 
lot of resemblance to tre checklists that we were producing in the 1970's to 
i delt i fy the chi 1 d \-llo \'as at ri sk of chil d abuse and neglect. For exanp 1 e: The 
child w,o gave the mother a bad time in pregnancy, the child that was born too 
SOO1, the handicapped child, the child w,o did not have a vigorrus cry. So it is 
very interesting that he was alroost selecting rut those children not to survive. 
On the other hand, he \'as aware of child abuse and neglect and said that there were 
sane \'llo w,en the nooorn cried fran fear and they were unable to restrain the 
child th~ wruld let it drop fran treir hands or overturn it dangerrusly. 
f1lving a long way to the 1700's we have a professor fran Geneva called Bonet w,o 
wrote a section in one of his bocks on what re called "Tre RegimEJ1t of Childrel" 
and re realised that sane mothers W)Uld not be able to care for their babies. He 
also recognised non-organic failure to thrive but thought it might be due to 
bewitching. He also perceptively \'Irote abrut head injuries in babies w,ere there 
might be no external signs of the injury. He describes a child who \'as neglected 
for thi rty days after an injury sustained by fall ing, or being pushed, do.-llstai rs. 
The child subse.queltly die:!. He also talks abrut sane fractures and abrut battered 
\'fi ves. 
When we move into the 19th Century we find a lot of literature - mainly French. The 
person usually qJoted is Tardial who was a French Professor of Legal t1:rlicine. The 
usually quoted art i c 1 e concerns thi rty-tv.ci abused chil dren. He saw dead chi 1 dren 
and 1 ive children. His description includes all tre physical manifestations 
including "frozel watchfulness". He got pretty frustrated eighteen years later 
when no-one had taken any notice of his publicatiOl. It was one hundred years 
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later before saneone truly did. If we delve a little deeper into that French 
literature we find that for the fifty years fran 1850 - 1900 there \'JaS actually a 
lot - not only abrut physical abuse but also abrut sexual abuse - describing many of 
the signs and issues we debate today. There were even people anerging W10 gave 
evidence in coort saying that abuse was all fantasy and the physical signs were 
produced by sore natural disease. The very interesting thing is that we know that 
Freud was aroond in Paris and actually attended sore of the post mortens 00 
children who had been clearly sexually abused. If yoo actually look at his early 
writings then he is ackf'lONledging sexual abuse and this was before he went 00 to 
develop his theories on fantasy. 
t'€xt there is an English publicatirn of 1800 fran Great Onrmd Street I-bspital 
from sareone who describes what he thooght was multiple cases of rickets in one 
family. Professirnals were beginning to recognise children with multiple fractures 
and bruising and beginning to look for a patholO]ical explanatirn. People were 
seeing children with multiple injuries on more than ooe occasirn and were 
desperately tuming to science to explain it. While the physicians were trying to 
justify what they were finding we had the fwnding of the Natirnal Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1883. In the fi rst three years of the Society 
they described 762 cases: 333 assaults, 81 starvatirns, 130 neglect, 30 desertirns 
and lIother \\Orriesll which I suspect was sexual abuse and of coorse there were sore 
deaths. 
W= go on to the first half of this century and we see a grCMing literature aroond 
subdurals - bleeding aroond the brain. W= have caffl¥'s first paper in 1946 where 
he does not actually carrnit himself to saying this was the result of traurra. 
Gradually this trauma was accepted but there was a great reluctance to lirk the 
parents with the trauma and we have such euphenisns as lIundesirable vectors of 
force. II There were several papers getting very close to the truth. In 1959 Henry 
Kerpe produced his first paper called liThe Problen of Parental Criminal t'€glect and 
Severe Abuse of Children.1I It was not until a year later however that he produced 
the paper whi ch gave us the tenn liThe Battered Child Syndrarell and it seens to have 
been producing the right \<Ords that actually triggered a response fran the 
professional community. So this has brought us up to the time when The 
Intematirnal Society for the Preventioo of Child Abuse and t'€glect began. It was 
not all that loog ago that Henry Kerpe and twenty others, in 1975, attended the 
first intemati01al meeting of the Society. 
2.6.2 A Brief History Of Family Violence Research 
Finkelhor (1990) Co-director of the Family Research Laboratory at the 
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University of New Hampshire, United States, presented a brief History of 
Family Violence Research. The research centre focuses on the study of 
family violence and it is one of the few centres which is devoted 
exclusively to this subject. Excerpts from Dr Finkelhor's discussion 
now follow: 
At rur Family Violence Reseach Centre there is a perspective which sees the varirus 
types of family violence including child abuse, wife abuse, and the maltreatment 
of elderly in their families and so forth as being inter-related. As a result this 
discussioo of sore of the history and backgrrund of research will be referring to 
farrrily violence and not just to child abuse. 
Family violence and child abJse research in its current conteTlp)rary fonn is rather 
yamg and is usually dated back to the early 198) ls and the \\orK of Henry KeTpe and 
his colleagt..es on the Battered Child Syndrare - and this rrBkes it barely thirty 
years old. But even this I thiri< exag~rates to sare extent the fieldls maturity 
because in spite of the irrvortance of the worK that Kempe and his colleagt..es did it 
was really not until several years later that ttEre was sanething that yru cruld 
really call a bcxiy of organised research. I thiri< a true scientific field 
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consisting of IlDre than sane isolated reports did not really arer~ until the early i I 
1970 IS. 
It \\Ould be misleading to thiri< that the field of farrrily violence research simply 
sprang from new findings of social and medical scientists; rattEr the focus grew up 
in conjuncti01 with several historic social IlDvsnents. I thiri< it \'DJld be most 
accurate to say that it was the social IlDVeTlelts that posed the questions for which 
the researctErs went rut and frund answers. That much less· actual research \\OUld 
have been dooe and nuch less attention paid to it if ttEre had not been ttEse 
expanding social IlDvenents to make sense of and utilise and foster the research. 
It was in part because it was respooding to social forces that family violence 
research developed in certain discrete areas in sanewhat distinct eras. 
First carre ttE research on physical child abuse in response to ttE concerns of the 
late 1960 IS and early 1970 IS. Then came the research on wife abuse in the middle 
70 1s. This was followed by research on child sexual abuse in ttE late 70 ls and 
early 1900 IS. Within each of these topic areas the research progressed thrrugh 
sare cannon patterns - the early attention to the problan tended to be focused 
primarily on clinical cases. Kempe and Steelels early'MJrK 00 battered children 
was this sort of work. t1:arwhile however and subsequent to each of these studies 
yru will find other researchers attanpting to gather larger samples frClTl a~ncies 
for the put1)Oses of making IlDre carplete statistical sumnaries abrut the 
characteristics of the probl911, of the children, of the victims, of the 
perpetrators, and sare of the dynamics. Md as each of these fields developed, 
IlDre sophisticated research strategies and designs followed. Usually one \\Ould see 
sare priority placed on development of measures of the prevalance of these problans, 
and frequently one saw surveys trying to identify cases that were not cClTling to 
public attenti01. 
In the process of rmturati01, research on Family Violence and Child Jl.buse has drawn 
on the theories and methooologies of a nurrber of ottEr research traditioos •. 
t12dicine, I'i.Jrsing, Public Health have all made major contributioos particularly in 
the Child Jl.buse Field. The field of Family Studies and Family Interactioo has also 
made a contributi01 providing rmry of the instrunents for measuring such things as 
parental skills and suggesting theories abrut why sane families, like those with 
adolescent parents, may be more prone to violence. FrClTl another directi01 
DevelopTB'ltal Psychology has been an important resrurce - offering instrunents for 
measuring the impact of child abuse 00 children and designs for following up abused 
children over tinE. Still anottEr research tradition - Criminology for exarrple -
has greatly added to the study of child abuse and family violence in suggesting 
techniques for gattEring information fran the perpetrators thanselves abrut 
violent behavirur. Jlr1d finally Wanenls Studies - itself a yrung field - but 
it also has made an important c01tribution in forwarding many theories abrut the 
nature and srurce of farrrily violence. This diversity of traditi01s has been one of 
the real strengths of the research that has developed within the field of family 
violence. Each one of these separate disciplines has brrught its own theories and 
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rnethcx::lologies abrut the nature and srurce of family violence. Thrwgh a process of 
triangulati01 a !TOre carplete picture of the phenClTlErla has occurred and in the study 
of al1Y problen having rrultiple rrethods c01tributes to the strength and validity of 
the research findings. But at the same time the diversity of research disciplines 
that have been involved in solving the problen has also posed SOTE special 
difficulties. Researchers fran different traditi01s do not necessarily speak. the 
SaTe research larguag=. The;y rray read different jrurnals and do not have 
access to each other1s vork. flnd so this rray have slOried and made obstacles for 
the orderly and systenatic accretion of knowledge in this field. flnj I thirk this 
highlights the irrportance of inter-disciplinary congresses of this sort W1ere 
peopl e fran rraIY different discipl ines cane together on the research. But in spite 
of these obstacles the research on family violence has sane iITfJressive 
accanplishnents to boast for its short tenure. 
In three areas particularly a lot of vork has been d01e. Firstly a great deal is 
knovJIl abrut the prevalence of varirus types. Secondly there is a fai r bit of 
evidence abrut the risk factors associated with family violence. flnd thirdly there 
is a substantial baiy of knowledge nCM concerning the effects of family violence on 
its victims. Lp until the last decade - to the extent that it was recognised -
family violence was g:!I1erally considered an unusual problen that occurred only 
under extrane ci rcumstances of family disorganisation. (he of the achievenents of 
fanily violence research has been to denonstrate that family violence is quite 
widespread and occurs to sane degree in virtually every segnent of society. The 
task of measuring fClllily violence has not been easy. For many years scientists and 
policy makers v~re sceptical that gocx::l prevalence estimates were possible. There 
was drubt that people wruld truthfully reveal tEhaviors that were considered anti-
social, shameful and enbarrassing and yet researchers in this field have canbined 
sophisticated interviewing techniques, survey rrethcx::lology, and careful analysis to 
obtain results that were at one point thrught iITfJossible. A SlJl'TTlary of sane of the 
highlights in each of these three areas nOvJ follows: 
Prevalence 
In the Ulited S:ates the first prevalence estimates were attenpted in a national 
survey by O:l.vid Gil rur speaker this morning in which a representative SCJ1l)le of 
Pmericans were asked incidents of child abuse that they may have knovvn abrut. In 
1975 Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz obtained estirrates of child abuse and wife abuse 
on a national survey in vAlich family menbers were actually asked abrut their O'r'll 
use of family violence and thei r own experience as victims of violence. In that 
study 12% of the spruses said that there had.been an incident of violalce between 
the cruple in the last year and 28% said there had been an incident of violence 
over the crurse of the rrarriage. Concerning abusive violence - 4% of the parents 
adnitted to having used severe violence against the child in the previrus year and 
these estimates led researchers to extrapolate that there had been close to 00 
mill ion abused wives and another thO mill ion abused children in the United 
States in 1975. 
Prevalence stUdies of child sexual abuse were sanewhat slower to energe. A 
landmark stLdy in this area was one by Russell wilo questioned a representative 
sample of Wlllen in the San Francisco area and in that study a renarkable Flo 
recalled an incident of child sexual abuse fran their childloai. Besides 
denonstrating that a variety of different types of violence occurred in a large 
number of Arerican families these stLdies also clearly shovJed that no level of 
society was imrune and that distressing rates of violence were frund even in well-
educated and affluent fClllilies, arrong religirus and non-religirus families, both 
rural and urban. Child abuse appears to be more carrroo under conditions of 
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econanic stress but was by no means 1 imited to these kinds of family situatioo. 
Ri sk 
Now - turning to the secood issue - that of risk. Family violence has been easier to 
crunt than explain. It is clearly a prrolen with an adverse set of causes and any 
comprehensive explanation will certainly require consideratioo of such things as 
specific fanily envi rorTfBlt, child rearing practices, marital relationship, social 
attitudes, and social institutioos, just to mentioo a few of the relevant factors. 
Family violence researchers are still far from agreement abrut how best to explain 
family violence but there is more agreenent abrut \Iilo is at risk. That is, the 
researchers can state with sane confidence vA10 is at risk; the type of fanilies who 
are more likely to experience family violence. Althrugh koowing v.ho is at risk is 
not the sane as knowing v.hy they are at risk it certainly is a very irrportant place 
to start. For exarrple, it can be the basis for prevention programnes aimed at 
targeting certain grrups for reducing the levels of fanily violence. Perhaps the 
most experience and the most success has been in identifying WlO is at risk for 
physical child abuse. Jnj this is in part because physically abusive fanil ies have 
been readily available fran the case loads of family protective agencies. The 
studies do not confi nn the once po;:>ular stereotype of child abusers as disturbed 
and malevolent individuals. Rather they show abusers to be parents caught in 
highly stressful, non-supportive ci rcunstances who have ineffective and unrealistic 
behavirurs and attitudes surrrunding child care. 
The high-risk character of stressful envirorTfBlts has been quite well established. 
For exarrple, low incone parents, teenage parents, parents withrut partners, parents 
with unwanted children. These are all grrups of people who have been identified as 
having higher rates of abuse. Parents are also more likely to abuse when caring 
for a child who has special needs because of illness, congenital defects or because 
of the difficult tarperanent of the child. Social isolatioo - being cut off from 
fanily, neighbCllrhood or institutional supports is another irrportant stress related 
factor. 
Physical child abusers have also been deronstrated to have ineffective and 
confl ict-p rone styles of parenting. They have i napp ro;:> ri ate expectations of thei r 
children, they tend to be overly re-active in thei r deal ings with children and have 
difficulty rB'larding children for good and appro;:>riate behaviCllr. The fact that 
they have more likely themselves to have been subjected to harsh and abusive 
treatrTalt when they thensel ves were children suggests where these patterns have 
cone fran. 
By canparison to physical abuse much less is kl1On'l1 abCllt risk factors for child 
sexual abuse. It has been clearly established that they are not the sarre as those 
for phYSical abuse. For exarrple, poverty and econanic stress v.hich have been 
d811Ol1strated to be risk factors in cases of physical abuse do not seen to be as 
strongly irrplicated in sexual abuse. lhfortunately, many other possible factors 
which may increase the risk of sexual abuse have sirrply not yet been teste:!. In 
part because sexual abusers have been generally less available thrrugh research and 
\'Jhen available rruch less co-operative. But we have been able to establish risk 
factors for sexual abuse fran retrospective studies of victims v.ho are now growl 
LP. Children do appear to be at greater risk for sexual abuse, for exarrple, when 
their natural father is gone fran the hone and especially if they are now living 
with a step-father. They are at higher risk when they have a difficult confl ictual 
relationship with their mother - because the mother is sick, or incapaCitated, or 
enotionally unavailable. If a parentis marriage is full of confl ict this also 
appears to put children at risk. Why these are risk factors is not entirely clear 
but they sean to be factors Wlich lead to sore fonn of arotiooal deprivatioo 00 the 
Ole hand and poor supervi si 00 of the chi 1 d 00 the other and these sean to be 
coonected to higher vulnerability. In additioo to risk factors \..e will now tum to 
sore of the effects of fanily violence - the third area where we have sore 
substantial research findings. 
Consa::juences 
Researchers in rec81t years have been increasingly able to docul1B1t the extensive 
coosa::juences of family violence and the portrait is of a prd:>len vAlose effects 
radiate in many directioos for an extended pericx:i of time and even tOJch the lives 
of many others beside the perpetrator and the imne::iiate victim. 
The physical coosequences of family violence - the most obvirus of \\hich is death -
has been the Ole roost easy to docUl1B1t. ~ath as a result of family violence is 
more COTT:1CJ1 than most peq>le realise. In the Lklited 3:ates for exarrple, according 
to statistics fran OJr Federal Bureau of Invest i gati 00 , abrut a quarter of all 
hanicides \..ere crnmitted by family meTbers against each other. A relatiooship that 
is particularly interesting is that in societies where there is less stranger 
violence as is true abrut most Euf'q)ean societies than in the U.s. the perc81tage 
of hanicides vAlich are carrnitted by family meTbers tends to be a higher perc81tage 
of the total hanicide range. 
The toll of non-fatal physical injuries is also great. Jlmcng battered w::rnen vAlo 
seek help fran shelters, for exarple, 80 to 90% have been injure:i. Ald among 
battered \'.orTl81 who contact the police, sCl1l&lhere between a quarter and oo-thi rds 
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experience physical injury. Children because th~ are srrall are particularly i I 
vulnerable to the effects of abuse. M3.jor injuries such as brain damage, skull 
fractures, sub-dural haematomas, bone fractures, dislocations, internal injuries, 
and burns are reported byabrut 13% of all physically abused children in the U.S. 
and arong rrore minor injuries by another 72%. Studies indicate that childr81 vAlo 
have been abused are at greater risk for neurological impainrBlt, develqxnental 
deficits and poor physical health in general. 
There is also clear and accurrulating evidence abrut the long-tenn I1B1tal health 
impact of family violence. I think the conclusion fran research is inescapable now 
- that histories of family violence occur in dispf'q)ortiooate anrunts amoogst 
those vAlo are suffering fran alroost every I1B1tal prd:>len than yOJ can think of. A 
rec81t study of hospitalised psychiatric patients, for exarrple, frund that 39% 
reported a history of fanily violence. T\'oO rec81t survE¥S of I1B1tal health status 
in the general popu 1 at i 00, one in Los Alge 1 es and another inCa 1 gary shONed that 
those vAlo had a history of child sexual abuse were roore than twice as likely to 
have a range of psychiatric disturbances fran depressioo and anxiety, to drug abuse 
and \'/ere also rrore than twice as likely to have sought I1B1tal health treatl1B1t. 
Perhaps the most sinister aspect of family viol81ce is its self-perpetuating 
character. Victims of family violence do sean to be at higher risk to be:ore 
future victims and future perpetrators. The inevitabil ity of thi s coonecti 00 is 
saretil1Es exaggerated in popular discussions. flbused children are by no l1Eans 
destined to grow up to be abusive parents and in fact to many people's surprise 
rrost do not. But the risk of becaning an abusive par81t is substantially higher 
for an abused child than it is for another child. Ald this is the fact behind the 
notion of the cycle of abuse. Researchers have frund support for a cycle of abuse 
on a nurrber of fronts. For example, parents who \..ere themselves subjected to 
severe physical abuse are roore than twice as likely to subject their ov.n children 
to such treatrrent. tlen who witnessed their fathers beat their roothers are twice as 
likely to beat their wives. In fact witnessing violence in one's family of origin 
is the roost consistently denoostrated backgrrund factor aroong wife abusers - rrore 
carroon than being a victim of child abuse. lte cycle also operates in such a way 
that victimisatim can lead to further victimisatim. It has been established 
through research that girls who were sexually abused as childrErl, for exarrple, are 
roore 1 ikely to grow up to suffer rape as adults and to becane victims of wife 
battering. I-bwever the transnissim of violence is not confined mly within the 
f amil y, the re i s good research v.ni ch shows that del i nquents and vi 01 ent cri mi na 1 s 
have had rrore child abuse in thei r backgra.mds. 
In conclusim - family violence research has recorded sane irrportant achievenents 
in its short history. It has greatly cmtributed to the awareness abrut the 
problen by documenting its scope and its illlJact. It has been a very iJllX)rtant 
vehicle for sensitising professionals and the public as well abrut the problem and 
certain aspects of the problen like marital rape and adolescalt sexual abusers that 
were poorly recognised and not very well understooo. It has idaltified certain 
ri sk factors that can be uti 1 i sed in i dentifyi ng those at greatest 1 ike 1 i hood 
of becaning victims and pel1Jetrators. ltese are not discoveries that add up to a 
cure for family violence but they are substantial achievenents on which we can 
build prograJl1l'Es of intervaltion and prevaltim. As the field gains rTXl1B1tum and 
adds nS'l investigators am conquers sane of the problens of ITEthodology that we 
still face, the possibility is high that further research will cmtribute greatly to 
the reductim of the toll of family violence. 
2.6.3 Understanding: An Ecological Perspective 
Garbarino (1990) president of The Erikson Institute for Advanced Study 
in Child Development, Chicago, explained and defined the ecological 
perspective of child mistreatment. Excerpts from Dr Garbarino's 
presentation now follow: 
I was asked to speak aboot an ecological perspective on child maltreatrrent and I 
think such a perspective is important particularly for practitioners, particularly 
for those whose day-to-day v.orK is very much caught up in the concrete details am 
who often fonn I thi nk very strong - saJEtirres premature - concl usi ons abrut 
causatim, aboot effect, and abrut the range of possibilities. The field of child 
abuse and neglect has suffered fran its very reginning fran premature closure. 
By that I mean the belief that we kOOfJ all that we need to krow already. At one of 
the early national congresses in the Unite:! States on child abuse there was mly 
one major symposium on research and the title of the sessim was liRe search on Child 
Abuse - Too M.Jch or Too Littl e?" Jlnd falrteen years ago many of those specKing 
seemed to say too rrruch, that we knS'l all that' we needed to know. So there is great 
value I think to a critical perspective - an ecological perspective - that 
challenges v.nat we take for granted that we know abrut child mistreatrrent. There 
are tv.o particular prinCiples to this ecological perspective. The first is that 
all human phenanena are influenced by the context in which they occur. Jlnd so if 
we ask the question "llJes X cause Y?" or "Does A proouce B?" the answer is alrrost 
always lilt depends." A good example of this is identical twins. W= know that the 
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1.Q. of hlITJan beings is influenced by genetics and for mallY years people have been 
taught that identical twins (genetically identical twins) invariably develop quite 
similar intelligence. Mlch of this conclusion is based on research which examined 
identical twins vklo gr'e\l up together - in carparison with identical twins vklo \'.ere 
separated and gretl up in separate 1 ives. I-b.vever vklat was not taken into accamt 
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in most of that research was the similarity of the enviroonents in vklich separated , I 
twins gr'e\l tp. At least two investigators have recalculated the similarity of 
genetically identical twins growing up in very dissimilar, unlike, envirorrnents in 
contrast to twins vklo gretl up in similar but separate BwirOl1Tl61ts. IdB1tical 
twins growing up in similar but different environnents have 1.Q. IS correlated at 
0.8 which is high. But idB1tical twins growing up in unlike, radically different 
environnents have I.Q. IS correlated at 0.2. The point is that the context, 
particularly the camunity context, in vklich a child is 1 iving has a great deal to 
do with the influence that allY causal factor will have on their life. A case in 
point is the inter-generational transnissioo of abuse. If \'.e ask the question IIAre 
abused children going to be abusive adults the answer is lilt depends. 1I Under sane 
conditi ons there is a stroog coonecti on - under other conditi ons a very \'.ecK one. 
Pod it appears that the strength of the coonection has a great deal to do with the 
camunitis response to the child as a victim. It is fair to say that we have SaTE 
confidence, for exarrple, that sexually abused children need not suffer loog-tenn 
sexual disfunction because of being victimised - if they receive high-quality 
treatlTEnt. If the:y do not then perhaps the odds of them becaning perpetrators or 
sexually disfunctional rray be quite high. It depends. Are handicapped children 
roore at risk for abuse? It depends. In sane settings the birth of a handicapped 
child produces an outpouring of cOTlJensatory resources within the family and fran 
the carnunity. In other settings it does not and it is in those latter settings 
that the connection between handicap and abuse is strong. So we rust never give in 
to the temptation to think that we know vklat will cause what silTlJly because of our 
experience - because alternative situations rray produce a very different pattern. 
The second principle of I-iJrnan Ecology that we should listen to is the idea that 
a 11 systens are connecte::l. That systens at all 1 eve 1 s of the B1vi rOnT1B1t fran the 
organi911 through to the macro system of the society are all connected. There is a 
process of feedback among those systens. As a result we have the principle that 
you can never do just one thing. You can never do one thing because each action 
sets in rootion a set of reverberations which are often difficult if not impossible 
to predict. So, for example, in our efforts to prevent certain kinds of sexual 
abuse we might well create vulnerability in SaTE other domain. The point is that 
\'.e ITUSt always be modest in thinking that we know the consequences of what we do. 
We rust never give in to the tenptation to think what will cause vklat because of 
our experience - because alternative situations might produce a very different 
pattern. 
A second theme to introduce is an ecological perspective in the question of 
defining child rraltrea:trTa1t - vklat it TTEans. It is very important to recognise 
that child rraltreatTTEnt (child abuse and neglect) is nothing; it does not exist in 
any objective sense. What child abuse and neglect is - is a social judgnent that 
we make in which we have concluded that a particular I£y of treating children is 
both inapprq.>riate and damaging. It is both inapprq.>riate and damaging because 
there are rrallY activities with children which are damaging but are not thought to 
be inapprq.>riate. For exafl1Jle, removing a rralels foreskin or putting holes in ear 
lobes. The point is that this type of physical assault is not considered 
inappropriate. Thus it cannot be defined as abuse. By the same token there are 
rrallY things vklich might be judged inappropriate in the treatTTEnt of children which 
we do not believe are sufficiently hannful to allow us to call them abusive. To 
call sanething abuse or neglect means that there has been a political process in 
which a decisioo is reached that is authoritative - that says we have persuaded 
our camunity to understand a particular way of treating children as being 
dangerws to than and dangerws in a way which is not socially acceptable. 
Consider the botton line - of death to children and consider the following terms: 
fatal child abuse, murder, infanticide, euthanasia and abortioo. A sessioo this 
moming raised the question of how it is we shift a label from socially acceptable 
killing of defective children to nurder. The point is that there is no sifl1Jle 
absolute rule because within the same group - this grrup here - there are those who 
'.\00 1 del ect to choose the term nurder Wlen others \'OJ 1 d choose to use the term 
abortion and others would sifT\Jly view it as medical procedure. The point is that 
we never have objective categories. W= always have a social judgrent based on a 
dialogue. A dialogue in which values and science are constantly at \\QrK with each 
other. Thus defining abuse is a dynamic process. 
2.6.4 New protection work: Multidisciplinary Co-operation 
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Krugman (1990) a paediatrician, Professor of Paediatrics at The University 
of Colorado School of Medicine, and Director of the C. Henry Kempe 
National Center for the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and 
Neglect, Colorado, United States, spoke of how to organise 
multidisciplinary approaches to child mistreatment. Professor Krugman 
began by praising the outstanding programme which had brought together 
individuals such as David Gil, David Finkelhor, James Garbarino and 
others who had helped us understand the problems of abuse and neglect: 
Excerpts from Professor Krugman's presentation now follow: 
Such an intemati01al context is critical in the light of what has to be done in 
the course of the next decades. It helps when we understand the sociological and 
political nature of abuse and neglect and it helps us to have realistic 
expectations for what it is we can do for preVe1ti01. But an understanding of the 
soci a 1, pol it ica 1, econani c and eco 1 ogica 1 concepts of abuse and neglect sanehow 
becanes less ifl1Jortant at the time of sitting do,.m with a parent who has just 
smashed a child's head against the wall, or when sitting down with a father who for 
ten years has been sexually abusing his daughters, or when we are with a mother 
who has a cocaine and alcohol addictioo and wants to keep her pregnancy because 
that baby is going to make her 1 ife better. Whil e needing to understand the broad 
political concepts of the field it is also necessary to know how to address those 
very individual, very singular, types of cases that mary deal with every day. 
These very real clinical situatioos occur allover the world, every day, and the 
professionals who deal with then have really a nt..ITTber of problens that th~ need to 
face. The first is that th~ have to recognise that abuse exists and t~ have to 
recogni se its hi gh ri sk pote1ti ali n people who are not yet abusi ng thei r chil dren. 
The propensity to physically abuse saneone is probably in all of us but it is only 
the fact that many of us are able to control wr ifll>ulses that there is not more 
abuse and neglect in the world. Besides just recognising the problem, however, the 
level of danger to the child has to be assessed. We have to idEJltify and plan 
treatITa1t prograrmes for not only the child but for the family if we are dealing 
with intra-familial abuse, or for whoever it is who is abusing the child. There is 
a substantial proportim of abuse and neglect in the U.S. that is perpetrated by 
children and adolescEJlts. We rray not have any difficulty in suggesting that an 
adult shwld go to prison but it becones rmre difficult when we talk abaJt an eight 
year old offEJlder who has rrolested three and fwr year old childre1. v.e also 
need to follow up and evaluate these cases to be sure that we have dOle no harm to 
either the child we are trying to treat or to the family we are trying to 
rehabil itate. And I make the assUfl\Jl: i 01 that nothi ng can be dOle to anyone that is 
harmless and everything has sone side effect. The question is do we recognise it. 
().ter thirty years ago in 1958 in three cities in the U.S. - in Denver, Los Pngeles 
and Pittsburg - a grwp of professionals got together to form the fi rst 
rrultidisciplinary child protectim team. Th~ realised that abuse and neglect of 
children was not just a rredical problem, not just a legal problem, not just a 
social problem but it was a problem of a child and a family and it required help 
fran differe1t swrces. What I wwld like to do now is briefly discuss the 
rrultidisciplinary approach and how to organise it on five different levels. The 
five levels are: 
1 Case level 
2 Institutional Level 
3 Camunity Level 
4 National Level 
5 Intematimal Level 
and if we are to make progress in this field we need rrultidisciplinary approaches 
at all five levels. 
1 Case Level 
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First let me introduce a simple case which was one of the first I saw as an intem 
in training in 1968. I was working in the emergency roan in a hospital when a 
mother carre in at 11 o'clock at night with a three mmths old baby that was not 
breathing. The rrother said that the bcby was fine when she took the bcby to the 
rrovies, then when the lights went up and the movie was over she noticed the baby was 
not breathing. She rushed to the hospital, we examined the bcby, the bcby was 
dead. Next day the post mortem revealed two skull fractures, a rrassive brain 
haenorrhage, twelve broken ribs and fwrteen major injuries to the abdanen. Henry 
Kerrpe at the time was ny attending physician. He asked me to go back and look at 
the rrother's and the bcby's records to see if we cwld figure rut how this 
happened. The records shoved that the mother had first attended the child clinic in 
her eighth mmth of pregnancy with a weight gain of Olly fwr pamds. After the 
bi rth for three days she did not seem to want to feed the baby or give it a narre. 
Nevertheless the baby was sent hone with the rrother. The mother re-visited the 
hospital once when the baby had a rash, and once when the baby had a cold. No one 
recognised that the mother was looking for help. Fwr weeks later the bcby was 
admitted with a broken arm and the police and social services investigated the 
mother. The social services said that the hone was neat and tidy so the bcby was 
sent hone. The next time the baby was seen it was dead. 
t-bw as I repeated the case at wr next conference Dr Kempe put marks on the wall 
every time a professi rna 1 was ITEI1ti rned by name. By the time we fini shed the case 
cooference twenty seven professiooals in medicine, rursing, social v.ork and law 
enforcaralt had been involved in the case; any of whan cOJld have prevented that 
baby's death and nooe of vman did. It was a lesson that having a lot of 
professionals involved in a case does not necessarily mean it will have a 9000 
OJtcane. Those professirnals have to v.ork together and collaborate so that all the 
information can be brought together fran different SOJrces into a rrultidisciplinary 
approach. This nON seans relatively sif1l)le and relatively well drne allover the 
world. What is not so well dooe is when we move up to the next level which is the 
institutirnal or agency level. 
2 Institutional Level 
In the U.S. there are a large rumber of child protectirn teams that are lirked to 
Social Service Agencies or to other kinds of institutions. In general these teans 
are of two types. Ole type is a diagnostic team v.hich revie.vs cases and helps with 
difficult cases. The second type of team is a monitoring tean where thEY review 
abOJt sixty cases a week. Both are irrportant in any institutirn deal ing with abuse 
and neglect but both are not always available to all institutions. The two teans do 
not always agree and can make each other very angry with different pri orities. The 
trick is to get both functions into all agencies that are dealing with abuse to be 
sure of the quality with the monitoring team but at the same time make sure that 
the complicated cases are ensured of a gooo diagnosis and gooo treatment. 
~ Coommi ty Level 
Every camunity in the world has sane problems with abuse and neglect. In sane 
parts of the world it is a very important problem because it is responsible for 
most of the infant mortality and rruch of the mental disorders in children and 
adults. In the U.S. for exarple one of the lea:iing causes of death is non-
accidental injury (or child abuse). There are other parts of the world vk1ere the 
lea:iing cause of death in children is related to sanitatioo or irrproper, or lack, 
of immunisatirn. While child abuse and neglect may exist it does not necessarily 
becane the top priority for a cannmity where 40% of the children are dying 
within the first year of life of infectioo, de-hydratioo or malnutritirn. So in 
approaching the problem it needs a camunity crntext. The best way to understand a 
camunity context is to bring together the leaders, the professirnals, the parents, 
and others, to talk abOJt vmat the problans are and row thEY are going to be 
sol ved. 
It has often been said that there are three types of needs that people have and 
these are: 
1 What yOJ thi rk yOJ need 
2 What I thi Ii< yOJ need 
3 What yOJ really need. 
Until yOJ get what yOJ need yOJ are not going to pay any attentirn to vilat I thirk 
yOJ need. So to go to a camunity and say thEY have to deal with abuse and negl ect 
vmere children are dying of rralnutritirn makes little sense. You are not going to 
deal with abuse and neglect until yru get a gooo sanitatioo system. Then thEY 
might decide yOJ are worth 1 istening to. 
01 the camunity level in the U. S. there are many exampl es of mul tidiscip 1 inary 
camunity cruncils which address the problan of abuse and neglect. Bringing 
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lOO11:>ers of a c011lllnity tOg:!ther in a rrulti-disciplinary way is very effective in 
fOOJsing attentim on the problan of abuse and neglect. The Natimal and 
International levels are rruch rrore difficult. 
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4 Natimal Level 
The reason it is difficult at a natirnal level is that very few govemnents in the 
WJrld are organised in such a way that a rrultidisciplinary approach can \\Or!<. In 
the Unites Sates ~ have a Health DepartJTEnt, a Social Services r€partJTEnt and a 
Legal r€partment and each is responsible for all issues dealing ~th adults and 
children. Each deals ~th health, welfare and legal issues so v.hen the budget is 
allocated to varirus prograrJES thEy usually go to adults. There is nobcxiy who 
thinks about abused children across all of those systans. The bureaucracy that t~ 
work in is organised in such a way it is not easy to cooperate and collaborate 
across departl1B1ts. When yru want to get sareone fran the Health DepartrTalt to 
talk to sareone fran the Social Services DepartJTEnt thEy do appear not to know how 
to talk to each other. The way forward is to elevate thinking abrut child abuse 
and neglect to a high level in the national bureaucracy and have high visibility. 
5 Intemat i rna 1 Level 
The issues of child abuse and neglect allover the world need to be dealt ~th in a 
way that resprnds to the needs of, and can help, those who are dealing with this 
particular problan. It means helping others to solve their problans - it does not 
mean telling people how to solve their problems. This is gOing to take a fair 
amrunt of time. 
If we are to do ~ll in this WJrk we need carmitJTEnt. There are ten letters in 
this word and there are ten principles that I think are important. The WJrd 
carmitl1B1t to me stands for: 
C C011llInity awareness. v.e rust let rur c011lllnities kl"(M this is a problan and for 
those camunities such as the U.S. and the U.K. where awareness is at an all-time 
high we need to make people aware of the carplexity of the problan. Not just that 
child abuse exists but that there is sanething ~ can do abrut it. 
o QJen. v.e need to be open (and honest) to new ideas and not think that what we 
leamed in 1958, or 1968, or 1978, or even 1988 is necessarily true to::fay. 
M ~ntal Health. v.e need to pay attentirn to mental health. I do not mean 
therapy - I am talking abrut JTEntal health for us as professionals. It is very 
difficult for paediatricians, social workers, lawyers, law enforcers and others who 
\\Ork in this field because their colleagues in their own professions do not always 
value or urderstand what t~ do. In that case if rur colleagLes in rur 0W1 
professions are not going to support us it is critical that we support each other. 
It is not good for physicians to say that social \\Orkers do not kl"(M what t~ are 
doing, that psychiatrists say thEy do not know what kind of treatment to do, and 
all of us WJrking in this field wind up criticising each other because no one is 
going to support us except rurselves. So we need to pay attEJItion to cur 0Nl1 
mental heal tho 
M MJltidisciplinary Co-operatirn. v.e have just discussed this. 
I Innovation and IlT{)lEJItatirn. v.e need to not rnly have neN innovations for 
getting prograITTl'Es to people but we need to implanent what we kl"(M WJr!<s. 
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After krKMing for twenty years in the U.S. that a hane visitati()1 syst811 W)Jld 
prevent physical abuse of children we still do not have organised haTE visitatioos 
throughrut the United States. That is a di saster. 
T Treatrrent. PartiOllarly for children and partiOllarly in places \'klere the:Y do 
not get it. 
M Mon~. W= need that. I think we may have plenty but sanetirres \Ie do not use it 
wisely. 
E Eva 1 uat i ()1. W= need eva 1 uat i 01 to get the 1llCX1~. 
N NEw Politics. The politics of abuse and neglect need to chang:!. What I rrean by 
new politics is that this is not a political party probl811 - it is a chi1d ' s 
probl811, it is a filllily's probl811. W= need all parties to pay attention to this 
probl811. 
T Time. W= need Tirre. This is not sanething that is going to be solved right 
away. Working in abuse and neglect is sanething like trying to 8llpty the ocean 
with a bucket. You could go to the ocean with yrur bucket am start to bail bucket 
after bucket rut and actually if yru went rut at high tide and left six hrurs later, 
at 10# tide, yru \\Ou1d feel pretty good. That is \'k1y we need eva1uatioo - long-tenn 
evaluation because if yru left after six hours yru wru1d not know that the ocean is 
coning back. Similarly after two years yru might get pretty tired of just bail ing 
because the ocean is still coning in. That is the tirre yru have to look behind you 
because yru have created a large lake. Every bucket is a child am a family that 
yru helped and you need to keep that perspective. 
Fi na 11y thrrugh ong9i ng enqui ry, eva 1 uati 01, research and thrrugh educati 01 am 
training \Ie can make a great deal of progress. 
2.7 Summary 
The foregoing review of the work of researchers and professionals 
suggests that progress has been achieved towards better understanding, 
treating and preventing child mistreatment. Progress has also been 
made in society's awareness of this problem. Despite this progr~ss 
however it has been shown in this chapter that the extent and seriousness 
of the problem is still high. 
This area of research which has moved from clinical and sociological 
models to a more interactionist approach only dates back to the early 
1970 ' s when a truly scientific field emerged. Lynch (1990) presents a 
physician's perspective of how research in this area began with 
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reluctant suspicions that a parent or caregiver could deliberately 
inflict severe physical injuries on babies and small children; and how 
this evidence was slowly and reluctantly accepted by professionals. 
According to Finkelhor (1990) research has made progress in the three 
areas of prevalence, risk, and consequences: that a great deal is known 
about prevalence, there is a fair amount of evidence about the risk 
factors involved, and there is a substantial body of knowledge 
concerning the effects on its victims. However it is acknowledged that 
it easier to count than explain. Finkelhor views the field of child 
mistreatment as having some problems of methodology which need to be 
conquered in addition to further research being required to examine the 
values people have and to provide measures for dealing with this. 
Garbarino (1990) claims that there are two current problems: (1) 
defining what child mistreatment is and (2) premature closure: 
(1) Providing a definition is difficult because definitions are never 
objective categories; there is always a social judgment based on a 
dialogue in which values and science are constantly working together. 
It is very important to recognise that child mistreatment does not 
exist in any objective sense. Thus it is very difficult to provide a 
universal definition of child mistreatment because the definition 
changes over time and different cultures, and is influenced by what 
society considers it to be. It is then left to the professionals in 
the field to interpret - perhaps it should not be - society's 
perspective. Child mistreatment therefore is a social judgment which 
concludes that a particular way of treating children is both inappropriate 
and damaging. Garbarino cautions against premature closure: 
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(2) The field of child mistreatment has suffered from its beginning 
from premature closure where people have assumed that all that is 
needed to be known is known and often form very strong conclusions 
about cause and effect and the range of possibilities. 
Garbarino (1990) offers an ecological model showing how all human 
phenomena are influenced by the context in which they occur and how 
all systems from the micro to the macro are connected. 
Krugman (1990) advocates that new protection work requires professionals 
to really work together in multidisciplinary co-operation and collaborate 
at all levels so that all information can be brought together. This 
approach should operate from the individual case study to the 
international level. For co-operation to extend to an international 
level and guard against cultural conflicts the issues of child 
mistreatment need to be dealt with in a way that responds to and helps 
the needs of those who are dealing with the problem. This means 
helping people to solve their problems and not telling them how to solve 
their problems. 
In Chapter 3 we will examine actual cases of families who had been 
officially registered on a Central Child Abuse Register in connection 
with the physical abuse or physical neglect of the children in their 
care. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE FIRST STUDY: FAMILIES IN CRISIS 
The research for this thesis began with an investigative analysis of 
the records of thirty families who had come to the attention of the 
preventive services of the state and had been officially registered on 
a Central Child Abuse Register in connection with the physical abuse or 
physical neglect of their children. This first study examined some of 
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the causes which led parents and/or caregivers to such a crisis situation. 
Most parents are expected by society to provide love and care for their 
children. Yet there are large numbers of children who suffer varying 
degrees of mistreatment in their own homes. This mistreatment is often 
claimed to be "for the child1s own good" and is regula~y explained as 
punishment in order to instil discipline. However, when parents increase 
the degree of punishment to such a point that they severely mistreat 
their children then they not only damage the children and the children1s 
basic needs for safety and security in the family but they run the risk 
of intervention by the various Child Protection Services of the state. 
When the state intervenes to protect children from crisis situations 
with their own parents it has sometimes done so in such a manner that 
has led in recent years to public accusations that for many families the 
"cure" is worse than the "disease". Leading from the above discussion 
one question which can be asked is "What is a crisis situation? 
Broadly speaking, a crisis is a point in time when a decision is made 
that a situation (or a course of action) will continue, be changed, or 
reach a point of termination. The preceding factors of an abusive 
crisis are not easy to isolate. They could be identified as an 
accumulation of irritating issues with which a person finds it difficult 
to cope. These antecedent agents tend to be present in most family 
situations at all times in either one form or another of intensity and 
degree. 
Martin (1976) emphasises that the crisis the parent reports may not be 
considered a crisis by other people. The important element however is 
that the parent reacts to an event, no matter how minor, as a major 
crisis: 
The crisis rray be being tired, the breakdMl of the washing rrachine, the husband 
being late for supper. In all fai mess, the crisis may be more devastating in the 
hard light of reality - the loss of a job, an aborti01, learning of a mate's 
infidelity. Nonetheless, the clinician must look for the adult's perceptioo of a 
crisis rather than the objective data that one has occurred (pp27 & 28). 
One definition of how a crisis arises is - when a person's coping 
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mechanisms weaken to such an extent that they are overwhelmed by issues 
of conflict (North et al, 1983). Among typical family coping mechanisms 
would be included: their attachments in terms of good relationships 
with various members of the family; their development in having been 
given the opportunity to imitate and acquire positive models to guide 
them; decent conditions in which to live; and surrounded by a relatively 
stable atmosphere to protect them. It is useful to define the well-
functioning family as a unified system and thus whatever happens to one 
component affects, however slightly, the balance and relationships of the 
whole system. Bearing in mind that whilst functioning as a system in 
one context the family is also operating as a component of the wider 
environmental system. 
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This study makes no claim that the thirty participant families are 
representative of all abusive families. Nevertheless it is hoped that 
the results of the study will produce factors of a universal 
generalisability. Research of this nature requires a sympathetic 
understanding of the build up of conditions surrounding these families 
which resulted in abuse or neglect. This makes neutrality rather 
difficult to attain but bias can be positive as well as negative. The 
bias here is to try and understand the motives of the people concerned -
many of whom strongly react to institutionalised "objectivity". 
3.1 Aims of the Study 
The aims of this study were to examine what causes had led parents 
and/or caregivers to crisis situations where they physically abused or 
neglected children in their care. The underlying assumption is that an 
analysis of families in this crisis situation will provide indications 
of certain underlying factors which led to the situation. By such an 
analysis a feasible typology of causes can be discovered. 
3.2 Context of the Study 
A Central Child Abuse Register in the London Borough of Bexley was the 
context of this study. The function of Child Abuse Registers is 
defined in the review of policy and procedures of Bexley London Borough 
(1980): 
The purpose of keeping Child Abuse Registers is to facilitate and improve the 
protection of, and services to, children subjected to or at risk of abuse (p16). 
The main advantage of a Central Register is the ability to provide 
readily available information to all relevant agencies by acting as the 
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focal point for a multi-disciplinary co-ordination of information. This 
multi-disciplinary approach is intended to ensure that the proper health, 
development and well-being of children are adequately safeguarded. In 
addition to the above, a Central Register avoids unnecessary duplication 
of services from different agencies. Used correctly the Register is of 
benefit to all practitioners in an area in terms of improved 
communications through the multi-disciplinary co-operation of all 
services. 
Background 
The concept of Central Child Abuse Registers originated in the U.S.A. 
during the late 1960's as a response to the recognition of the "battered 
baby syndrome" (Kempe et al, 1962). In the U.S.A. mandatory reporting 
laws were introduced with the majority of states operating their 
Central Register through social services or welfare departments and a 
few through a law enforcement agency. In the U.K. however emphasis was 
placed on voluntary co-operation between local agencies, also there is no 
legislation requiring reporting. 
In different local authorities in the U.K. there are significant 
differences between criteria used for the organisation of Central 
-Registers. In 1973 the first Report of the Committee of Inquiry was set 
up following the death of Maria Colwell. One of the major findings was 
of a breakdown in communications when a number of independent agencies 
are involved in one case. In 1974 a government circular advised local 
areas to set up Area Review Committees- (ARC) with a brief to devise 
procedures to facilitate good communications between the many 
disciplines to enable inter-agency co-ordination of individual cases. 
I I 
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In 1976 the Department of Health and Social Security defined the minimum 
requirements and strengthened its recommendations that all areas should 
establish a Central Register. 
Operations 
For Central Registers to serve their true purpose it is essential that 
the reasons for their existence are clear to all professionals and 
agencies in the area. Jones (1982a) gives the original reasons for their 
formation. A summary of these reasons follows: 
1 recording suspicion as an aid to future diagnosis where a pattern of 
two or more incidents could confirm a diagnosis which single ones do 
not. 
2 preventing "hospital shopping" to evade detection. 
3 statistics and research (p59). 
Jones further adds that most registers now have five functions which 
should provide: 
1 detailed information which is readily available. 
2 identification of repeated events which relate as a pattern of abuse. 
3 good communications between and co-ordination of agencies to avoid 
duplication of services to the child and the family. 
4 regular monitoring of the child and family. 
5 statistical data to show the nature and extent of the problem to 
enable planning and development of services in the area (p60). 
In 1980 The Department of Health and Social Security issued a further 
document in an attempt to establish standard Central Registers 
throughout the U.K. This communication offered detailed guidance for 
local areas to set up a Central Register co-ordinated by a specialist in 
the field of child abuse to give professional advice and consultation. 
The Consultant/Co-ordinator 
Considering the wide variety of professionals involved and their 
different definitions of child abuse it is essential to have an effective 
consultant/co-ordinator. Personal responsibilities of the consultant/ 
co-ordinator include: 
1 effective and efficient administration of the register and promotion 
of its use. 
2 convening of case conferences. 
3 chairing of case conferences. 
4 recording and minuting of case conferences 
5 promoting inter-agency liaison. 
Right of Access 
Known agencies such as Education, Medical, Police, and Social Services 
have access to the register at all times. Access is restricted however 
to a limited number of people to ensure that strict confidentiality is 
maintained. It has been argued by some that the families should have a 
right of access in order to correct any misinformation. This issue 
however extends to all agencies which keep records of citizens. 
Criticisms 
Two main criticisms in the past have been that the public has not known 
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about the existence of Central Registers and also concern that reporting 
may lead to automatic application of inter-agency procedures and 
investigation of the circumstances. Jones (1982a) warns of an over-
emphasis on procedures and acknowledge that whilst a formal framework is 
essential this can never be a substitute for individual skill and 
knowledge. For in the final analysis when the worker is alone with the 
parents and child what is important is that the right things are said 
and done. 
Finally, Bexley London Borough (1980) conclude in their report that 
it is important to bear in mind that: 
The need is to devise a systen Wlich will facil itate effective professimal 
interventim, afford protectim for the child against child abuse, and safeguard 
the liberties of the parents (p 19). 
The process by which the Central Register gathers its information, makes 
its collective decisions, and then confirms these decisions to the 
different practitioners gives rise to a rich variety of documentation. 
These communications come from sources such as Social Workers, Medical 
Officers, Police Officers, Nursing Services, Teachers, The National 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, and the public. 
This information is collated at the Central Register and where necessary 
an "Initial Case Conference" is arranged. All concerned agencies are 
invited to attend. Of particular interest in the use of these primary 
sources is the comprehensiveness and genuine characteristics of the 
documentat ion. 
3.3 Design and Method of the Study 
The conceptual analysis of the study was based on the work of Miles and 
Huberman (1984) with particular reference to the construction and 
method of content analysis: 
3.3.1 Content Analysis 
The primary consideration of this first study was to examine families 
in the crisis situation of child abuse. To achieve this aim we chose 
the research technique of content analysis for the practical 
implementation of data collection. 
Three analysts give the following definitions of content analysis. 
Kerlinger (1973) states that content analysis while certainly a method 
of analysis is more than that; it is also a method of observation. 
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Instead of observing the behaviours of people directly or asking them to 
respond to questionnaires, or interviewing them, the investigator 
uses the communications that people have produced themselves and 
these communications are then analysed. North et al (1983) explain that 
content analysis is a technique used for systematically collecting, 
analysing, and making inferences from messages that people have sent to 
each other. Krippendorff (1980) defines content analysis as a research 
technique for making replicable and valid inferences from data that is 
completely independent of the research; that in psychology, content 
analysis is an honoured practice although it may not be generally 
labelled as such. 
From the above three definitions by analysts it can be seen that 
content analysis is a means of studying other people who are engaged in 
conveying meaning to others. The data are the verbal, or graphic, 
symbols which make up the content of communications such as letters, 
reports, memos and notes. 
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The use of questionnaires and in-depth interviews is very important and 
have opened up many new areas to analysis. A complete dependence upon 
these kinds of data however can lead to a restriction in the range of 
problems amenable to study and the kinds of hypotheses that can be 
tested. How for example could we approach the study of the causes which 
lead people to seriously abuse their childen? Obviously the parents 
will certainly not be available for an in-depth interview, or responses 
to a questionnaire, just before the abusive crisis nor probably after the 
crisis. An unobtrusive research technique such as content analysis is 
required for such a sensitive area as this. Content analysis is a non-
reactive technique which does not put undue influence on a situation 
thus jeopardising the validity of the findings. Techniques of 
measurement which interfere with the usual behaviours of people create 
increasingly "contaminated" observations the deeper the investigator 
probes. People do react to being the source of a scientific study which 
results in errors being introduced into the data being analysed. 
Krippendorff (1980) outlines some of these factors which influence 
reactions. In summary these factors are: 
1 an awareness of being observed and tested. 
2 having to assume a role (either as interviewer or interviewee). 
3 giving stereotypic answers. 
4 the interactional effects between the investigator and the "subjects" 
of the study. 
Krippendorff continues that techniques which are prone to influence are 
experiments, projective tests, the insensitive use of interviews, and 
investigator administered questionnaires. The reason is that all four 
techniques are conducted by an investigator who has assumed control over 
the conditions to which a "subject" is asked to react. These subjects 
are also expected to respond to a language that is often not their own 
such as the data language which is sometimes taught to them in 
experiments. 
Content analysis in contrast to the above is using material which has 
been generated in its own practical environment; and this material is 
from a source which uses a language, a logic, and categories that are 
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neither needed for, nor compatible with, the requirements of the analyst. 
The emphasis here is on the meaning of the communications. From the 
above discussion it can be seen why content analysis promises to yield 
particularly valid results. The research benefits consist of drawing 
inferences from existing material and from an analysis of this material 
we hope to find patterns emerging. 
3.3.2 The Families 
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The initial stage involved consultation with the Consultant/Co-ordinator 
to obtain a representative selection of thirty families from the 
records of the Central Register. The sample consisted of fifteen 
families registered for Physical Abuse and fifteen families for 
Physical Neglect. 
The validity of a sample is usually based on the assumption that the 
people chosen at random are sufficiently similar to each other for the 
purposes of the study. Hence by examining a large enough percentage it 
is possible to make inferences about the entire universe of the 
particular population. In practice however even with a very large 
sample these assumptions cannot be confirmed with any great certainty. 
It is not an easy matter to decide whether the people chosen are similar 
with respect to certain variables no matter how large the population. 
Jones (1982a) cautions that whilst research findings based on analyses 
of large numbers of abusive parents are very useful in defining the 
population at risk they add little to the understanding of specific 
cases. At the other extreme are descriptive studies which increase the 
understanding of the individual parent but also include many 
characteristics of IInormalll parents. A way is needed of dividing the 
child abusing population into smaller groups which can distinguish 
clearly between the abusing population and other groups. The authors 
state that unfortunately none of these studies has identified causal or 
predictive factors of reliable significance. 
With regard to control groups Lynch and Roberts (1982) acknowledge that 
the problem of finding a group of children to be compared meaningfully 
with a sample of abused children is still not solved. The authors' way 
of tackling the control group problem is to also assess the unharmed 
brothers and sisters of the abused children. In this way environmental 
influences can be kept reasonably constant. 
3.3.3 Conceptual Analysis 
A framework of five general concepts was decided upon prior to the 
fieldwork to focus the collection of the data and provide a "start-
list." These specified concepts were in the domains of five problem 
categories. The first four categories concerned problems related to 
the parents and the fifth concept to the children. The five 
categories were represented by five master codes which were semantically 
close to the terms they represented. At the inital stage the 
orientation was: 
General Concepts 
Alcohol Problems (ALC) 
Family Discord (DIS) 
Psychiatric Problems (PSY) 
Caring Responsibility (CARE) 
Child Behaviour Problems (CB) 
Possible Sub-divisions 
1 to 5 Ordinal Scale 
Nominal Variables 
Presence or Absence Dichotomy 
Positive or Negative Dichotomy 
Nominal Variables 
Detailed sub-categories were needed to refine the five general 
categories and distinguish differences that otherwise might be blurred. 
Rather than "force-fit" the data into pre-existing sub-categories these 
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were generated out of the content of the documentation. Thus the sub-
codes were composed of the practical descriptions used by the families, 
the specialists, and their perceptions of the situations. As stated we 
anticipated that the sub-codes would develop and change as the field 
experience progressed. For example, some would not work whilst others 
would fade and others would emerge during data collection. The codes 
nevertheless had to have some conceptual and structural order to avoid 
what Miles and Huberman (1984) term "over-load" (too many categories). 
Miles and Huberman (1984) make the following observations: 
There is rrore going on rut there than rur initial expectatioos have dreame:l of, and 
fS'l field researchers are foolish enrugh to avoid looking for these things (p60). 
The data was arranged and condensed into related sub-codes. In this way 
the final classifications present a structure drawn exclusively from 
the primary sources. 
Miles and Huberman (1984) warn of the dangers of research which isolates 
words from numbers; although words may be more unwieldy than numbers 
they render more meaning than numbers alone and should be "hung onto" 
throughout the data analysis: 
Converting vords into nurrbers, then tossing away the W)rds, gets a researcher into all 
kinds of mischief ••• Focussing solely on numbers shifts rur attention from substance 
to arithnetic ••• Also, when W)rd-deriverl nurrbers d01 l t make sense, there is usually 
no very satisfactory way of making then roore intell igible with roore numbers, which 
is all one has at hand. The sol uti 01 to this problen ••• is to keep vords and aT'!Y 
associ aterl numbers together throughCllt the ana lysi s. Essenti ally, W)rds and 
rurrbers keep one another analytically honest (pp54 & 55). 
Table 3.1 presents the five main categories and the generated sub-
categori es : 
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Table 3.1 
List of Main Categories (N=5) and SUb-categories 
Category 
1 Alcohol Problems 
Heavy and regular drinking - mal e 
II II II II 
- female 
Drunk and incapable 
II II II 
Drunk and violent 
II II II 
2 Family Discord 
Poor housing conditions 
Cramped housing 
Cold housing 
Damp housing 
Many changes of housing 
Homemaking difficulties 
No positive models 
Unable to cope 
No control over children 
Unwashed children 
Unhygienic conditions 
Wet mattresses 
Financial worries 
- mal e 
- female 
- male 
- female 
Refusal to recognise problems 
Unstable atmosphere 
3 Psychiatric Problems 
Absence of - male 
II II _ female 
Clinical treatment - male 
II II _ female 
Been in care - male 
II II II _ female 
Dep ressi on - male 
II _ female 
4 Caring Responsibility 
Positive - male 
II _ female 
Negat i ve - male 
II _ female 
Code 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1.1 
2.1.2 
2.1.3 
2.1.4 
2.2 
2.2.1 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 
2.2.4 
2.2.5 
2.2.6 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
4.0 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
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Table 3.1 (Continued) 
Category 
5 Child Behaviour Problems 
Anxiety 
Disruptive actions 
Demanding 
Lying 
Stealing 
Aggressi on 
Absence from school 
Development problems 
Failure to thrive 
Speaki ng 
Hearing 
Enuretic 
General development delay 
Lack of concentration 
3.3.4 Analysis of Responses 
Code 
5.0 
5.1 
5.2 
5.2.1 
5.2.2 
5.2.3 
5.2.4 
5.3 
5.4 
5.4.1 
5.4.2 
5.4.3 
5.4.4 
5.4.5 
5.5 
The category codes were listed on an Amstrad 1640HD personal computer. 
Scoring was manually double-checked to ensure that no errors had been 
made in the transfer of coded data to the computer. The data list was 
then transferred for analysis to the ISIS Central Computer System of 
the University of London. Analyses of the data were conducted using 
the SPSSX statistical software packages. 
3.4 Data Analysis 
The data presented here was drawn from the research sample families 
(N=30) and children on the records (N=60) of the central registry. The 
analysis was by Physical Abuse (N=15 families = 22 children) and 
Physical Neglect (N=15 families = 38 childen). The analyses which now 
follow are under the two main headings of Descriptive Data Analysis and 
Conceptual Data Analysis. 
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3.4.1 Descriptive Data Analysis 
An initial case conference had been held for each of the families 
following the reporting of, or risk of, Physical Abuse or Physical 
Neglect. The details of the descriptive data analysis are given in 
Appendix 3 (Table A3.1 to Table A3.11). The analysis revealed the 
following characteristics of past and present family members. 
Summaries from the tables in Appendix 3 now follow: 
Table A3.1: Age Distribution of Mothers (N=30) 
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Physical Abuse: The age range of the mothers was frum 20 to 37 (range=17) 
years with a modal age group of 20 to 24 and a mean age group of 25 to 
29 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of the mothers was from 19 to 40 
(range=21) years with a bi-modal age group of 20 to 24 and 30 to 34 
years and a mean age group of 30 to 34 years. 
Table A3.2: Age Distribution of Adult Males Living with Family (N=22) 
Physical Abuse: The age range of adult males living with the family 
was from 20 to 45 (range=15) years with a bi-modal age group of 20 to 24 
and 40-44 and a mean age group of 35 to 39 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of adult males living with the family 
was from 20 to 44 (range=14) years with a modal age group of 20 to 24 
years and a mean age group of 30 to 34 years. 
Table A3.3: Number Distribution of First Male Partners (N=30) 
Physical Abuse: 5 adult males who were the first partners of the 
mothers were no longer living with the family; this situation affected 
20 children (including 7 abused children). 
Physical Neglect: 14 adult males who were the first partners of the 
mothers were no longer living with the family; this situation affected 
40 children (including 34 neglected children). 
The chi square test of association yielded a x2 value of 11.62 
(p<O.OOI) demonstrating that the two groups differed very significantly 
in respect of the relative frequencies of first male partners no longer 
living with the family. 
No significant difference (p~O.I) was found between the two groups on 
the frequencies of second male partners leaving the family. Physical 
Abuse (N=O families); Physical Neglect (N=4 families) which affected 
13 children, all 13 of whom were neglected. 
Table A3.4: Age Distribution of Children Living with Family (N=85) 
Physical Abuse: The age range of the childen living with the family was 
from under 11 months to 19 years (plus 2 pregnancies) with a modal age 
range of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of children living with the family was 
from under 11 months to 19 years of age (plus 3 pregnancies) with a 
modal age group of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
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Table A3.5: Age Distribution of Children No Longer Living with Family (N=II) 
Physical Abuse: 5 children were no longer living with the family; this 
total affected 3 families. 
Physical Neglect: 6 children were no longer living with the family; this 
total affected 4 families. 
Table A3.6: Age Distribution of Abused Children (N=60) 
Physical Abuse: The age range of the abused children was from under ' I 
11 months to 14 years (plus 2 pregnancies) with a modal age range of 0 
to 11 years and a mean age group 3 to 5 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of the abused children was from under 
11 months to 19 years of age (plus 3 pregnancies) with a modal age group 
of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
Table A3.7: Age, Sex and Ordinal Position Distribution of Abused 
Chil dren (N=60) 
Table A3.7 presents an overall perspective of the data analysed in 
Tables A3.1 to A3.6. 
Table A3.8: Distribution of Births (N=98) to Mothers (N=30) 
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Physical Abuse: The distribution of births (N=48) ranged for each mother 
from 1 to 6 with a modal number of 3 births and a mean of 3 births. 
Physical Neglect: The distribution of births (N=50) ranged for each 
mother from 1 to 8 with a modal number of 2 births and a mean of 2 births. 
Table A3.9: Age Distribution of Mothers (N=30) at Birth of Each Child (N=98) 
Table A3.9 shows in particular the ages of the mothers at the birth of 
each child. 
Physical Abuse: 
1st child - 40% (16-19 years); 2nd child - 33% (18-21 years); 
3rd child - 33% (20-25 years); 4th child - 26% (22-25 years); 
5th child - 20% (24-33 years); 6th child - 0% 
7th child - 7% (34-37 years). 
Physical Neglect: 
1st child - 73% (16-19 years); 2nd child - 53% (18-21 years); 
3rd child - 46% (20-25 years); 4th child - 20% (22-25 years); 
5th child - 26% (22-33 years); 6th child - 13% (30-37 years); 
7th child - 7% (34-37 years); 8th child - 7% (34-37 years). 
Note: 7th and 8th children are twins. 
Table A3.10: Distribution of Intervals between Births after First Child (N=68 
Table A3.10 presents in particular the number of children born with an 
interval of less than 3 years from the birth of the previous child. 
Table A3.11: A e Distribution of All Famil Members (Livin With Famil 
at Initial Case Conference 
Table A3.11 presents an overview of the age distributions of all family , I 
members (with family or not) at the initial case conference. This focuses 
on everyone who is, or has been, a member of the family - mother, adult 
, I 
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males (husband, ex-husband, co-habitee, or boyfriend), and the children. 
The table illustrates the following data from left to right: 
Family number 
Age of mother 
Age of 1st and 2nd males not with the family 
Age of males with the family 
Age of children no longer with the family 
Age of children living with the family 
Ordinal position and sex of abused children 
3.4.2 Conceptual Data Analysis 
The conceptual data analysis was based on the total of abused children 
(N=60): Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38). The raw 
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data for the five major concepts and the sub-divisions was coded and 
collated. The chi square test of association was cross-tabulated for 
each of the 43 sUb-categories (See Table 3.1). The five major categories 
analysed were: 
1 Al cohol Problems Computer Codes: 01 to 06 
2 Family Di scord Computer Codes: 07 to 19 
3 Psychiatric Problems Computer Codes: 20 to 27 
4 Caring Responsibility Computer Codes: 28 to 31 
5 Child Behaviour Problems Computer Codes: 32 to 43 
Yates correction applied for expected frequencies of less than 5. 
The details of the analysis of the five conceptual categories are given 
in Appendix 3 (Table A3.12 to Table A3.16). The tables illustrate the 
frequencies and significant differences. The analysis of the five 
categories revealed the following significant differences: 
I 
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Table A3.12: Alcohol Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Chi square: No significant differences were found between the Physical 
Abuse and Physical Neglect families across the six Alcohol Category Problems. 
Table A3.13: Family Discord Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Chi square: There were 3 very significant differences and 1 significant 
difference between the Physical Abuse and Physical Neglect families: 
Code 8 
Code 16 
Code 11 
Code 13 
Cold housing 
Wet mattresses 
No positive models 
No control over children 
PA 9%/PN 45% (Sig 0.004, p<0.005) 
PA O%/PN 42% (Si g 0.004, p<0.005) 
PA 5%/PN 34% (Sig 0.008, p~O.Ol) 
PA 23%/PN 53% (Si g 0.02, p<O.05) 
Table A3.14: Psychiatric Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Chi sqare: There was 1 very significant difference between the Physical 
Abuse and Physical Neglect families: 
Code 23 Clinical treatment - female PA 73%/PN 32% (Sig 0.002, p<0.005) 
Table A3.15: Caring Responsibility Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Chi square: There were 2 significant differences between the Physical 
Abuse and Physical Neglect families: 
Code 29 Positive - female 
Code 31 Negative - female 
PA O%/PN 22% (Sig 0.05, p<0.05) 
PA 100%/PN 79% (Sig 0.05, p<0.05) 
Table A3.16: Children's (N=60) Behaviour Problems 
Chi square: There were 3 significant differences between the Physical 
Abuse and Physical Neglect families: 
Code 40 
Code 32 
Code 43 
Hearing 
Anxiety 
Lack of Concentration 
3.5 Resul ts 
PA 18%/PN 0% (Sig 0.02, p<0.05) 
PA 68%/PN 40% (Si g 0.03, p<0.05) 
PA 23%/PN 3% (Si gO. 04, p<.O. 05) 
Two main areas of analysis have been presented in this chapter. 
Firstly a descriptive analysis of the two groups in terms of 
biographical features was given. Secondly, a conceptual analysis 
examined the relationship between the two groups and the five major 
, 
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conceptual categories. The following discussion is a summary of the 
main features of the descriptive and conceptual analyses. 
3.5.1 Descriptive Data Results 
Physical Abuse Families 
Distribution of Children: For the 15 Physical Abuse families at the 
date of the Initial Case Conference there was 51% (N=21) abused 
children at home (plus one unborn child at risk) out of a total of 41 
children. The sexes of the abused children were 12 males and 9 
females. The age range was from 0 months to 14 years. The total 
distribution of children in each family was: 20% (N=3) families had 1 
child, 20% (N=3) families had 2 children, 33% (N=5) families had 3 
children, and 27% (N=4) families had 4 or more children. The ordinal 
positions of the total number of children and the abused children were: 
36.5% (N=15) 1st Children; 60.0% (N=9) were abused. 
27.0% (N=ll) 2nd Children: 63.5% (N=7) were abused. 
22.0% (N=9) 3rd Children; 44.0% (N=4) were abused. 
14.5% (N=6) 4th or more Children; 16.5% (N=l) were abused. 
The above figures show that the ordinal positions for the abused 
children (N=21 plus 1 unborn) were 1st Child (41%; N=9), 2nd child 
(32%; N=7), 3rd child (18%; N=4), and 4th or more children (4.5%; N=l). 
The Adults 
The age range of the mothers (N=15) was 20 to 37 years with a modal age 
group of 20 to 24. The age range of the adult males living at home 
(N=15) was 20 to 45 years. 33% (N=5) of the mothers had a first male 
partner who had left home. 20% (N=3) of the mothers had children who 
were not living with them. 
Age Distribution of Mothers at Births 
The age range of the mothers at the birth of their first child was 
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16 to 25 years with a modal age group of 20 to 21 years. The intervals 
between the birth of each child are of particular interest and range from 
8 months to 10 years. Between the 1st and 2nd births (N=13) the 
intervals were: less than 1 year 23% (N=3), less than 2 years 46% (N=6), 
less than 3 years 84% (N=II). Between the 2nd and 3rd births (N=10) 
the intervals were: less than 1 year 10% (N=I), less than 2 years 50% 
(N=5), less than 3 years (N=O). 
Physical Neglect Families 
Distribution of Children: For the 15 Physical Neglect families at the 
date of the Initial Case Conference there was 86% (N=38) abused children 
at home out of a total of 44 children. The sexes of the abused children 
were 18 males and 20 females. The age range was from 0 months to 19 
years. The total distribution of children in each family was: 
20% (N=3) families had 1 child, 40% (N=6) families had 2 children, 6% 
(N=I) family had 3 children, and 33% (N=5) families had 4 or more 
children. The ordinal positions of the total number of children and 
the abused children were: 
34.0% (N=15) 1st Children; 93.3% (N=14) were abused. 
27.0% (N=12) 2nd Children: 83.3% (N=10) were abused. 
13.5% (N=6) 3rd Children; 83.3% (N=5) were abused. 
25.5% (N=II) 4th or more Children; 81.8% (N=9) were abused. 
The above figures show that the ordinal positions for the abused 
children (N=38) were 1st Child (37%; N=14), 2nd child (26%; N=10), 
3rd child (13%; N=5), and 4th or more children (24%; N=9). 
The Adults 
The age range of the mothers (N=15) was 19 to 40 years with a bi-modal 
age group of 20 to 24. The age range of the adult males living at home 
(N=7) was 20 to 44 years. Every family had a mother and seven families 
had an adult male living at home. 93% (N=14) of the mothers had a 
first male partner who had left home and 26% (N=4) had a 2nd 
male partner leave home. Of the adult males living at home (N=7) one 
was the 1st male partner, four were the 2nd male partners, and two were 
the 3rd male partners. 26% (N=4) of the mothers had children who were 
not living with them. 
Age Distribution of Mothers at Births 
The age range of the mothers at the birth of their first child was 
16 to 33 years with a modal age group of 18 to 19 years. The intervals 
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between the birth of each child are of particular interest and range from 
9 months to 5 years. Between the 1st and 2nd births (N=14) the 
intervals were: less than 1 year 14% (N=2), less than 2 years 43% (N=6), 
less than 3 years 57% (N=8). Between the 2nd and 3rd births (N=7) the 
interval s were: 1 ess than 1 year (N=O), less than 2 years 14% (N=I), 
less than 3 years 71% (N=5). 
The abused children in the two groups are compared below by age and sex. 
Ages and Sex of Abused Children 
The two groups had different age distributions at the date of the 
Initial Case Conference. The age was younger for Physical Abuse (0 to 
14 years) than Physical Neglect (0 to 19 years). The two groups were 
similar for children aged less than five years, Physical Abuse (48%) 
and Physical Neglect (51%). There was a more marked difference for the 
children aged less than three years, Physical Abuse (43%) and Physical 
Neglect (34%). The highest age group in one year for Physical Abuse 
was 23% (0 to 11 months) and for Physical Neglect was 16% (2 to 3 years). 
For children aged less than five years there were 60% boys and 40% girls 
in Physical Abuse and there were 44.5% boys and 55.5% girls in Physical 
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Neglect. For children aged less than three years there were 67% boys 
and 33% girls in Physical Abuse and there was a complete reversal for 
Physical Neglect with 33% boys and 67% girls. 
In Physical Abuse 59% of the children were boys and 41% were girls. In 
Physical Neglect 53% of the children were girls and 47% were boys. In 
Physical Abuse there were more boys than girls in almost every age group 
whilst in Physical Neglect there were more girls than boys. 
3.5.2 Conceptual Data Results 
The five major concepts (Alcohol Problems, Family Discord, Psychiatric 
Problems, Caring Responsibilities, and Child Behaviour Problems) will 
now be analysed by significant differences for the children in Physical 
Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38). There were twelve significant 
differences between the two groups over the five categories (nine adult 
categories and three child categories). The nine adult categories with 
significant differences were as follows: 
Sig Category 
.004 Cold Housing 
.03 Damp Housing 
.008 No Positive Models 
.02 No Control over Children 
.004 Wet Mattresses 
.002 Clinical Treatment - female 
.05 Positive Caring Responsibility - female 
.04 Negative Caring Responsibility - male 
.05 Negative Caring Responsibility - female 
The three child categories with significant differences were as follows: 
Sig Category 
.03 Anxiety 
.02 Hearing Problems 
.04 Lack of Concentration 
Alcohol Problems 
There were no significant differences between the two groups of families 
for alcohol problems. 95% of Physical Abuse families and 75% of 
Physical Neglect families had no known alcohol problems. However in 
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Physical Abuse 5% (N=l) of the children lived with an adult male who was 
a heavy and regular drinker; in Physical Neglect 6% (N=2) of the 
children lived with an adult male who could be drunk and violent, 3% 
(N=l) of the children lived with a mother who was a heavy and regular 
drinker, and 16% (N=6) of the children lived with a mother who could be 
drunk and incapable (an offence when in charge of children). 
Family Discord 
For Family Discord there were five significant differences between the 
two groups. In order of significance the differences were in Homemaking 
Difficulties (Wet mattresses, No positive models, and No control over 
children) and Poor housing conditions (Cold housing and Damp housing). 
Problems of wet mattresses concerned 42% (N=16) of the children in 
Physical Neglect families in contrast to children in Physical Abuse 
families who had none. Living in cold houses affected 45% (N=17) of 
children in Physical Neglect families and 9% (N=2) of the children in 
Physical Abuse families. Adults who had no positive models to copy 
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were responsible for 34% (N=13) of the children in Physical Neglect 
families as opposed to 5% (N=l) of the children in Physical Abuse 
families. Adults who had no control over the children affected 53% (N=20) 
of the children in Physical Neglect families and 23% (N=5) of the 
children in Physical Abuse families. Living in damp housing affected 
24% (N=9) of the children in Physical Neglect families as opposed to none 
in the Physical Abuse families. It can be seen from the above five 
family discord problems were all heavily weighted against the Physical 
Neglect families. 
Psychiatric Problems 
There was one significant difference for Psychiatric Problems which 
required clinical treatment between the two groups. Mothers who had 
clinical treatment for psychiatric problems had 73% (N=16) of the 
children in Physical Abuse families and 32% (N=12) of the children in 
Physical Neglect families. 
Caring Responsibility 
There were three significant differences for Caring Responsibility 
between the two groups. The differences in order of significance were 
in Negative caring (both male and female) and Positive caring (female). 
Physical Abuse families had 91% (N=20) and Physical Neglect families had 
69% (N=26) of children with an adult male at home who had a negative 
caring responsibility. Mothers in the same category affected 100% 
(N=22) of the Physical Abuse children and 79% (N=30) of the Physical 
Neglect children. 22% (N=8) of the children in the Physical Neglect 
families had a mother who provided positive care in contrast to none in 
the Physical Neglect families. 
Child Behaviour Problems 
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There were three significant differences between the two groups for Child 
Behaviour Problems. The differences in order of significance were in 
Hearing problems, Anxiety, and Lack of concentration. Children with 
hearing problems were found in 18% (N=4) of the Physical Abuse families 
in contrast to none in the Physical Neglect families. Problems 
of anxiety affected 68% (N=15) children in the Physical Abuse families 
and 40% (N=15) in the Physical Neglect families. Lack of concentration 
affected 23% (N=5) of the children in the Physical Abuse families and 3% 
(N=l) in the Physical Neglect families. 
3.5.3 Highest Distributions for Abuse and Neglect Groups 
The preceeding results have presented significant differences for the 
five major concepts. Of final interest is a brief list of the 
categories with percentages over 50%: 
I 
Family Discord 
Unstable atmosphere: 
Unable to cope: 
Unhygienic conditions: 
Psychiatric Problems 
Depression - female: 
Caring Responsibility: 
Negative - female: 
Negative - male: 
Child Behaviour Problems 
Anxiety: 
Demanding: 
Physical 
Abuse 
95% 
73% 
59% 
59% 
100% 
91% 
68% 
41% 
Physical 
Neglect 
92% 
74% 
76% 
74% 
79% 
69% 
40% 
55% 
For the Physical Abuse group the adult tendencies over 50% in order of 
significance were: a negative caring responsibility of mother (100%); 
an unstable family atmosphere (95%); a negative caring male (91%); 
adult(s) unable to cope (73%); unhygienic conditions in the home (59%); 
Mothers suffering from depression (59%). For the Physical Neglect 
group the adult tendencies over 50% in order of significance were: an 
unstable family atmosphere (92%); a negative caring responsibility of 
mother (79%); unhygienic conditions in the home (76%); adult(s) unable 
to cope (74%); mother suffering from depression (74%); a negative 
caring responsibility of adult male (69%). 
For the Child Behaviour Problems the tendencies over 50% were: in 
physical abuse families 68% of the children displayed anxious behaviour 
and in physical neglect families 55% of the children were demanding. 
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3.6 Discussion 
Thus far in our examination of child mistreatment we have produced 
detailed research findings concerning conditions of everyday living 
which precipitated official preventive action for the thirty families 
involved in the study. Fifteen of the families had been officially 
reported for physical abuse and fifteen for physical neglect of the 
children in their care. In examining the specific conditions which 
precipitated state intervention we presented two forms of analysis; 
Decriptive Data and Conceptual Data analyses were employed to assess 
detailed conditions involved in the day-to-day living of these families. 
The findings of this first study confirm the view of Kadushin and 
Martin (1981) that trying to impose a single cause and effect to the 
process of abuse creates a situation that does not exist in actuality. 
This artificial explanation is a linear pattern attempting to account 
for an inter-locking process which cannot be separated in this way. 
Each act of behaviour is both a cause to a previous effect and an 
effect for a subsequent cause. 
Garbarino and Gilliam (1980) agree with the above explanation. In 
addition they offer a view of abuse and neglect which is not generally 
acknowledged. They claim that whilst abuse and neglect are distinct in 
principle there is an overlap in practice so that rarely is only one type 
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of abuse noted when a family is observed over a long period of time. They 
also claim that some estimates indicate abuse and neglect occurring together 
fifty-percent percent of the time and that they can also occur in sequence 
so that passive abuse by one parent exposes the child to active abuse by the 
other. They also state that the consequences of abuse are not well documented 
and the task should be to go beyond damage and focus on risk. Their 
concern is to pay attention to those patterns of behaviour which would 
cause most children to suffer physical or psychological harm. They 
liken abuse and neglect to a fever: 
Miry of us are drawn to the fever analogy in explaining the meaning of child abuse 
and neglect. Typically we specK of abuse and neglect as indicators of underlying 
problens with the family, just as fever indicates infecti01 in the body ••• Most 
fevers are not, in thanselves, intrinsically dang:rrus. Th~ are g:nerally 
indicators, posing no direct threat to the organi9TI. Very high fevers, on the 
other hand (particularly among yrung children) are thanselves dang:rrus. We wruld 
liken this to child abuse and neglect (pS). 
The stresses discussed in this study do not of themselves produce 
abusive behaviour, but neither does stress necessarily make people 
stronger if the environment they are in is overwhelmingly negative. It 
would appear that people who are prone to violence or apathy will 
become worse when aggravated by the atmosphere of their environment 
even if this is in part self-inflicted. 
Garbarino and Gilliam (1980) describe how demographic mapping can 
identify the characteristics of neighbourhoods that are likely to be at 
high risk for child abuse. In the U.S.A. work has begun in this area 
of research. They add that without denying the obvious importance of 
psychological factors the part played by economic and/or social 
impoverishment can be incorporated into the assessment. 
Gil (1970) in the conclusion of his U.S. nationwide research of child 
abuse in the family writes that of great interest to the furtherance of 
knowledge of these families are the factors which contributed to the 
troubled histories of all the individuals involved: 
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Of considerable interest in tenns of the forces contributing to child abuse are 
findings concerning the trrub led past hi story of rrBYlY abused chil dren, thei r 
parents and perpetrators, and the relatively high rates of deviance in areas of bio-
psycho-social functioning of children and adults involved in abuse incidents (p139). 
In conclusion, a selection of notes from the case files are presented 
to illustrate and create the charged atmosphere in which the families 
1 i ve: 
Physical Abuse Families 
The fifteen families registered for physical abuse had one third of the 
children less than six months old. Two of these children were suspected 
of not being the husband's child and three had mothers who were put 
into institutionalised care at a very early age. With the pre-school 
children the pressures were of the children as a group whose ages were 
very close together (for example, three children in twenty-five months). 
Relationships between parents and three teenagers had escalated 
dangerously as each side retaliated without understanding the other's 
point of view. Details of two mothers and three teenagers now follow: 
Two Mothers 
1 The mother was placed in care from the age of one to eighteen years 
of age; this includes children's homes, orphanages, foster homes and a 
Special Unit. At eleven years of age she was diagnosed as a hysterical 
epileptic. She is now on heavy medication and has bursts of violent 
anger. She has admitted hostility to her child and wants to hurt her. 
2 The mother is dangerously frustrated and feels trapped by her baby. 
At the age of five she was admitted into a psychiatric hospital and has 
been diagnosed as a psychotic and of ESN (Educationally Sub-Normal) 
intelligence. She is on anti-depressant pills. When things go wrong 
she tends to say, II It's not working anymore. II She says her head feel s 
numb and she keeps remembering and dreaming when she was a child and 
that she is very tired and bored with the routine of her life. She 
talks to the baby and the dog in the same way. 
Three Teenagers 
1 Both the mother and the father are at the end of their tether and 
have admitted that they cannot control their teenage son. They say 
that they use physical punishment because other methods of control 
don't work. The son has threatened both his parents (particularly his 
mother). The family situation is a hot-bed of tension - especially 
after a recent car accident. The father has started using a leather 
strap. School reports say that the boy's behaviour is pretty 
diabolical, he irritates teachers and is constantly fiddling - missing 
pens have been found in his possession. He is attention-seeking in 
class, is getting a bad name and is truanting. He was referred to the 
Educational Psychologist who recommended him for remedial handwriting. 
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2 The father reacts violently to his teenage son's behaviour and says 
he believes in "strong" discipline which means he uses the belt and 
clips the boy round the ear. The son has complained of ringing in the 
ears and sees things move (for example, a stationary car). Sometimes 
he wets the bed and hides the sheets in the cupboard or sleeps on the 
floor in case he might wet the bed. School reports say that he is in a 
small "Special Needs Class" and still causes problems with staff. He 
can't settle to anything and is not making progress in reading and 
arithmetic. He can be quite charming on a one-to-one basis but does 
things such as shaking his fist at a teacher driving along the road to 
school. 
3 The boy lives with his mother and step-father. He was supposed to 
stay with his father over the holidays but his father returned him 
early, dropped him off at the end of the road with his suitcase and 
told him he didn1t want to see him anymore. The boy has been stealing 
and when this was found out his step-father hit him and locked him in 
his bedroom. He stole again and was locked in his bedroom every night 
for weeks with a bucket for the toilet. He got out and broke some 
things in the bedrooms and urinated in his sister1s bedroom. He 
suffers from nightmares almost every night and shouts, IILeave him 
alone, don1t touch me. 1I His stature is very small and he has a hearing 
aid. He feels rage at being abandoned by his own father and has 
projected the rage onto his step-father who is a violent man and is 
easily provoked. School reports say that the boy is presenting 
behaviour problems and is below average in most areas of the 
curriculum. He can be inattentive and disruptive and has been turned 
out of lessons. He has now been transferred to another school because 
of behaviour problems. 
Physical Neglect Families 
In the Physical Neglect families the general impression is one of women 
living mainly on their own wih their children. The borough in which 
they live is approximately ten miles South East of London and is the 
last built-up area on the River Thames before the river marshes of the 
estuary begin. Garbarino and Gillam (1980) warn that neglect is 
probably a greater social threat than active abuse and most estimates 
claim the rate of neglect is three to four times greater than physical 
abuse and probably accounts for more deaths. Neglect is exposing 
children of all ages to needless risk and can produce some very self-
destructive behaviours in its victims. But neglect is also broken 
promises, not knowing where a young person is late at night and 
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withdrawal of communication 
The Homes 
There is no heating or hot water and the house is filthy ••• 
This style of house is notorious for its dampness. It is cold and 
filthy and the bedrooms are cluttered with unwashed clothes ••• 
The whole house is in a disgusting state. There are plastic sacks full 
of rubbish and mouldy food in the kitchen. Soiled bedding and general 
dirt and filth ••• 
The house has been fumigated ••• 
The Mothers 
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The mother is in chaos and needs help. She is over-loaded and has been 
in crisis for ten years. She seems to have lost her grip on things ••• 
The mother left the child for hours in a locked, parked car - the child 
was cold and distressed. Another time she did not collect the child from 
nursery school until the next day ••• 
The mother's control is nil. She has three young children by three 
different fathers ••• 
The mother has four small childen, no hot water, no heating and no 
washing machine. She has no concept of airing washing and she puts wet 
damp things on the children ••• 
The mother works in a highly-strung profession and took amphetamines 
for two years before her pregnancy and into pregnancy. She has sent 
an abusive telex to the absent father's place of employment. When not 
herself she could be potentially dangerous ••• 
The Chil dren 
All the children had blue lips and their hands were frozen. The two 
babies were mauve coloured. It took two baths to get the children clean, 
the dirt was ground in ••• 
He (aged 7) was absolutely filthy. He spat, was verbally abusive, and 
aggressive. He has been seen out at 1.30 am ••• 
The nursery school has run out of clothing for him, he is wetting and 
soiling every day. His bed was wet from the night before and he was 
cold and withdrawn ••• 
The two children have a marked interest in pain. They were incredibly 
interested in the pain a little girl was feeling when she fell down. 
Krugman (1985) gives research on "survivors" as one ~f the challenges 
for the coming decade. He states that there must be more research on 
survivors, for after twenty-four years a great deal is known about 
abused children and their families but their natural history is still 
unknown. 
Martin (1976) writes of one variable which may increase the child's 
chance of survival in an abusive home. He acknowledges his reluctance 
to use the word "intelligence" because of its now accepted connotations 
and decides that perhaps the street word "moxie" is more appropriate 
to describe the survivors. 
A brief character sketch of ,two potential survivors is given below. 
The information has been assembled from various professional reports in 
their files. One of the potential survivors is a seven year old boy 
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who has recently fallen on hard times and the other is a five year old 
girl who has never known anything except hard times. On a personal note 
- we would like to add that if the two accounts appear to be de-
personalised by being nameless this was a considered decision. Firstly, 
the two children had to remain relatively anonymous and therefore 
specific identifiers had to be omitted. Secondly, the children were 
nearly called Adam and Eve but eventually, because they represent all 
children in their predicament, they stand for Everychild and so they 
became He and She. 
A Boy 
He is seven years old and lives with his mother and infant brother. The 
mother has not recovered from the shock of being left on her own with 
the children. She is drinking and this quickly affects her. The boy 
is very articulate and has a good general knowledge which must have come 
from his home's environment. His mother tells him her problems and 
is very emotionally dependent on him. They are moving into a house 
(think it will be cold) - should be rehoused in about a month. She 
collected him from school and the three of them sat in the park. She 
had a bottle and was drinking steadily and crying. Some children 
from the school came by and were taunting them. She denied she had 
been drinking but she could not put a match to her cigarette. The boy 
is very anxious for her. 
A Girl 
She is five years old and lives with her mother and four year old 
sister. The mother is on her own and tends to ignore the children if 
they do not demand her attention. She had to pester her mother for 
something to eat but was told there was nothing in the house (half-
eaten crisps and some sweet papers on the table). The mother took 
responsibility for her own large family before she had the girls but 
she is clearly depressed now and looks very pale and tired. The elder 
child has become quite adept at gaining attention; she knows how to 
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survive and can already find warmth, food and affection. She 
manipulates adults in order to satisfy these needs and takes her 
"little" sister with her. She takes her sister to visit a neighbour's 
daughter after school and at weekends, and stays at mealtimes 
and watches the family eat. She is very defensive about her mother 
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and comforts her little sister. In contrast to this she has been seen 
roaming the streets at night and rolling down the grassy banks beside 
the motorway. Her school report says that she tends to show off, demands 
attention from visitors, and can be jealous of other children's needs 
for attention, but she is not jealous of an unhappy child. They say she 
does not fit into the school routine and makes little effort. When 
questioned about her lateness and absence from school she says, "Dunno" 
or repeats a suggestion made by another child. On one occasion when she 
was absent from school she brought her sister at lunchtime and they were 
both taken in and fed. She is very charming and attractive to both 
adults and children. She has no close friends and tends to boss and 
dominate. Twice she has pulled a child out of a group so she could get 
in. The school reports that she has made no educational progress. 
The results of this res each into families in crisis are in agreement with 
Gil (1978) who found relatively high rates of deviance in both children 
and adults involved in incidents of mistreatment. The deviance in the 
functioning of the individuals was matched by high rates of deviance in 
the family structure. This deviance was reflected particularly in the 
Physical Neglect families where many of the mothers were trapped into a 
cycle of short-term relationships. Also the age distribution of abused 
children and their parents was found to be less skewed toward younger 
age groups than had been thought on the basis of earlier studies which 
were mainly hospital based. This difference in findings can be 
accounted for by the fact that younger children tend to be more seriously 
injured when abused and are thus over-represented among hospitalised 
abused children. More boys than girls seem to be subjected to physical 
abuse. Mention should be made of observations which support the 
hypothesis that some children playa contributory role in their own 
abuse, since their behaviour seems to be more irritating to adults than 
the behaviour of other children in the family. Such atypical behaviour 
may derive from the personal characteristics of the child, from 
environmental experiences, or from both. 
At the present time most controversies regarding child mistreatment 
centre on the type and degree of severity that constitute sufficient 
justification for the state to intervene. Whilst the rights of parents 
must be an important consideration in this controversy, the physical 
and psychological welfare of the child at risk of severe mistreatment 
is of greater importance. The primary issue is the harm that might 
happen to children at risk by leaving them with their parents versus 
the harm caused by separating them from their parents and placing them 
"in care". 
A brief insight into the troubled histories of some families who have 
come to the attention of state preventive services has been presented 
in the findings of this first study. In the next chapter we will 
employ a selection of this preliminary information into the content of 
a questionnaire in order to examine the values and underlying attitudes 
of professional carers (and non professional carers) towards various 
aspects of child mistreatment. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE SECOND STUDY: ATTITUDES OF DIFFERENT GROUPS 
The major hypothesis of the second study was that the values of child 
mistreatment of different groups can indicate the characteristics of 
underlying group attitudes. Different groups of people tend to have 
shared concepts with regard to definitions and these shared concepts 
are processes which have been formulated by their particular group. 
Thus definitions are individual and/or group social constructs whilst 
the reality of the phenomenom continues to exist, irrespective of the 
different definitions. 
Dale et al (1986), all of whom were previously members of a child 
protection team, emphasise the importance of teamwork in therapeutic 
teams which help families in crisis situations; they describe how the 
processes of shared group concepts develop: 
Processes are sequential patterns of behaviOlr \\hich occur nonmlly and 
sprntaneQ1sly in any social groop, and which constitute rules and regulations of 
behaviOlr \\hich are often unrecognised and unackllCMledged (p12). 
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According to the above authors, the benefits of using therapeutic teams 
with high-risk families fosters a quality of assessment and therapeutic 
service which is far higher than that which any individual practitioner 
could achieve and consistently maintain. Dale et al justify their claims 
by stressing that individuals are not left alone to deal with, and take 
responsibility for, crucial decisions; "also that such teams provide an 
effecti ve way of avoi ding the onset of IIburn-out ll for the workers. 
However teams which operate consistently in an area of high emotional 
intensity such as the physical and sexual abuse of children can become 
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susceptible to certain developments which can seriously affect the quality 
and appropriateness of the work which they undertake. The authors cite a 
lack of clarity regarding aims and objectives as one of the greatest 
threats to a team's stability. They describe with great insight 
how a team (in this case a therapeutic team) can become "dangerous": 
At me extrere, the level of energy may extend into innovatory activity which may 
becare dang2rrusly narrow, zealrus, and evang2lical. The team rray rigidly adhere 
to a therapeutic rnxIel which becares practised to the point of perfectim, while 
losing all awareness that families do not sean to be benefiting fran it. The team 
rray respond by develqJing a theoretical rationale for this and "perfecting" their 
rnxIel even further, whilst becaning so obsessed with their OWl processes that the 
interventions with families mly rEpresent the latest strategy in internal team 
rivalry. The team rray enjoy power and influence, becane "hooked" on this, and 
sifl1Jly seek rrore at the expense of the humanity of thei r therapy (p2ffi). 
Giovannoni and Becerra (1979) outline the current position regarding 
the ambiguities surrounding definitions of child mistreatment. They 
write that many people assume that there are clear definitions of child 
abuse and neglect. However this is not the case. There are no clear-
cut definitions of what is encompassed by the terms. This ambiguity of 
definition creates problems and disagreements among the professionals 
who work daily with abuse and neglect situations. These ambiguities are 
less well known among the general public and even among related 
professionals such as mental health workers and school teachers. The , I 
problems mainly concern defining parental actions, which have taken place 
within the family, as abusive or neglectful. 
According to Giovannoni and Becerra (1979) two of the key professions 
involved in the child protection services are police officers and 
social workers. That these two professions have entered the area of 
child mistreatment at different times and with different orientations; 
and perform different and sometimes conflicting roles in the management 
of child mistreatment. The authors' claim that: 
Fran the early part of this century 00, there is scattered evidence that these 
professiooals have not always been fully in accord either as to \Iilat shwld be 
considered mistreatlTB1t or as to the proper ways to deal with it. These 
differences of opinioo arroog professiooals have been expressed in tv.o 'Vays. The 
first is through published writings of leaders in the diffel"a1t disciplines 
concerned with conc~tual definitioos of mistreatlTEllt, designating criteria as 
apprq>riate or inapprq>riate for categorizing specific cases. &lch writing 
essentially reflect policy stances within the particular disciplines. The other 
way differing viewpoints are expresse:l is in the actual v.ori< setting, where 
professiooals nust interact arrund specific cases, requiring than to agree at 
least partially on criteria for categorizing these cases (p77). 
Giovannoni and Becerra (1979) claim that to-date there has been little 
systematic investigation into areas of agreement or disagreement 
within the caring professions; that at the present time most explicit 
controversies centre on the type and degree of severity of mistreatment 
that constitutes sufficient justification for removing children from 
their parents. The authors assert that whilst the rights of parents 
are a very important consideration in this controversy, the welfare of 
children at risk is of even greater importance. The specific issue 
is the relative harm that might befall children by leaving them with 
their parents or placing them in temporary foster families. 
Although the different approaches based on different purposes are 
understandable we have seen from the above that on both policy and the 
practice levels the perceptions of professionals responsible for the 
case management of child mistreatment are not always in agreement. 
4.1 Aims of the Study 
The aims of this study were directed towards an examination of the 
extent to which the values of different groups as to what constitutes 
child abuse can be characterised by underlying professional and/or 
personal attitudes. The different groups consisted of adults who were 
involved in various Child Protection Services and adults who were not. 
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4.2 Design and Method of the Study 
The design and analysis of the questionnaire was based on the work of 
Rust and Golombok (1989) with particular reference to their chapters 
setting out the construction and analysis of psychometric questionnaires. 
The study was designed to be conducted in the following four stages: 
Stage 1 - The Design of the Questionnaire 
Stage 2 - The Pilot Questionnaire 
Stage 3 - The, Questionnaire 
Stage 4 - Analysis of Responses 
4.2.1 Stage 1: The Design of the Questionnaire. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to examine the values of different 
groups towards various aspects of child abuse. 
The blueprint 
The blueprint categories consisted of eight content areas and four 
manifestations. For the Content Areas a list of items was drawn up 
from reviews of the professional literature on child abuse and from The 
First Study of this thesis which examined actual case studies of families. 
The items were categorised to provide the following eight content areas 
which were generally considered to be important in the area of child 
abuse: 
1 Responsibility of TV and Video 
2 Responsibility of Society 
3 Responsibility of Social Services 
4 Responsibility of Parents 
5 Physical Neglect 
6 Physical Abuse 
7 Sexual Abuse 
8 Motives/Intentions 
The content areas of Physical Neglect, Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse and 
Motives/Intentions were placed at the end of the questionnaire as these 
are of a more personal nature and possibly more demanding in terms of 
responses. 
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For the manifestations, as in the content areas, account was taken of 
the relevant information to obtain the following manifestations: 
Physical Neglect, Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse, and "Other Areas" 
Categories. Bearing in mind that in questionnaires of a psychological 
nature what is described as a content area and what is described as a 
manifestati on may not always be cl ear cut. The "Other Areas" Category 
mainly involved Social Services items which incorporated all three areas 
of abuse and procedures. This was necessary because Social Services 
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are responsible for investigating all areas of abuse that come to their 
attention, plus the crucial decisions resulting from the investigation. 
When social workers evaluate a complaint as valid, they have two options. 
One is to refer the case within the department and to allocate a social 
worker to the family. The second option is to prepare evidence for a 
petition to the court for the child to be made a ward of court; if the 
petition is granted then the social services must provide a sUbstitute 
home for the child, or supervision if the child is to remain at home. 
Identical percentages could not be assigned to all the matrix cells as 
the eight content areas were too diverse. A decision had to be made to 
write more items for the two content areas of Social Services and 
Sexual Abuse as these were considered in the literature to be more 
controversial than the other categories and so received double 
rating. Thus there were six content areas with a weighting of 10% each 
(N=20 items): Responsibility of TV & Video, Society, Parents, and also 
Physical Neglect, Physical Abuse, and Motives/Intentions - plus the above 
two content areas with a weighting of 20% each (N=40 items). The 
following blueprint illustrates the 200 items derived from the eight 
content areas by the number of manifestations for each content area: 
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Table 4.1 
Questionnaire Blueprint 
Framework for Specific Behaviours Relating to Child Abuse 
by Specific Content Areas (N=8) 
Content keas 
~R~es~~~n~s~ib~il~i~ty~o~f~~~~ __ ~1 
TV & Society Social Parents I Physical 
Video Services I r-egl ect 
INo 
Physical Sexual I MJtives/ I of 
Abuse Abuse I Intmt ions I I tens 
M --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
a 
n 
i 
f 
e 
s 
t 
a 
t 
i 
o 
Physical 
Neglect 
Physical 
Abuse 
Sexual 
Abuse 
Other 
Areas 
Totals 
6 
9 
5 
20 
n Percmtages 10% 
8 8 
3 7 
6 13 5 
3 27 
20 40 20 
10% 10% I 
20 2 44 
20 3 42 
40 13 82 
2 32 
20 20 40 20 1200 
10% 10% 2O'k I 10% I 100% 
s --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Writing items 
Rating scale items were used with possible responses lying along a 4-
point continuum ranging from Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, to 
Strongly Disagree. To avoid "aquiescence" (the tendency to agree with 
items regardless of their content) some items were reversed to ensure an 
equal number in each direction. 
4.2.2 Stage 2: The Pilot Questionnaire 
This stage involved personally distributing the pilot questionnaire to 
ten respondents in various occupations including Commerce, Housewives, 
Psychologists and Schoolteachers to solicit broad reactions to content 
order, question wording, and item face validity. A separate Comments 
Section consisting of three blank pages was added at the end of the 
questionnaire. This procedure yielded a number of comments concerning 
the ambiguity and what appeared to be the repetitiveness of several 
items. On the whole respondents reported positively about content 
order but commented that the questionnaire was "too long". A perhaps 
more serious complaint related to comments which indicated that some of 
the items were "knowledge-based" rather than "statements of attitudes". 
Item Analysis 
Analysis of the obtained data initially involved an examination of the 
frequency distributions for each of the 200 items with the intention of 
deleting those items which did not "discriminate" between respondents. 
This involved an examination of the Facility of each item. The 
Facility Index gave an indication of the extent to which respondents 
had answered an item in the same way (this involved summing the score 
for the items for each respondent and then dividing this total number by 
the total of respondents). The mean scores for any items which were 
equal or approaching the extreme scores were deleted. The criteria for 
item deletion was set at less than 25% or more than 75% response 
frequency in "agree" or "disagree" categories on the 4-point scales. 
Although it is also important to ensure that the mean scores do not 
simply mean that everyone had chosen the middle options. These 
procedures resulted in 80 items being deleted thus leaving 120 items. 
The retained 120 items still had to adequately represent the original 8 
Content Areas and therefore decisions had to be made that could not be 
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based entirely on the statistical means of the item ratings. For overall 
balance the remaining 120 questions were further examined and altered 
where necessary to ensure a Positive/Negative balance in the item 
wording. 
4.2.3 Stage 3: The Questionnaire 
The population surveyed was a representative sample of people living in 
two very different parts of the country: the South-East of England 
(London Boroughs) and the North-East of England (Newcastle upon Tyne). 
(See Appendix 4: Survey questionnaire: Attitude to Children Inventory). 
All the questionnaires were distributed personally, or delegated to one 
person in a small group to be responsible for the distribution and 
collection. The only request was to collect as many completed 
questionnaires as possible; no restrictions were placed on the selection 
of respondents. Those persons responsible for distributing the 
questionnaires reported that less than ten per cent of respondents 
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declined to co-operate. Whilst the sample was possibly not representative 
of the total population there is no special reason why it should be biased 
so far as our findings are concerned. Further research however would 
be required before the results can be generalised to all groups. The 
respondents represented seven occupational groups and were divided into 
two main groups of Professional Carers and Non-Professional Carers. The 
Professional Carers consisted of three groups involved in varying degrees 
in the protective services: social workers, police officers, and 
nurses. Non-Professional Carers consisted of schoolteachers, 
commercial and industrial workers, housewives, and lecturers and students. 
Table 4.2 illustrates the group frequency of the participant sample: 
Table 4.2 
Frequency Data on Participant Sample (N=121) 
by Group (N=7) 
Group 
1 Social Workers 
2 Police Officers 
3 Nurses 
4 Schoolteachers 
5 Commercial/Industrial Workers 
6 Housewives 
7 Lectures,students etc 
f 
13 
12 
18 
20 
33 
17 
08 
%f 
10.7 
9.9 
14.9 
16.5 
27.3 
14.0 
6.7 
Total 121 100.0 
4.2.4 Stage 4: Analysis of Responses 
The returned completed questionnaires of the participants' responses 
(N=121) were coded and listed on an Amstrad 1640HD personal computer. 
Scoring was manually double-checked to ensure that no errors had been 
made in the transfer of coded data to the computer. The data list was 
then transferred for analysis to the ISIS Central Computer System of 
the University of London. Analyses of the data were conducted using 
the SPSSX statistical software packages. 
4.3 Descriptive Data Analysis 
The respondents (N=121) supplied four categories of descriptive data 
regarding their experience with children. The four categories consisted 
of the following four groups: 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Professional Carers or not. 
Working Experience with Children or not. 
Sex of Respondents. 
Parents or not. 
This information was required in order to examine the perceptions of 
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different groups and to contrast any significant group differences -
bearing in mind that each respondent was in each of the four groups. For 
the following presentation of findings brief comments will be made on the 
data following each tabular presentation of the findings. 
Table 4.3 
Frequency Data on Respondents (N=121) by Professional Carers 
Professional Carers f 
No 
Yes 
Total 
78 
43 
121 
%f 
64.5 
35.5 
100.0 
64.5% (N=78) of the respondents were not professional carers. 
Table 4.4 
Frequency Data on Respondents (N=121) by Working Experience with Children 
Working Experience 
No 
Yes 
Total 
f 
68 
53 
121 
%f 
56.2 
43.8 
100.0 
56.2% (N=68) of the respondents had no working experience with children. 
Table 4.5 
Frequency Data on Respondents (N=121) by Sex 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Total 
f 
32 
89 
121 
73.6% (N=89) of the respondents were female. 
Tabl e 4.6 
%f 
26.4 
73.6 
100.0 
Frequency Data on Respondents (N=121) by Parents 
Parents f %f 
-----------------------------------
Parents 
Non Parents 
82 
39 
67.8 
32.2 
-----------------------------------
Total 121 100.0 
-----------------------------------
67.8% (N=82) of the respondents were parents. 
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4.4 Item Analysis 
Various analyses were used in order to obtain indicators of the 
respondents' underlying attitudes. Repeating the procedures used in 
the pilot study the initial analysis of the data involved an examination 
of the frequency distributions for each of the 120 items in order to 
delete those items which did not "discriminate" between respondents. 
The criteria for item deletion was set at less than 25% and/or more than 
75% response frequency in" agree" or "di sagree" categori es on the 4-
point scale. These procedures resulted in 45 items being deleted thus 
leaving 75 items. 
Firstly, a 9 factor solution was analysed with 75 items which were 
reduced to 68 items (7 items were deleted with a loading of less than 
.35). Secondly, a 7 factor solution was analysed with 68 items which 
were reduced to 60 items (8 items were deleted with a loading of less 
than .33). Thirdly, a 5 factor solution was analysed with 60 items 
which were reduced to 53 items (7 items were deleted with a loading of 
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less than .18. Finally, a 5 factor solution was analysed with the 53 
items. This final analysis suggested that the original 8 content areas 
could be reduced to the following 5 empirically derived categories of child 
mistreatment: Parental Responsibility, Child Sexuality, Social Work, 
Physical Punishment, and Males versus Females. Five sub-scales for each 
of these areas were created. During the scale construction and processing 
a further 14 items were deleted. These were found to be either redundant 
(too close) or they correlated at a high level with more than one scale. 
Allowing for overlap of items this procedure resulted in 14 items being 
deleted thus leaving 39 items for further analysis. An inventory of 
the 39 items was used to undertake a comparative profile analysis of 
the four groups of respondents. The inventory now follows: 
4.4.1 Profile Analysis of 39-Item Inventory 
The 39-Item Inventory and the corresponding content areas are shown in 
in the following table: 
Table 4.7 
Content Areas (N=8) by 39-Item Inventory 
Content Areas 
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Responsibility of I 
"",,1V...-'n& -"'SJ--c-:"i e-7t-y---;S"....o-c,.,....· a"l -C;:Pa-re-n""";'ts- I Physi cal 
I 
Physical Sexual I f'.btives/ I No. of 
Video Services I Neglect Abuse Abuse I Inte1tions I Itens 
I 21 52 3 55 7 57 12 30 
t 51 92 13 66 65 28 40 
e 61 112 23 116 87 48 60 
m 71 53 107 49 110 
91 63 117 54 
N 101 83 58 
u 59 
m 68 
b 69 
e 78 
r 82 
Totals 6 3 6 1 3 5 11 4 I 39 
Perce1t 15% 7.5% 15% 3% I 7.5% 13% 28% I 11% I 100% 
Table 4.7 shows the frequencies of the 8 content areas in the 39-Item 
Inventory. In rank order these were: 
Sexual Abuse 28% (N=ll); Responsibility of TV & Video 15% (N=6); 
Responsibility of Social Services 15% (N=6); Physical Abuse 13% (N=5%); 
Motives/Intentions 11% (N=4); Responsibility of Society 7.5% (N=3); 
Physical Neglect 7.5% (N=3); Responsibility of Parents 3% (N=l). 
Four sets of T-Tests were carried out on the 39-Item Inventory. The 
purpose of this procedure was to examine any significant group 
differences within each of the four respondent groups. Thus the 
analysis involved the four respondent groups by the 39-Item Inventory. 
The following four tables show the means and significant differences 
(in order of significance) of the four respondent groups by the 39-Item 
Inventory. The asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference: 
(**) for 0.001 to 0.01 and (*) for 0.02 to 0.05. 
Tab 1 e 4.8 
T-Test: Means and Significant Differences (N=14) of the 39-Item Inventory for 
Group 1 - Professional Carers (N=43) and Non-Professional Carers (N=78) 
Item Mean 
PRF* NPRF* 
116 
110 
Allowing a child to live in grossly 
unhygienic conditions is the most 
serious form of neglect ••••••••••••••••••••• 2.1 
What we eat can affect our 
intentions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.6 
55 Smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical violence 
68 
30 
60 
59 
83 
48 
91 
82 
112 
40 
solves problems ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.9 
Excessive masturbation by a child 
is a sign of emotional problems of 
which sexual abuse may be the cause ••••••••• 2.2 
Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended ••••••••••••••••• 1.9 
People who choose careers involving 
contact with children are more likely 
to be potential child abusers ••••••••••••••• 3.0 
It is acceptable for a girl up to 
the age of seven to have a bath with 
a male adult ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 2.5 
Local authorities have too much 
power in the making of decisions 
about all forms of child abuse •••••••••••••• 2.7 
A detailed use of sexual play by 
a child is often the result of 
personal experience of sexual abuse ••••••••• 2.2 
There is too much sexual stereotyping 
of women on television •••••••••••••••••••••• 1.7 
Child sexual abuse is very common in 
a society where it is kept secret .and 
anonymous ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.7 
Society should always put the abuser 
of a child in prison •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.6 
The intention of the abuser to have 
sex is the main cause of child sexual 
abuse ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.3 
117 Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.7 
PRF* Professional Carers 
NPRF* Non-Professional Carers 
1.6 
3.1 
3.3 
2.8 
1.5 
3.3 
3.0 
2.2 
2.6 
2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
1.9 
2.4 
Sig 
0.001** 
0.001** 
0.002** 
0.002** 
0.006** 
0.01 * 
0.01 * 
0.01 * 
0.01 * 
0.01 * 
0.02* 
0.02* 
0.03* 
0.04* 
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Table 4.8 illustrates 36% (N=14) significant differences between 
Professional Carers and Non-Professional Carers and that 36% (N=5) of 
the 14 items were very significant. The item numbers show the content 
areas of the 14 items were Sexual Abuse 29% (N=4); Motives/Intentions 
29% (N=4); TV and Video 7% (N=l); Society 7% (N=1); Social Services 
7% (N=1); Physical Abuse 7% (N=l); Parents 7% (N=1); Physical Neglect 
7% (N=l). 
Table 4.9 
T-Test: Means and Significant Differences (N=11) of the 39-Item Inventory for 
Group 2 - Working Experience (N=53) and No-Working Experience (N=68) 
Item Mean 
WE* NWE* 
112 
101 
117 
91 
30 
68 
110 
54 
7 
116 
48 
Society should always put the abuser 
of a child in prison •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.2 
TV should not use sexual images of 
females to sell products or to excite ••••••• 2.3 
Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.4 
There is too much sexual stereotyping 
of women on television •••••••••••••••••••••• 2.0 
Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended ••••••••••••••••• 1.6 
Excessive masturbation by a child 
is a sign of emotional problems of 
which sexual abuse may be the cause ••••••••• 2.6 
What we eat can affect our 
intentions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.0 
Almost as many boys as girls are 
sexuallyabused ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l.9 
Physical punishment can have long-
term beneficial effects on a child's 
behaviour ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.2 
Allowing a child to live in grossly 
unhygienic conditions is the most 
serious form of neglect ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.8 
A detailed use of sexual play by a 
child is often the result of personal 
experience of sexual abuse •••••••••••••••••• 2.5 
WE* Working Experience 
NWE* Non-Working Experience 
2.8 
1.8 
2.9 
1.6 
2.0 
2.1 
2.5 
2.3 
2.6 
2.1 
2.1 
Sig 
0.000** 
0.001** 
0.002** 
0.005** 
0.007** 
0.007** 
0.01* 
0.01* 
0.02* 
0.04* 
0.04* 
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Table 4.9 illustrates 28% (N=II) significant differences between 
respondents with Working Experience and No Working Experience and that 
54.5% (N=6) of the 11 items were very significant. The item numbers 
show the content areas of the 11 items were Sexual Abuse 28% (N=3); TV 
and Video 18% (N=2); Physical Neglect 18% (N=2); Motives/Intentions 
18% (N=2); Society 9% (N=I); Physical Abuse 9% (N=I). 
Table 4.10 
T-Test: Means and Significant Differences (N=7) of the 39c .. Item Inventory for 
Group 3 - Males (N=32) and Females (N=89) 
Item Mean 
Males Females Sig 
101 
107 
28 
68 
49 
TV should not use sexual images of 
females to sell products or to excite ••••••• 2.6 
No child ever invites physical abuse •••••••• 2.6 
It is natural for a child to be 
interested in sexually stimulating 
another child ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.6 
Excessive masturbation by a child 
is a sign of emotional problems of 
which sexual abuse may be the cause ••••••••• 2.8 
It is acceptable for a boy up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a 
woman ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.0 
7 Physical punishment can have long-
term beneficial effects on a child's 
58 
behaviour ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.0 
A child who tries to force another 
child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this ••••••••••••• 2.5 
1.9 
2.1 
3.1 
2.3 
2.5 
2.5 
2.0 
Table 4.10 illustrates 18% (N=7) significant differences between 
Males and Females and that 28% (N=2) of the 7 items were very 
0.002** 
0.005** 
0.01* 
0.01 * 
0.02* 
0.03* 
0.04* 
significant. The item numbers show the content areas of the 7 items were 
Sexual Abuse 58% (N=4); TV and Video 14% (N=I); Physical Neglect 14% 
(N=I); Physical Abuse 14% (N=I). 
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Table 4.11 
T-Test: Means and Significant Differences (N=2) of the 39-Item Inventory for 
Group 4 - Parents (N=82) and Non-Parents (N=39) 
Item 
78 The sexual abuse of a young child by 
an adolescent is likely to be the 
result of former abuse of the 
Mean 
p* NP* Sig 
adolescent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 2.4 1.9 0.003** 
71 Exposure to TV violence "thickens the 
skins" of children to real tragedies 
of violence such as wars •••••.•••••••••••••. 2.0 
p* Parents 
NP* Non-Parents 
2.4 0.05* 
Table 4.11 illustrates 5% (N=2) significant differences between 
Parents and Non Parents and that 50% (N=1) of the 2 items was very 
significant. The item numbers show the content areas of the 2 items 
were Sexual Abuse 50% (N=l); TV and Video 50% (N=l); 
The previous analyses of the four groups by the 39-Item Inventory showed 
the number of significant differences in each group to be as follows: 
Group 1 Professional Carers or not 14 sig. differences 
Group 2 Working Experience with Children or not - 11 " " 
Group 3 Sex of Respondents - 7 " " 
Group 4 Parents or not - 2 " " 
From the foregoing analysis it appears that one's profession (Table 4.8) 
and personal working experience with children (Table 4.9) is significantly 
related to one's perceptions of seriousness of child mistreatment. In 
addition to professional experience an analysis of the personal 
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characteristics of the respondents was required to determine whether 
these might also influence the patterns of agreement or disagreement. 
Two particular personal characteristics were germane: the sex of the 
respondents and their own experience of child-rearing. In our society 
rather rigid roles are assigned to most males and females and because of 
this one might expect that in matters of child mistreatment the sex of 
the respondent would influence perceptions of the seriousness of the items. 
There were significant differences attributable to the sex of the 
respondents on 18% (N=7) of the 39-Item Inventory (Table 4.10). The 
seven items consisted of: physical punishment (N=2), childhood 
sexuality (N=4), and sexual images of females on TV (N=l). Among these 
seven items females tended to agree more than males that IITV should not 
use sexual images of females to sell products or to excite ll , that IIno 
child ever invites physical abuse ll , that lIexcessive masturbation by a 
child is a sign of emotional problems ll , and that lIa child who forces 
another child into sexual activity has probably had personal experience 
of this.1I Males tended to agree more than females that lIit is natural 
for a child to be interested in sexually stimulating another child ll , 
that lIit is acceptable for a seven year old boy to have a bath with a 
woman ll , and that IIphysical punishment can have long-tern beneficial 
effects on a child's behaviour. 1I The other personal characteristic 
examined was child-rearing experience. Significant differences were 
attributable to child-rearing experience on 5% (N=2) of the 39-Item 
Inventory (Table 4.11). Parents tended to agree more than non-parents 
that lIexposure to TV violence IIthickens the skins ll of children to real 
tragedies of violence such as wars ll , but they tended to disagree more 
than non-parents that lithe sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of former abuse of the adolescent. 1I 
From the analyses of the 39-Item Inventory two of the five empirically 
derived categories of child mistreatment (detailed on page 90) were 
selected for further analysis. The analysis showd that these two 
selected categories shared underlying commonalities across the four 
groups of respondents. The two generated categories tended to 
congregate around those items concerned with Child Punishment (N=5) and 
those involving Child Sexuality (N=4): 
The items in the Child Punishment Category (N=5) were: 
7 Physical punishment can have long-term beneficial effects on a 
child's behaviour. 
30 Anyone who has brought up a child has at times smacked the child 
a little harder than intended. 
55 Smacking a child always teaches the child that physical violence 
solves problems. 
107 No child ever invites physical abuse. 
117 Hitting a child is an effective means of punishment. 
The items in the Child Sexuality Category (N=4) were: 
48 A detailed use of sexual play by a child is often the result of 
personal experience of sexual abuse. 
58 A child who tries to force another child into sexual activity 
has probably had personal experience of this. 
59 It is acceptable for a girl up to the age of seven to have a bath 
with a male adult. 
78 The sexual abuse of a young child by an adolescent is likely to 
be the result of former abuse of the adolescent. 
The four respondent groups will now be examined to determine group 
differences towards the above two categories of Child Punishment (Tables 
4.12 to 4.15) and Child Sexuality (Tables 4.16 to 4.19). 
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Table 4.12 
Values of Child Punishment Items (N=5) by 
Professional Carers (N=43) and Non-Professional Carers (N=78) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
55 Smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical violence 
solves problems 
30 Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended 
117 Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment 
107 No child ever invites physical 
abuse 
7 Physical punishment can have 
long-term beneficial effects on 
a child's behaviour 
Mean 
PRF* NPRF* 
2.9 3.3 
1.9 1.5 
2.7 2.4 
2.3 2.0 
2.4 2.2 
Sig 
0.002** 
0.006** 
0.04* 
0.1 
0.2 
55 There was a very significant difference (0.002, p<0.005) between 
the two groups. Professionals were more likely to agree (2.9) 
than Non-Professionals (3.3) that smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical violence solves problems. 
30 There was a very significant difference (0.006, p~O.Ol)between 
the two groups. Non-Professionals were more likely to agree (1.5) 
than Professionals (1.9) that anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a little harder than intended. 
117 There was a significant difference (0.04, p<0.05) between the 
two groups. Non-Professionals were more likely to agree (2.4) 
than Professionals (2.7) that hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment. 
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7. and 107. There were no significant differences between the two groups. 
* PRF = Professional Carers 
* NPRF = Non-Professional Carers 
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Table 4.13 
Values of Child Punishment Items (N=5) by 
Working Experience with Children (N=53) and No-Working Experience (N=68) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
117 Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment 
30 Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended 
7 Physical punishment can have 
long-term beneficial effects on 
a child's behaviour 
55 Smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical violence 
solves problems 
107 No child ever invites physical 
abuse 
Mean 
WE* NWE* Sig 
2.9 2.4 0.002** 
2.0 1.6 0.007** 
2.6 2.2 0.02* 
2.9 3.1 0.2 
2.3 2.1 0.2 
117 There was a very significant difference (0.002, p<0.005) between 
the two groups. Respondents with No Working Experience were more 
likely to agree (2.4) than those with Working Experience (2.9) that 
hitting a child is an effective means of punishment. 
30 There was a very significant difference (0.007,~p 0.01) between the 
two groups. Respondents with No Working Experience were more likely 
to agree (1.6) than those with Working Experience (2.0) that anyone 
who has brought up a child has at times smacked the child a little 
harder than intended. 
7 There was a significant difference (0.02, p<0.05) between the two 
groups. Respondents with No Working Experience were more likely to 
agree (2.2) than those with Working Experience (2.6) that physical 
punishment can have long-term beneficial effects on a child's 
behaviour. 
55. and 107. There were no significant differences between the two 
groups. 
* WE = Working Experience with Children 
* NWE = No-Working Experience with Children 
Tab 1 e 4.14 
Values of Child Punishment Items (N=5) by 
Males (N=32) and Females (N=89) 
In Order of Significance 
Item Mean 
Male Female Sig 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------107 No child ever invites physical 
100 
abuse 2.6 2.1 0.005** 
7 Physi cal punishment can have 
long-term beneficial effects on 
a child's behaviour 2.0 2.5 0.03* 
55 Smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical vi 01 ence 
solves problems 3.2 3.0 0.1 
30 Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended 1.7 1.8 0.5 
117 Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment 2.5 2.7 0.5 
107 There was a very significant difference (0.005, p<0.005) between 
the two groups. Females were more likely to agree (2.1) than Males 
(2.6) that no child ever invites physical abuse. 
7 There was a significant difference (0.03, p<0.05) between the two 
groups. Males were more likely to agree (2.0) than Females (2.5) 
that physical punishment can have long-term beneficial effects on a 
child's behaviour. 
30. 55. and 117. There were no significant differences between the two 
groups. 
Tab 1 e 4.15 
Values of Child Punishment Items (N=5) by 
Parents (N=82) and Non-Parents (N=39) 
In Order of Significance 
Item Mean 
PRT* NPRT* 
107 No child ever invites physical 
abuse 
7 Physical punishment can have 
long-term beneficial effects on 
a child's behaviour 
30 Anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a 
little harder than intended 
55 Smacking a child always teaches 
the child that physical violence 
sol ves p rob 1 ems 
117 Hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment 
2.1 2.4 
2.4 2.2 
1.7 1.8 
3.1 3.0 
2.6 2.6 
Sig 
0.1 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
0.9 
There were no significant differences between the two groups on the above 
five items. 
* PRT = Parent 
* NPRT = Non-Parent 
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Table 4.16 
Values of Child Sexuality Items (N=4) by 
Professional Carers (N=43) and Non-Professional Carers (N=78) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
59 It is acceptable for a girl up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a 
male adult 
48 A detailed use of sexual play by a 
child is often the result of personal 
experience of sexual abuse 
78 The sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of 
former abuse of the adolescent 
58 A child who tries to force another 
child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this 
Mean 
PRF* NPRF* 
2.5 3.0 
2.2 2.6 
2.2 2.4 
2.1 2.2 
Sig 
0.01* 
0.01* 
0.2 
0.6 
59 There was a significant difference (0.01, p~O.Ol) between the two 
groups. Professionals were more likely to agree (2.5) than non-
professionals (3.02) that it is acceptable for a girl up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a male adult. 
48 There was a significant difference (0.01, p(O.Ol) between the two 
groups. Professionals were more likely to agree (2.2) than non-
professionals (2.6) that a detailed use of sexual play bya child 
is often the result of personal experience of sexual abuse. 
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58. and 78. There were no significant differences between the two groups. 
* PRF = Professional Carers 
* NPRF = Non-Professional Carers 
Table 4.17 
Values of Child Sexuality Items (N=4) by 
Working Experience with Children (N=53) and No-Working Experience (N=68) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
48 
59 
78 
58 
A detailed use of sexual play by a 
child is often the result of personal 
experience of sexual abuse 
It is acceptable for a girl up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a 
male adult 
The sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of 
former abuse of the adolescent 
A child who tries to force another 
child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this 
Mean 
WE* NWE* 
2.1 2.5 
2.5 2.8 
2.1 2.3 
2.2 2.1 
Sig 
0.04* 
0.08 
0.2 
0.8 
48 There was a significant difference (0.04, p<O.05) between the two 
groups. Respondents with Working Experience were more likely to 
agree (2.1) than those with No-Working Experience (2.5) that a 
detailed use of sexual play by a child is often the result of 
personal experience of sexual abuse. 
58. 59. and 78. There were no significant differences between 
the two groups for these four items. 
* WE = Working Experience with Children 
* NWE = No-Working Experience with Children 
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Table 4.18 
Values of Child Sexuality Items (N=4) by 
Males (N=32) and Females (N=89) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
58 
48 
78 
59 
A child who tries to force another 
child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this 
A detailed use of sexual play by a 
child is often the result of personal 
experience of sexual abuse 
The sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of 
former abuse of the adolescent 
It is acceptable for a girl up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a 
male adult 
Mean 
Male Female 
2.5 2.0 
2.5 2.3 
2.4 2.2 
2.7 2.7 
Sig 
0.004* 
0.3 
0.4 
0.9 
58 There was a very significant difference (0.004, p<0.005) between 
the two groups. Females were more likely to agree (2.0) than 
Males (2.5) that a child who tries to force another child into 
sexual activity has probably had personal experience of this. 
48. 59. and 78. There were no significant differences between the 
two groups for these four items. 
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Table 4.19 
Values of Child Sexuality Items (N=4) by 
Parents (N=82) and Non-Parents (N=39) 
In Order of Significance 
Item 
78 
58 
48 
59 
The sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result 
of former abuse of the adolescent 
A child who tries to force another 
child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this 
A detailed use of sexual play by a 
child is often the result of personal 
experience of sexual abuse 
It is acceptable for a girl up to the 
age of seven to have a bath with a 
male adult 
Mean 
PRT* NPRT* 
2.4 1.9 
2.4 2.2 
2.2 2.1 
2.7 2.7 
Si g 
0.003** 
0.2 
0.8 
0.8 
78 There was a very significant difference (0.003, p<0.005) between 
the two groups. Non-Parents were more likely to agree (1.9) than 
Parents (2.4) that the sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of former abuse of the 
ado 1 es cent. 
48. 58. and 59. There were no significant differences between 
the two groups for th.ese fou r items. 
* PRT = Parent 
* NPRT = Non-Parents 
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The previous analysis of the four groups by Child Punishment Items and 
Child Sexuality Items showed the number of significant differences in 
each group to be as follows: 
Child Punishment Items 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Professional Carers or not 3 
Working Experience with Children or not - 3 
Sex of Respondents - 2 
Parents or not - 0 
Child Sexuality Items 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Professional Carers or not 2 
Working Experience with Children or not - 1 
Sex of Respondents - 1 
Parents or not - 1 
sig. differences. 
II II 
II II 
II II 
sig. differences. II II 
II II 
II II 
As the numbers of respondents were unequal for the various breakdowns 
of the four grouping categories it may have been that some of the 
effects were due to inter-correlations between these independent 
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variables. Multiple regression analysis was therefore carried out for 
the nine questionnaire variables (see page 97) which showed significant 
differences for more than one of the groupings: 
Child Punishment Items (N=5): 
Q7 showed significant effects for IIworking experience ll and for IIsexll of 
respondents. Multiple regression showed that this effect could be 
accounted for by IIworking experiencell alone. 
Q30 showed significant effects for IIworking experience ll and for 
IIprofessional carers ll • Multiple regression showed there was no evidence 
that the effects were dependent on each other. 
Q117 showed s i gnifi cant effects for IIworki ng experi ence ll and for 
: i 
"professional carers". Multiple regression showed that this effect 
could be accounted for by "working experience" alone. 
Child Sexuality Items (N=4): 
Q48 showed significant effects for "working experience" and for 
"professi onal carers". Multi pl e regressi on showed that thi s effect 
could be accounted for by "working experience" alone. 
4.5 Results 
The following summaries examine the differences between the four groups 
which were presented in the previous tables regarding Child Punishment 
and Child Sexuality Items. 
4.5.1 Child Punishment Results 
Professionals were more likely to agree than Non-Professionals that 
"smacking a child always teaches the child that physical violence 
solves problems", were more likely to disagree than Non-Professionals 
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that (1) "anyone who has brought up a child has at times smacked a little 
harder than intended", and that (2) "hitting a child is an effective 
means of punishment." The Group with Working Experience was more likely 
to disagree than the group with none that "hitting a child is an 
effective means of punishment", that "anyone who has brought up a child 
has at times smacked the child a little harder than intended", and that 
"physical punishment can have long-term beneficial effects on a child's 
behaviour." Females were more likely to agree than Males that "no 
child ever invites physical abuse." Males were more likely to agree 
than Females that physical punishment can have long-term beneficial 
effects on a child's behaviour". There were no significant differences 
between Parents and Non-Parents regarding Child Punishment. 
I 
, I 
, I 
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From the preceding results it can be seen that groups with No 
Professional Responsibility for Children, No Working Experience with 
Children, and Males were more likely to be in favour of physical 
punishment than groups with Professional Responsibility for Children, 
Working Experience with Children, and Females who were all more likely to 
be against physical punishment. Of interest is the result that there 
were no significant differences between Parents and Non-Parents regarding 
the physical punishment of children. 
4.5.2 Child Sexuality Results 
Professionals were more likely to agree than Non-Professionals that 
"it is acceptable for a girl up to the age of seven to have a bath with 
a male adult", and that "a detailed use of sexual play by a child is 
often the result of personal experience." The group with Working 
Experience was more likely to agree than the group with No Working 
Experience that "a detailed use of sexual play by a child is often the 
result of personal experience." Males were more likely to disagree than 
Females that "a child who forces another child into sexual activity has 
probably had personal experience of this." Parents were more likely to 
agree than Non-Parents that lithe sexual abuse of a young child by an 
adolescent is likely to be the result of former abuse of the adolescent." 
From the above results it can be seen that groups with Professional 
Responsibility for Children, Working Experience with Children, Females, . I 
and Parents were more likely to disagree than groups with No Professional 
Responsibility for Children, No Working Experience with Children, Males, 
and Non-Parents that sexual knowledge and sexual coercion are the result 
of personal experience. Groups with Professional Responsibility for 
Children, Working Experience with Children, Females and Parents were 
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more likely to agree than the other group that "people who choose 
careers involving contact with children are more likely to be potential 
abusers", and that "it is all right for a girl up to the age of seven to 
have a bath with a male adult." 
Thus the results showed significant differences in the attitudes of two 
main divisions: Division 1 consisted of Professional Carers, Working 
Experience with Children, Females, and Parents (Parents for Child 
Sexuality only - not Child Punishment). Division 2 consisted of Non-
Professional Carers, No Working Experience with Children, Males, and 
Non-Parents (Non-Parents for Child Sexuality only - not Child Punishment). 
The previous analyses indicate that the attitudes of Professional Carers 
and people with Working Experience of Children were significantly related 
to their professions. In addition, one particular characteristic in 
the results drew attention and this was the sex of respondents. Females 
were in Division 1 and Males were in Division 2. This finding led to a 
focus of attention on items which showed a significant difference by 
sex in addition to the Child Punishment and Child Sexuality items which 
have already been analysed previously by Sex of Respondent in the 
previous summaries. There were two further items which showed 
significant differences by sex of respondent and they both related to 
sexuality. The two items were in order of significance: 
QIOI TV should not use sexual images of females to sell or excite. 
Q68 Excessive masturbation by a child could be a sign of emotional 
problems of which Sexual Abuse may be the cause. 
The following table (Table 4.20) presents the two items: 
. I 
Table 4.20 
Values of Sexuality Items (N=2) by 
Males (N=32) and Females (N=89) 
In Order of Significance 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Mean 
Mal e Femal e Sig 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
101 
110 
TV should not use sexual images of 
females to sell or excite 2.6 1. 9 0.002** 
68 
101 
Excessive masturbation by a child 
could be a sign of emotional problems 
of which Sexual Abuse may be the cause 2.8 2.3 0.01 * 
There was a very significant difference (0.002, p~0.005) between 
males and females. Females were more likely to agree (1.9) than 
Males (2.6) that TV should not use sexual images of females 
to sell or excite. 
68 There was a significant difference (0.01, p<O.Ol) between the 
males and females. Females were more likely to agree (2.3) than 
Males (2.8) that excessive masturbation could be a sign of 
emotional problems of which Sexual Abuse may be the cause. 
Overall, the differences between males and females showed that females 
tended to agree more than males that TV should not use sexual images of 
females to sell or excite; thatexcess;ve masturbation by a child could 
be a sign of emotional problems of which sexual abuse may be the cause; 
and a child who forces another child into sexual activity has probably 
had personal experience of this. 
4.6 0; scussi on 
The study was designed initially to examine the values of different 
groups towards specific items of child mistreatment in order to 
I 
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discover indications of underlying attitudes. The results showed 
significant differences in the attitudes of two main divisions each 
made up of four groups. The two divisions were: 
Division 1 which consisted of Professional Carers, Working Experience 
with Children, Females, and Parents. 
Division 2 which consisted of Non-Professional Carers, No Working 
Experience with Children, Males, and Non-Parents. 
III 
The Child Punishment results showed that Division 2 Respondents were more 
likely to think that it is acceptable to use physical punishment as a 
means of disciplining children which is in contrast to Division 1 
Respondents. 
The Child Sexuality results showed that Division 1 Respondents were more 
likely than Division 2 Respondents to agree that sexual knowledge and 
sexual co-ercion are the result of personal experience, and that it is 
acceptable for adult males to bathe with female children. Also, 
Division 1 Respondents were more likely to agree with the idea that 
people who choose to work with children are more likely to be 
potential abusers. 
The Sex of Respondents results showed a difference in attitudes between 
Males and Females regarding Child Punishment, Child Sexuality, Female 
Sexuality, and Emotional Problems. Males tended to agree more than 
Females with the notion of hitting or spanking a child. Also, Male 
attitudes differed to those of Females in that they tended to agree that 
child sexuality is not related to personal experience, and that people 
who choose to work with children are not potential sexual abusers. 
However Males tended to agree more than Females that female children 
should not bathe with adult males. Females tended to agree more than 
Males that sexual images of Females should not be used to excite and 
that excessive masturbation by a child could be a sign of emotional 
problems. 
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The above results indicate that differences in attitudes between Males 
and Females may be far more prevalent than is currently recognised or 
admitted. This indication of a difference in attitu~es between Males and 
Females led to a consideration of what the effects of these fundamental 
differences of child punishment and child sexuality would be in the 
family situation. 
If a difference in attitudes between Males and Females is widespread 
then it would appear to exist in many families. If this should be so 
then how is it that this aspect of family life is not more publicly 
acknowledged? Also, if conflict over basic matters is quite widespread 
then it cannot be causing particular problems in a few families only. 
Attention is usually only given to conflict and violence in the family 
in the relatively rare conditions where it escalates to such an extent 
as to become dangerously abusive. In such dangerous situations does 
this happen to people whose coping mechanisms have become weakened by 
the conditions in which they live? 
In contrast to these relatively rare, dangerous conditions there may be 
a great many family situations where parents are suffering from less 
pronounced forms of conflict which, whilst not sufficient to be regarded 
as serious, are certainly serious enough to produce a wide range of 
I I 
mistreatment towards children in their care and control. This 
mistreatment would include degrees of conflict involving Child 
Punishment, Child Sexuality, Female Sexuality, and Emotional Problems 
in the family. 
Gelles and Straus (1988) describe how their research into family 
conflict began in the 1970's when emotions concerning public acts of 
violence were running high. Whilst others attended to public acts 
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of violence they were drawn to private acts of violence because they 
believed that violence in the family was at the root of societal 
violence. They write of how the fear of public violence in the U.S. cuts 
across age, social, and racial groups and as real as the fear of public 
violence is, so is the amount of crime; there is a very real danger on 
the streets. However, the cruel irony of staying home because one 
fears violence in the streets is that there is a real danger of 
personal attack in the home. Offenders are not strangers but family 
members. The research of Gelles and Straus began with surveys of 
college students but later they began "venturing" out into the 
community to interview people in their homes. They discovered that to 
conduct research on family conflict and violence is to balance on a 
fine edge of emotion; there is anger - anger at clinicians who are too 
/ 
quick to take children away from their parents, and equal anger at 
clinicians who wait too long. They discovered that people can choose 
to be non-violent and are capable of raising a generation of children 
who will never perceive violence as a legitimate means of self-
expression or problem solving. 
Leading from the above discussion one question that can be asked is "Do 
people resist the notion of conflict in the family?" Two other related 
. I 
questions are "Is confict in the family widespread?" and "If this is so 
then why is conflict in the family widespread?". To address these 
problems we shall in the next chapter give an overview of modern family 
conflict and societal violence theory and practice. This overview does 
not pretend to be exhaustive but it serves the purpose of showing the 
difficulties, both from the theoretical design and practical 
implementation perspectives, in dealing with the multi variable problem 
of child mistreatment. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FAMILY CONFLICT AND SOCIETAL VIOLENCE: LITERATURE 
In order to gain further understanding of child mistreatment this chapter 
presents an overview of family conflict and societal violence theories 
which offer explanations as to why conflict and violence occur both in 
family homes and on a large scale in society. The three questions 
raised from The Second Study analysis will now be used to examine the 
research literature. The three questions were: 
Do people resist the notion of conflict in the family? 
Is conflict in the family widespread? 
If this is so then why is conflict in the family widespread? 
5.1 Family Conflict 
Research into child abuse and family violence is not as long established 
as is often thought. Finkelhor (1990) at The International Congress on 
Child Abuse and Neglect points out that child abuse and family violence 
research is rather young and is, in fact, approximately only twenty years 
old. That although research is usually dated back to the 1960's and 
the work of Henry Kempe and his colleages on the Battered Child 
Syndrome a truly scientific field did not emerge until the early 1970's. 
(As detailed in Chapter 2). 
5.1.1 Is Conflict in the Family Widespread? 
To examine the question "Is confict in the family widespread?" we 
will consider the work of two major centres in the U.S. where nationwide 
research has been conducted into family conflict and violence. The two 
centres are: 
1 The Center for Social Change, Practice and Theory at Brandeis 
University, Massachusetts, under the direction of Professor David 
Gil, Professor of Social Policy. 
2 The Family Research Laboratory at the University of New Hampshire 
under the direction of Professor Murray Straus, Professor of 
Sociology. 
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Gil (1970) examines a series of nationwide studies of child abuse through 
an analysis of nearly 13,000 reported incidents during a two year period 
(1965 - 1967). He found that physical violence against children in the 
family is widespread in the United States and is part of the widely 
accepted way of Child-rearing: 
One of the Jrore irrportant insights gained thrrugh the natimwide studies of child 
abuse reporte:t in this volune was that violence against children is not a rare 
occurrence, but may be end9T1ic in oor society because of a child rearing philosophy 
which sanctions, and even encoora~s, the use of physical force in disciplining 
children (pVll). The dynamics of child abuse were thus foond to be deeply rooted 
in the fabric of oor culture (pVl11). 
Straus conducted the only major study to have investigated violence in 
the general population of the USA and found that every American 
neighbourhood had violent families. In Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz 
(1980) the introduction reads: 
Drive do.-m arrY street in JlIrerica. More than one hoosehold in six has been the 
scene of a spoose striking his or her partner last year. Three Pffi2rican hooseholds 
in five (which have children living at home), have reverlberate:t with the soonds of 
parents hitting thei r children. Where there is Jrore than one child in the hare, 
three in five are the scenes of violence between siblings. Overall, every other 
hoose in JlIrerica is the scene of family violence at least once a year. As high as 
these figures rray sean, thery are only natimal averages. Some neighborhoods are 
actually Jrore violent than this, while other neighborhoods are somewhat less 
violent. But whatever the case, every American neighborhood has violent 
families (p3). 
The results of the above two nationwide studies claim that conflict 
and physical violence in the family is widespread. This image however 
of conflict and violence in the family is not the popular one that most 
people appear to have of family life even if their own personal 
experience is contrary to this view. The next related question is: 
5.1.2 Do People Resist the Idea of Conflict in the Family? 
The following three findings propose that people do resist the idea of 
conflict in the family and offer reasons why this is so: 
Gil (1970) found that many parents experience guilt as a result of 
their aggressive impulses and fantasies towards their children which 
conflicts with the popular stereotype of American family life: 
Such aggressive irrpulses and fantasies rray be a rather COl1llJll experience of 
parents in the course of rearing children, yet thEY are in conflict with the ideal 
of constant parental love, and mallY parents rray, therefore, tend to dellY and 
repress such feelings and to react to then with a vagt.e sense of guilt (pp16 & 17). 
Jones (1982) found a marked reluctance amongst the public and 
professionals alike to discard what might be termed "sentimental 
notions" of the family and to recognise the role which conflict and 
sometimes violence plays in the family: 
For our own security and peace of mind, we tend to cl ing to an idealised 
picture of family life: to see the family as a centre of solidarity, love and 
acceptance rather than of conflict and potential violence (p3). 
Gelles (1978) found that although American social scientists have had a 
long tradition of studying violent behaviour outside the home and its 
causes, the study of intra-family violence in the American family did 
not begin until the early 1970's: 
Despite this intensive examination of violence in the United States, there was, 
until 1970, a perceptual blackout on either seeing or stooying violence in 
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famil ies. This selective inattention to the topic of family violence tended to 
produce a thesis that violence between family meTbers was either rare, 
dysfunctional, or a pathology traceable to mental illness or psychopathy. What 
makes this thesis paradoxical, and what makes the perceptual blackout of violence 
between family meTbers difficult to understand, is that research carried out in the 
1970's (Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz, 1977) indicates that violence between family 
meTbers is rrore carrron in the lhited States than violence between allY other 
individuals, except during war or riots (p169). 
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The third and final question to be asked is: 
5.1.3 Why is Conflict in the Family Widespread? 
To begi n to account for lithe why" of confl i ct and vi 01 ence in the family 
two explanations are presented: 
Straus (1978) questions what accounts for the use of violence to deal with 
conflicts within the family; that factors other than conflict must be 
present. The reason offered here is that children learn that physical 
force works when all else fails and they learn this jn the family from 
an early age through physical punishment. That the result of this is 
that they learn to associate violence with love, that it is all right 
to hit people in the family, and that when something is really 
important it is justifiable to use physical force: 
Physical force is the ultimate reSCllrce on which nnst of us learn as children to 
rely if all else fails and the issue is crucial (p38). Clle fundamental starting 
place is the fact that we are talking abCllt families which are part of a violent 
society. Clle of the most fundarrental of these other factors is the fact that 
the family is the setting in which rrost people first experience physical violence, 
and also the setting which establishes the emotional context of violence. 
Learning abCllt violence starts with physical punishTalt, which is nearly universal 
(p45) • 
According to Straus (1978) three unintended consequences result from 
the use of physical punishment and these are: 
1 the associati01 of love with violence. 
2 it establishes the rroral rightness of hitting other family ITBliJers. 
3 the lesson that when sooething is really important, it justifies the use of 
physical force (p45). 
Garbarino and Gilliam (1980) assert that child abuse is an indicator 
of the poor quality of family life of those involved; and this poor 
quality of life is where people are experiencing any combination of 
economic, social and psychological deprivation: 
. I 
From its beginning as a field of inqui~, the study of child maltreatment has 
been dominated by a clinical aura of pathology. David Gil and others noted that 
from the first public statements, professionals and public alike defined child 
abuse as qualitatively deviant from normal caregiver-child relations - different 
in kind, not sirrply degree; sick rather than in error. The position that child 
abuse is best understood as a point along a rrore general continulJTl of caregiver-
child relationships, has been and continues to be a minority viB'l. Seen this way, 
chi 1 d abuse and neglect are only parts of a rrore general phenomenon: the 
maltreatJrent of children. The problen of child abuse can be understood only as 
part and parcel of the overall society's camnitment to the welfare of children and 
families. l>.e believe that child maltreatJrent is an indicator of the overall 
quality of life for families. It is concentrated arrong people who rave the least 
going for then economically, socially and psychologically, and who thus comprise 
high-risk families. The rationale for this viB'l emerges from an ecological 
approach to the problen, one that systenatically deals with the interaction of 
person and en vi rorrnent (p20). 
The replies to the three questions we have addressed so far show that 
conflict and physical violence in the family is widespread and some of 
the reasons why this is so have been offered in research findings; 
although most people appear to resist the idea that it even exists. As 
stated in the results of the Second Study there were significant 
differences in values and underlying attitudes between males and 
females regarding "Child Punishment" and "Child Sexuality". Basically 
the results of this research indicated that males are more likely 
than females to favour physical punishment as a means of disciplining 
children and that males are more likely than females to see a child as 
a sexual being. A further question to ask is "How do these basic 
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<iifferences in values and underlying attitudes between males and females 
affect the family situation with regard to the mistreatment of children?" 
5.2 Physical Abuse and Conflict in the Family 
Reid (1988) claims that physical abuse of children is the end product of 
the denial of a person's very basic need for satisfactory work: 
Low job satisfaction and unenployment are risk factors in child abuse (p40). 
Gelles and Straus (1988) in their documentation of findings resulting 
from two decades of research in the U.S. conclude that violence in the 
family is not a product of mental illness but the result of social 
circumstances that the majority of American families experience at one 
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time or another. Their findings reveal abusive widespread behaviour such 
as child battering, wife-beating, sexual abuse, marital rape, and abuse 
of the elderly that thrives behind closed doors from rural communities 
to Manhattan. The authors cite economic adversity and worries about 
money as pervading factors in the typical violent home. One thirty-
four-year-old wife of an assembly-line worker told how she had beaten, 
kicked, and punched both her children. So had her husband. The mother 
spoke about the economic problems that hung over their heads and how 
the husband's violence was related to his not being able to give the 
family what they needed: 
He worries about what kind of job he's going to get, or if he's going to get a job 
at all. He always WJrries abrut supporting the family. I thirk I WJrry abrut it 
roore than he does ••• It gets him angry and frustrated. He gets angry a lot. I 
thirk he gets angry at himself for not providing what he feels we need. He has to 
take it rut on saneone, and the kids and Ire are the roost available ones (p85). 
The above authors found stressful life circumstances to be the hallmark of 
the violent family and the greater the stress the individuals are under the 
more likely they are to be violent toward their children. Also, violent 
parents are likely to have experienced, or been exposed to, violence as 
children. Although this does not pre-determine that they will be 
violent (and likewise, some abusive parents grew up in non-violent 
homes), there is the heightened risk that a violent past will lead to a 
violent future. The authors comment that nothing provokes greater 
outrage than seeing the battered body of a defenceless infant. However, 
the myth that only young innocents are victims of abuse hides the teenage 
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victim. Teenagers are as likely to be abused as are children under 
three years of age. Why are the youngest children and teenagers at the 
greatest risk of abusive violence? With younger victims of physical 
abuse there are a number of factors that make them high risk. The answer 
seems to be that they are demanding, produce considerable stress, and 
cannot be reasoned with verbally. Parents of teenagers offer the same 
explanations for why they think teenagers are equally at high risk. 
Straus and Gelles (1978) add that there was a common sense outcome to 
their research in that it would appear that if a couple want to prevent 
abuse and conflict in the family then they should either have no 
children or eight or nine. One explanation for this is that at a certain 
point children become resources that insulate the family from conflict. 
5.3 Sexual Abuse and Conflict in the Family 
Reid (1988) as quoted above cites denial of personal needs in the form of 
marital satisfaction as a potential risk factor in child sexual abuse: 
Poor rrarital satisfactim may increase the risk of child abuse in the family (p40). 
Walters (1975) presents evidence from consulting on over two thousand 
abuse cases to show that when sexual involvement occurs in a family it 
is where there are long-standing disagreements over differences of 
personal values and unvoiced hostility. Walters advocates that we can 
best understand why sexual abuse occurs by looking at the most typical 
situation - a father who is sexually involved with his daughter. In 
Walters' experience this involvement is the father's ultimate act of 
hostility or hatred towards the mother. He asks why a father would 
select his own child to have a sexual involvement and gives the 
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following reasons: 
The basic reasoo for being involved with one's child is anger tOt/ard one's spClJse 
(pl21). Usually, the IlBrriage has been anything but hanooniClJs and the abuse eVe1t 
becanes the justificatiOl for separatiOl or divorce for a cClJple who have loog 
considered their IlBrriage "dead" ••• rn IlBny instances, there are long-standing 
disagreanents over personal values, finances, child-rearing, fcxxl, clothing and 
every other aspect of 1 i fe. t-bre often than not, the CClJp 1 e have not had sexual 
relatiooships for a year or roore (p124). 
Walters stresses that this is not to paint a picture of a home with 
arguments, violence, and a sexually frustrated male which is rarely 
seen. Rather, arguments are few and far between: 
Differences in opinioos and values are not resolved; they are not even discussed. 
Long ago the cClJple reached sane kind of accarrnodatioo but it had no effect on 
unvoi ced hostil ity between them (p124). 
Finkelhor (1979) found in an investigation into the family backgrounds 
of students in the social sciences (N=796: 530 females and 266 males) 
"some valuable and provocative results" (pl30). 19.2% of the females 
and 8.2 % of the males had been sexually victimised as children" (p53). 
As to whether an experience was sexual, or not, is something decided by a 
respondent in a survey, not the researcher, so the instructions to the 
respondents read as follows: 
ve would like yClJ to try to ranerber the sexual experiences yClJ had while grCMing 
up. By "sexual" we mean a broad range of things, anything fran playing "doctor" to 
sexual intercClJrse - in fact, anything that might have seared II sexual II to YClJ. 
The "might have seemed" was included as a deliberate attenpt to see if responde1ts 
W'.)uld volunteer sane aroorphClJsly defined experiences. A 1 ist of conVe1tiOlal kinds 
of sexual activities was then given for the respoode1t to choose fran plus an open 
category IlBrked "other" (p49). 
Finkelhor found that marital conflict and family disruption are 
environments that contribute to the risk of sexual victimisation. 
Being a child of an unhappy marriage, missing a father, or particularly, 
missing a mother leave a girl especially vulnerable to sexual abuse. 
In addition, a stepfather or stepbrothers, when they are present in the 
family, are associated with sexual victimisation, not just because they 
themselves take advantage of a girl, but because they increase the 
likelihood of a non-family member also doing so. Another conclusion 
that the research reconfirmed was the importance of a mother in 
protecting a girl from sexual abuse. Finkelhor (1979) claims that 
girls without mothers are at a very high risk, and so also are girls 
whose mothers are inadequate or incapacited because of illness, 
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alcoholism, or poor education. On the question of crowding the findings 
were more equivocal. Crowding itself does not seem to increase sexual 
victimisation and incest but large families do. That all large families 
make boys more vulnerable to sexual victimisation, but only families 
with a larger number of brothers do so for girls. 
Finkelhor (1979) asks the following question in his conclusions "Is 
sexual contact among family members harmful to children, and if so, does 
it stem from something intrinsic to the experience or only to the 
prejudices of our culture about such experiences?" The findings from 
the study show that these experiences are harmful: 
What about the idea that the harm of an adult-child sexual experience is ITDstly in 
the societal reactiCJl, that the experience becares tral.l11atic CJlly because people 
react to it as being so? This is a point of viB'l that favors de-anphasizing the 
dangers of sexual relations between family nerDers and encOJraging a freer, less 
self-consciQJs family atmosphere. What we can contribute, CJl the basis of the 
prese1t study, is the assurance that within OJr own culture these experiences are 
predaninantly negative. In the majority of cases, t~ are foisted on the 
childre1, involve force and coercion at least of a psychological sort, and are 
reacted to negatively, especially by the girls. In QJr statistical profiles there 
is little room for raranticizing these experiences. There is clear evidence that 
thetf are noxiQJs and traurratic. The discanfort may be aggravated by the reactiCJl 
the child receives fran others abQJt the experience. fb.Iever, OJr study finds that 
there is nuch that is discanforting in the experiences themselves, independent of 
the reactiCJl of others (pl~). 
5.4 Typology of Circumstances of Child Abuse 
Gil (1970) in his nationwide study found that although the circumstances 
precipitating incidents of abuse are quite diverse there seemed to be 
underlying this diversity a rather simple structure. A factor analysis 
of 1,380 abusive incidents produced the following typology of 
circumstances of child abuse: 
a. Psychological rejecticn leading to repeated abuse and battering; 
b. Disciplinary rreasures taken in unccntrolled anger; 
c. Male babysitter acting rut sadistic and sexual irrpulses in the rrotherl s 
tanporary absence, at tirres under the i nfl uence of a 1 coho 1 ; 
d. Mentally or 8TIOticnally disturbed caretcker acting under rrnmting 
elYi rortne1ta 1 stress; 
e. Misconduct and persistent behavioral atypicality of a child leading to his 
own abuse; 
f. Female babysitter abusing child during motherls tanporary absence; 
g. Q,Jarrel between caretakers, at tirres under the influence of alcohol 
(pp 140 & 141). 
5.5 Societal Violence 
Gil (1990) who is one the main influences in the area of confict and 
violence research spoke in a keynote address at The International 
Congress On Child Abuse And Neglect about his search to understand the 
deepest sources of violence in human relations both at the individual 
and societal level because this tendency can only be overcome if we 
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understand it at its roots. Also that it is not enough to be upset with 
the symptoms without seeing the links between the many different symptoms 
- without reaching the roots. Gil asserts that all interpersonal violence 
is always the result of being violated oneself in everyday life and 
acknowledges that at the moment his work is still in the hypothetical stage. 
Edited excerpts from a transcript of Professor Gil IS address now follow: 
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I am certainly not pretending that I kT'ON all the roots - I have sane thrughts on sane 
roots - which I wruld like to share with yru. But before doing so it is if1VJrtant 
to know that while I am focussing on social-cultural forces I am not disregarding 
each individual case who is victimised and I am certainly not thirking that we need 
not help each individual case at the moment that individual is hurting. So while I 
will not talk abrut \>.Orking with individuals and helping them, I take it for 
granted that this is crucial and we shruld avoid the dichotany "either you do that 
or the other" - we Illlst do both all the tirre, sillllltanerusly, in interactirn. 
capacity for violence is part of hl.Jllil.n nature but in the sarre way capacity for love 
and co-operatirn and caring is also part of hllllCln nature. Neither of these 
tendencies is inevitable in its ITBnifestatirn. Whether we relate violmtly or 
lovingly is a functirn of rur values and ideologies. So in one iflllOrtant, and all 
I can say is, hypothesis to rre is that we do not have to be violmt with one 
another. Nothing in rur genes forces this upon us. It is rnly rur reluctance to 
thirk things through fran scratch that gives us the illusion that we Illlst interact 
violently when violence occurs arrund us. ~11 - in the search for roots I began 
to understand the concept of societal violence. What is that? 
Societal violence are cooditirns of living w,ich obstruct the developrent of hllllCln 
beings - sane, mal'1Y, all - which are nomal parts of a way of life in givm 
societies. It is not so easy to acknowledge - and here I am reninded of Henry 
Kempe's struggle against society's denial of child abuse - that societal violence 
is practised in every existing society. When yru have poverty, when yru have 
ure1l>loJ1Tlent, when yru have crirre, when yru have discriminatirn of race, sex, age, 
physical ccn::!itions, whatever. When this is taken for granted this is societal 
violence - which is with us today. 
So, once more, the conc~ of societal violence is the arrangements that are 
taken for granted by the participants which result in on obstruction of hl.Jllil.n 
developnent - one person or millirns - and whenever that happens yru are in the 
crntext of societal violence. tbw in fllY understanding what we are so upset abrut, 
interpersonal violence, danestic violence are merely reactirns on the individual 
level to conditions of society affecting people. These are not primary behaviours, 
these are reactive behavirurs. All interpersonal violence is always a consequmce 
of being violated oneself in everyday life in our normal existence. Why is that? 
Structural violence inhibits developnent. When deve10pnental constructive energy -
sprntanerus gl"ONth energy - is blocked it does not disappear. Energy never 
disappears in the universe. ~ learned this in Physics. All of our universe is 
based on mal'1Y principles and that is one. Energy cannot disappear, it can rn1y be 
transfomEd. GrcMth energy, developnenta1 energy, w,ich is blocked moves into 
destructive channels and becanes destructive behaviour. Self-destructive as 
suicide, rrenta1 ills, other destructivmess as crirre, or danestic violence and ITBI'1Y 
other variations. But the underlying process is blocked hl.Jllil.n creative productive 
energy that cannot actualise itself, that cannot be expressed and as a result 
finds other rut1ets which are not so nice. 
Erich Frann carre to similar conc1usirns. Frann (1941) says, liThe more the drive 
towards life is thwarted the stronger is the drive towards destructirn. The more 
life is realised the less is the strength of destructiveness. Destructiveness is 
the rutcane of un1ived 1ife." If I had read this irrportant \>.Ork of Frann in tirre I 
wru1d have saved a decade or 00 of search. So - we do not have to re-invent the 
wheel. In one beautiful fomulation we have it here. That destructiveness is the 
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rutcare of unlived life and whenever \I€ inhibit the living of life, destructiveness 
inevitably folla.-JS - tCMards the self or towards athers. Let me move to the 
questi on "What is the cause of soci eta 1 vi 01 ence?" • 
If we have identified societal violence as the source of interpersonal 
destructiveness and therefore if we would 1 ike to overcane societal violence in our 
varirus systens we have to understand what is its dynamic. Where does it cane 
fran? Societal violence is the root of most probl811s I have seen and know and have 
experienced and continue to experience. Societal violence is where people have no 
choice what th~ want to do. I-bw th~ want to use their creativity and productivity 
with which they are born and which is prevented fran unfolding. This is the 
oppressive process which obstructs human developnent. The price of this is 
Wlere we cane tog=ther - the destructioo of children. Are there allY answers? 
There are answers at different levels. A major ans.-.er is, of course, what you do 
in the child pratectioo services and centres. That is an imrediate answer but it 
does not change the dynamics which re-produce the probl811s. It even sanetirres 
creates the illusim that we are doing Wlat we shruld be doing whilst things 
deteriorate on a massive scale. The answers requi re equal rights to be creative 
and productive. 
I have looked at the n8'J lhited Natioos Conventioo on the Rights of the Child and 
hard as I looked I did not find the notion of the right to be creative and productive. 
f'bw I am nat saying we shruld nat ratify this document - it is an improvanent on 
the rress we are in. But it it does not reflect a ccmnitment to a non-violent way of 
life in Wlich each individual has the same rights and responsibilites to build life 
or to enjoy what is being built. 
The desirable social change may never care abrut. W= have to ackOONled~ the sad 
truth that this species, rur species, has no assurance of survival and we may self-
destroy. However, we have to start where we are and we have to look for policies 
that are absorbable within the existing way of life but strain that life to the 
limit and push us further tCMards possible developnent. Work-life can be a joy. 
School is the equivalent, or the preparation for v.ork-life. When people think that 
the only good thing abrut school is to get rut of it in the holidays it makes yru 
wonder what value we attach to creativity and productivity. 
I have given yru the essence, and the k~ issue we have to address is structural 
violence. Jlnd we have to address it in rurselves. There has nat been a week 
withrut a war since World Wlr Tv.o. t'bt a week withrut massive destructioo 
san8'Jhere on the glore. We have to understand that we have through non-violent 
enga~ment with each ather to pronate the choice, the voluntary choice of a 
different relationship of people to one another, and to rur base - the glore. That 
we have to keep this goal clearly in mind, that the world is for all of us in the 
same way. Jlnd any attar¢ to monopolise more of the v.orld for fe.-..er people is a 
game that has proved its total rreaninglessness and we have to move in alternative 
directions. 
W= have to understand that unless we transform the existing systen that deprives 
people allover the world of creative v.ork we have no chance to eliminate violence 
on the danesti c scene. Because vi 01 ence on the danestic scene is I'TEre ly a reacti 01 
of people who are violated in their everyday lives. 
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5.6S~ry 
In this chapter research findings have been presented which claim that 
family violence is widespread in the U.S. (Straus, 1980; Gil, 1970); 
although this idea is resisted by most people because it is in conflict 
with the popular stereotype of family life (Jones, 1982). However there 
is research which shows that family violence is more common than violence 
between any other individuals, except during war or riots (Gelles, 1978). 
One explanation for violence against children is that it is part of a 
widely accepted way of child-rearing; and we learn from childhood that 
physical violence works if all else fails and thus associate physical 
force with love, and hitting members of the family (Straus, 1978). 
Also that violence exists when people's basic needs are blocked by 
circumstances; this can mean that lack of job satisfaction may manifest 
as physical abuse, and lack of sexual satisfaction may manifest as 
sexual abuse which are both dangerous results of frustration of an 
individual's level of basic needs (Reid, 1988). A taxonomy of 
circumstances of child abuse was presented which includes uncontrolled 
anger, psychological rejection, emotional disturbance, and uncontrolled 
sexual impulses (Gil, 1970). Finally, Gil (1990) offered a hypothesis 
to explain some of the roots of societal violence, of which family 
violence is seen as a reaction, and how when human developmental energy 
is blocked it is expressed in violent ways; and when the developmental 
needs of a person are blocked this growth energy moves into destructive 
behaviour, either against the self as suicide, or against others, 
either in the family or society. 
In Chapter 8 we will examine developmental needs, with particular 
reference to psychological needs and the mistreatment of these needs. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS AND MISTREATMENT: LITERATURE 
To understand some of the roots of psychological mistreatment it is 
necessary to present explanations for the motives of the people 
involved in this most insiduous area of mistreatment. This chapter 
will look at two main areas. First is the area of Developmental Needs 
and the resulting harmful psychological consequences of the frustration 
of these needs. The second area is the Emotions and the effects of 
emotional mistreatment. 
6.1 Developmental Needs 
The theory of developmental needs is based on the belief that all 
human beings are born with certain intrinsic needs which are closely 
! 
linked to whatever motivates them in order to satisfy the needs. These , I 
needs must be fulfilled if a person is to achieve full individual 
potential. There are a number of theories about developmental needs 
but the one that is probably the most well-known, and of which others 
are largely variations, is that formulated by Maslow. 
6.1.1 Maslow·s Theory of Human Needs 
The theory of human needs as defined by Maslow (1968, 1970) combines, 
amongst others, the functionalist tradition of James and Dewey with the 
holism of Gestalt psychology and the dynamism of Fromm and Reich. This 
synthesis Maslow names as a holistic-dynamic theory. Maslow·s (1970) 
theory di vi des human needs into six mai'n categori es and these are: 
physiological needs, safety needs, belonging needs, self-esteem needs, 
self-fulfilment needs, and self-transcendence needs. 
A summary of the six needs follows: 
Physiological Needs 
The physiological needs are the important basic requirements for 
survival and are usually taken as the starting point of needs theory. 
Maslow (1970) claims that there are two lines of research which make it 
necessary for a revision of customary ideas regarding these "so-called" 
physiological needs. First is the development of the concept of 
homeostasis and second is the finding that appetites (preferential 
choices among foods) are a fairly efficient indication of actual, or 
lack of, needs in the body: 
Homeostasis refers to the body's automatic efforts to maintain a constant, normal 
state of the blooo stream. Cannon (1922) describes this process for (1) the water 
content of the blood, (2) salt content, (3) sugar content, (4) protein content, (5) 
fat cmt91t, (6) cal ci llTI cmt91t, (7) oxygen cmt91t, (8) constant hydrogen-ion 
level (acid base balance), and (9) cmstant terperature of the blood. Cl:>virusly 
this list cruld be extended to include other minerals, the hormones, vitamins, and 
so on. 
Young (1941, 1948) summarised the work 00 appetite in its relatim to body needs. 
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If the booy lacks sOlE chanical, the individual will t91d (in an imperfect way) to 
develop a specific appetite or partial hunger for that missing foOO elenent (pp15 & 16). 
According to Maslow (1970) it would seem impossible as well as useless 
to attempt to make any list of fundamental physiological needs for they 
can come to almost any number one might wish depending on the degree of 
specificity of description. What is important to point out is that any 
of the physiological needs and the behaviour involved with them serve as 
channels for all sorts of more subtle needs as well. This is to stay, 
people who think they are hungry may actually be seeking food for 
comfort, or dependence, rather than for vitamins or proteins. Conversely, 
it is possible for example to satisfy the hunger need in part by other 
activities such as drinking water. Undoubtedly these physiological needs 
are the most prepotent of all needs. What this means specifically is 
that in a person who is missing everything else in life to an extreme 
degree it is most likely that their major motivation would be the 
I 
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physiological needs rather than any others. In Maslow·s (1970) theory a 
person who is lacking food, safety, love, and esteem would probably hunger 
for food more strongly than for anything else. Thus if all the needs are 
unsatisfied, and the organism is then dominated by the physiological 
needs, all other needs may become simply non-existent or be pushed into 
the background. It is then fair to characterise the whole organism by 
saying that it is simply hungry and the intelligence, memory and habits 
may be defined simply as hunger-gratifying tools. Capacities that are 
not useful for this purpose would lie dormant. The ~rge to write poetry, 
the desire to acquire a new pair of shoes or a new car, an interest in 
history are, in extreme cases, forgotten or become of secondary 
importance. Freedom, love, community feeling, respect, philosophy, may 
all be waived aside as unnecessary extras. Maslow questions what happens 
when the physiological needs are filled? A need that is filled is no longer 
a need and becomes unimportant in the dynamics of the person. However 
the basic needs may emerge again if they are denied or thwarted. When 
the physiological needs are gratified higher needs emerge and these 
rather than the physiological hungers then dominate the organism. 
Safety needs 
The safety needs may be categorised roughly as the need for physical 
safety, security, stability, protection, law and order and freedom from 
fear and anxiety and chaos. Maslow asserts that a good and stable society 
is one which protects its citizens from physical dangers. All that has 
been said of the physiological needs is equally true, although in a 
lesser degree, of the safety needs; a person may equally well be wholly 
dominated by the need for safety. Attempts to seek safety and stability 
are seen in the very common preference for the familiar rather than the 
unfamiliar, or for the known rather than the unknown. The tendency to 
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have some organised belief system that appears to organise the universe 
and the people in it can be safety seeking. People who are worried about 
the unpredictable in their lives try frantically to order and stabilise 
their world and take this need to extremes in order that no unexpected or 
unfamiliar event will appear. Maslow (1970) describes his perceptions of 
how these people order their world to avoid the unexpected in their lives: 
Th~ hedge thenselves al:xx.Jt with all sorts of cereronials, rules and fonrulas so , I 
that every possible cootingency may be provided for and so that no new 
contingencies rray appear. Th~ manage to maintain their equilibrium by avoiding 
everything unfamiliar and strange and by ordering their restricted world in such a 
neat, disciplined, orderly fashioo that everything in the world can be camted on. 
Th~ try to arrange the v.orld so that anything unexpected (dangers) cannot possibly 
occur. If, thrrugh no fault of their Ml, sarething unexpected does occur, t~ go 
into a panic reaction as if this unexpected occurrence constituted a grave danger (pl9). 
If both the physiological and safety needs are gratified there will emerge 
the need to belong and the whole cycle already described will begin again. 
Belonging Needs 
The belonging needs include the need to give and receive affection in 
addition to the love needs which Maslow stresses have nothing to do with 
sex. When these needs are not met a person will feel keenly the 
absence of friends, mate, or children. Such a person will hunger for 
affectionate relationships with people in general and forget that when 
hunger was the foremost need the need for love seemed unreal and 
unimportant. Maslow acknowledges that there is very little scientific 
information regarding the belongingness needs. What is known in a 
general way is the destructive effects on people of having to move too 
often, of disorientation, of the general over-mobility that is forced by 
industrialisation, of being without roots, or of despising one's roots, 
of being torn away from one's home, one's family, and friends, of being 
transient or a newcomer rather than a native. These effects show the deep 
importance of one's own "ki nd II and one's famil i ar envi ronment. 
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Maslow (1970) asserts that any good society must satisfy the need, 
one way or another, for social contact and belongingness in order to stop 
widespread feelings of alienation and loneliness. He believes that in 
our society the thwarting of the belongingness need is the most 
commonly found core in cases of maladjustment and more severe pathology. 
Self-Esteem Needs 
All people in society, with a few pathological exceptions, have a need to 
feel a high evaluation of themselves; for self-esteem or respect, and for 
the respect of others. Gratification of the self-esteem need leads to 
feelings of self-confidence, worth, strength, and of being useful and 
necessary in the world. There is a danger however if one bases one's 
feelings of worth on the opinions of others rather than on one's real 
capacity and competence. Thus the most healthy self-esteem is based on 
a person's deserved respect from others and has been personally earned. 
Thwarting of the opportunity to satisfy self-esteem needs produces 
feelings of inferiority and helplessness and can lead to neurotic 
tendencies. Maslow (1970) stresses that it is important to distinguish 
between the actual competence and achievement which comes naturally and 
easily out of one's own true inner nature which is one's Real Self 
rather than the achievement based on sheer will power and determination 
which arises out of an idealised psuede-self. 
Self Fulfilment 
Even if all the previous needs are satisfied, if an individual is not 
engaged in work which gives personal satisfaction there may still often 
(but not always) arise a new discontent and restlessness to develop. 
Maslow describes his perception of this need: 
M.Jsicians ITllst make ITllsic, artists ITllst paint, poets ITllst write if th~ are 
ultimately to be at peace with themselves. What humans can be th~ must be. Th~ 
ITllst be true to their M1 nature. This need we rray call self actualization (p22). 
The specific form that self actualization needs take will vary greatly 
from person to person. In one individual the need may take the form of 
the desire to be an excellent parent, in another person the need may be 
expressed athletically, and in another in inventing things or doing 
something that one is really interested in dOing. However the common 
feature of the need for self actualisation is that its emergence 
usually rests upon the prior satisfaction of the physiological, safety, 
love and self-esteem needs. 
Self Transcendence 
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Maslow (1970) likens the word transcend to the word "surpass" in the sense 
of being able to do more than one thought one could do or more than one 
has done in the past. This final need is to transcend a life where one 
is stimulus-bound and actuality-bound and to rise to the realm of the 
possible as well as the actual. This means, for example, to be unpopular 
when it is the right thing to do and not to be manipulated by others. 
Also to be role free and a natural person rather than acting a role. 
Maslow argues that his investigations found as many transcenders among 
businessmen, industrialists, managers, educators and political people 
as he found among the professionally "religious", and the poets, 
intellectuals, musicians and others who are supposed to be transcenders. 
Maslow makes it clear that the hierarchy is not a fixed order and that it 
is not nearly so rigid as it may seem. He acknowledges that it is true 
that most people appear to have the basic needs in about the order that 
has been indicated. There are however a number of exceptions such as 
some people regard self-esteem as more important than love. Also there 
are some people who have been starved of love in the earliest months of 
their lives and so they have lost forever the desire and the ability to 
give and to receive affection. 
According to Maslow (1970) it is a false impression to believe that a 
need must be satisfied 100% before the next need emerges. That in 
actual fact most people are partially satisfied in all their basic 
needs and partially unsatisfied in all their basic needs at the same 
time. A more realistic description of the hierarchy would be in terms 
of decreasing percentages of satisfaction as we ascend. Finally these 
needs must be understood not to be exclusive or single determinants 
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of behaviour. An example can be found in any behaviour that seems to be 
physiologically motivated such as eating or the act of making love and 
so forth. Any behaviour may be a channel through which various 
impulses flow - or to put it another way, most behaviour is multi-
motivated. ,Within the sphere of motivational determinants any behaviour 
tends to be determined by several or all of the basic needs 
simultaneously rather than by only one of them. Thus eating may be 
partially for the sake of filling the stomach, and partly for the sake 
of comfort and amelioration of other needs. One may make love not only 
for sexual release but also to convince oneself of one's sexuality, to 
feel powerful, or to win affection. It would be possible to analyse a 
single act of a person and see in it the expression of physiological 
needs, safety needs, love needs, esteem needs and self-actualisation. 
Thus no one trait or one motive accounts for a certain kind of act. 
Adams (1990) claims that the work of Maslow and his description of human 
needs in a kind of hierarchy gives some of the best understanding of 
human motivation. That a pyramid structure is usually presented to 
reflect Maslow's ideas. This pyramid structure is shown in the 
following diagrammatic presentation: 
Self 
Trans-
cendence 
---------------. 
• Self Fulfilment. 
Self Respect 
Belonging 
Security 
Physiological 
All life depends on our developmental needs being met - our needs for 
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air, water, food and warmth - but as these needs are met and we progress 
up the hierarchy our needs are no longer those for survival but for the 
needs which allow us to develop. Our need is now for reasonable 
security. Next is the need to belong, to relate to others, to love and 
to be loved. This leads to our need for self respect, being esteemed by 
. I 
others and by ourselves. Then we reach the almost limitless range of our I I 
needs for self-fulfilment, for being everything that we are capable of 
being, a need, which Adams believes hardly anyone achieves. Finally, at 
the top of the hierarchy, the need for self transcendence: for being 
lifted out of ourselves, the need for the trans-personal, the need for 
something bigger than we are. 
Adams (1990) however criticises the above widely accepted pyramid 
structure as a very misleading representation of Maslow's hypothesis of 
human needs; for it appears from the above portrayal that our greatest 
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needs lie at the base the pyramid. Our physical needs of course are 
vital and basic but although they are essential they are in fact limited. 
We can only eat so much food, drink so much water, breath so much air. 
The same is true at the next levels of need for we can only live in one 
room at a time, there is a limit to our security needs and to our 
belonging needs because we can only relate to a limited number of 
people. But as we ascend in the hierarchy the picture changes and as we 
break into our self-fulfilment and self-transcendent needs the limiting 
factors seem to fall away. Our needs in those areas~ do in fact feel to 
be limitless. So the picture of our needs is much more like this: 
Self Transcendence 
Self Ful filment 
Self Respect 
Belonging 
Security 
Physi 0-
• Logi cal • 
Adams comments on the above reversed pyramid stucture of Maslow's needs 
hierarchy which shows unlimited human development: 
The needs are in the same order but the picture reveals the limited nature of rur 
physical needs and the limitless nature of rur needs for intellectual, asthetic and 
spiritual growth and del ight. There is no top to this pyramid. This netl picture 
reveals that the underlying vietl of hLGTan beings as creatures of limitless latent 
needs is true but the great growth areas are not in rur physical needs (pp 832 & 833). 
Thus from the above discussion it would appear that the great growth 
areas of human development are not in the satisfaction of phYSical needs 
, I 
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but in the satisfaction of psychological needs. 
6.1.2 Effect of Failure to Meet Needs 
Hart et al (1987) claim that psychological mistreatment is the frustration 
of a person's efforts to fulfil their current level of developmental 
needs. They offer an etiological theory of child psychological 
mistreatment based on the aforementioned theoretical works of Maslow 
and present an explanation of how the frustration of a person's needs 
could lead to destructive behaviour: 
Masl"'" (1968, 1970) and others have indicated that failure to meet deficiency 
needs rray produce maladC{)tive, ineffective, and destructive patterns of 1 iving. 
Maslow indicated that his ori91tation to basic needs was shared "by most 
clinicians, therapists, and child psychologists" (1968, p21) whether or not 
th~ wruld phrase them as he did. It is rur opinion that this cmtinues to be a 
supportable positim, and that the Needs Hierarchy clarifies the nature of 
psychological maltreatm91t (p9). In addition we assl.l1E that psychological 
maltreatment is an attack on basic motivatimal or needs systems (Mislow, 1970; 
Glasser, 1965) and that hurran beings are best understood from developm91tal and 
hol istic perspectives ••• (p218). Egeland and EM ckson ••• have suggested that the 
major srurce of influence causing caretakers to psychologically maltreat is their 
own state of Ul1'TEt needs (p19). 
Gil (1987) is primarily concerned with the impact of socio-cultural 
factors on developmental needs and examines whether these needs can be 
realised and innate human capacities unfold freely within the established 
style of life in the U.S.A. According to Gil there are five basic needs 
which are inter-related: 
(1 ) Basic Miteri a 1 Gocx:is and Services 
(2) M:aningful Hurran Relations 
(3) M:aningful and Creative Participatim in Socially Valued Prcx:iuctive Processes 
(4) A Sense of Security 
(5) Self-actualizatim (p165 & 166) 
Gills theory cites the conditions and processes of modern life as 
interfering with the fulfilment of people's developmental needs; and 
that under such circumstances, natural innate capacities do not usually 
develop freely and fully and thus development needs are stunted. Gil 
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proposes that modern society is a development-inhibiting, or people-
abusing, social environment. That this way of life is often acknowledged 
to affect people living in poor and low-income homes but paradoxically 
this is also true, though in different ways, for people living in high 
income and affluent homes. Material adequacy and affluence do not by 
themselves lead directly to the development of security, belonging, 
self-esteem, and actualisation needs. Wealth alone cannot insulate 
individuals from the frustrating effects of selfish, unequal, and 
antagonistic patterns of everyday life. Gil (1990) in a keynote 
address to The International Congress On Child Abuse And Neglect 
suggests four categories of developmental needs for each human being 
(physical, psychological, social, and spiritual) and the resultant 
violent effects when these needs are frustrated: 
The human being is born with developnental needs - physical, psychological, 
social and spiritual. When the B1VirOl1Tle1t precludes the fulfilJTalt of these 
needs there is a violent reacti01. When human, constructive, creative, 
developre1tal energy is blocked it moves into destructive channels and find 
other rutlets which are nat so nice. Vi olence in the family is ITErely a 
reacti01 of people who are violated in their everyday lives. 
Langmeier and Matejcek (1975) found in their empirical research with 
institutionalised children that although basic needs will be much the 
same in all human cultures the accepted values of particular environments 
must be taken into account. They claim that the further we ascend the 
hierarchy of needs and the more detailed and specific we become in 
particular cultures then the greater the differences will appear to be: 
In different cultures, particular needs are experienced with varying degrees of 
urgency. ~ can only assess the effect of psycholO]ical d~rivati01, therefore, in 
terms of generally accepted values in a give1 culture or social class or individual 
family. In this sense, these effects will be reflected in the exte1t to which an 
individual suffering the effects of long-tenn non-satisfacti01 of needs is unable 
to adapt himself to situations which are nomal and desirable in a given society ••• 
This definiti01 of Ca.Jrse refers only to psychological needs and ignores rraterial, 
biolqgical needs which rray, but need not re, at the sarre tilTE ade::juately satisfied 
(p16). 
! 
! 
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6.2 The Needs of Children 
Kellmer Pringle (1978), late. Director of ~e National Children's Bureau 
in the U.K., claims that it is remarkable that so little attention has 
been paid to the needs of children who are abused compared with the 
considerable and still expanding literature on the needs and problems 
of their parents. That abusing parents' socia-economic background, 
health, personality, and personal and marital history has received a 
good deal of attention. In contrast, very little research has been 
undertaken into the emotional, social and intellectual effects on 
children of being subjected to parental abuse; or of growing up 
rejected and ill-treated although not to the point of maiming or death 
which are, after all, only the publicised tip of the iceberg of child 
abuse. 
According to Kellmer Pringle, this lack of apparent interest in, or 
concern for, the psycho-social needs of the abused child is quite 
strikingly demonstrated in the official reports into fatal cases in 
the U.K. None of these reports even refer to likely psychological 
damage arising from physical abuse; yet surely this must have been 
evident before the final tragedy. Kellmer Pringle continues that the 
first case which led to a full enquiry concerned Maria Colwell 
(Department of Health and Social Security, 1974) who was almost eight 
years old by the time she died. Maria was shuttled back and forwards 
between her foster parents, whom she wanted to be with, and the home of 
her mother and step-father. In the end she was taken to hospital 
suffering from injuries which had been inflicted on her at her mother's 
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home and included severe stomach bruising; she weighed only 36 pounds when 
the average for her age and height should have been between 46 to 50 pounds. 
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Kellmer Pringle (1978) maintains that in no case so far has the question 
ever been raised regarding whether, and to what extent, a killed child1s 
psychological needs had also not previously been met by the family; and 
whether on these grounds alone earlier intervention should have taken 
place which might have prevented the subsequent tragedy: 
For example, 6 YEXir old Miria Colwell changed within a 15 rronth period fran being 
a happy, responsive, well-behaved child to being withdraWl, sullm, solitary, 
depressed, unable to carnunicate, sitting for hoors staring into space, and not 
responding to children or adults. Indeed the description of her behavioor shortly 
before she died indicated that she was in a state of severe shock, depressioo and 
deep mooming for the parents she had lost; and that the treatlTB1t being meted rut 
to her WlS destroying her not only physically but aooti01ally. 
Yet those professionally concemed (teachers, social \\Orkers, health visitors and 
doctors) did not apparently consider her to be in need of psychological support or 
treatlTB1t. Had she survived, the erotional damage done to her woold very probably 
have had long-term effects on her ability to make relatiooships. The enquiry 
report hardly tooches on thi s vital issue, nor does it call for rrore closer 
attentioo to be given in future to early danger signs that a child is being 
aootionally dama~. f'€ither does it erphasize the need to provide treatment for 
the inevitable emoti01al consequences engendered by physical ill-treatment, nor 
does any other official report published since (p222). 
Kellmer Pringle1s theory asserts that there are four different sets of 
family circumstances which may result in child abuse: the isolated and 
atypical incident, the "scapegoat" child, inadequate parents, and violence 
(physical and verbal) as a way of life of the parents. Kellmer Pringle 
claims that parents in the "inadequate and violent" categories tend to 
show little remorse or shame: instead they justify their treatment of 
the child by saying that the child is naughty, has dirty habits and 
other shortcomings. According to Kellmer Pringle the prognosis for 
improvement, let alone lasting change, is very unfavourable. That many 
very experienced workers warn against feelings of professional 
omnipotence and uncritical therapeutic optimism which may result in far 
too much being expected in the way of improvement of very damaged 
parents. If the continued safety of the child cannot be ensured then 
good substitute parental care should be provided. When these damaged 
parents, who were more often than not themselves "sinned against" as 
children and deserve compassion rather than punishment, are deprived of 
their parental rights, they are unfortunately made victims for at least 
the second time in their lives. 
Kellmer Pringle (1978) points out that it used to be interpreted that 
developmental needs come into play in a hierarchical sequence, the most 
basic being those for sheer survival, such as the need for food and 
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water; and only when these have been satisfied do the higher needs emerge, 
such as the need for a loving relationship. Now it is widely accepted 
that all human needs are inter-related and inter-dependent in a subtle, 
complex and continuous way; for example, children may fight sleep for 
fear that a parent might desert or hurt them. Kellmer Pringle argues 
that since physical needs are now more generally understood and met, the 
emphasis here is on psychological needs; and as few as two and as many 
as sixty psychological needs have been enumerated by different authors. 
Kellmer Pringle offers a four-fold classification of psychological needs: 
The need for love and security 
The need for new experiences 
The need for praise and recognition 
The need for responsibility 
Kellmer Pringle sees these needs as having to be met from the beginning 
of life and they continue to require fulfilment to enable a child to 
grow from infancy to mature adulthood. Their relative importance 
changes during different stages of growth as do the ways in which they 
are met. Summaries of the four needs now follow: 
The need for love and security 
This need is met by children experiencing from birth onwards a stable, 
continuous, dependable relationship with their parents (or permanent 
substitutes) who themselves have a rewarding relationship with each 
other. This is probably the most important need because it forms the 
basis for all later relationships not only within the family but with 
future friends, colleagues and eventually the child's own family. The 
most important feature of parental love should be that the child is 
valued unconditionally and this love is given without expectation or 
demand for gratitude. Whether children acquire a constructive or 
destructive attitude towards themselves and to others depends initially 
on their parents' attitudes to them. Also the need ~or security is 
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met by providing a dependable environment and clear standards of behaviour. 
The need for new experiences 
Kellmer Pringle (1978) believes that if the need for new experiences is 
met through childhood and adolescence then the child's intelligence will 
develop satisfactorily. Just as the body needs food and a balanced diet 
for physical development - so new experiences are needed for the mind. 
In early childhood the most vital ingredients of this mental "diet" are 
play and language. Through these the child explores the objective 
outside world of actuality and the inner subjective world of thoughts 
and feelings. That one of the most important lessons for early life is 
learning how to learn, and learning that mastery brings joy and a sense 
of achievement. Kellmer Pringle believes that school is a major new 
experience and children's development will be gereatly affected by the 
values of their teachers. That teachers are in a powerful position to 
help awaken, or rekindle, the joy and curiosity in learning about new 
things shown by almost all young children. 
The need for praise and recognition 
To develop from a helpless infant into a self-confident and self-
accepting adult requires an immense amount of emotional, social and 
intellectual learning. Kellmer Pringle (1978) claims that this growth 
requires continuous effort and is accomplished by children modelling 
themselves on the adults who are caring for them. The most effective 
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incentives to sustain this learning process are praise and recognition for 
a job well done; and reasonable demands act as a spur to perseverance. 
The need for responsibility 
Finally Kellmer Pringle presents the need for responsibility which is 
met by allowing children to gain personal independence, at first over 
matters of everyday care such as feeding, dressing and washing themselves. 
It is also met by children having their own possessions over which they 
exercise absolute ownership. As children grow older the responsibility 
should be extended to more important areas such as being responsible 
for their own actions and eventually, in maturity, being able to accept 
responsibility for others. Kellmer Pringle asks how can responsibility 
be given to the irresponsible? She argues that there is no way out of 
this dilemma for until responsibility is given to children they cannot 
learn how to exercise it; and like all skills it needs to be practised 
under guidance which should gradually diminish. 
Langmeier and Matejcek (1975) in their research into lithe complex and 
controversial issue of basic psychological needs" (p14) offer a theory 
of four roughly hierarchical categories of needs for the "proper" 
development of a child. The four needs are: external stimuli, 
sensory-cognitive structures, affectional attachment, and personal values: 
1 The need for a certain level of external stimulati01, ie., for a certain arrwnt 
and carplexity - or variability - of stimuli in ~neral, or of stimuli in 
certain mcx:Ialities. This is obvirusly necessary for the developrent and 
maintenance of adequate levels of attentiveness and activity, which is a 
necessary conditi01 for the child's active .relati01 to the surrrunding world. 
2 The need for sensory-cognitive structuring, ie., for meaningful sequences or 
order of stimul i, as a necessary conditi01 for the child ' s effective learning. 
. I 
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3 The need for objects pennitting specific affecti01al attachnent, ie., for stable 
classes of stimuli which concentrate the child's individual activities. This is a 
prere:juisite for the developnent of feelings of security. 
4 The need for prirrary personal values, for stimuli (objects and goals) which are 
critical for the growth of personal identity and self-fulfilment; the child 
needs appreciati01, recognitioo of his \\Orth, confinratioo of his autonaTKl.ls 
conduct and approval of his assured, distinct social roles. This again is clearly 
a preconditioo for effective personality integratioo (pp14 & 15). 
6.2.1 Effects of Failure to Meet Children's Needs 
Miller (1987) explores the sources of violence within ourselves and offers 
a theory that these are encouraged by widely accepted and traditional 
attitudes towards child-rearing which suppress the child's developmental 
needs. According to Miller, these child-rearing methods which use 
punishment and coercion and are rationalised as being for "the child's 
own good" are in fact psychologically damaging to the child. Miller 
asserts that children are born to grow, to develop, to live, to love, 
and to articulate their needs and feelings for their self-protection. 
For their development children need the respect and protection of adults 
who take them seriously, love them, and honestly help them to become 
orientated in the world. These vital needs are frustrated when children 
are used as objects on which adults discharge their own pent-up emotions. 
Miller argues that when children are exploited, beaten, punished, taken 
advantage of, manipulated, neglected, or deceived without the intervention 
of any witness, then their integrity will be lastingly impaired. 
Miller maintains that the normal reactions to such injury should be anger 
and pain. Children in this hurtful environment however are trained not 
to show strong emotions and they learn to suppress their feelings, repress 
all memory of the trauma, and idealise those who are guilty of this 
treatment. This suppression of strong emotions begins in infancy and 
is disastrous because the suppression begins before the child's self 
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has had a chance to develop. Later they will have no memory of what 
was done to them. Disassociated from the original cause, their feelings 
of anger and pain will find expression in destructive acts against others 
(criminal behaviour) or against themselves (addictions, prostitution, 
psychic disorders, suicide). Miller (1984) claims that psychotherapists 
know how long it sometimes takes before a child's resentment, which has 
been repressed for thirty, or forty, or even fifty years, can be 
articulated and relived. These children learn from an early age that 
love and acceptance can be bought only by denying one's own needs, 
impulses and emotions (such as hate, disgust, and aversion) - at the 
high price of surrender of self. Children conditioned to be well-
behaved have learned how to suppress emotions and are unable to recognise 
their authentic feelings and be comfortable with them. It is the 
tragedy of "well-raised" peopl e that they are unaware of what was done 
to them and how they cannot articulate their own feelings thus they do 
to their own children what was done to them. 
Miller (1984) asserts that the blocked feelings resulting from this 
treatment inevitably lead to "psychic and physical disturbances" (p311): 
The truth about rur chilcho<Xl is stored up in rur txxIy, and althrugh we can repress 
it, we can never alter it. OJr intellect can be deceive::!, rur feelings 
manipulated, rur perceptioos confused, and rur txxIy tricked with medicatioo. But 
soreday the bcx:\y will presBlt its bill, for it is as incorruptible as a child who, 
still whole in spirit, will accept no canpranises or excuses, and it will not stop 
tOrmBlting us until we stop evading the truth (p318). 
Miller believes that if mistreated children are not to become criminals 
or mentally ill it is essential that for at least once in their life 
they come in contact with a person who knows without any doubt that the 
environment, not the child, is at fault. In this regard, knowledge or 
ignorance on the part of society can be either instrumental in either 
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saving or destroying a life. Here lies the great opportunity for 
relatives and professional carers to support and believe the child. 
Miller (1984) concludes that people whose integrity has not been 
damaged in childhood, who were protected, respected, and treated with 
honesty by their parents will be intelligent, responsive, empathic and 
highly sensitive. They will take pleasure in life and will not feel 
any need to hurt or even kill others, or themselves: and they will use 
their power only to defend themselves but not to attack others. 
Ke1lmer Pringle (1978) warns that if one of the four needs presented in 
this chapter (love and security, new experiences, praise and 
recognition, and responsibility) remain unmet then the child's 
development may become stunted or distorted. In practice if one need 
fails to be met then others are likely to be affected too. 
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Langmeier and Matejcek's (1975) practical work on childhood psychological 
deprivation is introduced as follows: 
Psychological deprivatirn is obviQJs1y an extremely coop1ex problem. Since it is 
concerned with the relationship between the darands of the developing organism and 
of society, it has imp1icatirns for many areas of social practice (p xiii). 
The authors offer the following definition of psychological deprivation: 
After consideratirn ••• we think the concept of psychological deprivatirn is best 
defined in a preliminary way as follows: psycho10]ica1 deprivation is the physical 
conditirn produced by life situatirns in which the subject is not given the 
opportunity to satisfy sare of his basic (vital) psycho10]ica1 needs sufficiently 
and for a long enQJgh pericri so that their appropriate actua1izatirn and 
deve10plB'lt are obstructed or distorted. As we understand it, psycho10]ica1 
deprivatirn is thus a characteristic inner" end product of the prolonged impact of 
an impoveri shed envi rOmBlt which the chil d reaches through the dep ri vati ng 
situatirns resulting fran continuing restricted interactirn of the child with 
his physical and/or social environnent (pp 13 & 14). 
Reid (1988), a paediatrician, has researched the concept of cruelty for 
over forty years in numerous countries. The findings he presents are: 
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subtleness of psychological cruelty can be far more violent than 
physical cruelty. During the last ten years he has concentrated on 
child abuse which he describes as the most difficult area of cruelty to 
understand and correct in many respects. Reid argues that to have any 
hope of success in understanding child abuse we need to go more deeply 
into the causes of cruelty at both individual and societal levels. 
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That cruelty at the individual or societal level continually changes within 
seven categories. The seven given categories are Physical, Economic, 
Religious, Political, Intellectual, Cultural, and Health Powers which 
can be used or abused and in Reid's opinion they are abused in modern 
societies. He asserts that the study of cruelty has been greatly inhibited 
by the concentration on his first category of cruelty (physical violence 
and aggression) as the only manifestations of cruelty: 
We are programmed to think that violence and aggression are the beginning and end 
of cruelty, but these are just small parts of cruelty. Violence and aggression are 
fine words to describe anirrel rehaviour but th~ do not begin to meet the hurren 
condition. For example, everything we do or say, each gesture, each \\Ord or the 
absence of speech, the faintest hint of bcrly language, the slightest suggestion of 
disdain or disapproval or superi ority rrey infl ict or provoke cruelty. Cruelty can 
be as subtle as the whisper of wind in the dead of night ••• The child rrey suffer 
more from being ignored than from a violent or aggressive assault by a relative (p3). 
Langmeier and Matejcek (1975) offer five psychologically depriving 
situations in the relationship of a child to the environment which should 
be stimulating. The depriving situations are Isolation, Separation, 
Frustration, Conflict, and Neglect and these are detailed below: 
1 Isolation - if there is cooplete isolation from hurren contact over a long pericrl 
of time \\e can expect the basic psychological needs which remain unsatisfied from 
the beginning will not develop and will renain at a very rudime1tary level. 
2 Separation - is frustration of the child's needs to be with parent figure. If 
the child is separated fran those persons who were previously the source of 
satisfaction of his basic needs. 
3 Frustration - the inability to satisfy an aroused need because of some 
impediment or obstacle. 
4 Confl ict - by confl ict we mean a particular type of frustration in which the 
obstacle which prev81ts satisfaction of an aroused need is another aroused need 
which has a competing valence. 
5 Neglect - is enotional withering. Their mental and particularly their enotional 
developn81t is seriOlsly distUrbed (pp16 to 22). 
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Also, the authors claim that psychological deprivation produces four 
different types of children. These are given as the hypoactive inhibited 
regressive type, the socially hyperactive type, the socially provocative 
type, and the type which seeks substitute satisfaction of emotional 
needs. The four deprived types are given as follows: 
The hypoactive inhibited regressive type. Here we are dealing with the classic 
type of deprived personality ••• Characteristic features are mental retardation 
and overall decreased activity, particularly in the social sphere ••• The child is 
usually incapable of erotionally responding. A specific anotional relationship 
to adults has not been established, and if we are dealing with a child of three 
years or older it is obviOls that the optimal conditions for the development of 
such a relationship have already disappeared ••• He se811S quiet, well behaved and 
adjusted, is often physically attractive, roly-poly, and smiles happily during 
simple play. 
The socially typeractive type. This type of deprived child v.ould not attanpt to 
establish contact with one particular person and is concerned more with the 
quantity than the quality of the available social stimuli. He spontaneOlsly 
establishes contact with the envirorment and in this sense is hyperactive, but the 
contact is only superficial and multi-directional: the child is not deeply involved 
in it ••• His uninhibited spontanerus nature, his social interest and activity make 
him very attractive. He runs to any arbrace. He se8llS to adapt irrmeciiately to nB'l 
erotional conditi01S ••• QJite often, ho~ver, within a short time the superficiality 
of the child's erotional ;nvolvarent becomes apparent. Those who seek a deEp, 
penranent, full emotional relationship with the child, and those who are concerned 
with his intellectual developlBlt can be disappointed. It is well established that 
such a child, because of his extravagant social involvenent, avoids other fonns of 
activity. His play is unskilled and he has a poor school record, although his I.Q. 
may be a verage or above average. 
The socially provocative type. Such a child is in a state of constant high tensi01 
\'klich is directed tCMards his unsatisfied attachnent needs. He danands attenti01, 
is provocative and wicked. In institutions, this child shows abnornal aggression 
and tantrt.rlls, and is regarded ••• as undisciplined. He is generally disliked. When 
he is alone with the supervisor, hCMever, the picture is quite the reverse. The 
child is "unrecognisably" quiet, cuddlesome, and tractable ••• If the cause of the 
increased tensi01 is lack of eroti01al satisfaction there is a reasonable chance 
that the child will settle down and adapt if he is offered the erotional security 
he seeks. 
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The type vAlich seeks substitute satisfactiOl of erotiOlal needs. These children 
substitute thei r primitive, roore easily satisfied needs for thei r unsatisfied 
social needs - they are sexually precocious, over-eat, are aggressive, tease 
anirrals, and so 011. Such a child (requires therapy for) redirectiOl of his 
erotiOlal strivings into appropriate channels (pp385 to 387). 
One important fact that emerges from the above descriptions is the 
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inclusion in each that every type has damaged emotional responses. That 
these responses manifest in opposite extremes of under, or over, reaction 
which appears to be quite usual in disturbed behaviour. The damaged 
responses range from being incapable of emotionally responding to an 
immediate situation to running to any new emotional situation which is 
soon shown to be a superficial response. We have briefly looked at 
theories of how the failure to meet a child's needs damages a child's 
emotional responses. Present reseach is now focusing on the emotional 
mistreatment of children and before we examine this research it is 
necessary to briefly discuss the emotions. 
6.3 The Emotions 
Emotions play an important part in life and sometimes more than is 
ordinarily realised. Which feelings or sensations are designated as 
emotions? We shall take a brief look at emotions in general. The more 
common emotions are: happiness, joy, anger, sadness, fear, anxiety, 
shame, tenderness, love, hate, jealousy, and pride. Several of these 
words refer to the same basic emotion but are differing degrees of it. 
For instance, anxiety and fear are related, as are happiness and joy. 
Emotions have been divided into broad categories according to their 
general effect upon us; such as strong and weak, pleasant and unpleasant, 
slow and sudden. Some emotions have a very calming effect such as a 
feeling of peace. Fear has its value for it makes us aware of that which 
threatens, puts us on our guard, gives us the opportunity to retreat or 
protect ourselves. These feelings are related to the very primary 
instincts and impulses of life. 
What are the mechanics of emotions? That is, how do the feelings 
or sensations of the emotions come about from some stimulus, for 
example. The James-Lange Theory offers such an explanation. William 
James and Carl Georg Lange appear to have arrived simultaneously at the 
same conclusion in 1880. Basically, the James-Lange theory of the 
emotions asserts that an emotion is the result of certain body changes 
which themselves follow directly from a given stimulus. 
James (1950, First published 1880) explains these changes: 
The bodily changes follCM directly the perceptim of the exciting fact, and our 
feeling of the same changes as th~ occur ~ the erotions (p449). 
Buck (1976) almost a century later supports James' explanation: 
Thus we do not cry because we are sorry. \o.e see sanething that makes us cry and 
our feel ing of the crying is the sorrCM (p42). 
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According to the above theory, stimuli which are perceived produce changes 
in the body, and the feelings that we have of these changes occurring are 
what we then experience as the emotions. In other words, the change in 
the body comes before the feeling of the emotion. This of course is a 
contradiction of the general opinion and common sense explanation. Thus 
this theory claims that we feel sorry because we tremble and not vice 
versa. This theory is important because it makes awareness of an emotion 
dependent on response. 
Emotions can be over expressive as in the case of emotionally disturbed 
people; here there seems to be a lack of ability to control impressions 
whether these be external or internal. At the other extreme a person 
can use willpower to keep the emotions under control although it is not 
good to suppress them entirely. Such suppression is an extreme, for to 
consider an emotional response as a weakness to be hidden can be just 
as dangerous to the health as are excessive outbursts of the emotions. 
Some individuals have a greater innate sensitivity to external stimuli 
than others. For example, some people will consider a particular 
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incident as cruel and they will react by being angry or sad whilst other 
people may not be affected at all. 
6.4 Emotional Mistreatment 
Kempe (1990) in a press conference at The International Congress on 
Child Abuse and Neglect stated that the focus of research is now on 
psychological mistreatment: 
Everyone nCM recognises that eroti01al abuse is caning to the fore not only with 
mistreated children but also as part of everyday life. 
Gelles and Straus (1988) using over fifteen years of research into the 
causes and consequences of abuse in the American family view emotional 
mistreatment as probably the most damaging form of all types of abuse: 
The most hidden, most insiduws, least researched, and perhaps in the long run most 
damaging form of intimate victimization may be the arotional abuse of loved ones. 
Defining physical or sexual abuse is relatively easy canpared to the formidable 
task of setting forth what constitutes erotional abuse. Belittling, scorning, 
ignoring, tearing d()(.lll, harping, criticizing, are all possible forms of aroti01al 
abuse. Silch abuse takes rrany forms and the scars while not always evid61t, t61d to 
ShCM thrrugh in disaJssi01S with victims of aroti01al battering ••• Children bear 
the brunt of errotional batterings that range fran direct verbal attacks to 
OJtright brutal acts of cruelty ••• There is 1 ittle dwbt that direct or indirect 
attacks on one's self-concept leave deep and long-lasting scars. MaI1Y of the 
people we talk to tell us that the physical scars of family violence fade but the 
errotional wwnds fester beneath the surface forever. No one really knows how much 
eroti01al abuse exists in families. We knCM fran survE¥s that verbal violence 
almost always accompanies physical violence and abuse ••• We suspect that one reason 
so little reseach on eroti01al violence has been conducted is that so mal1Y of us 
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are guilty of occasiooal or even frequent enotiooal attacks on loverl ones that the 
behavior is too close and too CClTl1'K)l1 to allow for objective research. 6notiooal 
abuse is not a case of "there but for the grace of Goo go 1." Rather ••• "~ have 
ITEt the enanyand he is us" (pp67 & 68). 
Garbarino et al (1986) conclude that emotional mistreatment is the 
primary issue in child maltreatment and it is the adults who have 
been emotionally mistreated as children who in turn abuse children: 
Although rur fomal statanents about child maltreatment focus on physical 
coo s81uences , most of us recogni se that the heart of the matter 1 i es not in the 
physical but in the anotimal danain. This recognitim pemrits us to distinguish 
between "nomal danestic violence" and "abuse". There is growing recognition that 
anotimal maltreatment is the central problan with \\hich we are dealing, and in 
most cases physical injuries are ooly of secoodary concern. Mlny accept as fact 
that "people who abuse their children were themselves abused." Government 
parrph 1 ets, public servi ce annruncanents on tel evi si 01, and conference speakers 
proclaim this theme. The statanent implies that people who abuse their children 
were physically abused during their own chilcl1ocxl. The evidence however is not so 
clear-rut as these public pronruncanents W)uld suggest. As Jayaratne (1977) 
concludes, and an independent reading of the primary srurces will confirm, it is 
"anotiooal deprivatim," "rejectim," and "excessive danands" that generally 
characteri se the chilcD1ocx1 of adults \\ho abuse or neglect thei r children (p230). 
In the Foreword to Brassard et al (1987) Anne H Cohn (Director, National 
Center for the Prevention of Child Abuse, Chicago, U.S.) describes 
psychological mistreatment as emotional mistreatment. That only now are 
researchers and clinicians focusing their attention on emotional abuse: 
Psychological maltreatment is at the core of all child maltreatment. Indeed, the 
long-term and most insidirus cons81uences of all fonns of maltreatment are 
anotimal. Rejectirn, isolatim, humil iatim, verbal assaults, being ignored, 
being terrorized - these are things that happen to children. These are the things 
that crush a child's self-estean, taint a child's anotirnal well-being, and damage 
a child's potential to cmtribute fully in this w:>rld. These are the things that 
make up psychological maltreatment. Chly now is the public caning to understand 
that anotional abuse is a serious form of child abuse. And rnly now are a mJIDer 
of child abuse professirnals - researchers and clinicians alike - focusing their 
attention on anotional abuse. This book heralds the increased attention we now see 
being paid to this problan. And, just as this book reflects piooeering and concrete 
thinking abrut a problan long regarded as too abstract to define, so this book will 
be a catalyst for efforts long needed to bring the prob1an into sharp focus and 
eventually under control (pix). 
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Lauer, Lourie, Salus, & Broadhurst (1979) claim that emotional 
mistreatment almost always accompanies physical abuse; at this time 
research concentrated mainly on physical abuse: 
While aroti01al maltreatment may ocrur alone, it often accarpanies physical 
abuse, but physically abused children are alroost always aroti01ally maltreated as 
well (p16). 
6.4.1 Emotional Rights of a Child 
According to Garbarino et al (1986) most of us experience family 
violence of one kind or another. Thus the issue is not who experiences 
family violence but it is to understand the context in which adult 
behaviour becomes harmful: 
fvbre recent sociologically derived evidence doruments that there is arrple danestic 
violence in the experience of roost children (partirularly between sibl ings) to 
'teachll it to those who are inclined to learn and use it. The issue, then, is not 
sirrply one of determining who experiences sore form of darestic violence. The 
evidence says that most of us do (or did). The task is to urderstand the 
ci rcunstances in which parental behavi or is damaging. Erroti ona 1 maltreatment -
abuse, neglect, or IIdeprivati01" - is at the heart of the matter (pp230 & 231). 
Garbarino et al (1986), in addition to the above, acknowledge that a 
general statement which focuses on lithe parents' failure to encourage 
the child's normal development by assurance of love and acceptance ll is 
on target. However they ask what this means on a day-to day basis in a 
parent-child relationship; and how is it operationally defined as a 
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basis for recognition? The authors view this general statement as lacking 
social context and claim that this deficiency has been the stumbling 
block in efforts to define emotional mistreatment. That the emotional 
rights of a child are that the child's needs should be met and no child 
should ever be used to gratify the parent's unmet needs: 
What are the child's rightful claims on a parent or other caregiver? Briefly, we 
can establish that a child has a rightful claim (1) to a responsive parent, one 
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who recognises and responds positively to socially desirable acanplishnents; and (2) 
to a parent who does not infl ict on the child the parenti s M1 needs at the expense 
the child's. Thus, an enotionally abusive pare1t rrey reject the infant's 9T1iling, 
or the toddl er IS exp 1 o rat i 01, the school chil dis efforts to make fri ends, and the 
adolesce1t' s privacy and autonany. Slch a pare1t derands that the infant gratify 
the parent I s needs ahead of the chi 1 dis, that the chil d take care of the parent, 
and that the adolesce1t canply with the pare1ts 's wishes in all matters (including, 
perhaps sexual relati01s). (p231). 
6.4.2 The Psychological Parent 
According to Goldstein et al (1973) a crucial concept with respect to a 
child's psychological well-being is that of the child's attachment to a 
psychological parent, who mayor may not be the biological parent. What 
is a psychological parent? A psychological parent is someone who 
allows the child's human needs to develop. The authors define this 
role as: 
A psychological parent is one who, on a continuing, day-to-day basis, thrrugh 
interacti01, companionship, interplay, and mutuality, fulfills the child's 
psychological needs for a parent, as well as the child's physical needs. The 
psychological pare1t may be a biological, adoptive, foster, or cannon law pare1t, 
or artY other person. There is no presLDTpt.i01 in favor of artY of these after the 
initial assignment at birth (p98). 
The above authors specifically define a child's psychological needs as 
emotional needs: 
Each child needs to be a f!BTi:>er of a family Wlere he feels wanted and Wlere he will 
have the opportunity, on a c01tinuing basis, not O1ly to receive and return 
affecti01, but also to express anger and to learn to manage his aggressi01 (pp5 & 6) 
One criticism Goldstein et al (1970) levy at intervention agencies 
is the subordination of children's psychological/emotional needs to 
their physical needs. That the traditionally given goal of serving lithe 
best interests of the child" is often interpreted purely in terms of the 
child's physical state; and this is an unnatural separation of the 
child's physical and psychological needs: 
I 
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In giving rreaning to this goal, decisioo makers in law have recognised the 
necessity of protecting a child's physical well-being as a guide to placanent. But 
th~ have bee1 slow to understand and to acknowledge the necessity of safeguarding 
a chi 1 d's psycho 1 ogica 1 we ll-bei ng. Whi 1 e thty make the interests of a chil d 
paramamt over all other claims when his physical well-being is in jeopan:ly, th~ 
subordinate, often intentiooally, his psychological well-being to, for exarrple, an 
adult's right to assert a biological tie. Yet both well-beings are equally 
ifllXlrtant, arrl any sharp distinctioo between than is artificial. The artificial 
distinctioo between physical and psychological well-being is a relic of the 
past ••• (p4). 
6.4.3 Emotionally Damaging Family Environments 
Miller (1991) taught and practised psychoanalysis for more than twenty 
years and then rejected the Freudian theory of infantile sexuality. Dr 
Miller condemns the traditional child-rearing methods of most families as 
emotionally damaging to children. This condemnation is based on the 
common belief that basically children are expected to obey their parents 
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and accept that what they say and do is right thus preventing them 
speaking out even when they are abused. These methods have an underlying 
attitude which effectively authorises parents to regard the mistreatment 
of children as a valid way of child-rearing - "for their own good". This 
attitude is concerned with suppressing children's strong emotions and 
instilling in them absolute obedience to parental rule. Above all 
children need and seek their parents' love and will meet all their demands 
to the extent that they are able; they will learn to fit into the framework 
provided for them by their parents from birth. Miller asks why there is 
no legislation to protect children from mistreatment by their families: 
Why is it still not illegal to hit a defenceless child v.hen it is an indictable 
offense to strike a grown-up - saneone who can, after all, deferrl him-or-
hersel f? •• Even if rrost civic authorities do not know - or do not wi sh to know -
that their refusal to pass such legislatioo ooly cootributes to the gl'Ullth of 
crime, terrori 9Tl, drug addi cti 00, wi despread psychi c illness, and the survival of 
ignorance, th~ surely have to recognize the irrlisputable fact that children are 
people and have the right not to be beaten, as do we all ••• By categorically 
condeming the criminal actions of past generations, such laws wruld also enlighten 
the caning generatioo and help it to avoid the blind repetitioo of its forefathers' 
guilt. It wwld also bring an ilTl1'e:liate change to the way parents behave ••• It 
W)uld set an irrportant caesura, marking the beginning of a process leading to a 
real humanity that wruld create the necessary conditions for fundarTBltal change to 
rur Viiy of 1 iving (pp149 & 150). 
Gardner (1988) also refers to traditional attitudes towards child-
rearing which are emotionally damaging to children and how these are 
now being studied: 
Widely accepted, yet fundamentally abusive, attitudes to children are now being 
questioned (Yule, v. 1~5; Hodgkin, R. 1986). Exarrples of such viB'lS are that 
physical and verbal violence are justified as "discipline"; that children are 
private possessions; that they can do adult \\Or!< as a hobby for low pay; that th~ 
cannot be trusted (for example, to tell the truth). 
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Garbarino et al (1986), as stated previously, view emotional mistreatment 
as the issue in almost all cases of child mistreatment. So far, 
studies have shown that there are certain types of family environments 
which produce damaged human beings but these studies have shown few 
Significant adverse effects of specific incidents of mistreatment: 
Rather t~ show that certain types of family envircnnents (swircnnents 
characterized by erotional maltreatflB1t) produce damaged hurran beings. Thus, child 
maltreatment is an issue that bridges child welfare and mental health. fls noted 
earlier, if there is a unifying factor in the backgramd of adults who mistreat 
children, it is pervasive erotional deprivation, the destruction of e~ and self-
esteen, which leads to a variety of erotional deficits, among then inadequate 
enpathy. Emotional maltreatment conv~s develop1'lel1tally dangerrus ITEssages of 
traurra, of betrayal, of p<Merlessness, of stigratization. It is an assault on the 
psyche, an attack on the self. When it cares to clefining enotional maltreatment, 
the message becares the meani ng (p222). 
6.5. Operational Definitions of Psychological Mistreatment 
Hart et al (1987) write of the insidious use of psychological 
mistreatment and define acts to show the way this mistreatment operates. 
Seven categories are given of acts which the authors define as 
psychological mistreatment and these are: Rejecting, Degrading, 
Terrorising, Isolating, Corrupting, Exploiting, and Denying Emotional 
Responsiveness. A summary of the seven definitions is given below: 
Rejecting: treating a child differa1tly fran siblings or peers in W3.ys suggesting 
a disl ike for the child; actively refusing to act to help or acknowledge a child's 
request for help. 
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Degrading: calling a child "stupid"; labelling as inferior; publicly hLl!Tiliating. 
Terrorizing: threatening to physically hurt or kill; forcing a child to observe 
vi 01 ence di rected toward loved ones; 1 eavi ng a yrung chil d unattende:!. 
Isolating: locking in a closet or, for extended time, in a roan alone; refusing to 
allow interactions or relationships ~th peers or adults OJtside the family. 
Gorrupting: teaching and reinforcing acts that degrade those racially or 
ethnically different; teaching and reinforcing criminal behavioor; providing anti-
soci a 1 and unreal i stic rrOOe 1 s as noma 1 , usual or approp ri ate vi a the public 
JIEdia. 
Exploiting: sexually roolesting a child; keeping a child at hare in the 
role of servant or surragate parent in 1 i eu of school attendance; encrurcgi ng 
a child to participate in the productioo of pornograpy. 
Denying 8rotional Respoosiveness: ignoring a child's attanpts to interact; 
mechanistic child handling which is void of hugs, stroking, kisses and talk {p7} 
The above categories and their definitions are offered by the authors for 
clarification purposes only as they acknowledge that the categories 
have not been operationalised: 
These acts appear to cover all major fonns of psychological rmltreatrrent. ThEY 
have not been operationalize:!. The definitions and examples ••• are provide:! 
only for clarificatioo purposes. Q:>eratiooal definitioos must be developed and 
validated if progress is to be rmde in clarifying and carbating psycholcgical 
rmltreatrrent. Thrugh presently available definitioos and standards for decisioos 
are inadequate, attanpts have been rmde to gather data regarding the incidence of 
p~chological rmltreatrrent {p7}. 
Hart et al (1987) claim that operational definitions should be both 
developmentally and ecol ogi cally speci fi c. The authors cite two fu rther 
sets of operational definitions in addition to their own and these are 
from Garbarino et al, and the Office for the Study of the Psychological 
Rights of the Child: 
Sare agrearent has developed in support of giving prirmty aTllhasis to 
operati onal izing this set or a similar set of acts (Garbarino, Guttl1'ml, & 
~lEY, 1986; Office for the Study of the Psychological Rights of the 
Child, 1985} ••• the operationalized definitions which are develope:! shruld 
be both developmentally and ecologically specific ••• Acts perpetrated 
or stimulated through all levels of the hurmn ecological system and their 
impact meaning for each developmental stage shruld be studied (p16). 
Garbarino et al (1986), quoted above as having a similar set of 
operational definitions as Hart et al, perceive psychological 
mistreatment as an attack on the development of self and social 
competence and this attack takes five forms. They present a five -
category definition of psychological mistreatment with four 
developmental stages which varies in severity from mild to severe. 
This theory is given in more detail in Chapter 7. A summary of the 
five categories now follows: 
Rejecting: the adult refuses to ackn:JNledge the childls worth. 
Isolating: the adult cuts the child off fran normal social experiences; prev81ts 
the child fran forming friendships; and makes the child believe that he or she is 
alone in the world. 
Terrorizing: the adult verbally assaults the child; creates a cl imate of fear; 
bullies and frightens the child; and makes the child believe that the world is 
capricirus and hostile. 
Ignoring: the adult deprives the child of essential stimulati01 and 
responsiveness; stifling emotional growth and intellectual development. 
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Corrupting: the adult missocializes the child; stimulates the child to engage in 
destructive antisocial behavior; reinforces the deviance; and makes the child unfit 
for normal social experience (p8). 
6.6 Conceptual Models of Child Mistreatment 
Hart et al (1987) describe the two main conceptual models which are 
currently used to explain the phenomenon of child mistreatment. Each 
of the two models contributes important aspects of the phenomenon. The 
two conceptual models are The Ecological Model and The Developmental 
Model. A brief summary of the two models follows: 
The Ecological Model 
The human ecological model ••• stresses the importance of the interactive effects on 
behavior and meanings of (a) the child as a dynamic syst811 within her/himself, (b) 
The microsystens experienced as day-to-day realilty by the child (e.g., family, 
school, daycare c81ter, church), and (c) the exosyst811s and macrosyst811s less 
directly experienced by the child (e.g., parenti s workplace, city camcil, 
school board , courts, political units, culturally institutionalized patterns of 
belief and behavior) (pIS) 
The Deve 1 opnenta 1 M:x.1e 1 
The developnental characteristics of the child are highly relevant to the nature 
and ilJl)act of psycholO;Jical maltreatllB1t. It is, after all, the personal subjective 
meaning of rraltreatrrent fran the perspective of the victim Wlich detemrines its 
power and focus of influence. The stag:!, phase or level of develoP1B1t of the 
victim in physical, cognitive and affective areas will provide context and 
standards of educing meaning (pI5). 
In summary, the ecological model is the socio-cultural context; the 
interaction of individual and total environment. The developmental 
model focuses on the developmental stages of children - the perspective 
of the victim. However there is a third important concept to add to 
the above two models and this is the theory of human needs which has 
been described in this chapter. 
Hart et al (1987) state that psychological mistreatment work is in an 
embryonic stage. They assert that at this initial stage it is important 
to offer theories of the nature of this mistreatment. They believe its 
nature is the denial of a person's genuine psychological needs (as quoted 
in part in Chapter 2 of this thesis) but it is not psychological 
mistreatment to deny the gratification of current wants: 
At this time, for heuristic purposes, it is ilJl)Ortant to propose fonrulaticns of 
the nature of psycholO;Jical mistreatrTelt. W2 believe the existing state of 
knowledge supports the follOding positicn: psychologjcal maltreatrrent consists of 
acts which deny or frustrate efforts on the part of an individual to satisfy 
hisjjher basic psychological needs to the degree that the individual's functicning 
becares maladaptively deviant ••• It is drubtful that any of us escape being victims 
or perpetrators of psychological mistreatrrent. 
It is lO;Jically supportable to hypothesize that psycholO;Jical mistreatrTelt is a 
direct attack on psychological need fulfillment, and that this is what produces its 
destructive power (pp8 & 9). 
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The preceding discussion of conceptual models of child mistreatment 
suggests that ecological (socio-cultural), developmental (psycho-dynamic), 
and human needs (physical-psychological) theory compliment each other. 
Thus it would appear that operational definitions should be 
ecologically, developmentally, and human needs specific. The 
phenomenon of psychological mistreatment of children can thus be 
conceived to range over a wide spectrum. 
6.7 Summary 
Theories of human needs based mainly on the work of Maslow (1970) and 
the results of the frustration of these needs have been presented in 
this chapter. For example, the great growth areas of human development 
are in the satisfaction of a person's physical and psychological needs 
(Adams, 1990). That there is no sharp distinction between a person's 
physical and psychological well-being for both are equally important 
and any sharp division is artificial (Goldstein et al, 1973). The 
effects of failure to meet developmental needs results in human beings 
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who have damaged emotional responses (Gil, 1987, and Hart et al, 1987). 
This damage can manifest in extremes of behaviour with a person reacting 
to situations with either too low or too high emotion - this perspective 
however may be all-explanatory (Langmeir and Matejcek, 1975). That there 
are certain types of family environments which produce emotionally damaged 
human beings; and if there is one unifying factor in the childhood of 
adults who mistreat their children it is that the parents themselves have 
suffered from emotional deprivation (Garbarino et al, 1986). Perhaps the 
most damaging form of abuse is the intimate emotional attacks on one's 
self-concept by family members which leave emotional wounds that on the 
whole never heal; and that no one knows how much emotional abuse exists in 
families (Gelles and Straus, 1988). Traditional child-rearing methods of 
most families are emotionally damaging to children (Miller, 1991). In 
the next chapter we will examine the values of male and female parents 
towards moderate psychological mistreatment of children. 
CHAPTER 7 
THE THIRD STUDY: ATTITUDES OF PARENTS 
The results of The Second Study showed significant differences in the 
attitudes of two main divisions of adults. The two divisions were: 
Division 1 (Professional Carers, Working Experience with Children, 
Females, and Parents). 
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Division 2 (Non-Professional Carers, No Working Experience with Children, 
Males, and Non-Parents). 
Division 2 tended to think that (1) it was more acceptable to use 
physical punishment as a means of discipline and (2) that sexuality in 
children is not the result of personal experience or co-ercion by another. 
This indication of differences in attitudes between males (Division 2) 
and females (Division 1) concerning the above two major aspects of child-
rearing led to a consideration of what the effects of such differences 
in attitudes between males and females would be in the family situation. 
One question that can be asked is "If a difference in attitudes between 
males and females over fundamental child-rearing practices is 
widespread then does this difference exist in most families?" Another 
related question is "If a difference in attitudes does not exist then how 
or what has brought about this change in attitudes?" Even more importantly, 
if differences in attitudes have been reconciled are these new attitudes 
regarding child-rearing better or worse than the previous separately-
held ones. Public attention is mainly only given to conflict and 
violence in the family in the extreme, or relatively rare conditions, 
where it escalates to such an extent as to become dangerously abusive. 
In contrast to these extreme conditions there may be a great many family 
situations where people are suffering from various degrees of more subtle 
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psychological mistreatment. These situations may not be regarded as 
sufficiently acute to be perceived as abusive, but are a consistent 
frustration of basic psychological needs. 
7.1 Aims of the Study 
The above issue has important implications regarding family life. 
Thus on the basis of the findings of The Second Study the main aim of 
The Third Study was to examine how male and female parents would 
evaluate incidents of moderate psychological mistreatment of children. 
7.2 Theoretical Framework 
The framework for the practical implementation of The Third Study is an 
adaptation of the work of Garbarino et al (1986) who define 
psychological mistreatment as an attack on the development of self and 
social competence. This theory takes into account the complexity of 
child psychological mistreatment by addressing the issue at various 
developmental stages and categories of mistreatment. 
In summary, the authors combine all physical, sexual, and psychological 
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aspects of child abuse into a multidimensional theory of child 
mistreatment (details of this theory are given below). They stress 
that all forms of child mistreatment include psychological aspects and 
consequences that will vary with the developmental stages of children, 
and with the socio-cultural context. Also. how subjective meanings of 
mistreatment acts (e,g. rejecting and terrorising) can be determined by 
the perceptions of both abusers and victims, and the culture involved. 
In addition, since the meanings of the same acts will vary with the 
child's developmental age, the norms (standards) of developmental 
, I 
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stages of the child are of fundamental importance to the evaluation, 
the nature, and the impact of psychological mistreatment. Thus the 
same adult-child interaction can be considered normal and acceptable, 
or deviant and unacceptable, in different social contexts and during 
different developmental stages of children. Mistreatment also varies 
in severity and ranges from mild to severe. In this regard this theory 
provides an excellent framework for identifying different types and 
degrees of psychological mistreatment. 
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The concepts used in this theory have not been operationally defined to 
allow for empirical validation (Garbarino, 1991, personal communication). 
While this is a problem in the general field of child abuse and neglect, 
the subfield of psychological mistreatment especially suffers from 
definitional problems. Therefore, empirical testing of psychological 
mistreatment theories have been limited in the literature. 
In detail, Garbarino et al (1986) consider psychological mistreatment as 
a pattern of psychologically destructive behaviours having five forms 
and these are: 
1 Isolating 
2 Rejecting 
3 Ignoring 
4 Terrorising 
5 Corrupting. 
The authors claim that when children are isolated, rejected, ignored, 
terrorised or corrupted within the family they are then vulnerable to 
negative influences in the broader social environment; and that the key 
to stress resistance is the absence of psycholgical mistreatment. 
The five forms of psychological mistreatment contain four developmental 
I 
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stages. The four developmental stages involve the first eighteen years 
of life and are: Infancy (birth to two years); Early Childhood (two to 
five years); School Age (five to eleven years); and Adolescence (eleven 
to eighteen years). Within each correlation of category with development 
stage there are three degrees of severity and these range from mild~ to 
moderate, to severe. This present research uses the moderate degree 
of severity only. 
7.3 The Research Instrument 
The research instrument used to assess the values of the male and 
female parents was a set of vignettes (N=60) depicting specific incidents 
of moderate psychological mistreatment of children. Vignettes consist 
of descriptions of actions and are an indirect way to present delicate 
subject matter rather than asking respondents what may appear to be 
personal questions. Giovannoni and Becerra (1979) give a brief 
description of vignettes and their use: 
In several studies~ opinions about specific incidents have been obtained through 
the vignette technique which consists of the pres81tation of verbal descriptions of 
actions to the respondents with the request that t~ rate each vignette by 
specified criteria. This technique has been used not only in research on child 
abuse and neglect but also in research on adult criminality and juvenile 
delinquency (p104). 
7.4 Design and Method of the Study 
The design and analysis of the questionnaire was similar to the first 
study (see Chapter 3) and was conducted in four stages: 
Stage 1 - The Design of the Questionnaire 
Stage 2 - The Pilot Questionnaire 
Stage 3 - The Questionnaire 
Stage 4 - Analysis of Responses 
7.4.1 Stage 1: The Design of the Questionnaire 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to examine the values of male and 
female parents towards moderate psychological mistreatment of children. 
The blueprint 
The blueprint categories and developmental stages for this research are 
from Garbarino et al (1986). The authors present psychological 
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mistreatment as having five categories and these are: 
1 Isolating 
2 Rejecting 
3 Ignoring 
4 Terrorising 
5 Corrupting 
The above five categories have four developmental stages throughout the 
first eighteen years of life and the manifestations are given as: 
1 Infancy (birth to two years) 
2 Early childhood (two to five years) 
3 School Age (five to eleven years) 
4 Adolescence (eleven to eighteen years). 
Three degrees of severity are given and these are: 
1 Mild (isolated "though perhaps poignant" (p11) incidents) 
2 Moderate (more frequent and "more generalised" (p11) incidents) 
3 Severe (frequent and "absolute" (p11) incidents) 
The items used in the blueprint matrix were all of moderate severity. 
Identical allocations (N=3) were assigned to all the matrix cells (N=20). 
The following blueprint shows there are 60 items derived from the five 
categories and the four age groups. 60 items were used for Father 
incidents and these were repeated for 60 items for Mother incidents thus 
making a total of 120 items. 
Although some behaviours relate to more than one developmental stage 
the interest of Garbarino et al (1986) is to highlight the differences 
as they "proceed with efforts to be developmentally specific" (p23). 
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Table 7.1. 
Questionnaire Blueprint 
Framework for Specific Behaviours Constituting Psychological Mistreatment 
by Developmental Period 
Content Areas 
Type of Devel opmenta 1 Period 
Psycho log i ca 1 Infancy Early School Adoles Number 
Mi streatment Childhood Age cence of 
(0 
- 2) (2 - 5) (5 - 11) (11 - 18) Items 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Isolating 3 3 3 3 12 
Rejecting 3 3 3 3 12 
Ignori ng 3 3 3 3 12 
Terrorising 3 3 3 3 12 
Co rrupt i ng 3 3 3 3 12 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
No of Items 15 15 15 15 60 
n --------------------------------------------------------------------------
s Percentages 25% 25% 25% 25% 100% 
Category Headings from Garbarino et al (1986) 
Writing Items 
Rating scale items were used with possible responses lying along a 4-
pOint rating scale ranging from Not Serious, A Little Serious, Serious, 
and Very Serious. The items were in the form of vignettes which depicted 
specific incidents of Psychological Mistreatment of Children. The 
vignettes consisted of descriptions of acts of moderate psychological 
mi st reatment. 
7.4.2 Stage 2: The Pilot Questionnaire 
This stage involved distributing the pilot questionnaire personally to 
ten respondents - five male parents and five female parents in various 
occupations to solicit broad reactions to content areas, question wording, 
and item face validity. This procedure yielded a number of helpful 
comments regarding some fine details of ambiguity of wording. 
7.4.3 Stage 3: The Questionnaire 
Copies of the questionnaire were distributed to 200 respondents - 100 
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male parents and 100 female parents. (See Appendix 7: Survey Questionnaire: 
Parent and Child Incidents). The procedure for this was the same as for 
the Second Study in that all questionnaires were distributed personally 
or delegated to one person to be responsible for the distribution and 
collection. The only request was to collect as many completed 
questionnaires as possible. Sampling criteria was based on respondents 
having had a child(ren) of their own; no other stipulation was placed on 
selection. Those persons responsible for distribution reported that 
very few subjects refused to co-operate. Respondents covered a wide 
range of occupations in the U.K. and also included owners of two 
private companies in Germany and Holland together with their chief 
executives and immediate personnel. As stated previously the 
questionnaire consisted of 60 Father incidents and 60 Mother incidents. 
In order to increase impartiality two groups were formed. Each group 
consisted of 50 male parents and 50 female parents. Group 1 
replied first to Father incidents on the vignettes and Group 2 replied 
first to Mother incidents on the vignettes. 
7.4.4 Stage 4: Analysis of Responses 
From the returned completed questionnaires the participants' responses 
were (as in The Second Study) coded and listed on an Amstrad 1640HD 
personal computer. Scoring was manually double-checked to ensure that 
no errors had been made in the transfer of coded data to the computer. 
The data list was then transferred for analysis on to the ISIS Central 
Computer System of the University of London. Analyses of data were 
conducted using the SPSSX statistical software packages. 
I 
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The analytic design of the research can be categorised into three 
stages. From the questionnaire-generated data the first stage of 
analysis provided a descriptive data of the 200 participants. The 
second stage involved an initial factor analysis as a means of data 
reduction which was followed by factor analysis of the underlying 
structures inherent in the parents' responses. The third stage involved 
a detailed examination of the nature of the relationships between 
correlations of different measures. 
The data analysis was chosen to be in agreement with the stages of the 
analytic design described above. For the descriptive analysis 
frequency distributions and means were used. For the second and third 
stages factor analysis was used. A description of factor analysis now 
foll ows: 
Factor Analysis 
Rust and Golombok (1989) demonstrate how factor analysis is a technique 
which is widely used in psychometrics and can be applied to any set of 
data where the number of subjects exceeds the number of variables. The 
analysis will provide an indication of the number and nature of the 
relationships between the items (the observed variables) and the 
underlying variables thus indicating which sets of items appear to go 
together and which stand apart. Factor analysis identifies what are 
ca" ed the "factors" in the data. These factors are the hypothet i cal 
constructs which can often be used to explain the data. By selecting 
items which relate to particular factors it is possible to put together 
subtests of the construct that the factor represents. The analysis 
reduces complex measures to greater simplicity thus achieving its 
purpose of explaining a large number of variables in terms of 
underlying structures with fewer elements. 
, I 
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Kerlinger (1973) describes the power and purposes of factor analysis: 
Because of its power and elegance, factor analysis can be called the queen of 
analytic rrethods. Even rrore forbidding in its calculations than other nultivariate 
ITEthods, factor analysis has becane accessible with the availability of CO'l'puters 
and with increased understanding of its purposes and uses in behavi oura 1 research. 
A factor is a construct, a hypothetical entity, that is assurred to underlie tests, 
scales, itens, and, indee:l, rreasures of alrrost allY kind. A rurber of factors have 
been frund to underlie intelligence, for exaJlllle: verbal ability, rurrerical 
abil ity, abstract reasooing, naoory and others. Simil arly, aptitude, attitude, and 
personality factors have been isolated and identified. Even natims and people 
have been factored! (pp 660 & 661). Factor analysis has tw:> basic purposes: to 
explore variable areas in order to identify the factors presUllably underlying the 
variables; and, as in all scientific \\Ork, to test hypotheses abrut the relations 
anmg variable (p685). 
Rust and Golombok (1989) caution that factor analysis is more than a 
statistical technique and is more of a conceptual tool. Its power lies 
in its processes which appear to mirror human cognition in its ability 
to discriminate: 
Because of the powerful rurrber crunching ability of m:x:1em c01l>uters, it is 
relatively easy to carry rut factor analysis, and rrallY statistical packages carry 
it as one of their optims. However, as factor analysis for psychologists has 
always been rrore of a cooceptual tool than a statistical technique, there are 
dangers in the arrateur use of these programs. While the statistical process of 
factor analysis is rrore or less autanatic, there are rrallY decisions abrut options 
and their defalts v-Alich need to be rrade aloog the way (p121). In nuch the same way 
in which nultidirrensional scaling models have provided a cooceptual underpinning 
for psychophysics, factor analysis fulfils a similar role for psychanetrics. Its 
success rray be due to rrore than rrere statistical cmvenience: it cOJld be that the 
figural representatim of factor analysis is so powerful because it mirrors the 
cognitive processes whereby hurran beings actually make judgments abrut differences 
between objects (or persoos). It may therefore represent a fundamental principle 
of one aspect of cognitive science (pl20). 
Thus factor analysis is essentially different in kind and purpose from 
other multi-variate methods. The basic purposes of factor analysis is 
to discover factors (or unities) among many variables and reduce them 
to fewer underlying variables (factors). In achieving this purpose, 
factor analysis can be said to explain the data and show the basic 
underlying structure of many variables and how they are similar and how 
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they are different. 
7.5 Summary 
One of the underlying concepts of The Third Study was the result of 
findings of The Second Study which indicated differences in values 
between males and females; in addition to these findings a further 
literature research revealed many theoretical assertions that all forms 
of child mistreatment include psychological mistreatment. Thus the aim 
of The Third Study was directed towards an examination of the values 
and underlying attitudes of male and female parents towards moderate 
psychological mistreatment of children. The framework for the 
practical implementation of the study was an adaptation of the work of 
Garbarino et al (1986) who offer a definition of psychological 
mistreatment as "an attack on the development of self and social 
competence, a pattern of psychically destructive behavior" (p8). The 
research instrument used in The Third Study was a set of vignettes 
which are an indirect way to present delicate subject matter. Finally 
the powerful conceptual nature of factor analysis which will be used in 
Chapter 8 was presented; this nature appears to mirror human cognitive 
processes in its ability to make judgments about differences between 
persons or objects. 
In Chapter 8 the underlying concepts detailed in this chapter will 
be operationalised. 
Chapter 8 
THE THIRD STUDY: RESULTS 
The data in this chapter were obtained from the second questionnaire 
survey. It will be used to examine values of male (N=100) and female 
(N=100) parents to moderate psychological mistreatment of children in 
order to discover indicators of underlying attitudes. 
8.1 Descriptive Data Analysis 
The respondents (N=200) supplied five categories of descriptive data. 
The five categories consisted of: 
Sex of Respondents 
Age Group of Respondents 
Number of Children 
Working Experience with Children 
Years of Working Experience with Children 
For the following presentation of findings brief comments will be made 
on the data following each tabular presentation of the findings: 
Table 8.1 
Freguency Data on Respondents (N=200) by Sex and Age-Group 
-----------------------------------------------------
Age Males Fema 1 es Total 
Group f %f f %f f %f 
-----------------------------------------------------
Under 20 0 0.0 02 1.0 02 1.0 
20 to 34 13 6.5 16 8.0 29 14.5 
35 to 49 49 24.5 43 21.5 92 46.0 
50 to 65 33 16.5 31 15.5 64 32.0 
Over 65 05 2.5 8 4.0 13 6.5 
Total 100 50.0 100 50.0 200 100.0 
The ages ranged from under 20 years to over 65 years. 46% (N=92) of 
the respondents were in the modal age-group of 35 to 49 were composed 
of 24.5% (N=49) Males and 21.5% (N=43) Females. 
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Table 8.2 
Frequency Data on Respondents (N=200) by Numbers of Children 
-----------------------------------------------------
No. of Males Females Total 
Chil dren f %f f %f f %f 
-----------------------------------------------------
1 20 10.0 23 11.5 43 21. 5 
2 48 24.0 37 18.5 85 42.5 
3 20 10.0 24 12.0 44 22.0 
4 9 4.5 15 7.5 24 12.0 
5 2 1.0 1 0.5 O~ 1.5 
6 
7 
8 1 0.5 01 0.5 
-------------------------------------------------------
Total 100 50.0 100 50.0 200 100.0 
Numbers of children ranged from 1 to 8. 42.5% (N=85) of the 
respondents had children in the modal number of 2 which included: 
Males 24.0% (N=48) and Females 18.5% (N=37). 
Tab 1 e 8.3 
Frequency Date on Respondents (N=200) by Working Experience with Children 
Work ing 
Experience 
No 
Yes 
Males 
f %f 
79 39.5 
21 10.5 
Females 
f %f 
47 23.5 
53 26.5 
Total 
f %f 
126 63.0 
74 37.0 
-----------------------------------------------------
Total 100 50.0 100 50.0 200 100.0 
-----------------------------------------------------
37% (N=74) of the respondents had working experience with children. 
These figures were comprised of Males 10.5% (N=21) and Females 26.5% 
(N=53). 
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Table 8.4 
Freguenc.l Data on Res~ondents (N=200) 
b.l Years of Working Ex~erience with Children 
-----------------------------------------------------
Years of Males Females Total 
Wk. Exp. f %f f %f f %f 
-----------------------------------------------------
0 79 39.5 47 23.5 126 63.0 
1 3 1.5 3 1.5 
2 1 0.5 7 3.5 8 4.0 
3 2 1.0 3 1.5 5 2.5 
4 1 0.5 4 1. 75 5 2.5 
5 2 1.0 3 1.5 5 2.5 
6 2 1.0 1 1.0 3 1.5 
7 1 1.0 1 0.5 
8 2 1.0 2 1.0 
9 3 1.5 3 1.5 
10 2 1.0 4 1. 75 6 3.0 
11 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.0 
12 4 1. 75 4 2.0 
13 2 1.0 2 1.0 
14 1 0.5 1 0.5 
15 2 1.0 2 1.0 4 2.0 
16 
17 2 1.0 2 1.0 
18 1 0.5 1 0.5 
19 1 0.5 1 0.5 
20 2 1.0 4 1. 75 6 3.0 
21 
22 
23 1 0.5 1 0.5 
24 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.0 
25 3 1.5 3 1.5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 1.0 
31 
32 1 0.5 1 0.5 
33 
34 
35 1 0.5 1 0.5 
-----------------------------------------------------
Total 100 50.0 100 50.0 200 100.0 
-----------------------------------------------------
Years of working experience with children ranged from 1 year to 35 years. 
Working experience of Males ranged from 2 to 30 years and Females from 1 
to 35 years. 
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8.2 Item Analysi s 
8.2.1 Establishing Underlying Factors 
The purpose of the first analysis was to discover the underlying factors 
which made up the male and female parents' shared perceptions of what 
specific incidents made up the five different categories of moderate 
psychological mistreatment. 
The incidents themselves had been hypothesised as belonging to five 
different categori es - categori es del i neated by Garbari no et al (1986). 
Chapter 7 detailed the five categories. At present there has been 
no practical implementation of the categories and what specific 
incidents fit into a given category. 
The testing of the male and female parents' perceptions regarding 
underlying factors was a basic and practical necessity. Issues of 
agreement and disagreement between parents make sense only if 
definitions of mistreatment have a common meaning. Apart from the 
practical implications, from a research pOint of view it is first 
necessary to establish the validity of the categories and the 
justification for grouping specific incidents. Only then can questions 
about the seriousness of different categories of moderate psychological 
mistreatment be addresssed. 
Factor analysis was used in order to obtain indicators of the parents' 
perceptions about underlying factors. A detailed description of the data 
preparation, including factor analysis, is provided in Chapter 7. The 
first task was to construct a common scale (from the hypothesised 
incidents) for each of the five categories. A common element in the use 
I 
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of factor analysis in the construction of scales is the emergence of an 
acquiescence effect. An acquiescence effect (by definition) is the 
extent to which different people have a tendency to either agree or 
disagree with statements, independent of their context. In order to 
discover an acquiescence effect we firstly factor analysed the data and 
then analysed the first factor. In the analysis there was a very large 
first factor which could be explained by acquiescence (that is, all the 
items loaded in the same direction) and this effect may be analysed 
later if necessary. The acquiescence was so large however it was 
swamping the sensible interpretation of smaller factors. There are two 
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ways around this problem: Firstly we could look at the subsequent 
factors and ignore the first factor but the difficulty of this procedure 
is that the first factor is still included in the subsequent rotations. 
A second way around the aqcuiescence effect is to eliminate the effect 
by standardising the data within subjects (eg for each respondent). 
This second procedure was used in the current analysis. 
8.2.2 Creation of Sub-scales 
The first task was to construct common scales from each of the five 
categories. This next stage of analysis involved factor analysis* on the 
standardised subject score for each item (See Appendix 8 for listings of 
factor loadings). On the basis of this analysis the original category of 
Terrorising was perceived by the parents as dividing into two categories. 
The two divisions are Terrorising 1 (Discipline through Fear) and 
Terrorising 2 (Too High Expectations). Thus an extra scale was created 
in the Terrorising Category, making six categories from the original five. 
These six sub-scale instruments consist of a number of incidents which 
we believe will tap the nature of the six categories. Although there 
were some slight differences between the ratings for some of the Father 
* The principal axis method with varimax rotation was used. 
and Mother incidents these were not substantial as other ratings were 
very similar. The original 5 categories each contained 24 incidents 
(12 Father incidents and 12 Mother incidents) making a total of 
120 vignettes. The results of the first factor analysis revealed 6 
categori es contai ning vari ous numbers of inci dents with a total (N=70). 
The six scales with the number of incidents in each are: 
Scale 1 
Scale 2 
Scale 3 
Scale 4 
Sca 1 e 5 
Sca 1 e 6 
Isolating (N=16) 
Rejecting (N=14) 
Ignoring (N=10) 
Terrorising 1 (N=12) 
Terrorising 2 (N=6) 
Corrupting (N=12). 
The 6 scales with incidents in numerical order will now be presented in 
detai 1 : 
1 Isolating Scale (N=16) 
There are sixteen incidents in the Isolating Scale which consist of 
eight Father incidents and eight corresponding Mother incidents. 
The sixteen incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below 
with the references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
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Vignette Develop. 
16(76) 
17 (77) 
18 (78 ) 
32(92) 
33(93) 
46(106) 
47 (107) 
48 (108) 
The father (mother) quite often teaches the young 
child to avoid making friends with other children. 
The father (mother) quite often rewards the young 
child for keeping away from other children. 
The father (mother) quite often punishes the young 
child for playing with other children. 
The father (mother) quite often does not allow the 
child to bring other children to the house. 
The father (mother) quite often keeps the child 
away from school. 
The father (mother) quite often does not allow the 
teenager to join clubs (or take part in out-of-
school activities). 
The father (mother) quite often punishes the 
teenager for going out on a "date". 
The father (mother) quite often keeps the teenager 
away from school to take care of younger children. 
Stage 
2-5 
" 
" 
5-11 
" 
11-18 
" 
" 
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~ Rejecting Scale (N=14) 
There are fourteen incidents in the Rejecting Scale which consist of 
seven Father incidents and seven corresponding Mother incidents. 
The fourteen incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below 
with the references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
Vi gnette 
19(79) The father (mother) quite often says to the crying 
young child, IIDon lt be such a big baby.1I 
20(80) The father (mother) quite often tells the young 
child that he/she is a bad boy/girl. 
34(94) The father (mother) quite often tells the child, 
IIyou know you l re no good at thaLli 
35(95) The father (mother) quite often replies to the 
child, IIIl m too busy now, tell me later. 1I 
36(96) The father (mother) quite often compares one child 
in an unfavourable way with the other children. 
50(110) The father (mother) quite often says to the teenager 
who is justly pleased with some achievement, IIDon lt 
be such a show-off.1I 
51 (ll1) The father (mother) quite often says, II I can manage 
qui cker on my own, II when the teenager tri es to help. 
3 Ignoring Scale (N=10) 
Develop. 
Stage 
2-5 
II 
5-ll 
II 
II 
11-18 
II 
There are ten incidents in the Ignoring Scale which consist of five 
Father incidents and five corresponding Mother incidents. The ten 
incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below with the 
references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
Vignette 
38(98) The father (mother) quite often does not protect 
the child from fights involving other children in 
the family. 
39(99) The father (mother) quite often does not help the 
child to settle problems with other children. 
52(112) The father (mother) quite often lets the teenager 
IIsleep inll and the teenager is slightly late for 
school. 
53(113) The father (mother) quite often does not check to 
see that the teenager has the minimum personal 
equipment for school. 
54(114) The father (mother) quite often does not check to 
see whether the teenager has done his/her homework 
for school. 
Develop. 
Stage 
5-11 
II 
11-18 
II 
II 
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~ Terrorising 1 Scale (Discipline Through Fear) (N=12) 
There are twelve incidents in the Terrorising 1 category which consist 
of six Father incidents and six corresponding Mother incidents. 
The twelve incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below 
with the references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
Vi gnette 
10(70) The father (mother) quite often threatens the infant 
when the child will not go to sleep. 
11(71) The father (mother) quite often shouts at the infant. 
12(72) The father (mother) quite often scares the infant 
with games that stimulate the infant too muc~. 
25(85) The father (mother) quite often frightens the young 
child too much with fairy tale stories. 
26(86) The father (mother) quite often tells the young 
child that the Bogeyman will come if he/she 
does not go to sleep. 
27(87) The father (mother) quite often threatens to hit 
the young child for "bad" behaviour. 
~ Terrorising 2 Scale (Too High Expectations) (N=12) 
Develop. 
Stage 
Bi rth-2 
" 
" 
2-5 
" 
" 
There are twelve incidents in the Terrorising 2 Category which consist 
of six Father incidents and six corresponding Mother incidents. The 
twelve incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below with the 
references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
Vi gnette 
41(101) The father (mother) quite often criticises the 
child for not meeting his expectations. 
55(115) The father (mother) quite often expects the 
teenager to excel at everything. 
56(116) The father (mother) quite often sets impossibly 
high standards for the teenager. 
~ Corrupting Scale (N=12) 
Develop. 
Stage 
5-11 
11-18 
" 
There are twelve incidents in the Corrupting Scale which consist of six 
Father incidents and six corresponding Mother incidents. The six 
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incidents plus the developmental stages are listed below with the 
references for Mother incidents in brackets: 
Vignette Develop. 
43(103) 
44(104) 
45(105) 
58 (118) 
59 (119) 
60(120) 
The father (mother) quite often encourages the 
child to be aggressive towards other children. 
The father (mother) quite often makes racist 
remarks in the child's hearing. 
The father (mother) quite often tells sexual jokes 
in the child's hearing. 
The father (mother) quite often encourages the 
teenager to have alcoholic drinks. 
The father (mother) quite often brings sexually 
explicit magazines into the house. 
The father (mother) quite often brings sexually 
explicit video films into the house. 
The above scales will now be the measures of the six categories of 
Stage 
5-11 
II 
II 
11-18 
II 
II 
mistreatment that will form the basis of further analysis. Bearing in 
mind that there are six scales for Father incidents and six scales for 
Mother incidents. Therefore for each of the respondents (N=200) there 
are 12 scales (6 Father scales and 6 Mother scales). 
8.3 Characteristic Values of Respondents to Six Category Scales 
The five categories of descriptive data: sex, age group, number of 
children, working experience with children, and years of working 
experience with children (See Tables 8.1 to 8.4 for details) will now be 
analysed by the six category scales: Isolating, Rejecting, Ignoring, 
Terrorising 1, Terrorising 2, and Corrupting. 
8.3.1 Values of Different Sexes 
The first question to be addressed concerned the differences between 
males and females. In answering this question there were two effects to 
look at. The first effect concerned the sex of the respondents (male 
and female parents) and the second effect concerned the sex on the 
vignettes (father and mother incidents). The interactional effect of 
sex of respondents and sex on vignettes was also analysed. Data were 
analysed using a Repeated Measures design with one Between Subjects 
Factor and one Within Subjects Factor. The Between Subjects Factor was 
Sex of Respondents. The Within Subjects Factor was Sex on Vignettes. 
Standard scores for all the items were summed and an arbitary figure of 
five was added to eliminate the inconveniences of using negative 
scores. 
The following tables (Tables 8.5 to Tables 8.10) will present an 
analysis of the values of different sexes towards the following scales: 
Isolating Scale 
Rejecting Scale 
Terrorising 1 Scale (Discipline Through Fear) 
Terrorising 2 Scale (Expectations Too High) 
Corrupting Scale. 
For the following presentation of findings brief comments will be made 
on the data following each tabular presentation. 
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Table 8.5 
Values of Different Sexes by Isolating Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Male 
Female 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
6.64 
Mean 
6.69 
6.60 
0.82 
There was no significant difference between ratings of male and 
female respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Father incidents 
Mother incidents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
6.69 
6.60 
0.68 
There was no significant difference between ratings of respondents on 
father and mother incidents. 
C Interaction Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 6.65 
Males - Mother incidents 6.72 
Females - Father incidents 6.73 
Females - Mother incidents 6.47 
Stat Si g 0.49 
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The interaction effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Isolating Category there were no significant differences between 
the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of father 
and mother incidents. 
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Table 8.6 
Values of Different Sexes by Rejecting Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Mal e 
Femal e 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
1.58 
Mean 
1.48 
1.67 
0.63 
There was no significant difference between ratings of male and 
female respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Father incidents 
Mother incidents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
1.27 
1. 89 
0.01 ** 
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There was a significant difference (0.01) between ratings of respondents 
on father and mother incidents. The score of ratings for mother 
incidents was 1.89 and for father incidents 1.27. The higher score for 
mother incidents means that respondents see Rejecting as worse for 
mothers to do than fathers. 
C Interaction Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 1.13 
Males - Mother incidents 1.83 
Females - Father incidents 1.40 
Females - Mother incidents 1.95 
Stat Sig 0.77 
The interaction effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Rejecting Category there was no significant difference between 
the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of father 
and mother incidents. 
Tab 1 e 8.7 
Values of Different Sexes by Ignoring Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Male 
Femal e 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
1.63 
Mean 
1.74 
1. 51 
0.56 
There was no significant difference between ratings of male and 
female respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Fathe r i nci dents 
Mother incidents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
1.40 
1. 85 
0.04* 
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There was a small significant difference (0.04) between ratings of 
respondents on father and mother incidents. The score of ratings for 
mother incidents was 1.85 and for father incidents 1.40. The higher 
score for mother incidents means that respondents saw Ignoring as worse 
for mothers to do than fathers. 
C Interacti on Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 1. 61 
Males - Mother incidents 1.85 
Females - Father incidents 1.18 
Females - Mother incidents 1.85 
Stat Si g 0.35 
The interaction effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Ignoring Category there was no significant difference between 
the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of father 
and mother incidents. 
Tab 1 e 8.8 
Values of Different Sexes by Terrorising 1* Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Male 
Femal e 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
7.13 
Mean 
6.77 
7.50 
0.06 
There was a small significant effect (0.06) between Tatings of male and 
female respondents. The score of ratings for female respondents was 
7.50 and for male respondents 6.77. The higher score means that female 
respondents saw Terrorising as worse than do male respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Father incidents 
Mother incidents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
7.05 
7.21 
0.36 
There was no significant difference between ratings of respondents on 
father and mother incidents. 
C Interaction Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 6.65 
Males - Mother incidents 6.89 
Females - Father incidents 8.45 
Females - Mother incidents 8.54 
Stat Si g 0.67 
The interaction effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Terrorising 1 Category there was no significant difference 
between the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of 
father and mother incidents. 
* Terrorising 1 Category = Discipline Through Fear 
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Tab 1 e 8.9 
Values of Different Sexes by Terrorising 2* Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Male 
Femal e 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
4.44 
Mean 
4.43 
4.45 
0.95 
There was no significant difference between ratings of mal~ and 
female respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Father i nci dents 
Mothe r i nci dents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
4.30 
4.59 
0.25 
There was no significant difference between ratings of respondents on 
father and mother incidents. 
C Interaction Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 4.17 
Males - Mother incidents 4.30 
Females - Father incidents 4.33 
Females - Mother incidents 4.48 
Stat Si g 0.34 
The interaction -effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Terrorising 2 Category there was no significant difference 
between the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of 
father and mother incidents. 
* Terrorising 2 Category = Expectations Too High 
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Tab 1 e 8.10 
Values of Different Sexes by Corrupting Scale: 
Between Subjects and Within Subjects Analysis 
Average Score 
A Between Subjects 
Male 
Femal e 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
4.56 
Mean 
4.35 
4.77 
0.09 
There was no significant difference between ratings of male and 
female respondents. 
B Within Subjects Factor 
Father i nci dents 
Mothe r i nci dents 
Stat Si g 
Mean 
4.49 
4.63 
0.33 
There was no significance between ratings of respondents on 
father and mother incidents. 
C Interaction Between A & B Mean 
Males - Father incidents 4.31 
Males - Mother incidents 4.40 
Females - Father incidents 4.67 
Females - Mother incidents 4.86 
Stat Si g 0.70 
The interaction effect between A and B was not significant. Therefore 
for the Corrupting Category there was no significant difference between 
the ratings of male and female respondents and the ratings of father 
and mother incidents. 
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From Tables 8.5 to 8.10 it can be seen that there were were no 
significant differences between the ratings of male and female 
respondents on the six categories of mistreatment. However there was a 
small significant effect (0.06) between male and female respondents on 
Terrorising 1 Category (Discipline Through Fear) where female 
respondents tended to see this category as more serious than male 
respondents. 
There were two significant differences between respondents (N=200) on 
the ratings of two categories. Respondents tended to see the 
Rejecting Category (0.01) and the Ignoring Category (0.04) as more 
serious for mothers to do than fathers. There were no significant 
interactional effects between sex of respondents and Mother and Father 
incidents in any of the six category scales. 
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The next stage of analysis will be to examine correlations of values of. 
the four descriptive measures (Age Group, Number of Children, Working 
Experience with Children, and Years of Experience) with the six 
categories (Isolating, Rejecting, Ignoring, Terrorising 1 [Discipline 
Through Fear], Terrorising 2 [Too High Expectations] and Corrupting) in 
two ways. Firstly, for each subject, scores on the six scales are 
combined (summed scale scores) across father and mother incidents. 
That is, the scale score represents the overall attitude to each of 
the six categories regardless of whether the items are father or mother 
incidents. Secondly, for each subject, the difference between the 
scale scores is calculated (differenced scale scores) as it applies to 
father and mother incidents for each of the six scales. That is, the 
score represents the extent to which each subject differentiates 
between the father and mother incidents. 
8.3.2 Values by Age Groups 
Age was measured on a 5 point self-report scale (See Table 8.1 for 
details of frequencies). The total percentage and number for each 
group was: 
Age Group 
1 Under 20: 
2 20 to 34: 
3 35 to 49: 
4 50 to 65: 
5 Over 65 
1. 0% (N=02) 
14.5% (N=29) 
46.0% (N=92) 
32.0% (N=64) 
6.5% (N=13) 
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Table 8.11 presents correlations of (A) Summed Scale Scores - age groups 
with the score for each of the six categories and (B) Differenced Scale 
Scores - age groups with mother and father incidents for each of the six 
categories: 
Table 8.11 
Correlations of Different Age Groups with Category Scales (N=6) 
Summed Scale Scores and Differenced Scale Scores Analysis 
A Summed Scale Scores 
Isolate 
Corr -0.15 
Sig 0.03* 
Reject 
0.06 
0.37 
Ignore 
-0.00 
0.96 
Terror 1 
0.07 
0.31 
Terror 2 
0.20 
0.002** 
Corrupt 
-0.07 
0.28 
There was a significant correlation on The Isolating Scale of ratings 
with age group of respondents: the correlation was -0.15 (Sig 0.03, 
p{0.05). Younger age groups considered isolating as more serious than 
older age groups. 
There was a very significant correlation on The Terrorising 2 Scale 
of ratings with age group of respondents: the correlation was 0.20 
(Sig 0.002, p<0.005). Older age groups considered terrorising as more 
serious than younger age groups. 
B Differenced Scale Scores 
Isolate 
Corr 0.03 
Sig 0.62 
Reject 
0.02 
0.69 
Ignore 
0.11 
0.09 
Terror 1 
0.06 
0.35 
Terror 2 
0.03 
0.58 
Corrupt 
0.10 
0.14 
There were no significant correlations of age groups of respondents 
with father and mother incidents. 
8.3.3 Values by Number of Children 
Number of children was measured on a scale of 1 to 8. (See Table 8.2 
for details of frequencies). The total percentage and number for 
each group was: 
Number of Children 
1 21. 5% (N=43) 
2 42.5% (N=85) 
3 22.0% (N=44) 
4 12.0% (N=24) 
5 1. 5% ( N =0 3 ) 
6 
7 
8 0.5% (N=Ol) 
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Table 8.12 presents correlations of (A) Summed Scale Scores - number of 
children with the score for each of the six categories and (B) Differenced 
Scale Scores - number of children with mother and father incidents for 
each of the six categories: 
Table 8.12 
Correlations of Number of Children with Category Scales (N=6) 
Summed Scale Scores and Differenced Scale Scores Analysis 
A Summed Scale Scores 
Isol ate Reject Ignore Terror 1 Terror 2 Corrupt 
Corr -0.09 0.05 -0.09 0.04 0.07 0.09 
Sig 0.18 0.42 0.18 0.55 0.29 0.20 
There were no significant correlations of number of children of 
respondents with the six category scales. 
B Differenced Scale Scores 
Isolate Reject Ignore Terror 1 Terror 2 Corrupt 
Corr 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.02 0.11 0.14 
Sig 0.34 0.52 0.12 0.71 0.09 0.04* 
There was a significant correlation on The Corrupting Scale of ratings 
with number of children of respondents: the score was 0.04 (Sig 0.04, 
p<0.05). Respondents considered corrupting by a mother as more serious 
than corrupting by a father. 
8.3.4 Values by Working Experience with Children 
Working experience was measured on a 2 point scale. (See Table 8.3 for 
details of frequencies). The total percentage and number for each 
group was: 
Working Experience With Children 
No 63.0% (N=126) 
Yes 37.0% (N=74) 
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Table 8.13 presents correlations of (A) Summed Scale Scores - working 
experience with the score for each of the six categories and (B) Differenced 
Scale Scores - working experience with mother and father incidents for 
each of the six categories: 
Table 8.13 
Correlations of Working Experience with Children with Category Scales (N=6) 
Summed Scale Scores and Differenced Scale Scores Analysis 
A Summed Scale Scores 
Corr 
Sig 
Isolate 
0.00 
0.89 
Reject 
0.00 
0.91 
Ignore 
-0.11 
0.10 
Terror 1 
0.09 
0.16 
Terror 2 
-0.03 
0.61 
Corrupt 
-0.02 
0.71 
There were no significant correlations of working experience with 
children of respondents with the six category scales. 
B Differenced Scale Scores 
Corr 
Sig 
Isolate 
0.17 
0.01** 
Reject 
0.00 
0.92 
Ignore 
0.04 
0.49 
Terror 1 
0.08 
0.22 
Terror 2 
0.03 
0.63 
There was a significant correlation on The Isolating Scale of 
Corrupt 
0.01 
0.85 
ratings with working experience with children of respondents: the score 
was 0.01 (Sig 0.01, p~0.05). Respondents considered isolating by a 
mother as more serious than isolating by a father. 
I 
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8.3.5 Values by Years Of Working Experience with Children 
Years of working experience with children was measured on a scale of 1 
to 35. (See Table 8.4 for details of frequencies). 
Table 8.14 presents correlations of (A) Summed Scale Scores - years of 
working experience with children with the score for each of the six 
categories and (B) Differenced Scale Scores - years of working experience 
with children with mother and father incidents for each of the six categories: 
Table 8.14 
Correlations of Years of Working Experience with Children with Category Scales (N=6: 
Summed Scale Scores and Differenced Scale Scores Analysis 
A Summed Scale Scores 
Corr 
Sig 
I sol ate 
0.25 
0.02* 
Reject 
-0,07 
0.54 
Ignore 
0.00 
0.94 
Terror 1 
0.19 
0.10 
Terror 2 
0.01 
0.87 
There was a significant correlation on The Isolating Scale of 
Corrupt 
-0.19 
0.10 
ratings with years of working experience with children of respondents: 
the score was 0.02 (Sig 0.02, p<0.05). Respondents with more years of 
working experience considered isolating as more serious than those with 
less years of working experience. 
B Differenced Scale Scores 
Corr 
Si g 
Iso1 ate 
0.14 
0.20 
Reject 
-0.08 
0.48 
Ignore 
-0.07 
0.54 
Terror 1 
-0.09 
0.40 
Terror 2 
-0.00 
0.95 
There were no significant correlations of years of working 
Corrupt 
-0.10 
0.36 
experience with children of respondents with father and mother incidents. 
. I 
I 
The previous analyses of Age Group, Number of Children, Working 
Experience with Children, and Years of Working Experience with Children 
(See Tables 8.11 to 8.14 for details) revealed the following results. 
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Age Group: Significant correlations with age were found in two categories: 
(1) The Isolating Category (0.03) where younger age groups tended to see 
isolating as more serious than older age groups and (2) The Terrorising 2 
Category (0.002)) where older age groups tended to see terrorising as 
more serious than younger age groups. There were no significant 
correlations of age groups of respondents with father and mother 
incidents. 
Number of Children: There were no significant correlations of 
number of children of respondents with the six category scales. There 
was a significant correlation with The Corrupting Category (0,04) where 
respondents considered corrupting by a mother as more serious than 
corrupting by a father. 
Working Experience with Children: There were no significant correlations 
of working experience with children of respondents with the six 
category scales. There was a significant correlation with The Isolating 
Scale (0.01) where respondents considered isolating by a mother as more 
serious than isolating by a father. 
Years of Working Experience with Children: There was a significant 
correlation of years of working experience with The Isolating Scale (0.02) 
where respondents with more working experience with children tended to 
see isolating as more serious than those with less experience. There 
: i 
were no significant correlations of years of working experience of 
respondents with father and mother incidents. 
8.4 Values of Respondents to Specific Incidents (N=120) 
To further examine the question of male and female values on the 
seriousness of acts of moderate psychological mistreatment the two 
groups were compared on all 120 incidents. Table 8.15 lists each 
of the four developmental stages which are: 
1 Infancy (birth to two years) 
2 Early childhood (two to five years) 
3 School Age (five to eleven years) 
4 Adolescence (eleven to eighteen years) 
and presents these with the five original categories of Isolating, 
Rejecting, Ignoring, Terrorising, and Corrupting. Also shown are the 
overall mean rating for each incident and male and female respondents. 
In addition the overall mean rating for each category (N=3) plus the 
category mean for male and female respondents is given. Finally 
statistical significances are given. 
The patterns of agreement/disagreement between male and female 
respondents are given in Table 8.15. The general pattern was that 
agreement was the rule rather than the exception. To understand the 
agreement/disagreement patterns further it is necessary to examine the 
incidents themselves. There were no significant differences on 92.5% 
(N=lll) out of the 120 incidents showing that male and female parents 
had very similar values regarding moderate psychological mistreatment. 
Key to Table 8.15 
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The cross (+) indicates the number in brackets is the mean rating of the 
3 category incidents. 
Underlining indicates the mean rating of the 3 incidents for males and 
females. 
The asterisk (*) indicates a statistically significant difference: 
(**) for .001 to .01 and (*) for .02 to .05. 
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Table 8.15 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=120) 
by r11le (N=l00) and Fenale (N=l00) Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes 
-----------------------------
Stat 
Overall r11les Fenales Sig 
------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
INFANCY (BIRTH TO 2 YEARS) 
1 
Isolating (3.03)+ 
The father quite often leaves the infant alone 
in a roan for hoors at a time. 3.29 3.20 3.39 .132 
2 The father quite often does not let friends 
see the infant. 3.18 3.CB 3.27 .150 
3 The father quite often does not take the infant 
for check-ups to the Child Clinic. 2.62 2.69 2.55 .381 
i I 2.99 3.07 
4 
Rejecting (3.30) 
lhe father quite often refuses to hold or touch 
the infant. 3.38 3.36 3.41 .657 
5 The father quite often refuses to have ~e 
contact with the infant. 3.23 3.22 3.25 .005 
6 The father quite often refuses to vi sit the 
infant who lives with his (the father's) parents. 3.30 3.20 3.41 .())6 
3.26 3.35 
Ignoring (2.00) 
7 The father quite often does not hold the infant 
for hoors at a time duri ng the day. 2.54 2.58 2.~ .561 
8 The father quite often is not interested in the 
infant. 3.13 3.20 3.07 .299 
9 The father quite often is more interested in an 
older child than in the infant. 2.73 2.83 2.61- .138 
2.87 2.73 
Terrorising (3.16) 
10 The father quite often threatens the infant when 
the child will not go to sleep. 3.26 3.29 3.24 .677 
11 The father quite often shoots at the infant. 3.~ 3.08 2.97 .376 
12 The father quite often scares the infant with 
games that stimulate the infant too much. 3.20 3.19 3.21 .865 
3.18 3.14 
13 
Corrupting (3.21) 
The father quite often gives the infant a mild 
sedative (medicine) at night to help the child 
sleep. 3.12 3.12 3.12 1. COO 
14 The father quite often encrurages the infant to 
smack adult friends for fun. 3.00 3.01 3.00 .937 
15 The father quite often teaches the infant 
precocioos sexual habits as a joke (eg 
bl~ng on child's genitals at bathtime). 3.51 3.f:e 3.51 .930 
3.21 3.21 
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Table 8.15 (cootirued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=I20) 
by Mile (N=IOO) and Fenale (N=IOO) Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes ----------------------------- Stat 
Overall Males Fenales Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EARLY CHILDHOOD (2 TO 5 YEARS) 
Isolating (3.46) 
16 The father quite often teaches the yrung child 
to avoid making friends with other children. 3.36 3.31 3.42 .330 
17 The father quite often reNards the yrung child 
for keeping away fran other children. 3.46 3.44 3.49 .649 
18 The father quite often punishes the yrung child 
for playing with other children. 3.56 3.51 3.61 .323 
3.42 3.50 
Rejecting (2.76) 
19 The father quite often says to the crying yrung 
child, 1I[))nlt be such a big baby.1I 2.53 2.51 2.56 .686 
20 The father quite often tells the yrung child 
that he/she is a bad boy/girl. 2.54 2.2 2.56 .766 
I 21 The father quite often will not take the yrung 
child rut 00 a family ruting with the other 
children in the family. 3.23 3.28 3.18 .458 
2.77 2.76 
Ignoring (3.07) 
22 The father quite often does not tal k to the 
yamg child. 3.12 3.19 3.Q5 .270 
23 The father quite often does not praise the 
yrung child ' s efforts. 3.07 3.10 3.(6 .647 
24 The father quite often does not recognise 
the yrung child's efforts. 3.02 3.03 3.02 .928 
3.10 3.04 
Terrorising (3.04) 
25 The father quite often frightens the yrung 
chil d too ITlJch with fai ry tale stori es. 2.96 2.00 3.(6 .153 
35 The father quite often tells the yrung child 
that the Bogeyman will cane if he/she does not 
go to sleep. 3.19 3.00 3.39 .001** 
27 The father quite often threatens to hit the 
yrung child for llbadll behavirur. 2.97 2.96 2.99 .009 
2.94 3.14 
Corrupting (3.49) 
28 The father quite often gives the yrung child 
a sip of alcohol. 3.33 3.28 3.39 .366 
29 The father quite often encrurages the yrung 
child to be violent. 3.63 3.56 3.70 .173 
30 The father quite often invol ves the yrung child 
in secret, intimate IIcuddlingll \'k1en they are 
a 1 ooe together. 3.51 3.43 3.59 .196 
3.42 3.56 
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Table 8.15 (cootirued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=l20} 
by ~le (N=l00} and Fenale (N=l00} Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes ----------------------------- Stat 
Overall Mlles Fenales Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SamL ftfJE (5 TO 11 YEAAS) 
Isolating p.3J) 
31 The father quite often locks the child in a roan 
as a puni shrB1t. 3.35 ~ 3.36 3.35 .937 
32 The father quite often does not a110N the child 
to bring other children to the hoose. 3.07 3.03 3.11 .493 
33 The father quite often keeps the child away fran 
school. 3.50 3.43 3.57 .203 
3.27 3.34 
Rejecting p.OO~ 
34 The father quite often tells the child, 
"You know yoo I re no good at that." 3.16 3.05 3.27 .C61 
35 The father quite often replies to the child, 
"I 1m too busy now, tell me later." 2.69 2.73 2.65 .480 
36 The father quite often cOll'ares ooe child in an 
unfavrurable way with the ather children. 3.16 3.14 3.18 .7213 
2.97 3.03 
Ignoring (2.81) 
37 The father quite often shCJNS no interest in the 
chil dis school report. 3.13 3.12 3.15 .799 
38 The father quite often does not protect the 
child fran fights involving ather children in 
the family. 2.71 2.76 2.67 .480 
39 The father quite often does not help the child 
to settle problans with ather children. 2.ff> 2.62 2.$ .737 
2.83 2.80 
Terrorising (3.36} 
40 The father quite often tries to make the child 
choose between the parents in an argument. 3.41 3.36 3.47 .311 
41 The father quite often criticises the child for 
not meeting his expectatioos. 3.11 2.99 3.23 .028* 
42 The father quite often threatens to le1Ve the 
hone and the child. 3.55 3.46 3.65 .075 
3.27 3.45 
Corrupting {3.38} 
43 The father quite often encrurages the child to 
be aggressive tCJNards other children. 3.47 3.44 3.51 .514 
44 The father quite often makes racist ranarks in 
the child's hearing. 3.26 3.19 3.34 .233 
45 The father quite often tells sexual jokes in 
the child's hearing. 3.41 3.29 3.53 .042* 
3.3J 3.46 
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Table 8.15 (cootirued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=l20) 
b~ M:ile (N=l00} and Fanale (N=l00) Respondents 
, ! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes 
-----------------------------
Stat 
OVerall M:iles Fanales Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AOOLESCEf'CE (11 TO 18 YEAAS} 
Isolating (3.26) 
46 The father quite often does not allow the 
teenag=r to join clubs (or take part in rut-of-
school activities). 3.18 3.19 3.18 .932 
47 The father quite often punishes the teenag=r for 
going rut 00 a IIdate. 1I 3.16 3.18 3.15 .000 
48 The father quite often keeps the teenag=r away 
fran school to take care of yrunger children 3.45 3.43 3.48 .660 
3.26 3.27 
Rejecting (3.07) 
49 The father quite often jokes to fri ends aba.Jt the 
teenag=r's personal problans in frrnt of the 
teenager. 3.57 3.!:e 3.62 .312 
50 The father quite often says to the teenag=r who 
is justly pleased ~th some achievement, 
1I[bnlt be such a shCM-off.1I 2.86 2.82 2.91 .435 
51 The father quite often says, III can m:mag= quicker 
00 my M1,1I when the teenager tries to help. 2.77 2.75 2.00 .654 
3.03 3.11 
Ignoring (2.69) 
52 The father quite often lets the teenager IIsleep 
inll and the teenager is slightly late for school. 2.99 2.96 3.03 .568 
53 The father quite often does not check to see that 
the teenager has the minirn.rn personal equirxnent 
for school. 2.!:e 2.54 2.51 .815 
54 The father quite often does not check to see 
whether the teenager has dooe hi slher h01E'r\Ork 
for school. 2.57 2.60 2.54 .590 
2.70 2.69 
Terrorising 3.21) 
55 The father quite often expects the teenager to 
excel at eve~hing. 2.92 2.86 2.99 .277 
56 The father quite often sets impossibly high 
standards for the teenager. 3.18 3.18 3.19 .930 
57 The father quite often is very aggressive to the 
teenager. 3.54 3.51 3.~ .472 
3.18 3.25 
Corrupting 3.49) 
~ The father quite often encrurages the teenager 
to have alcoholic drinks. 3.31 3.24 3.38 .272 
59 The father quite often brings sexually explicit 
IT6gazines into the hruse. 3.53 3.45 3.61 .155 
60 The father quite often brings sexually explicit 
video films into the hruse. 3.63 3.!:e 3.74 .040* 
3.40 3.57 
Vignettes 
Table 8.15 (continued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=l20) 
by M:lle (N=lOO) and Female (N=lOO) Respondents 
Ratings of Parents 
Overall M:lles Femles 
INFANCY (BIRTH TO 2 YEJlRS) 
Isolating (3.36) 
61 The roother quite often leaves the infant alone 
in a roan for hoors at a time. 
62 The mother quite often does not let friends 
see the infant. 
63 The mother quite often does not take the infant 
for check-ups to the Child Clinic. 
Rejecting (3.59) 
64 The mother quite often refuses to hold or tOJch 
the infant. 
65 The mother quite often refuses to have ~e 
contact with the infant. 
66 The mother quite often refuses to visit the 
infant who lives with his (the mother's) parents. 
Ignoring (3.24) 
f:il The mother quite often does not hold the infant 
for hoors at a time during the day. 
68 The nnther quite often is not interested in the 
infant. 
69 The mother quite often is more interested in an 
older child than in the infant. 
Terrorising (3.20) 
70 The mother quite often threatens the infant when 
the child will not go to sleep. 
71 The mother quite often shoots at the infant. 
72 The mother quite often scares the infant with 
games that stimulate the infant too much. 
Corrupting (3.13) 
73 The mother quite often gives the infant a mild 
sedative (rredicine) at night to help the child 
sleep. 
74 The mother quite often encoorages the infant 
to snack adult friends for fun. 
75 The mother quite often teaches the infant 
precociOJs sexual habits as a joke (eg 
bl~ng on child's genitals at bathtime). 
3.59 
3.33 
3.16 
3.72 
3.:Q 
3.:Q 
3.07 
3.56 
3.10 
3~35 
3.00 
3.24 
2.99 
3.00 
3.33 
3.48 
3.23 
3.24 
3.31 
3.66 
3.51 
3.45 
3.54 
3.10 
3.58 
3.10 
3.26 
3.35 
3.07 
3.25 
3.22 
3.m. 
3.13 
3.35 
3.16 
3.71 
3.43 
3.00 
3.41 
3.78 
3.54 
3.60 
3.64 
3.05 
3.54 
3.11 
3.23 
3.36 
2.94 
3.24 
3.18 
2.97 
3.05 
3.31 
3.11 
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Stat 
Sig 
.027* 
.004 
.243 
.108 
.765 
.146 
.644 
.7:Q 
1.000 
.864 
.269 
.861 
.825 
.532 
.702 
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Table 8.15 (continued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=120) 
by Mile (N=100) and Fenale (N=100) Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes 
-----------------------------
Stat 
Overall Miles Fenales Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EARLY CHILDHOOD (2 TO 5 YEARS) 
Isolating (3.48) 
76 The rrother quite often teaches the yamg child 
to avoid making friends with other children. 3.42 3.37 3.47 .284 
77 The ITDther quite often r'B'Iards the yamg chil d 
, I for keeping away from other children. 3.44 3.39 3.!D .286 
78 The mother quite often punishes the yamg child 
for playing with other children. 3.59 3.60 3.59 .920 
3.45 3.52 
Rejecting (2.84) 
79 The rrother quite often says to the cry; ng yamg 
child, 1I[);:mlt be such a big baby.1I 2.60 2.66 2.54 .357 
80 The mother quite often tells the yrung child 
that he/she is a bad boy/girl 2.61 2.60 2.62 .878 
81 The mother quite often will not take the yrung 
child oot on a family ooting with the other 
children in the family. 3.32 3.34 3.31 .792 
2.86 2.82 
Ignoring (3.25) 
82 The rrother qui te often does not talk to the 
yoo ng chil d • 3.40 3.40 3.41 .921 
83 The ITDther quite often does not praise the 
yoong child1s efforts. 3.20 3.21 3.20 .927 
84 The ITDther quite often does not recogni se 
the young child1s efforts. 3.16 3.19 3.14 .635 
3.26 3.25 
Terrorising (3.06) 
85 The mother quite often frightens the yoong 
child too rruch with fai ry tale stories. 3.00 3.07 3.12 .742 
86 The mother quite often tells the yrung child 
that the Bog:yman will cane if he/she does not 
go to sleep 3.22 3.10 3.34 .055* 
87 The ITDther quite often threatens to hit the 
yoong child for llbadll behavirur. 2.89 2.86 2.92 .693 
3.01 3.12 
Corrupting (3.44) 
88 The rrother quite often gives the yoong child 
a sip of alcohol. 3.36 3.36 3.37 .865 , 
89 The ITDther quite often encoorages the yrung , I 
child to be violent. 3.69 3.67 3.72 .593 
90 The ITDther quite often involves the yrung child 
in secret, intimate IIcuddlingll W1en th~ are 
alone together. 3.28 3.21 3.36 .357 
3.41 3.48 
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Table 8.15 (conti rued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes {N=l20) 
by Mlle {N=lOO) and Female (N=lOO) Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes 
-----------------------------
Stat 
Overall Mlles Females Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
sam.. PfAE (5 TO 11 yEftRS} 
Isolating {3.3)) 
91 The mother quite often locks the child in a roan 
as a punishnalt. 3.39 3.35 3.44 .354 
92 The mother quite often does not allow the chil d 
to bri ng other chil dren to the hruse. 3.05 3.a5 3.(» .792 
93 The mother quite ofta1 keeps the child al£Y fran 
school. 3.47 3.45 3.:D .576 
3.28 3.32 
Rejecting (3.06) 
94 The mother quite often tells the child, 
lIy 00 k IlOr\I yoo 're no goo:l at that. II 3.22 3.14 3.3) .192 
95 The rrother quite often replies to the child, 
III 'm too busy now, tell me later.1I 2.74 2.78 2.70 .530 
96 The rrother quite often carpares one child in an 
unfaVCXJrable way with the other children. 3.24 3.19 3.3) .320 
3.03 3.10 
Ignoring {2.ffi) 
97 The mother quite often shows no interest in the 
child's school report. 3.26 3.19 3.33 .208 
98 The rrother quite often does not protect the 
child fran fights involving other children in 
the family. 2.72 2.76 2.68 .519 
99 The rrother quite often does not help the chil d 
to settle problens with other children. 2.68 2.74 2.63 .334 
2.89 2.88 
100 
Terrorising {3.45) 
The mother quite often tries to make the child 
choose between the parents in an arglJlB1t. 3.49 3.44 3.54 .273 
101 The mother quite ofta1 criticises the child for 
not meeting her expectatioos. 3.21 3.15 3.27 .240 
102 The rrother quite often threatens to lmve the 
home and the child. 3.65 3.58 3.73 .105 
3.39 3.51 
103 
Corrupti ng 3.40) 
The mother quite often encoorages the child to 
be aggressive towards other children. 3.52 3.49 3.55 .558 
1M The rrother quite often makes racist remarks in 
the child's hearing. 3.32 3.30 3.35 .667 
105 The rrother quite often tells sexual jokes in 
the child's hearing. 3.~ 3.30 3.47 .133 
3.36 3.45 
I I 
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Table 8.15 (cootirued) 
MANOVA Ratings and Statistical Significances of the Vignettes (N=l20~ 
by Mile (N=l00) and Fanale (N=100) Respondents 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ratings of Parents 
Vignettes 
-----------------------------
Stat 
Overall Mlles Fanales Sig 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JlDOLESCENCE (11 TO 18 YEflRS ~ 
Isolating ~3.27) 
1CX5 The rrother quite often does not allCM the 
teena~r to join clubs (or take part in rut-of-
school activities). 3.16 3.15 3.17 .931 
107 The rrother quite often punishes the teena~r for 
goi ng rut on a "date". 3.18 3.21 3.15 .643 
108 The rrother quite often keeps the teena~r away 
fran school to take care of yrunger children. 3.48 3.39 3.'51 .an 
3.25 3.29 
Ignoring {3.l3) 
100 The rrother quite often jokes to friends about the 
teena~r's personal problens in froot of the 
teenager. 3.60 3.55 3.65 .278 
110 The mother quite often says to the teena~r who 
is justly pleased with sane achievenent, 
"DJn I t be such a shOtl-off. II 2.95 2.85 3.CX5 .007 
111 The mother quite often says, "I can rranage quicker 
on my own," when the teenager tries to help. 2.84 2.88 2.00 .534 
3.00 3.17 
Ignoring(2.oo) 
112 The rrother quite often lets the teenager "sleep 
in" and the teenager is slightly late for school. 3.07 2.97 3.17 .1M 
113 The rrother quite often does not check to see that 
the teenager has the minirrun personal equipment 
for school. 2.66 2.63 2.70 .649 
114 The rrother quite often does not check to see 
whether the teenager has dooe his/her hareNOrk 
for school. 2.&3 2.63 2.74 .360 
2.74 2.87 
Terrorising {3.21~ 
115 The mother quite often expects the teenager 
to excel at eve~hing. 2.95 2.88 3.03 .170 
116 The rrother quite often sets impossibly high 
standards for the teenager. 3.20 3.00 3.31 .058* 
117 The mother quite often is very aggressive to the 
teenager. 3.49 3.40 3.59 .(E()* 
3.12 3.31 
118 
Corrupting ~3.53} 
The rrother quite often encrurages the teenager 
to have alcoholic driri<s. 3.44 3.36 3.~ .158 
119 The rrother quite ofte1 brings sexually explicit 
rragazines into the hruse. 3.51 3.43 3.60 .128 
120 The rrother quite ofte1 brings sexually expl icit 
video films into the hruse. 3.63 3.5:> 3.77 .010** 
3.43 3.63 
The significant differences which resulted from the examination of the 
120 vignettes will now be analysed. 
8.4.1 Significant Differences on Specific Incidents 
Table 8.16 shows there were significant differences between male and 
female parents on 7.5% (N=9) of the 120 incidents. 
Table 8.16 
t<'ean Ratings and Significant Differences of Vignettes (N:9) by 
Mile (N=I00) and Fe:re.le (N=I00) Respond~ts 
In Order of Significance 
1 Ratings of Parents 1 
Vignettes 1--------------------------1 
1 CNerall Miles Fe:re.les 1 Sig Category 
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Develop. 
Peri 0::1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26 
120 
61 
41 
60 
45 
117 
86 
116 
The father quite often tells the yamg 
chi 1 d that the Bogeyman wi 11 care if 
he/ she does not go to sleep. 3.19 3.00 3.39 .001** Terrorising 
The mother quite often brings sexually 
explicit video films into the house. 3.63 3.50 3.77 .010** Corrupting 
The mother quite often leaves the infant 
alone in a roan for hours at a time. 3.59 3.48 3.71 .rJ2.7 Isolating 
The father quite often criticises the 
child for not meeting his expectations. 3.11 2.99 3.23 .rJ2.8 Terrorising 
The father quite often brings sexually 
expl icit video films into the house. 3.63 3.2 3.74 .040 Corrupting 
The father quite often tells sexual jokes in the child's hearing. 3.41 3.29 3.53 .042 Corrupting 
The mother quite often is very 
aggressive to the teenager. 3.49 3.40 3.59 .050 Terrorising 
The mother quite often tells the young 
chi 1 d that the Bogeyman wi 11 care if 
he/she does not go to sleep. 3.22 3.10 3.34 .055 Terrorising 
The mother quite often sets impossibly 
hi gh standards for the teenager. 3.20 3.m 3.31 .058 Terrorising 
The above table shows that female respondents considered all 9 of the 
above incidents as more seri ous than male respondents. The two most 
significant differences were: 
26 A father terrorising a 2 to 5 year old who will not go to sleep 
by quite often saying that the Bogeyman will come (Sig .001**). 
120 A mother corrupting an 11 to 18 year old by quite often bringing 
home sexually explicit video films (.010**). 
2 to 5 
11 to 18 
Bi rth to 2 
5 to 11 
11 to 18 
5 to 11 
11 to 18 
2 to 5 
11 to 18 
I 
The distribution of the 9 significant differences by category were: 
Terrorising Category: 55.5% (N=5) 
Corrupting Category: 33.5% (N=3) 
Isolating Category: 11.0% (N=l) 
There were no significant differences in the Rejecting or Ignoring 
Categories. The nine significant incidents and the three related 
categories were as follows: 
Terrorising Category (N=5) 
Sig Vignette Summary 
.001** 26 The father frightens the 2-5 year old at bedtime • 
• 028 41 II II criticises the 5-11 year old for not meeting his 
expectations. 
• 050 117 The mother is very aggressive to the 11-18 year old • 
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• 055 
.058 
86 II II frightens the 2-5 year old at bedtime (as 26 above) • 
16 II II sets impossibly high standards for the 11-18 year 
old. 
Corrupting Category (N=3) 
Sig Vignette Summary 
.010** 120 The mother brings sexually explicit videos to home of 11-18 
year old). 
.040 60 The father II II II II II II II II 
year old). 
.042 45 The father tell s sexual jokes in 5 -11 Y ea r old s hearing. 
Isolating Category (N=l) 
Sig Vignette Summary 
.027 61 The mother leaves the infant (Birth - 2 year old) alone in a 
room for hours at a time. 
8.4.2 Significant Differences on Developmental Periods 
Table 8.16 also shows the four developmental periods included in the 
7.5% (N=9) significant difference between male and female parents. 
The two most significant differences were: 
26 A father terrorising a 2 to 5 year old who will not go to sleep 
by quite often saying that the Bogeyman will come (Sig .001**). 
120 A mother corrupting an 11 to 18 year old by quite often bringing 
home sexually explicit video films (.010**). 
The developmental periods in order of significance were: 
11 to 18 years: 45.0% (N=4 ) 
2 to 05 years: 22.0% (N=2 ) 
5 to 11 years: 22.0% (N=2 ) 
Birth to 02 years: 11.0% (N=l) 
8.5 Summary 
Firstly, in this chapter, the descriptive data of respondents (N=200) 
was analysed by five characteristics as follows: 
1 sex: 
males - 50% (N=100) 
females - 50% (N=100) 
2 age group: 
under 20 - 0.1% (N=02): Mal es 0.0% (N=OO); Females 0.1% (N=02) 
20 to 34 - 14.5% (N=29): II 6.5% (N=13); II 0.8% (N=16) 
35 to 49 - 46.0% (N=92): II 24.5% (N=49); II 21. 5% (N=43) 
50 to 65 - 32.0% (N=64): II 16.5% (N=33); II 15.5% (N=31) 
over 65 - 6.5% (N=13): II 2.5% (N=05); II 0.4% (N=08) 
3 number of children: 
1 chil d - 21.5% (N=43): Males 10.0% (N=20); Females 11. 5% (N=23) 
2 children - 42.5% (N=85) 24.0% (N=48); 18.5% (N=37) 
3 - 22.0% (N=44) 10 • 0% (N =2 0 ) ; 12.0% (N=24) 
4 - 12.0% (N=24) 4.5% (N=09); 7.5% (N=15) 
5 
-
1.5% (N=03) 1. 0% (N=02); 0.5% (N=Ol) 
6 
7 
8 0.5% (N=Ol) 0.5% (N=Ol) II 
4 working experience with children: 
No - 63% (N=126): Males 39.5% (N=79); Females 23.5% (N=47) 
Yes - 37% (N= 74) II 10.5% (N=21); Females 26,5% (N=53) 
5 years of working experience with children: 
The range was from 1 to 35 years. 
Males - 50% (2 to 30 years) 
Females - 50% (1 to 35 years) 
The next stage involved an examination of responses through item 
analysis to establish the underlying factors of the five original 
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categories of mistreatment: Isolating, Rejecting, Ignoring, Terrorising, 
and Corrupting. Factor analysis was used to create sub-scales of common 
, ! 
factors. On the basis of this analysis the incidents in the five 
categories were reduced in number and the original Terrorising Category 
was divided into two categories (Terrorising 1 - Discipline Through 
Fear) and (Terrorising 2 - Too High Expectations). The original 120 
incidents were thus reduced to 70 incidents. Analysis by the six sub-
scales revealed very few differences by sex, age group, number of 
children, working experience with children, and years of working 
experience with children. The significant differences were as follows: 
Sex 
Female respondents rated The Terrorising 1 Scale (Discipline Through 
Fear) as more serious than male respondents. Respondents rated The 
Rejecting and Ignoring Scales as more serious for mothers to do than 
fathers. 
Age Groups 
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Younger age group respondents rated The Isolating Scale as more serious 
than older age groups. Older age groups rated The Terrorising 2 Scale 
(Too High Expectations) as more serious than younger age groups. 
Number of Children 
Respondents with higher numbers of children rated The Corrupting Scale 
as more serious for a mother to do than a father. 
Working Experience with Children 
Respondents with working experience rated The Isolating Scale as more 
serious for a mother to do than a father. 
Years of Working Experience with Children 
Respondents with more years of working experience rated The Isolating 
Scale as more serious than respondents with less working experience. 
Finally the values of respondents regarding the 120 incidents were 
. I 
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analysed to establish significant differences between the incidents and 
the four developmental periods. Contrary to our expectations the general 
pattern was that agreement was the rule rather than the exception. There 
were no significant differences on 92.5% (N=III) out of the 120 incidents. 
One explanation to account for this result is the Contact Hypothesis of 
Rothbart (1990a, 1990b, 1990c, & 1985) on IIStability and Change in 
Stereotypi c Bel i efsll. The Contact Hypothesi s presents an expl anati on 
of how contact, or lack of contact, by individuals from different groups 
(for example, gender) tends to affect change, or stability, in an 
individual's previously held values and attitudes. Separation and 
avoidance enable different values and attitudes of different groups to 
remain unchanged. Other settings in which contact is more likely to 
lead to changes in attitudes are those which involve IIfavorable attitudes 
toward individual group members ll (pI8). Conditions which are given as 
condusive to a change in attitudes are IIdirect personal experiencell , 
lIequal status ll , lIa co-operative atmosphere ll , and lIintimate contact ll : 
There is evidence that contact can, under proper conditirns, generate faVCllrable 
irrpressions of individual category rnarbers who belong to a disl iked category. 
Crntact unquestionably can generate favoorable attitudes toward rnarbers of a 
disl iked category. Do the favorable judgrents toward the category IlETber 
general i se back to the category as a WlO 1 e? The answer to thi s questi rn is a 
strong IIrare ly ," as it is clear that the bulk of research shows 1 itt 1 e or no 
generalistatirn (pI8). The arglJTlel1t we want to make is that there is a reciprocal 
relationship between individuation and categorizatirn. ~ regard it as 
desirable when an individual rrerber of a category becanes individuated, in which 
attributes of the individual are no longer assumed to be the attributes of the 
category. The reciprocal of this process, however, is that oor (preslJllably) 
favorable judgrents aboot this category rneri:ler then do not general ize back to the 
groop, because the individual is psychologically speaking, no longer a 
narber of the groop or category (pI9). 
Thus according to the above hypothesis individuals from different gender 
groups who come into close contact tend to modify both their attitudes 
towards the other individual, and personal values in certain areas. 
In Chapter 9 we will discuss the main findings of the thesis. 
. I 
I 
• I 
CHAPTER 9 
DISCUSSION 
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In the preceding chapters the values that different groups of adults and 
individuals have given towards the mistreatment of children have been 
analysed. The purpose of this analysis of values was to discover 
underlying attitudes of respondents to both physical and psychological 
aspects of the mistreatment of children. 
The findings suggest that significant differences of attitudes exist 
between different groups of adults and these differences may be greater 
than is currently recognised or accepted - particularly in the areas of 
physical punishment and childhood sexuality. In addition, significant 
differences of attitudes were found between male and female parents with 
regard to the psychological terrorising and corrupting of children. 
However, contrary to our expectations the general pattern between male 
and female parents was one of agreement rather than disagreement. The 
explanation offered for this pattern of agreement was the Contact 
Hypothesis of Rothbart (1990a, 1990b, 1990c & 1985) of group and 
individual perceptions. This hypothesis presents an explanation of how 
individuals from different groups (for example, gender) who come into 
close contact (through direct personal experience, equal status, a 
co-operative atmosphere and intimate contact) tend to modify both their 
attitudes towards the other individual, and personal values in certain 
areas. 
Data were gathered from three separate studies. The First Study was an 
investigative analysis of the records of thirty families who had come 
to the attention of the preventive services of the state and had been 
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officially registered on a Central Child Abuse Register. The Second 
Study involved a survey of values of seven groups of respondents (N=12l) 
toward child mistreatment; respondents included social workers, police 
officers, nurses, schoolteachers, commercial/industrial workers, 
housewives, lecturers and students. The Third Study involved a survey 
of values of 100 male and 100 female parents (N=200) towards moderate 
psychological mistreatment of children. 
The main aim of The First Study was to acquire preliminary information 
from original sources to use in the questionnaire of The Second Study. 
A further aim was to examine what causes had led parents and/or 
caregivers to crisis situations where they physically abused or 
neglected children in their care. Whilst abuse and neglect are 
distinct in principle they are often found in the same family and many 
factors contributed to the troubled histories of these families. The 
fifteen families registered for Physical Abuse were characterised by 
too many children whose ages were too close together, and mothers who 
were chronically fatigued. For example, with pre-school children the 
I 
pressures were very great; one mother had gi ven bi rth to three chi 1 dren 1 ! 
in twenty-five months. Two of the families had a child who was 
suspected of not being the husband's child, and three of the families 
had mothers who had been put into institutionalised care at a very 
early age. In three families the relationships with teenage sons were 
out of control with adult males using violence to control. In the fifteen 
families registered for Physical Neglect the general impression was one 
of depressed, abandoned women with few comforts of life living with their 
children. Adult males as co-habitees or boyfriends appeared temporarily; 
one mother had three young children by three different fathers. There 
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was no discrimination among children, for all were equally neglected. 
The lifestyle appears to have affected the mothers so that they had very 
little interest in anything. Many of the houses were filthy. One 
mother had four small children with no hot water, no heating, and no 
washing machine. This deviance in the family structure seems to have 
created deviance in the individuals. Some of the children have had to 
learn how to survive from a very early age. The preliminary 
information from this study was employed to examine the values and 
underlying attitudes of professional carers (and non professional carers) 
towards various aspects of child mistreatment. 
The purpose of The Second Study was to examine the values of seven 
groups of respondents towards eight categories of child mistreatment in 
order to discover any significant differences in attitudes. The research 
instrument consisted of a 120-item inventory. The results revealed 
that there were significant differences in attitudes between two main 
divisions of respondents consisting of: 
Division 1: Professional Carers, Working Experience with Children, 
Females, and Parents. 
Division 2: Non-Professional Carers, No Working Experience with 
Children, Males, and Non-Parents. 
The two areas of child mistreatment which showed significant differences 
in attitudes between the two divisions were (1) Child Punishment and (2) 
Child Sexuality. The Child Punishment results showed that Division 2 
respondents were more likely to think (than Division 1 respondents) 
that it is acceptable to use physical punishment as a means of 
disciplining children. The Child Sexuality results showed that Division 2 
respondents were more likely (than Division 1 respondents) to disagree 
that sexual knowledge and sexual coercion by a child are the result 
. I 
of personal experience but that it is not acceptable for adult males 
to have a bath with female children. Also Division 2 respondents were 
more likely to disagree with the idea that people who choose to work 
with children are more likely to be potential abusers. The results of 
The Second Study also indicated that significant differences of personal 
and professional attitudes between different groups relating to basic 
child-rearing practices may be widespread; and that these differences in 
attitudes concerning physical punishment and child sexuality may be far 
more prevalent than is currently recognised or admitted. Two groups of 
respondents who had different attitudes in these two areas are of 
fundamental concern in an examination of child mistreatment and these 
groups were Males and Females. Therefore leading from the above results 
one question that could be asked was, "Do people resist the notion of 
conflict in the family?" Two other related questions were "Is conflict 
in the family widespread?" and "If this is so then why is it widespread?" 
To address these problems the results of The Second Study needed to be 
examined in the light of major theories of conflict in the family. Two 
American nationwide studies by Gil (1970), and Straus, Gelles and 
Steinmetz (1980), report that conflict and violence in the family is 
widespread. These findings led to the question "Why is this perception 
of frustrated family life not generally accepted?" Gil (1970) explains 
that for our own peace of mind we tend to cling to an idealised picture 
of family life which does not reflect the actuality. Straus (1978) 
explains that when physical force is used it is because physical 
force works if all else fails. Gelles (1978) writes that there are 
"emotional blocks" which have acted as inhibiting factors to investigate 
thi s emoti ve subj ect. Gil (1990) presents a hypothesi s to expl ai n 
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conflict and violence as the result of the frustration of developmental 
needs; and this leads to blocked energy which finds other channels of 
expression which are violent. 
Gil's hypothesis of the frustration of human needs leading to violent 
expression led to an examination of human needs theory beginning with 
Maslow (1968. 1970). We then briefly examined the emotions and the 
results of emotional mistreatment. Lauer, Lourie, Salus, & Broadhurst 
(1979) found that physically abused children are, in addition, almost 
always emotionally mistreated, but emotional mistreatment can occur 
alone and show no physical scars. Gelles and Straus (1988) cite 
emotional mistreatment as probably the most damaging form of all types 
of abuse because emotional wounds fester beneath the surface forever; 
and it may be that occasional, or frequent, emotional attacks on loved 
ones are the rule rather than the exception. The next stage of the 
research was to design The Third Study, using a blueprint of five 
categories of psychological mistreatment and four developmental stages 
of children based on the work of Garbarino et al (1986). 
The purpose of The Third Study was to examine the values of male and 
female parents toward moderate psychological mistreatment of children 
in order to discover any significant differences in attitudes. The 
research instrument was a 120 vignette inventory. The main results 
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of the study revealed that male and female parents had no significant 
differences on 111 out of the 120 incidents and thus had very similar 
attitudes regarding moderate psychological mistreatment of children. The 
nine remaining incidents had significant differences in three categories: 
I 
I 
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Terrorising Category (N=5), Corrupting Category (N=3), and Isolating 
Category (N=I). Female respondents considered all nine incidents as 
more serious than males. The Terrorising Category results showed that 
males thought it was less serious than females "for a father or mother 
to frighten a 2 to 5 year old at bedtime with the Bogeyman", for a 
father lito criticise a 5 to 11 year old for not meeting expectations", 
for a mother to be "aggressive to an 11 to 18 year old", and for a 
mother to set "impossibly high standards for an 11 to 18 year old". The 
Corrupting Category results showed that males thought it was less 
serious than females for "a father or mother to bring home sexually 
explicit videos to the home of an 11 to 18 year old", and for "a father to 
tell sexual jokes in the hearing of a 5 to 11 year old". The Isolating 
Category result showed that males thought it less serious than females 
for "a mother to leave an infant (Birth to 2 years) alone in a room for 
hours at a time" - this incident was an extreme and isolated one and not 
truly representative of the moderate psychological mistreatment 
intended for the category. Thus only one incident out of twenty four 
in the Isolating Category was seen as significantly different. The 
Ignoring Category and the Rejecting Category results showed no 
significant differences at all. 
Differences Between Groups and Individuals 
In The Second Study the two divisions of respondents differed 
significantly in 9* out of 120 items; 5 of these items concerned Child 
Punishment and 4 concerned Childhood Sexuality. In The Third Study 
males differed from females in 9 out of 120 vignettes. The Terrorising 
Category contained 5 out of 9 vignettes, the Corrupting Category 3 
out of 9 vignettes, and the Isolating Category lout 9 vignettes. 
* It could be argued that this number (N=9) of significant differences 
could be expected by chance alone; (6 out of 120 items at the point of 
0.05 significance). 
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Returning to the main significant differences, the results showed a link 
between those in The Second Study and The Third Study. Apart from one 
incident in the Isolating Category the significant differences of The 
Second Study are the physical counterparts of the psychological 
significances of The Third Study. Thus we have Physical Child Punishment/ 
Psychological Terrorising, and Physical Child Sexuality/Psychological 
Corrupting emerging as the important elements in both studies. 
Physical Punishment/Terrorising 
In The Second Study, Division 1 respondents differed~from Division 2 
respondents in all 5 items in the Physical Punishment Category. These 
items were: "Smacking a child always teaches the child that physical 
violence solves problems", "Hitting a child is an effective means of 
punishment", "No child ever invites physical abuse", IIAnyone who has 
brought up a child has at times smacked the child a little harder than 
intended", and "Physical punishment can have long term beneficial 
effects on a child's behaviour." In The Third Study 5 out of the 24 
vignettes in the Terrorising Category showed significant differences 
between male and female parents. These vignettes were: liThe father 
quite often frightens the 2 to 5 year old with the Bogeyman if the 
child will not go to sleepll, liThe mother quite often frightens the 2 
to 5 year old with the Bogeyman if the ~hild will not go to sleepll, 
liThe father quite often criticises the 5 to 11 year old for not meeting 
his expectations (of the child)lI, liThe mother is quite often very 
aggressive to the 11 to 18 year old ll , liThe mother quite often sets 
impossibly high standards for the teenager. 1I 
Child Sexuality/Corrupting 
In The Second Study all 4 of the items in the Child Sexuality Category 
showed significant differences between the two groups. These items 
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were: " A child who tries to force another child into sexual activity 
has probably had personal experience of this", "The sexual abuse of a 
young child by an adolescent is likely to be the result of former abuse 
of the adolescent", "It is acceptable for a girl up to the age of seven 
to have a bath with a male adult", "A detailed use of sexual pl~ by a 
child is often the result of personal experience of sexual abuse." The 
Corrupting Category of The Second Study showed 3 significant differences 
between male and fe~le parents. These vignettes were: "The mother quite 
often brings sexually explicit video films into the house (11 to 18 year 
old)", "The father quite often brings sexually explicit video films into 
the house (11 to 18 year old)"; "The father quite often tells sexual 
jokes in the 5 to 11 year old's hearing". 
It would appear that the significant differences which came to light in 
The Second Study between Division 1 (professional carers and fe~les) 
and Division 2 (non-professional carers and males) were deeply rooted 
enough to carry forward to The Third Study of Male and Fe~le parental 
differences. Male and Female parents agreed on most aspects of moderate 
psychological mistreatment but still differed significantly in the areas 
of Physical Punishment/Terrorising and Child Sexuality/Corrupting. 
Although male and fe~le parents agreed on 111 of the 120 vignettes they 
still did not agree on some incidents which dealt with Terrorising and 
Corrupting. Female parents evaluated these incidents as significantly 
more serious than did the males. 
It could be that the development in lifestyles and responsibility from 
separate male and female, to one couple, and then to parents, melds the 
values of different genders into similar attitudes - except in certain 
psychological and physical aspects where males and females, whether 
, I 
parents or not, showed significant differences in values and underlying 
attitudes. These aspects were physical punishment/psychological 
terrorising, and physical child sexuality /psychological corrupting. 
In most incidents of moderate psychological mistreatment involving 
values of male and female parents the results appear to fit the contact 
hypothesis of Rothbart, that individuals from different groups such as 
gender tend to change previous separately-held values when conditions 
are conducive to a change of attitude. Thus male and female parents 
appeared to have similar attitudes towards most aspects of moderate 
psychological mistreatment. However two main areas of differences in 
attitudes remain and these are physical child punishment/psychological 
terrorising and physical child sexuality/psychological corrupting. 
Seriousness of Perceptions of Male and Female Parents 
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Female parents tended to evaluate moderate psychological mistreatment as 
more serious than did male parents. It could be argued that the most 
obvious explanation for this finding is the one embodied in folk wisdom 
- that mothers tend to be more nurturing and gentle to their young than 
fathers. However there may be other possible explanations for the 
above findings that also require consideration. Differences were found 
in the following. 
4 out of the 5 categories - Isolating, Rejecting, Terrorising, and 
Corrupting were rated as more serious by female parents than male 
parents, but female parents tended to rate Ignoring as less serious 
than male parents. This is a rather intriguing finding. This could 
mean that, in general, females tend to think that being ignored is less 
serious than males think it is. 
Implications 
Awareness of child abuse in the family and in society has risen 
dramatically in recent years. With the high profile this subject has 
received in the media very few people can be unaware of the subject. 
The next stage hopefully will be public awareness of psychological 
mistreatment of children in the family and society. For it is only on 
the basis of changes in public values and attitudes will permanent 
change come about. 
The type of mistreatment that has been examined in this study is not 
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the spectacularly extreme act of cruelty which we all recognise; the 
preventive services of the state are employed to deal with this. Rather 
we have looked at traditional ways of child-rearing that are beginning 
to be perceived as psychologically harmful to children. These methods 
are being held responsible for the uncounted number of children who have 
endured familial emotional mistreatment in the form of abuse or neglect~ 
Two examples of these methods follow: 
Widely accepted yet basically abusive attitudes to children are now 
being questioned - such as the use of physical and verbal violence as a 
means of "discipline" (Gardner, 1988). Children are often told that 
they really are not feeling what they know they feel: are not 
remembering what they do remember; not experiencing what they are 
experiencing. Conditioned as they are by the adults who tell them these 
things, children eventually begin to deny their past. They become 
quite good at convincing themselves that reality is not what they 
experienced (Ratner, 1990). 
, I 
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Forward (1990) acknowledges that all parents are deficient from time 
to time and they cannot be emotionally available at all times. But 
there are many parents whose negative patterns of behaviour are 
consistent and dominant in a child's life. These are the parents who do 
the harm. The emotional damage inflicted by these parents spreads 
throughout a child's being like a chemical toxin. The author asks the 
question what better word than "toxic" to describe parents who inflict 
ongoing trauma, abuse, and denigration on their children, and in most 
cases continue to do so even after their children are grown up? 
Forward continues that, unfortunately, parenting, one of our most 
crucial skills is still very much a-seat-of-the-pants endeavour. Our 
parents learned it primarily from people who may not have done such a 
good job - their parents. Many of the time-honoured techniques that 
have been passed down from generation to generation are bad advice 
masquerading as wisdom such as "spare the rod and spoil the child". 
Whether children of toxic parents were left alone too much, or treated 
like fools, or overprotected, or overburdened with guilt, they almost 
all suffer surprisingly similar symptoms: damaged self-esteem, leading 
to self-destructive behaviour. In one way or another they almost all 
feel worthless, unloveable, and inadequate. Forward concludes that the 
resulting lack of confidence and self-worth can colour every aspect of 
their adult lives. 
Covitz (1986) describes how when the roots of narcissistic "me first" 
disturbances are examined it becomes clear that most of them are 
connected to childhood. A child whose early, healthy, narcissistic needs 
(for attention, affection, and respect - not only for food and shelter) 
are not met will have trouble developing strength, independence and self-
esteem. Parents who repeatedly fail to meet these early needs are abusing 
their children psychologically and emotionally. Covitz adds that in 
almost every case this is the opposite of what the parents intended; 
they want to be nurturing and helpful but this is not the result. In 
some cases they simply do not know how to be parents. In others the 
parents are so needy themselves - because their own early narcissistic 
needs were not met - that they cannot meet their child's needs. Until 
parents can break this chain of abuse the effect on their children will 
be devastating; and this destructive pattern will likely be repeated in 
future generations. The incidence of physical abuse in our society 
raises serious questions about the culture in which we live. Children 
who are physically abused suffer the results of their parentsl anger 
and frustration but children who are emotionally and psychologically 
abused carry unseen scars. Covitz believes that there are no secrets 
from a child's unconsciousness although parents sometimes act as though 
their conscious words and deeds are the only messages they transmit to 
their children. Much of parents l communication with their children is 
non-verbal. Subliminally transferred from parent to child all of the 
messages will be perceived by the children's unconscious and they will 
have a fairly accurate perception of the parentis personality. But it 
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it is not the parents alone who are responsible; it is also their 
ancestors - the grandparents and the great-grandparents. Covitz continues 
that there is reason to have great faith in people's capacity to change 
their behaviour and to break destructive patterns. The key is the will 
to change which gives people the capacity to control their actions and 
create new positive patterns of behaviour. The positive growth of 
individuals within a supportive family system gives meaning to the lives 
of all its members and assists them in the fulfilment of their individual 
destinies. Covitz quotes the perceptions of Bowlby (1965) regarding the 
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self-sacrificing role of most parents even when they are judged by 
others to be bad: 
The services which nuthers and fathers habitually render their children are so 
taken for granted that their greatness is forgotten. In no other relationship do 
hlJ11an beings place theTIselves so unreservedly and so contil1..lQlsly at the disposal 
of others. This holds true even of bad parents - a fact far too easily forgotten 
by their critics, especially critics who have never had the care of children of 
their M'l. It rrust never be forgotten that even a bad parent who neglects her 
child is nonetheless providing rruch for him (p78). 
Covitz (1986) concludes that we are in a transitional period in the 
history of the family where parents and children alike realise the 
importance of meeting their own individual needs. We are still however 
learning how to fulfil the sometimes conflicting needs of individuals 
within the family system. The number of single-parent families today 
reflects the parents' primary concern with their own development and 
self-fulfilment. Parents are opting less often to stay together in 
unhappy rel ati onships "for the sake of the chil dren" and are choosing 
instead to end marriages that no longer meet their needs. However those 
parents who stay together because they see their family lives as a vital 
part of their own developmental needs are the parents who will provide 
the optimal environment for the human development of themselves and 
their children. For the goal of the healthy family is the maximum 
personal development of each member. 
Henry (1978) reviewed references to the psychological aspects of child 
abuse covering the previous ten years. A total of 119 references was 
found: 55 related to other aspects of abuse and of the remaining 64 
only a handful dealt strictly with the psychological aspects. Some of 
the articles appeared to be repetitious of existing articles, altered 
only slightly by each particular author's own insights. The author 
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concluded that at that time the future of research into the 
psychological aspects of child abuse was unclear but increased attention 
may one day produce the definition that any behaviour which stops a 
chi1d ' s developmental needs is psychological abuse: 
It may be the tenn uchild abuseu will eventually be expanded to enccmpass aI1Y type 
of child-rearing behavirur which is potentially detrilTB1ta1 to a child's 
development into an emotionally healthy, fully functioning adult ••• In a socially 
consci rus soci ety, adults are entrusted with the care of persons who are unable to 
care for thanse 1 ves. Hence, a responsi bil ity fall s to every adult, whether parent 
or not, to ensure that defenceless children are never the objects of ary kind of 
abuse. It \\OU1d appear that this obligation can only be met by vigilance. M 
awareness of the psycho1o:}ica1 aspects of child abuse ww1d serve as an adjuct to 
this endeavour (p218). 
Ke11mer Pringle (1975) asks why is it that we assume it is natural 
for parents to know what the needs of children are and how these needs 
are best met. Is it because we have all once been children and have had 
the chance to learn from the child-rearing practices of our own parents? 
Yet most people would not accept the similar argument that because we 
have all been to school we could be adequate teachers without the need 
for any training. Do we go too far in asserting that the way in which 
parents bring up their children is solely their own concern? It is 
evident that a minority of parents cannot or will not provide the care 
essential to a child's healthy personal development. Thus should we ask 
ourselves the question UInto what kind of people do we want today's 
children to grow? We now know about the harmful affects of emotional 
deprivation and intellectual under-stimulation. Actual battering is 
only the visible tip of the iceberg of emotional rejection and abuse, 
which is suffered daily by many thousands of children in many countries. 
In Ke11mer Pring1e ' s opinion the introduction of three measures would 
go a long way to eliminate such suffering. 
The first measure would be that in all cases of abuse the psychological 
safety of children would be given equal weight with their physical 
security. The second measure would be to introduce regular 
developmental check-ups for, at least, the under-fives. The third 
measure is not only the most basic but also essentially long-term. Its 
aim would be to raise the level of children's emotional, social and 
intellectual development in a similar way to that in which their 
physical health has been improved beyond measure during the past thirty 
years. Probably the most effective way for this to happen would be to 
make available for all young people a programme of preparation for 
parenthood. 
Kellmer Pringle (1978) recommends that the starting point for such a 
programme should be the recognition of the demands and challenges of 
parenthood: 
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The starting point ~ld be the recogniticn that modem parenthood is too dananding 
and canplex a task to be perfonned well merely because every adult has once been a 
child. Indeed, it is abwt the only such skilled task for the perforrrance of \'A1ich 
no knowledge or training is expected or requi ra:I ••• At presalt, the father's role is 
rarely menticned \'A1ile hare-making and motherilOod are simultanewsy grossly 
undervalued and misleadingly over-romanticised (p240). 
Wide-ranging changes in attitudes towards parenthood and child-rearing 
will have to be brought about to improve the quality of family care: 
What is required is neither a narrod crurse, seen as a branch of hare econanics, 
nor a very wide general one in citizenship: the model of sex education is not 
appropriate either; nor shwld such a programne be confined to girls and less able 
ones at that. M effective programre of preparation for para1thood wwld have to 
adopt a wide and comprehensive base, including farrrily planning, child development 
and the whole area of hurran relations and motivaticn. First hand practical 
experience of babies and ywng children shwld be an essential and integral part as 
well as an understanding of their erotional and intellectual needs. Included too 
shwld be an appreciaticn of both parental rights and responsibilities. 
Leglamwrizing para1thood rray act as a deterra1t and a brake on those with 
unrealistic expectaticns (pp240 & 241). 
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Furthermore, responsible parenthood should come to mean that the 
parental life-style has been deliberately chosen in the full realization 
of its demands, constraints, satisfactions, and challenges. So child 
mistreatment may become a "di sease" of the past, even though it may 
never prove possible to "cure" the inadequate or violent parent. 
Straus and Smith (1990) report that among families which function in an 
adequate way the problems are resolved by negotiation and compromise and 
by an implicit system of reciprocity that allows each person to make 
concessions to the other knowing that things will balance out in the long 
run. In contrast to these families a characteristic of families in 
conflict seems to be a lack of these skills. Thus an important method of 
preventing family violence would be to teach the skills of negotiation 
and compromise. A true primary prevention approach would include the 
teaching of such skills as part of the secondary/high school curriculum. 
Another characteristics of the family that engenders violence is the 
concept of the husband as the head of the family. The authors believe 
that regardless of a greater acceptance of an equalitarian rhetoric and 
some progress towards gender equality, the husband as the head of the 
family remains the accepted mode. The problem with this organisation 
is that many husbands implicitly presume that it is their right to have 
the final say in decisions affecting the family: 
If agreenent cannot be reached and th~ have ''iri ed everythi ng" - persuasi 01 , 
yelling, reasoning, sulking, pleading, etc. - there is an allTDst overwhelming 
tenptati01 to use physical force as a resOJrce to maintain their power within the 
family ••• One cannot erphasize too strongly the preve1tive value of sexual equality, 
both within and OJtside the family. tvbreover, since we famd that child abuse is 
also ITDre freque1t in 1TB.1e daninant famil ies (Straus, Gelles, and Steirmetz, 1900), 
sexual equality has prophylactic potential for child abuse as well as sPOJse abuse. 
Mmy specific policy illl->lications follow fran the fact that sexual inequality 
engenders family violence ••• Parents and schools can also take important preventive . I 
steps by training bqys to expect equality in power with girls and later in life 
with their wives, and girls shOJld be taught that it is not unfarrinine to claim 
equa 1 personal power (p514). 
Early research took the viewpoint that parents who abuse their children 
by severe acts of commission or omission must be mentally ill. The 
concept that parents who do this are different in kind from other 
parents is now beginning to have a radical re-think in research and we 
have to look elsewhere for a cause. In contrast to these isolated and 
atypical cases - which are different in degree and not kind - it would 
seem beneficial to look at the more typical family for the roots of 
child mistreatment. Thus we have been concerned with typical parents 
and the values and attitudes they hold with regard to appropriate ways 
to rear children. 
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Tzeng et al (1991) in their evaluation of theories of child abuse and 
neglect conclude that most efforts in this area tend to focus on 
treatment and intervention issues. These efforts usually employ a small 
number of clinical subjects and rarely address the complex nature of all 
aspects of theoretical issues. They add that in recent years there are a 
growing number of notable exceptions that simultaneously consider 
theoretical issues of quality, solid empirical research, and overall 
integration. These researchers include Gil (1987); Hart et al (1987a); 
Garbarino et al (1986); Finkelhor (1984); and Gelles (1983). The 
authors acknowledge that child abuse and neglect is clearly a very 
complex problem but stress that it is not just a problem for victimised 
children or perpetrators but rather it is a problem of the whole family, 
the community, and the larger eco-cultural environment. They add that 
all the contemporary literature in the· area of child abuse and neglect 
reflects a desperate need to develop a comprehensive integrated theory 
that will address the etiology and dynamics of mistreatment and will 
also simultaneously address different societal service functions: 
To overcane these diffiOllties and deficiencies, a canprehensive, integrated 
theory is required for serving fQ..lr if1lX)rtant functi01S in carbating child abuse 
and neglect: (1) lirlkage of seemingly diverse and conflicting disciplines; 
(2) organizati 01 and eva 1 uati 01 of 8llli ri cal data, both exi sting and incaning; 
(3) developre1t and irrplementation of interventi01, treatment, and preventioo 
strategies; and (4) fQ..lrrlati01s for continuing scientific research and follCM.JJp 
eva 1 uati 01. 
This ideal theory shwld also emphasize the irrportance of rrultiple factors and 
thei r interactions in both subjective and objective cultures at all ecological 
levels. As such, this theory shwld be well suited for planning vari Q..IS 
educational, clinical, camunity, and social prograns that will effectively carbat 
the problem of child abuse and neglect at allY geographic regi01 ••• 
As is becOlli ng clear, chi 1 d abuse and neglect is a p rob 1 em that requi res 
sirrultaneous consideratioo of all individuals and societal institutioos (farrnlies, 
camunities, and societies). A level of international relations rray also be shOW1 
to be of significant if1lX)rtance as interactioos increase 01 a w:>rlcMide basis and 
basic hLmm rights becooe increasingly stressed internationally (~312 & 313). 
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The above authors conclude that it is possible to develop at least five 
integrated theories, one each for physical abuse, sexual abuse, 
incestuous abuse, neglect, and psychological mistreatment. Cicchetti 
and Carlson (1989) comment that the economic and human costs of severe 
child mistreatment in American society are astronomical; it is likely 
that billions of dollars are spent in treatment and social service 
costs. The authors describe the human costs as a litany of psychological 
tragedies with the mistreated children suffering from low self-esteem, 
cognitive deficits, and a tendency to be more aggressive than their peers. 
Secunda (1990) stresses that there is one unnegotiable fact that 
transcends all the generalities about social change and generational 
conflicts and this is that a child's future turns on how his or her 
parents treat him or her in the privacy of the family: 
There is no mitigati01, ro exQ..lse for the rrutilatioo of the human spirit that sane 
parents inflict on their children. Sane things are not relative, no matter what 
one's emoti01al legacies have been, or how dreadful has been the luck of the 
parental draw. When it cane to being a parent, either mother or father, we have 
the pow=r and responsibility to get beyond rur child100d losses, rur defenses and 
rur false selves (p378). 
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Secunda (1990) concentrates mainly on mothers and reports that although 
there are many mothers who appear to be the permanently wounded 
emotional casualties of their childhood there are others who want to 
stop the repetition of their parents' psychological mistreatment of 
them and to feel that they do have choices regarding methods of child-
rearing: 
These roothers do not humiliate their children. Th~ choose not to degrade them. 
They choose not to crush their children's innate spirits and optimisn, not to JX.lnish 
them for i ntri nsi c goodness and abi 1 it i es (p378). 
This thesis has particularly emphasised moderate acts of psychological 
mistreatment; acts which continue over a long period of time and are 
characterised by patterns of moderate negative behaviour and usually 
represent a persisting, parental attitude. Moderate acts of negative 
behaviour with regard to physical mistreatment are difficult to define 
but the equivalents in the psychological domain are even more elusive. 
In our final analysis we offer the definition that psychological 
mistreatment is the denial by one person of the genuine developmental 
needs of another. In conclusion we would like to add that young people 
are becoming more questioning and through greater public awareness may 
avoid many of the myths of child-rearing that previous generations 
unconsci ously perpetuated for the "child' sown good". These myths 
include the restrictive conditioning which most adults have experienced 
as children; and because they are not aware of these ingrained habits 
they do not resist them and, on the whole, do not know that they have 
them. When they become parents they will rear their children with the 
same methods, which they regard as being perfectly acceptable, in order to 
instil discipline. Thus the causal dynamics of child mistreatment would 
appear to be deeply rooted in the child-rearing attitudes of society. 
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Table A3.1 
Age Distribution of Mothers (N=30) 
Physical Abuse (N=15) and Physical Neglect (N=15) 
Type of I Age in Years I 
Abuse I 19 only 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40 only I Total 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Physical 
Abuse 
Physical 
Neglect 
Total 
1 
1 
5 
4 
9 
3 
2 
5 
4 
4 
8 
3 
2 
5 
2 
2 
15 
15 
30 
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Physical Abuse: The age range of the mothers was from 20 to 37 
(range=17) years with a modal age group of 20 to 24 and a mean age group 
of 25 to 29 years. ' I 
Physical Neglect: The age range of the mothers was from 19 to 40 
(range-21) years with a bi-modal age group of 20 to 24 and 30 to 34 
years and a mean age group of 30 to 34 years. 
Table A3.2 
Age Distribution of Adult Males Living with Family (N=22) 
Physical Abuse (N=15) and Physical Neglect (N=7) 
Type of I Age in Years I 
Abuse I 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45 only Unknown I Total 
Physical 
Abuse 
Physical 
Neglect 
4 
2 
3 
1 1 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
15 
7 
Total 6 4 1 4 5 1 1 22 
Physical Abuse: The age range of adult males living with the family 
was from 20 to 45 (range=15) years with a bi-modal age group of 20 to 24 and 
40-44 and a mean age group of 35 to 39 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of adult males living with the family 
was from 20 to 44 (range=14) years with a modal age group of 20 to 24 
and a mean age group of 30 to 34 years. 
Table A3.3 
Number Distribution of First Male Partners (N=30) 
Physical Abuse (N=lS) and Physical Neglect (N=lS) 
Type of I 
Abuse I 
Physical 
Abuse 
Physical 
Neglect 
Total 
Living 
with family 
10 
1 
11 
Not living 
with family 
S 
14 
19 
I 
I Total 
IS 
IS 
30 
Physical Abuse: S adult males who were the first partners of the 
mothers were no longer living with the family; this situation affected 
20 children (including 7 abused children). 
Physical Neglect: 14 adult males who were the first partners of the 
mothers were no longer living with the family; this situation affected 
40 children (including 34 neglected children). 
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The chi square test of association yielded a x2 value of 11.62 (df=l, 
p<O.OOl) demonstrating that the two groups differed very significantly 
in respect of the relative frequencies of first male partners no longer, 
living with the family. 
No significant difference (p 0.1) was found between the two groups on the 
frequencies of second male partners leaving the family. Physical Abuse 
(N=O); Physical Neglect (N=4 families) which affected 13 children, all 
13 of whom were neglected. 
Table A3.4 
Age Distribution of Children Living with Family (N=85) 
Physical Abuse (N=41) and Physical Neglect (N=44); 
Type of I I Age in months I Age in years I 
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Abuse I Pregl 0-11 12-23 24-35 I 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-19 I Total 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Physical 
Abuse 2 6 4 3 9 5 4 4 3 1 
Physical 
Neglect 3 4 3 7 10 5 4 6 2 
Total 5 10 7 10 19 10 8 10 3 3 
Physical Abuse: The age range of the childen living with the family was 
from under 11 months to 19 years (plus 2 pregnancies) with a modal age 
range of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group 3 to 5 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of children living with the family was 
from under 11 months to 19 years of age (plus 3 pregnancies) with a 
modal age group of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
Table A3.5 
Age Distribution of Children No Longer Living with Family (N=II) 
Physical Abuse (N=5) and Physical Neglect (N=6); 
Type of I Age in Years 
Abuse I 4 6 7 8 
Physi cal 
Abuse 
Physical 
Neglect 1 1 
1 3 
(1 dead) 
1 
I 
13 15 16 I Total 
1 5 
1 1 1 6 
----------------------------------------------------
Total 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 11 
----------------------------------------------------
Physical Abuse: 5 children were no longer living with the family; this 
total affected 3 families. 
Physical Neglect: 6 children were no longer living with the family; this 
total affected 4 families. 
41 
44 
85 
I 
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Table A3.6 
Age Distribution of Abused Children (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38); 
Type of I I Age in months I Age in years I 
Abuse I Pregl 0-11 12-23 24-35 I 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-19 I Total 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Physi ca 1 
Abuse 1 5 2 2 2 3 3 3 
-
+1 22 
Physical (dead) 
Neglect 3 4 2 6 9 2 4 6 2 38 
Total 4 9 4 8 11 5 7 9 2 +1 60 
Physical Abuse: The age range of the abused children was from under 
11 months to 14 years (plus 2 pregnancies) with a modal age range of 0 
to 11 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
Physical Neglect: The age range of the abused children was from under 
11 months to 19 years of age (plus 3 pregnancies) with a modal age group 
of 3 to 5 years and a mean age group of 3 to 5 years. 
Table A3.7 
Age, Sex, and Ordinal Position Distribution of Abused Children (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38) at Initial Case Conference 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age in IPhysical Abuse IPhysical Negl ect 
Months IFrequencylSex 10rdi nal Position I FrequencYISex 10rdi nal Position 
and Years I 1M FI 1 2 3 4+ I M FI 1 2 3 4+ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pregnant I 1 - 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 
0-5 months I 5 3 2 3 1 1 3 1 2 - 1 1 1 
6-11 I - - - 1 - 1 - 1 
12-17 I 1 1 1 - - -
18-23 1 1 1 2 1 1 
-
1 1 
24-29 1 1 
-
1 3 1 2 1 2 
30-35 1 
-
1 
-
1 3 1 2 2 1 
3 years 1 
-
1 
-
1 2 2 1 1 
4 
- - -
4 2 2 1 2 1 
5 1 - 1 - 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 
6-8 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 - 2 
9-11 3 2 1 1 2 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 
12-14 3 2 1 1 1 1 6 3 3 3 1 1 1 
15-17 
- - - - - -
18 
- - -
1 
-
1 
-
1 
19 
- - -
1 1 1 
+1 dead 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 22 = 11+10 + 1 dead child 38 = 18+20 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table A3.7 presents an overall perspective of the data analysed in 
Tables A3.1 to A3.6. 
Table A3.8 
Distribution of Births (N=98) to Mothers (N=30) 
Type 0 f I Number of Bi rths I 
Abuse I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ITotal 
------------------------------------------------
Physical 
Abuse 2 3 4 3 2 1 15 
Physical 
Neglect 1 7 1 2 2 1 1 15 
Total 3 10 5 5 4 2 1 30 
Physical Abuse: The distribution of births (N=48) ranged for each 
mother from 1 to 6 with a modal number of 3 births and a mean of 3 births. 
Physical Neglect: The distribution of births (N=50) ranged for each 
mother from 1 to 8 with a modal number of 2 births and a mean of 2 births. 
Tab 1 e A3.9 
Age Distribution of Mothers (N=30) at Birth of Each Child (N=98) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Type ofl Bi rth I Age of Mothers in Years I 
Abuse I Order116-17 18-19 20-21 22-23 24-25 26-29 30-33 34-371Total 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abuse 1 2 4 6 2 1 15 
Neglect 1 5 6 2 2 15 
Abuse 2 3 2 5 1 1 1 13 
Neglect 2 1 4 4 1 2 2 14 
Abuse 3 4 1 3 1 1 10 
Neglect 3 2 3 2 7 
Abuse 4 2 2 2 6 
Neglect 4 2 1 2 1 6 
Abuse 5 1 1 1 3 
Neglect 5 1 1 2 4 
Abuse 6 0 
Neglect 6 1 1 2 
Abuse 7 1 1 
Neglect 7 It = ltwin 
Abuse 8 0 
Neglect 8 It = Itwi n 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abuse Total 2 7 12 9 6 6 5 1 48 
Negl ect Total 6 10 6 7 3 5 8 5 50 
Overall Total 8 17 18 16 9 11 13 6 98 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
i I 
Table A3.9 shows in particular the ages of the mothers at the birth of 
each child 
Physical Abuse: 
1st child - 40% (16-19 years); 2nd child - 33% (18-21 years); 
3rd child - 33% (20-25 years); 4th child - 26% (22-25 years); 
5th child - 20% (24-33 years); 6th child - 0% 
7th child - 7% (34-37 years). 
Physical Neglect: 
1st child - 73% (16-19 years); 2nd child - 53% (18-21 years); 
3rd child - 46% (20-25 years); 4th child - 20% (22-25 years); 
5th child - 26% (22-33 years); 6th child - 13% (30-37 years); 
7th child - 7% (34-37 years); 8th child - 7% (34-37 years). 
Note: 7th and 8th children are twins. 
Table A3.10 
Distribution of Intervals between Births after First Child (N=68) 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Type of 1 Inter val IIntervals between Bi rths 
Abuse IPositionlMonths IYears 1 
1 ITwins 8 9-11 12-17 18-23 24-29 30-3513-5 6-10lTotal 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abuse 1-2 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 13 
Negl ect 1-2 1 1 2 2 1 1 6 14 
Abuse 2-3 1 2 2 2 3 10 
Negl ect 2-3 1 3 1 2 7 
Abuse 3-4 2 1 1 1 1 6 
Negl ect 3-4 1 2 1 1 1 6 
Abuse 4-5 1 1 1 3 
Negl ect 4-5 1 1 1 1 4 
Abuse 5-6 1 1 
Negl ect 5-6 1 1 2 
Abuse 6-7 0 
Negl ect 6-7 1 It 
Abuse 7-8 0 
Negl ect 7-8 1 It 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Abuse Total 1 1 2 8 5 3 3 3 7 33 
Neglect Total 3 2 3 5 7 3 10 2 35 
Overall Total 4 1 4 11 10 10 6 13 9 68 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table A3.10 presents in particular the number of children born with an 
interval of less than 3 years from the birth of the previous child. 
Physical Abuse Children = 33 + 15 (1st Born) = 48 
Physical Neglect Children = 35 + 15 (1st Born) = 50 
t = twin 
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Table A3.11 
Age Distribution of All Family Members (Living With Family or Not) at 
Initial Case Conference 
Family 
No 
I Age oflAge of Males IAge of Children 
I MotherlNot with With INot with With 
I I Family FamilYI Family Family 
I I 11 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Physical Abuse Families 
1 27 NK 22 8 7 322m 4m 
2 32 NK 38 11 10 5 
3 35 39 8 7 
4 21 24 2m 
5 33 40 15 5 322m 
6 20 22 25m13m 1m NB* 
7 37 41 37 18 16 15 13 5 
8 37 NK 42 17 14 8 
9 32 42 12 9 31m 7mp 
10 28 NK 21 12 9 7 4 3 22m 
11 22 25 4m NB 
12 21 45 4m 
13 23 29 29m 1m 
14 33 44 8t 8td 8mp 
15 26 29 8 5 4 
I Abused 
I 
lOrd. 
81No. 
2 
123 
1 
1 
2 
123 
2 
123 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
Chi 1 d 
I 
ISex 
I M F 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 15 5 0 15 4 1 15 11 9 3 2 1 0 0 12+ 9 
(21+1 NB*) = Total = 22 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Physical Neglect Families 
16 40 NK 37 13 8 1 1 
17 39 NK NK NK 19 18 14 12 10 4 29mt lto8 4 4 
18 36 NK NK 4 8mp 1 1 
19 22 NK 35m 1 1 
20 32 NK 24 13T13T 9 5 9m 3mp Ito6 2 4 
21 27 NK NK 27 9 4 18m 1-2-3 2 1 
22 34 NK 16 15 13 331m 1-2 1 1 
23 19 NK 26m 7m 1-2 2 
24 40 NK 61 7 30m 1 1 
25 24 27 6 4 23m 3mt 3mt Ito4 1 3 
26 24 27 42 8 6 4 30m 1 1 
27 34 41 7 2m 2 1 
28 26 NK 34 8 5 3 19m 1-2-3 3 
29 22 NK 5 4 1-2 2 
30 30 NK 13 9 1-2 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 15 14 4 7 4 1 1 15 12 6 5 2 2 1 1 18+20 
Total = 38 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Key: NK = Not Known M = Mal e 
NB*= Not Born F = Femal e 
m = months t = twin 
p = pregnant d = dead 
TableA3.12 
Distribution of Alcohol Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38) 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Code Alcohol Frequency Total X2 df Si g. 
Problems PA PN 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Heavy and regul ar 
drinking - male 1 (5%) 1 (2% ) 0.077 1 0.78 
2 Heavy and regular 
drinking - female 1 (3%) 1 (2% ) 1 1. 00 
3 Drunk and incapable 
- mal e 
4 Drunk and incapable 
-
female 6 (16% ) 6 (10%) 2.304 1 0.12 
5 Drunk and vi 01 ent 
- male 2 (6% ) 2 (4% ) 0.121 1 0.72 
6 Drunk and vi 01 ent 
- female 
No significant differences were found between the Physical Abuse and 
Physical Neglect families across the six Alcohol Category Problems. 
I 
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Table A3.13 
Distribution of Famil~ Discord Problems by Children's EXEerience (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Code Family Frequency Total X2 df Si g. 
Di scord PA PN 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
7 Cramped housing 5 (23%) 12 (32% ) 17 (28% ) 0.537 1 0.46 
8 Cold housing 2 (09% ) 17 (45%) 19 (32%) 8.181 1 0.004** 
9 Damp housing 9 (24%) 9 (15% ) 4.413 1 0.03* 
10 Many changes 
of housing 7 (32%) 4 (11%) 11 (18% ) 2.916 1 0.87 
11 No positive 
models 1 (05%) 13 (34 % ) 14 (23% ) 6.854 1 0.008** 
12 Unab 1 e to cope 16 (73%) 28 (74%) 44 (73%) 0.006 1 0.93 
13 No control over 
chil dren 5 (23% ) 20 (53%) 25 (42%) 5.126 1 0.02* 
14 Unwashed children 3 (14%) 13 (34%) 16 (27%) 3.015 1 0.08 
15 Unhygienic 
conditi ons 13 (59%) 29 (76% ) 42 (70%) 1.968 1 0.16 
16 Wet mattresses 16 (42%) 16 (27% ) 12.631 1 0.004** 
17 Financial worries 11 (50%) 22 (58%) 33 (55% ) 0.350 1 0.55 
18 Refusal to recog. 
prob 1 ems 11 (50%) 12 (32%) 23 (39%) 2.000 1 0.15 
19 Unstable 
atmosphere 21 (95%) 35 (92%) 56 (93% ) 0.000 1 1.00 
There were 3 very significant differences and 1 significant difference 
between the Physical Abuse and Physical Neglect families and these were: 
Cold housing 
Wet mattresses 
No positive models 
Code 8 
Code 16 
Code 11 
Code 13 No control over children 
PA 9%/PN 45% (5ig 0.004, p<0.005) 
'PA O%/PN 42% (Sig 0.004, p<0.005) 
PA 5%/PN 34% (Si g 0.008, p",O.Ol) 
PA 23%/PN 53% (Sig 0.02, p<0.05) 
. I 
Table A3.14 
Distribution of Psychiatric Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38) 
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Code Psychiatric Frequency Total X2 df $ig. 
Problems PA PN 
20 Absence of - male 22(100%) 38(100%) 60(100%) 0.000 0 1.00 
21 Absence of- female 2 (09%) 1 (03%) 3 (05%) 0.241 1 0.62 
22 Clinical 
treatment - male 
23 Clinical 
6 (16%) 6 (10%) 2.304 1 0.12 
treatment - female 16 (73%) 12 (32%) 28 (47%) 9.478 1 0.002** 
24 Been in care -
male 
25 Been in care -
female 
26 Depression - male 
6 (28%) 11 (29%) 17 (28%) 0.19 1 0.88 
27 Depression - female 13 (59%) 28 (74%) 41 (68%) 1.37 1 0.24 
There was 1 very significant difference between the Physical Abuse and 
Physical Neglect families and this was: 
Code 23 Clinical treatment - female PA 73%/PN 32% (5ig 0.002, p\0.005) 
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TableA3.15 
Distribution of Caring Responsiblity Problems by Children's Experience (N=60) 
Physical Abuse (N=22) and Physical Neglect (N=38) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Code Caring Frequency Total X2 df Si g. 
Responsi bil ity PA PN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
28 Positive - mal e 2 (10%) 
-
2 (04% ) 1.309 1 0.25 
29 Positive - female 8 (22%) 8 (14%) 3.677 1 0.05* 
30 Negat i ve - rna 1 e 20 (91%) 26 (69%) 46 (77%) 3.938 1 0.04 
31 Negati ve - female 22 (100%) 30 (79%) 52 (87%) 3,677 1 0.05* 
There were 2 significant differences between the Physical Abuse and 
Physical Neglect families and these were: 
Code 29 Positive - female 
Code 31 Negative - female 
PA O%/PN 22% (Sig 0.05, p<0.05) 
PA 100%/PN 79% (Si g 0.05, p<0.05) 
, I 
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Table A3.16 
Di stributi on of Children's (N=60) Behaviour Problems bt 
Phtsical Abuse (N=22) and Phtsical Neglect (N=38 ) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Code Behaviour Frequency Total X2 df Si g. 
Prob 1 ems PA PN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
32 Anxi ety 15 (68%) 15 (40%) 30 (50%) 4.593 1 0.03* 
33 Demanding 9 (41%) 21 (55%) 30 (50%) 1.148 1 0.28 
34 Lying 3 (14% ) 03 (05% ) 2.961 1 0.08 
35 Steal i ng 4 (18%) 3 (08%) 07 (12%) 0.606 1 0.43 
36 Aggressi on 6 (27% ) 12 (32%) 18 (30%) 0.123 1 0.72 
37 Absence from 
school 3 (14% ) 5 (13%) 08 (13%) 0.000 1 1. 00 
38 Fail u re to 
thrive 3 (14% ) 7 (18%) 10 (17%) 0.014 1 0.90 
39 Speak ing 7 (32%) 5 (13%) 12 (20%) 1.978 1 0.15 
40 Hea ri ng 4 (18% ) 04 (07%) 4.768 1 0.02* 
41 Enuretic 4 (18%) 14 (37%) 18 (30%) 2.310 1 0.12 
42 General develop. 
delay 5 (23% ) 7 (18%) 12 (20%) 0.004 1 0.94 
43 Lack of 
concentrati on 5 (23% ) 1 (03%) 06 (10%) 4.218 1 0.04* 
There were 3 significant differences between the Physical Abuse and 
Physical Neglect families and these were: 
Code 40 
Code 32 
Code 43 
Hearing 
Anxi ety 
Lack of Concentration 
PA 18%/PN 0% (Si 9 0.02, p<0.05) 
PA 68%/PN 40% (Sig 0.03, p<0.05) 
PA 23%/PN 3% (Si 9 0.04, p<0.05) 
i I 
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Appendi x 4 
Survey Questionnaire: 
Attitude To Children Inventory 
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ATI'ITUDE 'TO CHILDREN INVEN'roRY 
Name: PLEASE LEAVE BLANK AS THIS QUESTIa::JNAIRE IS .ANCNYM:XJS 
Sex: Ma.le/Ferrale Age: ____ _ 
OcC~J2tion ______ ~ ______________________________________________________ __ 
Nurriber of Children: 
------
Age and Sex of Children: _____ _ 
~~ave you had work experience with children? _____________________________ _ 
In What capacity? _______________________________________________________ _ 
For how lang? __________________________________________________________ ___ 
PLEASE READ 'IHESE INSTRUCrIONS CAREFULLY 
A series of questions about your attitude to children are listed on the 
following pages. 
These questions represent attitudes and camon beliefs - not knowledge. 
Please lex:>k carefully at each question and then choose the answer Which 
best represents your opinioo. 
There are four possible answers for each questicn. These are: 
srRC>N3LY AGREE (SA), AGREE (A), DISAGREE (D) or srRON:iLY DISAGREE(SD) 
Ma.rk your choice by circling your preferred response. 
E.g. SA A @ SD 
Do not spend tex:> long on each question. If you are not sure which answer 
is canpletely correct for you then nark the answer which generally seems 
to be the rrost appropriate. 
There are no "right" or ''wreng'' answers 
PLEASE ANSWER ALL '!HE QUESTICNS 
A suggesticns sheet for your cc:mrents is attached as the last page. 
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1 There is no reason Why TV prograrmes for children 
cannot. go on after 9. OOpn. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
2 OUr society is neglecting children if it allows them 
to act in destructive ways and does not stop them .••.••.•... SA A D SD 
3 caring for hostile and reluctant families is the 
re~sibility.of social workers ••.••.•..•••••••••••.•...•• SA A D SD 
4 1X:>11s with sexual organs are probably helpful in 
diagnosing child sexual abuse ••.••••••••••••••.••.••••••••.• SA A D SD 
5 Parents should teach their children that not all adults 
are to 1:>e truste:l •••••.•••••••.•.•••.••••••••••••..••.•••••• SA. A D SD 
6 Failure to encourage a child's natural development such 
as speech and weight i~ a serious form of neg1ect ••••••••••• SA A D SD 
7 Physical punishment can have long-term 1:>eneficial effects 
()Il a chl.ld I S 1:>e11aviOllr ...•...•.••.••••.•••••...••.•••••..•.• SA. A D SD 
8 OUr society admires ma.le physical aggression as strength •••• SA A D SD 
9 A child Who takes on too nuch responsibility for the 
house is likely to 1:>e in danger of child sexual abuse .•••.•. SA A D SD 
10 Children can 1:>e physically neg1ecte:l even When they 
are love:l ...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• SA A D SD 
11 It is not the responsibility of TV to make the final 
decision on what TV prograrrrne a child should watch •••••••••• SA. A D SD 
12 OUr society thinks that sexual abuse is nore horrific 
for a girl than. a l::x:J}r •••••••••••...•••.•••••••••••••••••.•• SA. A D SD 
13 Helping families in trouble to change their 1:>e11aviOllr 
is the proper responsihili ty of social workers .••••••••••••. SA. A D SD 
14 1X:>11s with sexual organs look ridiculous and are not 
real representations of ha,y pecp1e actually are ••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
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15 Parents should involve themselves in the life and 
activities of their Child ••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
16 It is absurd for our society to accept that sex is 
all right for teenage l::x:J}rs but not for teenage girls .••••••• SA. A D SD 
17 Violent 1:>e11aviour is an unacceptable form of rranipulaticn ••• SA. A D SD 
18 It is natural for a Child to want to explore another 
child IS 1:::x::::x:i}r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
19 Chaotic sleeping conditicns in a family can result in 
IIUl.l tiple child sexu.al abuse ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
20 Neglecte:l children nearly always renain silent to 
prot.ect. their )?aI"eIlts •.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••• SA. A D SD 
21 Children wno have been heavily exposed to TV violence 
are rrore likely to take part in serious violence ....•.•..••. SA A D SD 
22 OUr society is neglecting children if it does not give 
them proper guidance and discipline ...•••.•..••......••••... SA A D SD 
23 It is better for decisicns by social 'NOrkers to be 
too harsh rather than too lenient ..•....•••••..•••.•..••.••• SA A D SD 
24 When dolls with sexual organs are used to investigate abuse 
the child thinks "This is wnat they are interested in" •..•.• SA A D SD 
25 Parents wno continually allON their children to do wnat 
they want deprive their children of real parental figures ..• SA A D SD 
26 Failure to allON a child to behave in ways which are 
natural for the child's age is a fonn of neglect ...••.••..•• SA A D SD 
27 Violence in the family is being increasingly recognised 
as a social problem of international prcportions ..•...••...• SA A D SD 
28 It is natural for a child to be interested in sexually 
stimulating another child ...............................•... SA A D SO 
29 Alcohol abuse is very often linked with child sexual abuse .. SA A D SD 
30 Anyone Who has brought up a child has at times snacked 
the child a little harder than intended .••...••••.•••••••••. SA A D SD 
31 Violence on TV only affects people Who are inclined to 
violeI1ce .•.••••.••••••..••••.•••••••••••.••••.•••••••••.•••• SA A D SD 
32 OUr society is neglecting children if it allows them to 
do wnatever they want 'Whenever they want to do it ...••••..•• SA A D SD 
33 Investigating a complaint of child abuse goes against 
a social 'NOrker's responsibility to care .•..••....•••.••••.. SA A D SD 
34 Indirect questicning using dolls with sexual organs is 
not reliable for diagnosing child sexual abuse ..•.••.•..•••• SA A D SD 
35 Most violent man quickly resort to violence When their 
authority is challenged ..................................... SA A D SO 
36 Failure to encourage a child in basic reading, writing 
and arithmetic skills is a serious fonn of neglect •••••••••• SA A D SD 
37 Violence in the family is nuch rrore frequent in families 
of 1I1CJW'er sc:x::::i.al class" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
38 A detailed kI'lo.Nledge of sexual activities by a child is 
very likely to be the result of personal observaticn •.•••••• SA A D SD 
39 Alcohol abuse can result :in the abuser having a loss 
of memory of the Child sexual abuse ••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
40 The intenticn of the abuser to have sex is the main 
cause of child sexual abuse •..•.•.••••••••••••••••••••.••••• SA A D SD 
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41 The type of TV violence \tw'hich has llDSt effect is realistic 
violence which can be copied easily in everyday life .•.•.... SA A D SD 
42 Children should take a full part in the social life of 
ilieir farni.l y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
43 Two social workers should be present at the first 
interview of child abuse to allON for different views •••••• SA A D SD 
44 Direct interrogaticn us.:ing dolls with sexual organs 
is not. reliable ...•....••.•.....•••..•••••..•.•...•••••••••• SA. A D SD 
45 It is the responsibility of parents to warn a child 
agamst the dangers of substance abuse .•••..•••••.•••••••••• SA A D SD 
46 Failure to teach a child hON to ccmmmicate with other 
people is a serious for.m of neglect •••.•.••••••.••••••...••• SA A D SD 
47 Violent people Im.lSt have sane fonn of mental illness •••.•••• SA A D SD 
48 A detailed use of sexual play by a child is often 
the result of personal experience of sexual abuse ••••••••••. SA A D SD 
49 It is acceptable for a b:Jy uP to the age of seven to 
have a bath with a waman •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
50 Arr:i person who has the desire to have sex with 
Children Im.lSt be abnormal •••••.•••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••• SA A D SD 
51 Watching 'IV violence makes children rrore violent .••••••.•••• SA A D SD 
52 OUr society accepts violence as the way to settle 
prool ens. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA. A D SO 
53 Arr:i person be.:ing investigated of child abuse should 
be inforrred.................................................. SA A D SO 
54 Alm::>st as many ooys as girls are sexually abused ••.••••••••. SA A D SD 
55 Snacking a child always teaches the child that physical 
violence solves problems .••.••••.••••••..••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
56 Allowing a child to develop impatience is a serious 
form of neglect ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
57 Most of the general public and professionals alike 
cling to over-sentimental ideas of the family ••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
58 A child who tries to force another child into sexual 
acU vity has probably had personal experience of this ••••••• SA A D SD 
59 It is acceptable for a girl up to the age of seven to 
have a bath with a male adult •••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
60 People who choose careers involving contact with 
children are rrore likely to be potential child abusers •••••• SA A D SD 
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61 'N teaches{ children that sa:re violence by the law is 
good and violence by criminals is bad ..••..••....•••••••...• SA A D SO 
62 Society in general accepts that it is all right to hit 
Children as a punishment ...........•.....•••.•.•....••...•.. SA A D SO 
63 AIry persons being investigated for child abuse should have 
the right to see all staterrents nade about then ..•.•••.•.••• SA A D SO 
64 In the natter of child abuse professional second opinions 
ltUlst be absolutely independent in every way •••••••••••••..•. SA A D SO 
65 Bemg regularly punished and chastised is the nonn 
for most British children •..•.•..•.•..••.••••••••.•••.•••••• SA A D SD 
66 Failure to teach a child to be polite is neglect ..•••.•.•••. SA A D SD 
67 There is never any excuse for SllBcldng a child on 
the han.ds. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • SA A D SD 
68 Excessive masturbation by a child is a sign of emotional 
problems of 'Which sexual abuse nay be the cause ...•••..••••• SA A D SD 
69 It is acceptable for a boy up to the age of seven 
to have a bath with a man .................•.••.....•.•.•..•. SA A D SD 
70 Sexual Abuse does not begin usually with sexual contact but 
moves gradually fran nomal touching to sexual fondling ••••• SA A D SO 
71 Exposure to TV violence "thickens the skins" of children 
to real tragedies of violence such as wars .•.••..••••••••••• SA A D SD 
72 A physically abused child stays silent because to 
speak out could result in further abuse ••.•.•.••..••••••••.• SA A D SO 
73 Decisions about child abuse ltUlst always be nade by people 
Who are pUblicly accountable for their decisions .••••••••••• SA A D SD 
74 A rredical diagnosis which uses only one technique such 
as reflex anal dilation is bound to be weak .••••••.•••••.••• SA A D SD 
75 It is the respcnsibility of parents to stop any 
physical abuse being done to their child •.•••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
76 Failure to teach a child to be socially catpetent is 
a serious fonn of neglect ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
77 There is never any excuse to take a child I s pants dONn 
and snack the child on the behind •.•.••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
78 The sexual abuse of a yamg child by an adolescent is 
likely to be the result of fonrer abuse of the adolescent ••• SA A D SD 
79 It is not acceptable for a girl up to the age of ten 
to sit OIl a man's kn.ee •.•••••.•••••••••••••.•.•••••••.•••••• SA A D SD 
80 There is never any justification for child sexual abusers 
to claim that they were lured on by a child to have sex •.•.• SA A D SD 
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81 Only a feN pecple are strongly influenced by sexual scenes 
on 1:11e 'I'\T screen .•..••..••••.•.....•••.•.•..•••••....•••.•.. SA. A D SO 
82 Child sexual abuse is very ccmron in a society where 
it is kept secret and anonymous ...•.•••.•••.•••.•.•.•...•••• SA A D SD 
83 l£>ca.l au1:11orities have too Imlch ~er in 1:11e rraking 
of decisions about all forms of child abuse .•.••••••.••.•••• SA A D SD 
84 Current child sexual abuse investigations are like 
171:11 Century witch-hunts .•••••••.•..•.•••.•••••••••••••••••• SA A D SO 
85 Responsible parehts do not use srracldng as a IreaIlS 
of puni.s1"lrrle!rlt.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA A D SD 
86 Not knowing where a teenager is late at night is neglect •.•• SA A D SD 
87 There is never any excuse to hit a child on 1:11e back •••••••• SA A D SD 
88 Sexual abuse is caused by 1:11e intention of 1:11e abuser 
to shc:Jll ~er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
89 A child tends to accept the authority of an older person 
that sexual abuse is not wrong •.••••.•••••••••.••••.•••••••• SA A D SD 
90 In a close relationship between a sexually abused child and 
an abuser the child is unlikely to expose the situation ••••• SA A D SO 
91 There is too Imlch sexual stereotyping of wcm:m on 
televisiOIl •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SO 
92 The sexual abuse of children is the last frontier 
in a society I s public discussion of sexual matters •••••••••• SA A D SO 
93 Sexual abuse is caused by the intention of the abuser 
to danin.ate the oth.er sex •••.•••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SO 
94 Parents should be Imlch nore informed about what a Place of 
Safety Order is and what it can do ••••.••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SO 
95 Responsible parents do not use shaking as a IreaIlS 
of ptlOis1"lrrle!rlt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SO 
96 Leaving a young child alone in the hoose is very 
neglectful ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SO 
97 There is never ever any excuse to lock a child in a roan •.•• SA A D SO 
98 A child who invites sexual stiIm.1l.ation Imlst have 
'had sexual experierlce ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
99 ~st child victims of sexual abuse tend never to admit 
that th~ have been abused •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
100 A child can never share responsibility for the 
intention to sexually abuse ....••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••• SA A D SO 
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101 TV should not use sexual images of females to sell 
pro:luct.s or to excite .••••••••.••.••.•••••••••••.••••.••••• SA A D SD 
102 What is seen as child abuse in one society can be 
normal practice in another society .••••••••••••••••••••••.• SA A D SD 
103 No one professional in any area is qualified to be 
certain that Child abuse has taken p1ace ••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
104 If it is essential to take children away fran their 
families then the minimum perio:l should always be used ••••• SA A D SD 
105 It is the duty of parents to teach an adolescent about 
the dangers in sexual relationships •••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
106 Not keeping a child IS J:?crly and clothes clean is very 
neg-I ectful ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA. A D SD 
107 No child ever invites physical abuse •.••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
108 Sexual play is the only love and tenderness sc::m: 
children receive at hame ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
109 Almost all adult survivors of child sexual abuse tend 
not to adrni. t the abuse ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
110 What we eat can affect out intentions •••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
111 Too Im.lch soft pornography is readily available to use 
on hare video rrac1lin.es ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
112 Society should always put the abuser of a Child in prison •• SA A D SD 
113 The collecting of evidence of child abuse Im.lst be open 
and hC>Ilest................................................. SA A D SD 
114 It is wrong to rerrove a child fran both parents just 
because ooe of the parents is responsible for child abuse •• SA A D SD 
115 Responsible parents should at all t.irres teach their children 
to think for themselves and make their own decsions •••••••• SA A D SD 
116 AllCMing a child to live in grossly unhygienic cond:itioos 
is -the most serious form ofneg-lect •••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
117 Hitting a child is an effective means of punishment •••••••• SA A D SD 
118 Sexual abuse in families unlike sexual nolestatioo 
is usually continued for many years •••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
119 Child sexual abuse Im.lSt be always faced up to and 
dealt w:i.th ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
120 What we eat can affect our feelings •••••••••••••••••••••••• SA A D SD 
SlmESTICNS 
WOuld you please write da,.m any suggesticns, inprovem:mts or ccmnents 
related to the inventory. 
Write da,.m the page number and the question. 
This will be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you. 
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Appendi x 7 
Survey Questionnaire: 
Parent And Child Incidents 
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PARENT AND CHILD INCIDENTS 
1 Your Sex: Tick below please 
Ma 1 e 
2 Your Age: Tick below please 
Under 20 
Femal e 20 to 34 
35 to 49 
50 to 65 
Over 65 
3 Your Occupation: 
4 How many children have you? 5 Age and Sex of Children: 
i Have you had work experience with children? Tick below please 
Yes In what capacity For how many years? 
No 
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
On the following pages there is a list of incidents about children (of 
different age groups). The children live in a two-parent family with their 
father and mother (or carers) - unless described differently in the incident. 
Please look carefully at each incident and then choose the reply which best 
represents your opinion. 
Each incident is rated on a scale from 1 to 4 with the higher numbers for 
incidents which you believe are more serious. 
There are four possible replies for each incident. These are: 
NOT SERIOUS (1) A LITTLE SERIOUS (2) SERIOUS (3) VERY SERIOUS (4) 
Mark your choice by circling your preferred reply. 
E.g. 12G)4 
Do not spend too long on each incident. If you are not sure which reply 
is completely correct for you then mark the answer which generally seems 
to be the most appropriate. 
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers 
NOTE The term "quite often" as used in the questionnaire means that the 
incident is neither an isolated one or a permanent situation. 
There are 120 questions. 60 of the questions describe "mother/child" 
incidents and 60 of the questions describe "father/child" incidents. 
PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE 120 QUESTIONS 
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t{)TE Please do not, refer back to the first set of 6) questirns when yru reply to the 
second set of 60 questi rns 
. . . 
INFANCY (BIRTH TO 2 YEARS) . . . . 
1 The father quite often leaves the infant alone in a roan for hrurs at a time •••••••• 1 2 3 4 
2 The father quite often does not let friends see the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
3 The father quite often does not tete the infant for check-ups to the Child Clinic ••• 1 2 3 4 
4 The father quite often refuses to hold or truch the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
5 The father quite often refuses to have ~e contact ~th the infant •••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
6 The father quite often refuses to visit the infant who 1 ives ~th his 
(the fatherls) parents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
7 The father quite often does not hold the infant for hrurs at a time during 
the day ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
8 The father quite often is not interested in the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
9 The father quite often is rmre interested in an older child than in the infant •••••• 1 2 3 4 
10 The father quite often threatens the infant when the child will not go to sleep ••••• 1 2 3 4 
11 The father quite often shruts at the infant ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
!2 The father quite often scares the infant with ganes that stimulate the infant 
too much •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
13 The father quite often gives the infant a mild sedative (medicine) at night to 
help the child sleep •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
!4 The father quite often encourages the infant to smack adult friends for fUn ••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
15 The father quite often teaches the infant precocirus sexual habits as a joke 
(eg blo~ng on child's genitals at bathtime) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
EJlRL Y CHILIllOOD (2 TO 5 YEJlRS) 
!6 The father quite often teaches the yrung child to avoid making friends with 
other children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
17 The father quite often rewards the yrung child for keeping away fran other 
children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
18 The father quite often punishes the yrung child for playing ~th other children ••••• 1 2 3 4 
19 The father quite often says to the crying yrung child, "Don't be such a big baby." •• ! 2 3 4 
20 The father quite often tells the young child that he/she is a bad boy/girl •••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
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EJ\RLY CHIL\lOO) (2 TO 5 YEARS) 
21 The father quite often will not take the yoong child oot on a fClTlily ooting 
~th the other children in the family ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
22 The father quite often does not talk to the yoong child ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
23 The father quite often does not praise the young child's efforts •••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
24 The father quite often does not recognise the yoong child's efforts ••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
25 The father quite often frightens the young child too ruch with fairy tale stories ••• 1 2 3 4 
26 The father quite often tells the yoong child that the BogE¥Tlan will cane if he/she 
does not go to sleep ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
27 The father quite often threatens to hit the yoong child for "bad" behaviour ••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
28 The father quite often gives the young child a sip of alcohol ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
29 The father quite often encoorages the yoong child to be violent ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
30 The father quite often involves the young child in secret, intimate "cuddling" 
when t~ are alone together •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
SCHOO... PH. (5 TO 11 YEARS) 
31 The father quite often locks the child in a roam as a punishment •••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
32 The father quite often does not allow the child to bring other children 
to the house •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
33 The father quite often keeps the child away from school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
34 The father quite often tells the child, "You kTlOtl yoo're no goo::l at that:' •••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
35 The father quite often replies to the child, "I'm too busy now, tell me later:' ••••• 1 2 3 4 
36 The father quite often canpares roe child in an unfavoorable way with the 
other chiidren •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
37 The father quite often shows no interest in the child's school report ••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
38 The father quite often does not protect the child from fights involving other 
children in the family •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
39 The father quite often does not help the child to settle problens with other 
children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
40 The father quite often tries to make the child choose between the parents 
in an argument •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
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SCHoo.. ftt (5 TO 11 YEARS) . . . . . . . 
41 The father quite often criticises the child for not meeting his expectatims •••••.•• 1 2 3 4 ' I 
42 The father quite often threatens to leave the home and the child •••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
43 The father quite ofte1 encoorages the child to be aggressive tCMards other 
children ......••.••......•..•.......•.••...............................•............ 1 2 3 4 
44 The father quite often makes racist remarks in the child1s hearing •••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
45 The father quite often tells sexual jokes in the child1s hearing •••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
AOO..ESCENCE (11 TO 18 YEARS) 
46 The father quite often does not allON the teenager to join clubs 
(or take part in oot-of-school activities) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
47 The father quite often punishes the teenager for going oot on a IIdatell •••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
48 The father quite often keeps the teena~r away from school to take care of 
younger children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
49 The father quite often jokes to friends abOJt the teena~rls personal problens 
in front of the teenager •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
50 The father quite often says to the teena~r who is justly pleased with some 
achievenent, lIDon't be such a shOll-off.II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
51 The father quite often says, III can mana~ quicker on my 0\'11 ,II when the 
teenager tries to help •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
52 The father quite often lets the teena~r "sleep inll and the teena~r is 
slightly late for school •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
53 The father quite often does not check to see that the teena~r has the minirrun 
personal equipment for school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
54 The father quite often does not check to see whether the teena~r has done 
his/her homework for school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
55 The father quite often expects the teena~r to excel at eve~hing •••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
56 The father quite often sets impossibly high standards for the teena~r •••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
'5l The father quite often is ve~ aggressive to the teena~r ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
53 The father quite often encourages the teenager to have alcoholic drinks ••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
59 The father quite often brings sexually explicit magazines into the house •••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
60 The father quite often brings sexually explicit video films into the house •••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
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INFANCY (BIRTH TO 2 YEARS) 
1 The mather quite often leaves the infant alone in a roan for hoors at a time •••••••• 1 2 3 4 
2 The mather quite often does not let friends see the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
3 The mother quite often does nat take the infant for check-ups to the Child Clinic ••• 1 2 3 4 
4 The mother quite often refuses to hold or tooch the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
5 The mather quite often refuses to have f!je contact with the infant •••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
6 The mather quite often refuses to visit the infant Yklo 1 ives with his 
(the mother's) panents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
7 The mather quite often does not hold the infant for hoors at a time during 
the day ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
8 The mother quite often is nat interested in the infant •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
9 The mather quite often is ITDre interested in an older child than in the infant •••••• 1 2 3 4 
10 The mather quite often threatens the infant when the child will not go to sleEp ••••• 1 2 3 4 
11 The mother quite often shoots at the infant ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
12 The mather quite often scares the infant with gcmes that stimulate the infant 
too much •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
13 The mather quite often gives the infant a mild sedative (medicine) at night to 
help the child sleep •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
14 The mother quite often encourages the infant to smack adult friends for fUn ••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
15 The mather quite often teaches the infant precocioos sexual habits as a joke 
(eg blowing on child's genitals at bathtime) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
EARLY CHILDHOOD (2 TO 5 YEARS) 
16 The mather quite often teaches the yoong child to avoid making friends with 
other·children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
17 The mather quite often rewards the yoong child for keeping away fran ather 
children ••.•••....••...•••...••••.••••..••••.••••••.•••••••.•.••.•.•••••••.•••..•••• 1 2 3 4 
18 The mather quite often punishes the yrung child for playing with other children ••••• 1 2 3 4 
19 The mather quite often says to the crying yoong child, "Don't be such a big baby." •• 1 2 3 4 
20 The mother quite often tells the young child that he/she is a bad boy/girl •••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
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2! The nuther quite often will not take the yamg child Cllt 00 a family Cllting 
~th the other children in the farrrily~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
22 The mother quite often does not talk to the young child ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
23 The mother quite often does not praise the young child's efforts •••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
24 The mother quite often does not recognise the young child's efforts ••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
25 The mother quite often frightens the young child too rruch with fairy tale stories ••• ! 2 3 4 
26 The mother quite often tells the young child that the Bogeyrran will care if he/she 
does not go to sleep •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
Z1 The mother quite often threatens to hit the young chil d for "bad" behavi our ••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
28 The mother quite often gives the young child a sip of alcohol ••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
29 The mother quite often encourages the young child to be violent ••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
30 The mother quite often involves the young child in secret, intimate "cuddling" 
when th~ are alone together •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
SQ-IOOL P6E (5 TO 11 YEAAS) 
3! The mother quite often locks the child in a roam as a punishment •••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
32 The mother quite often does not allON the child to bring other children 
to the house •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
33 The mother quite often keeps the child away from school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
34 The mother quite often tells the child, "You kroN you're no good at that." •••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
35 The mother quite often replies to the child, "I'm too busy now, tell me later." ••••• ! 2 3 4 
36 The mother quite often canpares me child in an unfavourable way with the 
ottlE!:r childf"a1 ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• e .••••• , .................... 1 2 3 4 
37 The mother quite often shONS no interest in the child's school report ••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
38 The mother quite often does not protect the child from fights involving other 
children in the farrrily •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
39 The mother quite often does not help the child to settle problens with other 
children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
40 The mother quite often tries to make the child choose between the para1ts 
in an argument •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
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SCHOOL AGE (5 TO !! YEARS) 
4! The mother quite often criticises the child for not meeting her expectati01S •••••••• ! 2 3 4 
42 The mother quite often threatens to leave the home and the child •••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
43 The mother quite often encrurages the child to be aggressive towards other 
children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
44 The mother quite often makes racist remarks in the child's hearing •••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
45 The mother quite often tells sexual jokes in the child's hearing •••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
ADClESCENCE (11 TO !8 YEAAS) 
46 The mother quite often does not allow the teenager to join clubs .-
(or take part in rut-of-school activities) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
47 The mother quite often punishes the teenager for going rut on a IIdatell •••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
48 The mother quite often keeps the teenager away from school to take care of 
younger children •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
49 The mother quite often jokes to friends abrut the teenager's personal problens 
in front of the teenager •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
50 The mother quite often says to the teenager who is justly pleased with same 
achievenent, 11Q:)nlt be such a shOll-off.II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
5! The mother quite often says, III can rra.nage quicker on my M1,1I when the 
teenager tries to help •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
52 The mother quite often lets the teenager IIsleep in ll and the teenager is 
slightly late for school •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
53 The mother quite often does not check to see that the teenager has the mininun 
personal equipment for school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
54 The mother quite often does not check to see whether the teenager has done 
his/her homework for school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 
55 The mother quite often expects the teenager to excel at eve~hing •••••••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
56 The mother quite often sets ifl'l)Ossibly high standards for the teenager •••••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
57 The mother quite often is ve~ aggressive to the teenager ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
58 The mother quite often encrurages the teenager to have alcoholic drirks ••••••••••••• l 2 3 4 
59 The mother quite often brings sexually explicit magazines into the house •••••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
60 The mother quite often brings sexually explicit video films into the house •••••••••• ! 2 3 4 
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Ap pendi x S 
List of Tables of Factor Loadings on Six Category Scales 
Table AS. 1 Isolating Seale 
Table AS. 2 Rejecting Scale 
Table AS. 3 Ignori ng Seale 
Table AS. 4 Terrori sing 1 Seale (Di scipl ine Thrrugh Fear) 
Table AS. 5 Terrorising 2 Scale (Too High Expectations) 
Table AS. 6 Corrupting Seale 
Tab 1 e A8.1 
Isolating Scale 
The twenty-four vignettes dealing with Isolating were perceived as 
having an underlying commonality in sixteen incidents. The following 
tables show the Isolating Scales for Father incidents (N=8) and Mother 
incidents (N=8) in order of significance. 
Isolating Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents were rated by the parents on the follOrVing scale: 
Question Factor 
Number Loading 
47 
46 
48 
16 
32 
17 
33 
18 
.6770 
• 6562 
• 4486 
• 3522 
• 3203 
• 2784 
.253J 
• 2038 
Develop. 
Stage Vignette SLmnary 
11-18 
11-18 
11-18 
2-5 
5-11 
2-5 
5-11 
2-5 
The father quite often: 
punishes teenager for going on a date. 
does not allow teenager to join clubs • 
keeps teenager away fran school • 
teaches yeung child to avoid making friends • 
does not allow child to bring children home • 
rS\lards yeung child for avoiding other children • 
keeps chil d away fran school. 
punishes yeung child for playing with other children • 
Isolating Scale: Mother incidents 
The t-bther incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
~esti on Factor 
Number Loooing 
16 
17 
32 
46 
47 
18 
33 
48 
.6350 
.58]) 
.5700 
.5126 
• 4320 
.4191 
.4082 
.2921 
~velop. 
Stage Vignette Sl.D:mary 
2-5 
2-5 
5-11 
11-18 
11-18 
2-5 
5-11 
11-18 
The rrother quite of tel : 
teaches yrung child to awid making friends. 
rS\Iards yeung child for avoiding. other children. 
does not allow child to bring children home. 
does not allow teenager to join clubs. 
punishes teenager for going on a date • 
punishes yeung child for playing with other children. 
keeps child (MaY fran school. 
keeps teenager away from school. 
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Table A8.2 
Rejecting Scale 
The twenty-four vignettes dealing with Rejecting were perceived as 
having an underlying commonality in fourteen incidents. The following 
tables show the Rejecting Scales for Father incidents (N=7) and Mother 
incidents (N=7) in order of significance. 
Rejecting Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents were rated by the parents ()1 the following scale: 
QJesti01 Factor 
Number Loading 
35 
34 
36 
19 
51 
50 
20 
.5309 
.5110 
.4883 
.3068 
.2495 
.2492 
.ill86 
Develop. 
Stag= Vignette Sumary 
5-11 
5-11 
5-11 
2-5 
11-18 
11-18 
2-5 
The father quite often: 
tells child he1s too busy and tell him later 
tells child,"Yru know yru're no gooo at that.1I 
compares child unfavourably with siblings. 
tells crying child,"Don't be such a big bcby. 
tells teenag=r,"I can manag= quicker on IT!Y 0tII1." 
tells teenag=r,"Donlt be such a show off.1I 
tells child that he/she is a bad boy/girl. 
Rejecting Scale: t1Jther incidents 
The Mother incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
QJesti01 Factor 
Number Loading 
20 
19 
35 
36 
51 
50 
34 
.6821 
.6770 
.5103 
.1941 
.1102 
.0506 
• ill 39 
Develop. 
Stage Vi gnette £mrary 
2-5 
2-5 
5-11 
5-11 
11-18 
11-18 
5-11 
The ITDther quite often: 
tells child that he/she is a bad boy/girl. 
tells crying child,IIDon't be such a big b<i>y. 
tells child she's too busy and tell him later 
compares child unfavrurably with siblings. 
tells teenager ,"I can manage quicker on my 0Wl." 
tells teenager,IIDonlt be such a soow off." 
tells child,"Yru kl'lCM yru I re no goOO at that.1I 
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Table A8.3 
Ignoring Scale 
The twenty-four vignettes dealing with Ignoring were perceived as 
having an underlying commonality in ten incidents. The following 
tables show the Ignoring Scales for Father incidents (N=5) and Mother 
incidents (N=5) in order of significance. 
Ignoring Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents \'Ere rated by the parents on the following scale: 
-------------
Q,Jestioo Factor Develop. 
Number Loading Stage Vignette &mmry 
------------------- --------------------,----
53 
54 
39 
38 
52 
.6344 
• 6136 
• 4736 
• 3434 
• 3338 
11-18 
11-18 
5-11 
5-11 
11-18 
The father quite oft81: 
does nat check teenager's school EquiprrBlt. 
does nat check teenager's school haJ'B'.Ork • 
does nat he 1 p chi 1 d settle p rob 1 ens with peers • 
does not protect child from sibling fights • 
lets teenager be sl ightly late for school • 
Ignoring Scale: M:>ther incid81ts 
The Mather incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
Q,Jestioo Factor 
NJrrber Loadi ng 
53 
54 
52 
39 
38 
.7005 
.6989 
.ro84 
.4992 
.4653 
Develop. 
Stage Vignette St.mrary 
11-18 
11-18 
11-18 
5-11 
5-11 
The mother quite oft81: 
does nat check teenager' s school Equipl1'El1t. 
does nat check teenager' s school haJ'B'.Ork. 
lets teenager be slightly late for school. 
does not help child settle problens with peers. 
does nat protect child fran sibling fights. 
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Table A8.4 
Terrorising 1 Scale (Discipline Through Fear) 
The twenty-four vignettes dealing with Terrorising were perceived as 
having an underlying commonality in eighteen incidents. These were 
divided into two scales: Terrorising 1 Scale (Discipline Through Fear) 
and Terrorising 2 Scale (Too High Expectations). The following Tables 
show the Terrorising 1 Scales for Father incidents (N=6) and Mother 
incidents (N=6) in order of significance. 
Terrorising 1 Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
QJestim Factor 
Number Loading 
11 
12 
10 
27 
25 
26 
.6599 
• 5838 
• 5832 
• 4403 
• 4107 
• 3396 
Develop. 
Stage Vignette Sumary 
Bi rth-02 
11 II 
II If 
2-5 
2-5 
2-5 
The father quite oftBl: 
shOJts at the infant. 
scares the infant with over-stimulating games • 
threatens the infant when bcby will not sl~ • 
threatens to hit child for "bad" behaviOJr • 
frightens yOJng child with fairy tales • 
tells yOJng child that Bogeyman will COlle • 
Terrorising 1 Scale: Mother incidBlts 
The Mother incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
QJest i m Factor 
Itmber Loading 
12 
10 
26 
25 
11 
27 
• 6439 
• 5645 
.4537 
• 4479 
• 3804 
.0728 
DevelqJ. 
Stage Vi gnette SJrmary 
Bi rth-2 
II II 
2-5 
II II 
Bi rth-2 
2-5 
The IOOther qui te often: 
scares the infant with over-stimulating garres • 
threatens the infant when baby will not sleep • 
tells yOJng child that Bog~ will come. 
frightens yOJng child with fai ry tales • 
shOJts at the infant • 
threatens to hit child for "bad" behaviOJr. 
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Table A8.5 
Terrorising 2 Scale (Too High Expectations) 
The following Tables show the Terrorising 2 Scales for Father incidents 
(N=3) and Mother incidents (N=3) in order of significance. 
Terrorising 2 Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
------------------------Question Factor 
Number Loading 
55 
56 
41 
• 7715 
.6570 
.6273 
Develop. 
Stage Vignette Stmnary 
11-18 
11-18 
5-11 
-------- ----- ----
The fatrer quite oft61: 
expects the teenager to excel at everything • 
sets impossibly high standards for teenager. 
criticises child for not meeting father's 
expectations. 
Terrorising 2 Scale: Mother incid61ts 
The t-bther incid61ts were rated by the parelts on the following scale: 
Question Factor 
Number Loading 
56 
55 
41 
.7724 
.6610 
.5910 
Develcp • 
Stage Vignette Summary 
11-18 
II II 
5-11 
The mother quite often: 
sets impossibly high standards for teenager. 
expects the teenager to excel at everything. 
criticises child for not meeting father's 
expect at ions. 
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Table A8.6 
Corrupting Scale 
The twenty-four vignettes dealing with Corrupting were perceived as 
having an underlying commonality in twelve incidents. The following 
tables show the Corrupting Scales for the Father incidents (N=6) and the 
Mother incidents (N=6) in order of significance. 
Corrupting Scale: Father incidents 
The Father incidents were rated by the parents on the follOiling scale: 
Question Factor 
Number Loading 
60 .82.01 
59 .7998 
45 • 7147 
44 .6335 
58 .4625 
43 • 3901 
Develop. 
Sta~ Vignette Stmrn.ry 
11-18 
" " 
5-11 
" " 
11-18 
5-11 
The father quite oft81: 
brings sexually explicit videos into home. 
brings sexually explicit magazines into hare. 
tells sexual jokes in child ' shearing • 
makes racist remarks in child's hearing. 
encrurag=!s teenager to have alcohol • 
encourages child to be aggressive to other children. 
Corrupting Scale: trbther incidents 
The trbther incidents were rated by the parents on the following scale: 
Question Factor 
rtlrber Loadi ng 
60 .7497 
59 .6839 
45 .6718 
44 .5672 
43 • 4650 
58 • 3186 
Develop. 
Stage Vignette Summary 
11-18 
" " 
5-11 
" " 
5-11 
11-18 
The mother quite oft81: 
brings sexually explicit videos into home. 
brings sexually explicit magazines into hare. 
tells sexual jokes in child ' shearing. 
rM<es racist remarks in child's hearing. 
encrurag=!s child to be aggressive to other children • 
encrurages teena~r to have alcohol • 
